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Chapter

1Introduction

Our intuition about stars is built on the everyday1 experience of seeing the star closest to
us, the Sun. Thus, people commonly expect stars to be relatively isolated, possibly orbited
by a set of planets, but certainly far from other stars. However, as often in astrophysics, our
best observations (in this case of the Sun) can be misleading because they target a somewhat
special object: their interpretation needs to be embedded in the broader context.

This thesis deals with stars that are quite different from the Sun in two key aspects: they
are typically not alone and much more massive. Most stars are not isolated, but instead orbit
one or more companions, and they often live in regions of space where many neighboring
stars are found close by. The presence of other stars can have a profound impact on the
way a star evolves. Secondly, the appearance, evolution, and final fate of stars are primarily
determined by their total mass: the most luminous stars, which are also the most massive, live
a very different life compared to the Sun. Stars with initial masses larger than about 7.5 M�
(where 1 M� = 1.9892 · 1033 g is the mass of the Sun), although rare, have an extreme impact
on their surroundings. They can end their lives in spectacular supernova explosions producing
neutron stars, black holes, or fully destroying the star and leaving nothing behind.

1.1 Multiplicity
Most stars are thought to be born in relatively dense clusters or associations (e.g., Lada &
Lada 2003; Stahler 2018). They typically have one or more companions gravitationally bound
to them (e.g., Abt 1983; Sana et al. 2012; Duchêne & Kraus 2013; Almeida et al. 2017). For
example, one of the most iconic asterisms in the Northern sky, the “Big Dipper” (Fig. 1.1),
was used during the Hellenistic period to test the eyesight of prospective astronomy students
and soldiers. It contains the visual binary consisting of the stars Mizar and Alcor, which
can only be distinguished with the naked eye by people with good eyesight (Bohigian 2008).
Spectroscopic observations reveal that “Mizar” is itself a quadruple system (i.e., two spec-
troscopic binaries orbiting each other as a visual binary), and Alcor is itself a triple system
(Hoffleit & Jaschek 1991; Mamajek et al. 2010), for a total of seven stars packed in a light
dot that most would mistake for one single object. These stars are not exceptional from the
point of view of their multiplicity.

1Or not so much in Amsterdam. . .
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1 Introduction

Fig. 1.1: Zoom-in of the visual binary Mizar-Alcor in the Big dipper (emphasized with thin dotted lines). Distin-
guishing two separate light sources in the biggest circle was a requirement to become an astronomer in Hellenistic
times.

1.1.1 Brief historical context of the study of stellar binarity

The study of binaries has progressed hand in hand with the technological advancements. As
the example of Mizar and Alcor illustrates, its origin dates back at least to ancient Greece,
with the first mention of “double stars” by Ptolemy (Aitken 1935). In the early 17th cen-
tury, the pioneers of the astronomical use of telescopes soon realized that a large fraction of
stars appearing as single to the naked eye are actually binaries, or even triples (Aitken 1935;
Verbunt 2015). It took another century to realize, through a combination of statistical and
astrometric arguments (e.g., Michell 1767), that the presence of companions is not merely
chance alignment, but instead, it implies a physical relationship between the stars (e.g., Her-
schel 1802).

With the development of the first spectrographs and the dawn of astrophysics, i.e. the
(search for) physical explanations of celestial phenomena, the study of stellar multiplicity
again advanced greatly: very close binaries that could not be resolved even with telescopes
became known through the detection of periodic Doppler shifts of spectral lines, as first
shown in Mizar itself (Pickering 1890). With the progressive increase in telescope sizes and
spectrograph technology (in particular, the decoupling of the optics of the telescope from the
spectrograph itself by means of fiber optics), the sample of spectroscopic binaries available
steadily increased.

In the 20th century, the development of rockets first, and satellites soon after, allowed for
observations in wavelength regions not accessible from the ground. The discovery of X-ray
sources beyond the solar system (Giacconi et al. 1962) was soon related to stellar binaries
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1.1 Multiplicity

where a “compact object” (i.e., white dwarf, neutron star, or black hole) was accreting mass
from a companion star (e.g., Burbidge et al. 1967; Shklovsky 1967; Schreier et al. 1972;
van den Heuvel & Heise 1972). Therefore, stellar binarity became the tool to study both
matter and the structure of space-time in the most extreme conditions. The orbital solution
for Cyg X-1 coupled to its emission of X-rays provided the first observational confirmation of
the existence of black holes (Webster & Murdin 1972; Bolton 1972), a recurrent theoretical
speculation since the studies of J. Michell (Michell 1784) and P.-S. Laplace (Laplace 1799,
see also Montgomery et al. 2009). Before this discovery, black holes were often considered
a mathematical consequence of General Relativity with no physical realization in nature.

Binaries and multiple systems also hold a forefront position in the theoretical develop-
ments of stellar astrophysics. Observations of binary systems can provide accurate stellar
parameters (e.g., stellar masses and radii in double-lined eclipsing binaries, Andersen 1991,
although see also Valle et al. 2018), which can be used to underpin theoretical models of
stellar evolution. The “three-body problem” in classical mechanics is obviously related to
the treatment of the dynamics of gas parcels under the influence of the gravitational field
of two stars orbiting each other. Many famous “puzzles” (evolution of Algol-like systems,
binaries at the center of planetary nebulae, formation of helium white dwarfs, formation of
millisecond pulsars, etc.) require understanding of binary evolution, which was developed
collectively during the 19th and 20th centuries. Some of the earliest applications of numeri-
cal simulations of stars dealt with the evolution of interacting binaries (e.g., Paczyński 1966,
1967; Kippenhahn & Weigert 1967; Paczyński 1971).

With the spectacular detection of the nearby supernova SN1987A, models for the evo-
lution of massive binaries merging before their final explosion became highly debated (e.g.,
Arnett et al. 1989; Podsiadlowski et al. 1990; Podsiadlowski 1992; Menon & Heger 2017).
The task of understanding how a variety of transients (SN subclasses, novae, X-ray bursts,
Ca-rich gap transients, luminous red novae, etc.) arise from the different evolutionary paths
of multiple stars is still an ongoing effort, further accelerated by the recent development of
robotic telescopes that can scan large portions of the sky each night (see also Sec. 1.5).

More recently, the direct detection of gravitational waves from the merger of two com-
pact objects (Ligo Scientific Collaboration and Virgo collaboration, LVC 2016c, 2018b) has
raised the question of how these systems form. It is very easy for a massive binary system
to avoid becoming a gravitational wave merger progenitor, because of the many pitfalls on
their path to this final fate (e.g., Belczynski et al. 2016b; Tauris et al. 2017). Thus, we need
to improve our understanding of massive stars, both as single and as members of a binary
or more complex groupings. The third observational run from ground-based gravitational
wave detectors is ongoing at the time of writing this thesis, and will reveal a population of
compact object mergers that will allow for statistically significant physical constraints on the
evolution of their progenitor systems (e.g., Fishbach & Holz 2017). The technological leap
that has allowed for the direct detection of gravitational waves, together with advancements
in time-domain astronomy can be considered, at least partially, the present-day drivers of the
renewed interest for massive binary evolution.
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1 Introduction

1.2 The life of (massive) stars with a companion

Stars are often accompanied by one or more companion(s), and this is especially true for mas-
sive stars. The pre-main sequence evolution of massive stars (until the ignition of hydrogen
thermonuclear burning) happens fast and it is typically enshrouded in a dusty and optically
thick environment. How this process leads to stellar multiplicity is not yet well understood
(e.g., Zinnecker & Yorke 2007; Sana et al. 2017). Nevertheless, a variety of observations
suggest that most massive stars are born with companions (e.g., Abt 1983; Mason et al. 2009;
Sana & Evans 2011; Chini et al. 2012; Kobulnicky et al. 2014; Almeida et al. 2017), and that
the majority will (try to) exchange material with their companion(s) before the end of their
stellar lifetime (Sana et al. 2012).

From a theoretical perspective one might wish to fully understand the evolution of single
stars before studying how companion(s) can change it. In practice, however, the fact that the
majority of young massive stars are found in close binary systems means that any observa-
tional constraints will likely be influenced by the presence of binaries and their products (e.g.,
de Mink et al. 2011, 2014). Therefore, any observationally-supported theory of massive star
evolution cannot leave aside the issue of binarity.

Binary interactions can result in a variety of outcomes, depending on the masses of the
two stars, their initial orbital configuration (initial separation, eccentricity, etc.), and their
content in elements heavier than helium (so-called metallicity). The initial parameter space
for the evolution of a binary system is further expanded by the many uncertain parameters
entering into the physical modeling of each star (e.g., convective overshooting, efficiency
of rotational mixing, etc.) and of their interactions (e.g., efficiency of mass transfer, tidal
coupling, etc.).

Depending on the initial configuration (and, on another level, on the assumptions made
to model the evolution), many different outcomes are possible. The majority of massive
binaries are expected to go through a mass-transfer phase2, initiated when one star expands
beyond its Roche Lobe. The resulting mass transfer can be dynamically stable or unstable,
depending on the responses of the radii and Roche lobes of each star to the transfer of mass
and angular momentum. Dynamically unstable mass transfer can lead to a common-envelope
phase (e.g., Paczynski 1976), during which the two stars share material filling equipotential
surfaces enclosing both stars. The two stars typically spiral in within the common envelope,
and this process can result in a merger or in the ejection of the common material and a
significant reduction of the orbital separation (see Ivanova et al. 2013, for a review).

If the two stars avoid merging during their evolution, the initially more massive one will
typically end its life first3, especially since the accretion of material can “rejuvenate” the

2For low mass stars, the different period distribution and radial evolution makes mass transfer less common.
Nevertheless, if a phase of mass transfer happens, the physical processes are the same as those discussed here.

3However, for binaries starting with an initial mass ratio q = M2/M1 ' 1 and an initial period short enough
that mass transfer starts before the end of the donor star’s main sequence, the deaths of the two stars can happen in
reversed order. This is predicted to happen in ∼ 4% of all massive binaries (Pols 1994; Ch. 3).
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1.2 The life of (massive) stars with a companion

accreting star by making its convective core grow and drag fresh fuel inwards (e.g., Hellings
1983; Braun & Langer 1995; Wellstein et al. 2001; Schneider et al. 2015).

Most binaries with at least one massive star are disrupted when one of the stars collapses
and possibly explodes in a SN (see also below): the former companion is shot out and appears
as a single star for the rest of its evolution (see, e.g., Fig. 1.2). Because of mergers and binary
disruptions, even apparently single stars might have experienced binary interaction (de Mink
et al. 2014): ruling out the occurrence of binary-evolution processes for presently-single stars
is difficult. Even populations of events that, at zeroth order, do not require involving binarity
and multiplicity to explain them, have been suggested to be significantly affected by binary
evolution (e.g., hydrogen-rich type II SNe, Podsiadlowski 1992; Podsiadlowski et al. 1992;
Eldridge et al. 2018; Zapartas et al. 2019).

1.2.1 Supernova explosions in a binary

Fig. 1.2: ζ Ophiuchi
is considered the re-
sult of the disruption of
a binary (Hoogerwerf
et al. 2001). The pres-
ence of a bow shock
(red) suggests that it is
moving fast. Credits:
NASA/JPL Spitzer.

The impact of a SN explosion on a binary system, and in particular
on the companion star, was first considered by Zwicky (1957), while
the first quantitative work dates back to the seminal analysis of Blaauw
(1961) and Boersma (1961).

The explosion (or possibly implosion) of one star modifies the bi-
nary orbit. In a successful SN explosion resulting in the ejection of the
stellar envelope, the change in gravitational potential felt by the com-
panion star modifies its orbit (so-called “Blaauw-kick”). Blaauw (1961)
found a sufficient condition to break apart a binary system, assuming
that the ejecta leaves the binary system instantaneously and that they are
spherically symmetric with respect to the exploding star. Under these as-
sumptions, the virial theorem for the binary orbit implies that if the total
mass ejected Mej exceeds half of the total mass of the binary M1 + M2:

Mej ≥
M1 + M2

2
⇒ e ≥ 1 , (1.1)

then a bound orbit (with eccentricity 0 ≤ e < 1) will be transformed into
a parabolic or hyperbolic orbit, and the newly formed compact object
and the “widowed” companion star move away from each other.

However, the work from Blaauw (1961) did not consider the previ-
ous evolution of the binary system (see also Paczyński 1971; Bekenstein
& Bowers 1974). The current understanding is that the majority of mas-
sive binaries will experience a phase of mass transfer before the first core
collapses. The mass-transfer phase removes mass from the star that will
typically die first, and by the time it reaches the onset of core-collapse,
the amount of mass left in the stellar envelope that can contribute to Mej

is limited, and the condition 1.1 can rarely be achieved in nature: the “Blaauw kick” due to
the instantaneous and symmetric loss of the SN ejecta can rarely unbind massive binaries.
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1 Introduction

The assumption of spherical symmetry of the explosion was later realized to be ques-
tionable, at least in some cases. The first observational evidence suggesting to relax this
hypothesis was the distribution of radio-pulsar proper motions. This revealed a population of
NS moving at space velocities exceeding ∼ 1000 km s−1 in the most extreme cases, and gen-
erally much faster than the space velocities of their progenitor massive stars (e.g., Shklovskii
1970; Gunn & Ostriker 1970; Hobbs et al. 2005; Janka 2013, 2017). To explain these veloc-
ities, the idea that asymmetries during the SN explosion (see also Sec. 1.3.3) would impart
a “natal kick” to the NS at formation was proposed (e.g., Shklovskii 1970). Whether stel-
lar deaths resulting in the formation of BHs also impart a kick to it or not is still debated
(e.g., Janka 2017; Chan et al. 2018), and the question has direct relevance to the formation of
BH-X ray binaries (e.g., Fragos et al. 2009; Repetto et al. 2012; Mandel 2016), the retention
fraction of BHs in clusters (e.g., Pavlík et al. 2018) and gravitational-wave progenitors (e.g.,
O’Shaughnessy et al. 2017).

From the point of view of the binary orbit, the effect of the SN natal kick is to increase
the kinetic energy of the compact object, and consequently of the total (orbital) energy:

Epre−SN
orb =

1
2

M1v
2
1 +

1
2

M2v
2
2 −

GM1M2

a
,

Epost−SN
orb =

1
2

(M1 − Mej)(v1 + vkick)2 +
1
2

M2v
2
2 −

G(M1 − Mej)M2

a
,

(1.2)

where Eorb is the total orbital energy of the binary (before and after the SN), Mej is the SN
ejecta mass, Mi and vi = |vi| are the (pre-explosion) masses and orbital velocities of the two
stars, a the pre-core-collapse semimajor axis, and vkick is the velocity added to the compact
object by the natal kick. Eq. 1.2 implicitly assumes a circular pre-collapse orbit (e = 0)
and instantaneous loss of the ejecta (so that a does not have the time to vary during the
explosion). If, after the SN, Eorb becomes positive, the binary system is unbound. There is
a theoretical consensus on the fact that, because of natal kicks, the vast majority of massive
binaries does not survive the first stellar death, and that widowed stars rarely remain bound to
the compact remnant of their former companion (e.g., De Donder et al. 1997; Eldridge et al.
2011; Kochanek et al. 2019, see also Ch. 3).

Thus, it appears that SN kicks disrupt the majority of massive binaries by giving a large
velocity to the compact objects, but typically without significantly modifying the velocity of
the companion star, which is shot out at its own pre-explosion orbital velocity4. Moreover,
the occurrence of SN natal kicks also means that the compact objects formed by the first
core-collapse in a binary will typically not retain their stellar companions: compact objects
with a companion are an exception rather than the rule in massive binary evolution.

4The orbital velocity that is relevant for the widowed companion is not vorb =
√

G(M1 + M2)/a, but rather the
velocity of the physical star v2 = vorb M1/(M1 + M2) (e.g., Bekenstein & Bowers 1974). The mass-dependent factor
relating v2 and vorb is typically lower than one at the time of ejection, especially if mass transfer has occurred during
the previous evolution.
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1.2 The life of (massive) stars with a companion

1.2.2 Higher multiplicity, associations, and clusters

The average observed number of stellar companions to massive stars is ∼ 1.5 (e.g., Eggleton
& Tokovinin 2008; Moe & Di Stefano 2017), indicating that not only massive stars tend to live
in binary systems, but that triple, quadruple (e.g., Leung et al. 1979) and higher multiplicity
systems are also common.

These systems can be dynamically stable or not, depending on the orbital configuration,
stellar masses, and evolutionary stage. The presence of multiple companions can also lead to
dynamical effects on the orbits, for example, the oscillations in eccentricity and inclination
of the orbit of the inner binary in a hierarchical triple (Kozai 1962; Lidov 1962; Naoz 2016),
which can result in an enhancement of the rate of binary interactions. The exploration of
the effects of coupling the multi-body gravitational dynamics with the evolution of stars is a
present topic of research (e.g., Toonen et al. 2016; Antonini et al. 2017).

Fig. 1.3: The cluster R136 in the Large Magellanic Cloud is
one of the most extreme dense stellar environment in the Local
Universe, with ∼ 105 M� of stars within ∼ 1 pc. Credits: Hub-
ble/WFC3.

Moreover, as mentioned above,
most stars are born in relatively dense
associations or clusters, where grav-
itational interactions between a large
number N (>2) of stars in a (meta-)
stable configuration can occur. Again,
coupling the stellar dynamics in a clus-
ter or association to stellar evolution
(radial evolution, impulsive tides, etc.)
in these complex systems is also an on-
going endeavor (e.g., Portegies Zwart
et al. 1997, and references therein).
Given the generally chaotic nature of
N-body interactions and the complex-
ity of the initial conditions for a cluster, statistical methods are usually employed to study
these systems (e.g., Aarseth 2003). Occasionally, close encounters between stars will result
in the dynamical ejection of one star from the association or cluster, and the ostracized star
can acquire large velocities. This process is particularly relevant during the initial evolu-
tion of a cluster (especially in the first ∼ 1 Myr, e.g., Oh & Kroupa 2016), when the initial
dynamical relaxation of the cluster can lead to a copious amount of ejections.

Although binary systems are not required for this process to happen, the presence of
binaries enhances the rate of ejection because of two important facts (e.g., Fujii & Portegies
Zwart 2011; Banerjee et al. 2012). First, the cross-section for interacting with a binary is
larger than for single stars, as can be seen considering the geometric cross section σ ∝ a2 �

R2
∗, with a orbital separation of the binary and R∗ the radius of the star. This argument

remains valid considering the mutual gravitational pull, neglected in the geometric cross-
section. The mutual attraction of the interacting bodies modifies σ, introducing a dependence
on their relative velocity. Secondly, binary systems store energy in their orbit, which the
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1 Introduction

gravitational interaction can transform into kinetic energy of a third body interacting with the
binary, producing fast-moving runaway stars: the kinetic energy of the ejected star comes
from the change in orbital binding energy of the binary.

In the simplest case of the scattering of a star off a circular binary (N = 3), the variation
in orbital energy is

∆Eorb =
G
2

∣∣∣∣∣ M f
1 M f

2

a f −
Mi

1Mi
2

ai

∣∣∣∣∣ , (1.3)

where the superscript f and i refer to the pre- and post-scattering masses and separations of
the binary. The minimum energy configuration for the binary is approached by decreasing
the orbital separation (a f . ai) and by pairing the two most massive stars out of the three
interacting in the binary: swapping the interloper star with one binary member is typical,
thus in general M f

j , Mi
j for j = 1, 2. This means that subsequent three-body scatterings will

typically eject the least massive stars, and pair the two most massive stars in a “bully binary”
(Fujii & Portegies Zwart 2011). Further interactions (and stellar ejections) shrink its orbital
separation, until the binary itself can be considered a single point mass for the purpose of
the cluster dynamics, and a massive tight binary can ultimately also be ejected (e.g., Fujii &
Portegies Zwart 2011; Banerjee et al. 2012).

Therefore, statistically speaking, clusters tend to eject the least massive star in a scattering
event. Nevertheless, recent observational evidence supports the ejection via N body interac-
tions of very massive stars, even with masses exceeding ∼ 100 M� (e.g., Lennon et al. 2018;
Drew et al. 2018; Kalari et al. 2019, see also Ch. 4).

1.3 The physics of massive stars

Massive stars are rare objects, but of paramount importance for many areas of astrophysics.
Like human beings are characterized by their capacity to adapt the environment to themselves,
and thus have a dramatic impact on the ecosystem Earth, massive stars are also in some sense
defined by the enormous impact they can have on their host galaxy. In fact, massive stars are
among the main drivers of galaxy evolution through their chemical, radiative, and mechanical
feedback. Therefore, massive stars are among the main drivers of the evolution of galaxies
(e.g., Larson 1974; Dekel & Silk 1986; Nomoto et al. 2013; Naab & Ostriker 2017).

The minimum initial mass required for a star to be considered massive typically depends
on the context: in this thesis, I consider massive to mean initial (zero-age main sequence)
masses greater than MZAMS & 7.5 − 10 M�. This threshold corresponds to stars that evolve
through hydrogen-, helium-, carbon-, and neon-core burning and ignite (at least partially)
their oxygen-rich core. Each burning phase slows down the gravitational contraction of the
star through the release of nuclear binding energy that compensates for the surface energy
losses. As the nuclear energy released per nucleon decreases with heavier elements, the
nuclear timescale of the core shortens. The onset of a new energy loss term due to thermal
neutrinos (on top of the photon luminosity and mass loss processes) further speeds up the

8



1.3 The physics of massive stars

core’s evolution: evolved massive stars during carbon core burning and beyond are “neutrino
stars” that emit more neutrinos than photons (Fraley 1968).

By the definition assumed here, massive stars result in core structures too massive to
remain dynamically stable, which ultimately collapse. The possible outcomes of this core-
collapse are described in more detail in Sec. 1.3.3 and Sec. 1.3.4. In short, the collapse
is expected to produce a supernova explosion (at least in some cases), and possibly form a
neutron star, a black hole, or fully disintegrate the star (see Langer 2012, for a review).

The precise minimum mass to end the stellar life with a collapsing core is not known. It
depends on many factors including the metallicity of the star (Poelarends et al. 2008; Doherty
et al. 2017) or, in other words, the environment in which the star was born; the rotation
rate of the core (e.g., MacFadyen & Woosley 1999), and last but not least, the presence of
companion(s) that can modify the life and final fate of a massive star (e.g., Paczyński 1971;
van den Heuvel et al. 1994; Podsiadlowski et al. 2002; Zapartas et al. 2017a; Poelarends et al.
2017, see also Sec. 1.1).

In principle, there is no upper limit to the mass of a star, although feedback during the
star formation might result in an effective upper mass limit for massive stars (e.g., Figer
2005). Several stars with masses exceeding ∼ 80 M� measured through orbital dynamics in
binaries exist (e.g., Bonanos et al. 2004), and stars with spectroscopically determined masses
exceeding ∼ 300 M� have also been claimed (de Koter et al. 1997; Crowther et al. 2010,
2016), and finally, statistical arguments based on the analysis of the population of O-type stars
in 30 Doradus suggest that the upper-mass limit for stars might reach ∼ 500 M� (Schneider
et al. 2018a). The maximum mass of a star might also depend on the metal content of the
parent cloud, which determines the amount of radiative cooling possible during the formation
process and thus the seed self-gravitating mass that collapses. It is generally thought that stars
in the primordial Universe with virtually zero metals had, on average, higher masses (e.g.,
Bromm et al. 1999).

1.3.1 Mass loss processes in massive star evolution

One substantial difference between massive stars and their lower-mass counterparts is the
impact of mass loss on their internal structure and evolution. For a Sun-like star, which loses
mass in a pressure-driven thermal wind (Parker 1958; Weber & Davis 1967), the observed
mass loss rate is of order Ṁwind,� ' 10−14 M�yr−1. This gives a characteristic timescale for
mass loss

τML,� =
M

Ṁwind,�
' 1014 yr , (1.4)

much longer than the evolutionary timescale of the Sun (∼ 1010 yr for its main sequence
lifetime). Therefore, mass loss is typically negligible when modeling the internal structure
and evolution of Sun-like stars, at least until the final phases of their evolution.

In contrast, massive stars have much stronger winds, that are line-driven (e.g. Lucy &
Solomon 1970; Castor et al. 1975, see also Ch. 2 and references therein). Fig. 1.4 illustrates
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the process: photons in the stellar atmosphere (defined as the region of the star that is partially
optically thin where the radiation field has a net radial component) are scattered by metallic
ions, which results in a transfer of momentum from the photons to the ions. These then drag
away hydrogen and helium via Coulomb coupling, driving the wind mass loss (e.g., Lamers
& Cassinelli 1999; Puls et al. 2008).

Massive stars have high luminosities (L & 103 L�, see for a recent example Schneider
et al. 2018b) and surface temperatures (Teff & 104 K for most of their evolution), which
result in large ultraviolet (UV) fluxes of photons that can therefore drive powerful stellar
winds with mass loss rates spanning 10−9 M�yr−1 . Ṁwind . 10−4 M�yr−1 (see Smith 2014,
for a review). Although massive stars are intrinsically short-lived with lifetimes spanning
few 106 yr . τ∗ . 108 yr, the wind mass-loss timescale can become comparable or shorter
than the relevant evolutionary timescale: wind mass loss cannot be realistically neglected
when investigating their internal evolution.

Fig. 1.4: Sketch of the line-driving mechanism producing strong stellar
winds in massive stars. This is an adaptation of Fig. 1 in Höfner (2012).

During advanced evolu-
tionary stages, especially for
stars that successfully retain
their hydrogen-rich envelope
and become red supergiants
(RSG), the wind mass-loss
rate is observed to be much
higher. On the theoretical
side, the driving mechanism
becomes less clear. It is likely
that dust grains, instead of
metallic ions, provide the bulk
of the opacity and intercept

outgoing photons. However, it is unclear how dust production proceeds in the envelope of
RSGs. Pulsations might be required to form the dust in the first place, and observational and
theoretical research on this topic is still ongoing (e.g., Beasor & Davies 2018).

Moreover, massive stars have other ways to lose mass, which can lead to even higher
mass-loss rates and thus have an even more dramatic effect on their structure. As argued in
Sec. 1.1, most massive stars begin their life in close binaries. The presence of a companion
star in a short-period orbit might change, through external irradiation, the ionization state
of the outer layers of a massive star and influence its mass-loss rate and the wind velocity
structure, but this effect quickly becomes negligible with increasing separation (e.g., Gayley
et al. 1997). The presence of two stars with strong wind outflows can also generate X-rays in
the collision region, which can be used to detect binary systems even if only one observational
epoch is available. Mass transfer in a binary system is a mass loss channel at least for the
donor star, which can lead to ṀRLOF & Ṁwind, depending on the evolutionary phase during
which mass transfer is initiated (i.e., on the initial orbital configuration of the binary and/or
the presence of more companions).
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1.3 The physics of massive stars

Last, but not least, (some) evolved massive stars are observed to experience violent out-
bursts of mass loss of yet unknown origin. Stars showing this behavior are called Luminous
Blue Variables (LBV, Hubble & Sandage 1953; Humphreys & Davidson 1994), and in the
most extreme cases they can reach mass loss rates ṀLBV . 10−1 − 1 M�yr−1, cf. the P Cygni
and η Carinae outbursts during the 17th and 19th century, respectively. Some observed LBVs
are presently observed in binary systems, e.g., η Carinae. Recently, the role of binarity in
these eruptive mass loss events has received a lot of attention because of the apparent posi-
tion of LBVs relative to other massive stars (e.g., Smith & Tombleson 2015; Humphreys et al.
2016; Davidson et al. 2016; Smith 2016), which could be explained if the LBVs are binary
products (e.g., Aghakhanlootakanloo et al. 2017). Another reason to consider binarity in the
context of LBVs is the potential importance of opacity bumps due to helium enrichment in
driving their eruptive mass loss (Jiang et al. 2018): accretor stars in a binary are expected to
have a higher helium mass fraction because of the accretion of partially processed material
from a companion star (Blaauw 1993).

Very early observations of SN within the first few hours after the explosion also suggest
that a significant fraction of massive stars experience late outbursts of mass loss. These
produce dense layers of circumstellar material close to the exploding star (e.g., Khazov et al.
2016). This material is illuminated by the SN shock precursor and this produces emission
lines that disappear as soon as the SN ejecta runs into the previously ejected layers. The
frequency of these outbursts and their physical origin are also actively investigated, and the
current leading hypothesis for the driving mechanism is transport of energy through gravity
waves from the carbon and oxygen shells to the surface (Shiode & Quataert 2014; Fuller
2017; Fuller & Ro 2018).

1.3.2 Other physical processes

Besides mass loss, other physical processes strongly influence the evolution of massive stars.
While these are not the main topic of this thesis, they deserve to be mentioned briefly.

Rotation One key ingredient is rotation, which can be probed directly only for the stellar
surface, by measuring the width of spectral lines. Young main-sequence massive stars can
have rotational velocities reaching above 100 km s−1 from birth (e.g., Ebbets 1979; Ramírez-
Agudelo et al. 2013; Ramírez-Agudelo et al. 2015). A companion star on a close orbit can
also induce rapid rotation (or spin down a star) through tidal synchronization (de Mink et al.
2009; Mandel & de Mink 2016; de Mink & Mandel 2016a; Marchant et al. 2016). Moreover,
in an interacting binary, the accretion of mass from a companion star can spin up significantly
the surface of a star (e.g., Hut 1981; Cantiello et al. 2007). This is because the moment of
inertia of stars is relatively small, owing to the concentration of mass in the central regions,
therefore the angular momentum carried by the incoming material can easily spin up a star,
or at least its surface, to break-up speed.

Obtaining information on the internal rotation of stars is more difficult. The competi-
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tion between wind mass and angular momentum loss, internal transport, and possible spin-up
processes determines the internal angular momentum distribution in the star. Asteroseismol-
ogy (e.g., Cantiello et al. 2016; Hekker & Christensen-Dalsgaard 2017) and long Gamma
Ray Bursts (GRB) might provide an indirect handle on the rotation rate of the core. From
the theoretical side, the transport of angular momentum in the stellar interior and the asso-
ciated mixing processes are still actively investigated (e.g., Zahn 1977; Spruit 2002; Langer
2012; Kissin & Thompson 2018; Fuller et al. 2019). There is still debate on whether shear
instabilities or meridional circulation play the dominant role in rotational mixing of chemi-
cal species, and whether rotation can prevent the formation of a core-envelope structure by
achieving (close to) complete mixing of the stellar gas, and so preventing chemical stratifica-
tion (e.g., Maeder & Meynet 2000).

Magnetic Fields Closely related to rotation is the presence of internal and surface magnetic
fields. About ∼ 10% of massive stars have measurable surface magnetic fields (e.g., Schnei-
der et al. 2016), but many more might have internal magnetic fields influencing the internal
evolution and possibly their final fate. Magnetic massive stars have been observed to have
a bimodal distribution in field amplitude, with a “magnetic desert” between 1 and 100 G. In
general, the field topology can be much more complex than a simple dipole. These fields also
couple to the wind mass loss and modify both the mass loss and angular momentum loss rates
(e.g., Shore 1987; Shore & Brown 1990; Petit et al. 2017; Georgy et al. 2017).

1.3.3 Core collapse

The definition of a massive star adopted in this thesis requires a dynamical instability of
the core structure at the end of the evolution. The majority of massive stars end their life
once nuclear fusion in hydrostatic equilibrium cannot release sufficient energy to slow down
the gravitational collapse. This can happen either because the composition of the core is
dominated by the most tightly bound nuclei (56Fe and 62Ni), or because the conditions in
the core are not sufficient to ignite further nuclear fusion (this typically happens with cores
composed mainly of 16O, 20Ne, and 24Mg and leads to so-called “electron capture” SNe5). At
this point the core dynamically contracts under its own weight, initiating the process of core
collapse. That results ultimately in the formation of a neutron star (NS) or black hole (BH),
possibly with an associated bright transient called a supernova (SN). Understanding which
stellar progenitors produce NS or BH, how the core-collapse is inverted into an explosion, and
which evolutionary processes influence this outcome is an active topic of research (O’Connor
& Ott 2011; Ugliano et al. 2012; Ertl et al. 2016; Sukhbold et al. 2016, 2018; Couch et al.
2019; Müller 2019a).

Such stellar explosions have been observed by the naked eye and logged in historical
records from thousands of years ago (e.g., “guest star” 185 CE or SN1054 that formed the

5However, it is important to underline that electron capture processes are of paramount importance for the dy-
namics of any type of core-collapse SN, regardless of the core composition.
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1.3 The physics of massive stars

iconic Crab nebula, Xi 1955; Clark & Stephenson 1977; Zhou et al. 2018). However, the
study of their physics started with Baade & Zwicky (1934), who first recognized that the
collapse of a stellar core would release enough gravitational binding energy to drive these
explosions. The amount of energy released can be estimated assuming that the collapsing
mass is about the typical NS mass M ' 1.4 M� (and above the Chandrasekhar limit, so that
electron degeneracy pressure is insufficient to stabilize it), the typical radius of the core is
RFe ' 1000 km, and it collapses to a proto-NS with radius of RNS ' 10 km:

∆Ebind '
GM2

RNS
−

GM2

RFe
' 1053 erg , (1.5)

where G is the gravitational constant. The energy released by the gravitational collapse is, in
principle, more than sufficient to power SN explosions: it exceeds the total binding energy
of the stellar envelope, the typical energy radiated in such explosions (

∫
LSN(t) dt ' 1049 erg,

with LSN the luminosity during the explosion, integrated in time t over the explosion dura-
tion), and amounts to about 100 times more that the typical kinetic energy of SN explosions
(1 Bethe ≡ 1051 erg).

Nevertheless, the complex interplay between the fundamental forces involved compli-
cates understanding how the explosion taps into this energy source. The dominant, but highly
debated, class of models to explain this is the neutrino-driven explosion paradigm (see Janka
et al. 2012, for a review). As the core collapses, the density becomes so high that a copious
amount of electron captures can occur. These progressively turn the majority of the protons
into neutrons and produce a very large neutrino flux. The neutrinos carry away most of the
energy released by the collapse (Colgate & White 1966). As the collapse proceeds, the core
splits into an inner core collapsing subsonically and an outer core which instead collapses su-
personically (and thus does not have time to respond to changes within the inner core). As the
density exceeds the nuclear density ρ & 1014 g cm−3 the repulsive term of the nuclear force
causes a sudden stiffening of the equation of state (EOS). The inner core becomes denser than
the equilibrium density of the stiffened EOS: this stops the collapse and reverses the infall
velocity in the so-called “core-bounce”, triggering a shock wave that is thought to, at least in
some cases, successfully disrupt the star in a SN explosion.

As the shock wave propagates outwards, it loses energy by heating and photodisintegrat-
ing the infalling material from the outer core, and overcoming the ram pressure of this same
infalling material. The energy loss through these mechanisms leads to a stalled shock in
most numerical simulations (the shock radius remains roughly constant for ∼ 100 millisec,
e.g., Janka et al. 2012). An as-yet poorly understood “shock revival mechanism” must act
to revive the shock and restart its radial expansion allowing it to unbind the stellar envelope
and produce a SN explosion. Identifying the shock revival mechanism is a longstanding open
problem in theoretical astrophysics (e.g., Arnett 1996, and references therein).

In the neutrino-driven paradigm, the shock revival mechanism is provided by the high
neutrino emission from the ongoing electron captures and thermal neutrinos from the inner
core and its immediate surroundings (the “cooling region”). A small fraction of these neutri-
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nos will interact in a region behind the shock (the so-called “gain region”). This is because
the stellar plasma now has densities and temperatures such that the cross-section for neutrino
interactions is non-negligible (unlike during any phase of the stellar lifetime). However, this
alone is not sufficient to revive the shock in numerical simulations, at least when imposing
spherical symmetry on the explosion. Asymmetries (whose presence is suggested by the
observed pulsar velocities, cf. Sec. 1.2.1) have recently been recognized as the key ingredi-
ent to achieve successful explosions. Several sources of asymmetry, both local and global,
(co-)exist in the collapsing core of a massive star:

• The neutrinos heat the bottom of the gain region, driving convection (a steep temper-
ature and entropy gradient can develop because of the neutrino heating). Convection
implies the presence of turbulent flow and an associated turbulent pressure (P ∝ v2

turb)
that can help push the shock (O’Connor & Couch 2018);

• The Standing Accretion Shock Instability (SASI, Blondin et al. 2003): when the shock
stalls, small perturbations arise because of the infalling material. These perturbations
(e.g., in the local velocity field) are advected downwards by convection and amplified
which leads to a sloshing motion of the shock;

• The Lepton Emission Self-Sustained Asymmetry (LESA, Tamborra et al. 2014), found
in 3D simulations where the neutrino emission is roughly dipolar. Its role in the explo-
sion dynamics is not yet fully understood, but asymmetries in the neutrino flux might
contribute to the initial development of kicks (e.g., Nagakura et al. 2019).

The overall effect of asymmetries is to (i) increase the amount of time spent by matter in
the gain region, where the energy of the neutrinos can be harvested to push the shock and (ii)
provide extra pressure terms (e.g., due to turbulence). The combination of these two effects in
multi-dimensional core-collapse SN simulations results, at least in some cases, in successful
explosions. Because of the deviation from spherical symmetry, the collapse of a stellar core
can also generate gravitational waves, on top of copious amounts of neutrinos and photons
(see Ott 2009, for a review). However, the detectability range for these events is limited to
∼ 10 kpc, i.e. effectively within the Milky Way galaxy (e.g., Dimmelmeier et al. 2008; Ott
2009).

As of early 2019, the emerging picture from the 3D core-collapse SN simulations of
different research groups is the following: not only are the asymmetries after core-bounce
necessary to achieve successful explosions, the pre-collapse core structure and in particular
the Si/O interface is crucial (Ott et al. 2018; Kuroda et al. 2018).

Thus, it is reasonable to expect that asymmetries that develop within the first few hundred
milliseconds after core bounce determine the outcome of the core-collapse. However, these
asymmetries continue to have an effect for up to a few seconds after the success or failure of
the explosion is decided (Janka 2017), and in particular, they can lead to SN natal kicks (see
also Sec. 1.2.1).
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1.3 The physics of massive stars

The asymmetric ejecta continue to influence significantly the newly formed compact ob-
ject for as long as ∼2 sec (Wongwathanarat et al. 2013; Janka 2017): this gravitational cou-
pling can accelerate the compact object in the direction of the densest ejecta, which pulls the
compact object like a “tug-boat” (Janka 2013). This model predicts that most of the explosive
nucleosynthesis by the SN shock should happen in the direction opposite to the kick, where
the density is lower and the shock propagates faster. Recent observations of the spatial distri-
bution of radioactive elements synthesized by the explosion in supernova remnants support
this “tug-boat” kick mechanism (e.g., Holland-Ashford et al. 2017; Grefenstette et al. 2017;
Katsuda et al. 2018). Other natal kick mechanisms, e.g. solely because of asymmetries in the
neutrino emission from the proto-NS (e.g., Socrates et al. 2005) have also been proposed, but
the prediction of a correlation between the resulting NS magnetic field and the kick amplitude
does not appear to be supported by recent observations (Katsuda et al. 2018).

Both the proper motion of radio pulsars and the morphology of supernova remnants sug-
gest that at least some NSs receive large natal kicks. However, it remains unknown whether
BH formation can also occur with significant kicks (e.g., if the asymmetric ejecta ultimately
fall back onto the compact object, Chan et al. 2018). Another open question is whether there
is a relation between the pre-collapse core structure and the amplitude of the natal kick (e.g.,
Katz 1975; Arzoumanian et al. 2002; Podsiadlowski et al. 2002; Verbunt & Cator 2017). This
possible relation needs to be further investigated to explain jointly both the large proper mo-
tions of single NSs and the observation of binary NSs (e.g., Tauris et al. 2017; Vigna-Gómez
et al. 2018), either as binary pulsars, or in transients such as short-gamma ray bursts, and
gravitational wave mergers (LVC 2017e).

1.3.4 The fate of the most massive stars: pair instability

Extremely massive stars have a different predicted final fate than the core-collapse described
in Sec. 1.3.3. Their cores become dynamically unstable before energy generation by nuclear
fusion becomes impossible (e.g., Fowler & Hoyle 1964; Barkat et al. 1967; Rakavy & Shaviv
1967; Fraley 1968). While core-collapse SNe are not yet well understood despite the large
number of observations, the opposite is true for the death of these extremely massive stars.
The theoretical picture of the process is well established, but a clear observational counterpart
is still lacking because of the rarity of stars this massive at low metallicity in the local Uni-
verse. So far, only candidate events have been reported (e.g., Woosley et al. 2007; Gal-Yam
et al. 2009; Arcavi et al. 2017a; Terreran et al. 2017; Lunnan et al. 2018; Gomez et al. 2019,
see also Ch. 7), but their interpretation remains ambiguous.

The most massive stars are supported by radiation pressure. If their helium-core mass
exceeds MHe & 30 M� (corresponding roughly to MZAMS & 70 M�), evolution leads to tem-
peratures and densities such that electron-positron (e±) pairs are produced via photon-photon
interactions, γγ → e+e− (cf. Fig. 1.5). The e± pairs then annihilate producing neutrino-pairs
which freely stream out of the core, or producing a new pair of photons which will typically
have lower energy than the photons that produced the e± pair to begin with. The effect of this
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is to reduce radiation pressure support and leads to a local instability as the star readjusts to
its new structure.

Γ1 < 4/3
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Fig. 1.5: Temperature and density diagram colored with the value of Γ1 −

4/3. Stellar layers that have Γ1 < 4/3 (red) are locally unstable because
of the runaway conversion of photons into e± pairs. The Γ1 is obtained
from MESA’s EOS using pyMESA (Farmer & Bauer 2018) assuming the
chemical composition at the beginning of the collapse of a PISN model.

The production of a e± pair
requires a photon energy (Eγ)
larger than the rest mass of the
electron, i.e. Eγ & mec2 '

0.511 MeV, corresponding to a
temperature of TPP ' 6×109 K.
Since stars are in local thermal
equilibrium in their interior,
the photons follow a Planck
distribution. Thus, even at
temperatures lower than TPP

there is a tail of high energy
photons which can produce
e± pairs and pair-production
alone does not necessarily pro-
duce an instability. A lower
mass star can reach tempera-

tures sufficient for e± production, but it does not trigger a global dynamical readjustment
of its structure. This is because for a low-mass star the region that is hot enough for pair-
production is too dense for runaway pair production. At high densities, the mean free path
for photon-photon encounters (λγγ) increases above the mean free path for the interaction of
photons with electrons (λγe), thus the runaway e± production cannot take place. The require-
ment for λγγ . λγe can be translated in a temperature and density-dependent threshold for
pair-production to drive a local instability. This determines the shape of the lower boundary
of the instability region shown in Fig. 1.5.

For densities ρ & 105.7 g cm−3, e± pairs rapidly fill the continuum energy levels available
(Fraley 1968). Consequently, the photon energy required to produce a pair will increase as
the e± chemical potential µe increases. Production of e± stops because the bulk of the photons
can no longer meet the energy requirements to produce e± pairs (Zeldovich & Novikov 1999).
The upper temperature limit for the occurrence of a local pair-instability, corresponds roughly
to log10(T/K) & 9.5. At these energies e± pairs are non-relativistic, typically the photon
energy Eγ only slightly exceeds the rest energy of the pair 2mec2. Due to the temperature
dependence of neutrino production, a large amount of e± are rapidly produced. Electron gas
pressure from e± will then have a stabilizing effect on the stellar structure (Kippenhahn et al.
2013).

Figure 1.6 depicts the various phases of the stellar global readjustment from the local
instability that occurs due to the production of e± pairs.
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Step 1. The core is supported by radiation pressure. At the first onset of the instability,
the core typically consists of a mixture dominated by oxygen, neon, and sodium. As the
core evolves, it contracts and increases its temperature. The most central region is typically
too dense for pair-production to result in an instability, especially for the least massive stars
experiencing this evolution. Thus, the instability can start off-center. As the temperature
increases, so does the rate of e± production. This removes pressure support from photons,
causing a runaway thermal contraction of the core and consequent increase in the temperature
and e± production rate.

Step 2. The net effect of the pair-instability is a softening of the EOS (by decreasing the
adiabatic index Γ1 ≡ ∂ log(P)/∂ log(ρ) below the stability threshold 4/3), which leads to a
collapse of the unstable layer on a thermal timescale. For T & 6 · 108 K, the dominant energy
loss for the star is thermal neutrinos, (e.g., Rakavy & Shaviv 1967), thus the relevant thermal
timescale is the neutrino mediated Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale:

τνKH ∝
GM2

RLν
, (1.6)

where the proportionality constant depends on the details of the geometry, M is the total mass,
R is the radius and Lν � L is the neutrino luminosity which exceeds the photon luminosity
L. As the unstable layers contract, the temperature keeps increasing and pair-production
accelerates.

Step 3. The increase in temperature triggers a thermonuclear explosion. This is fuelled by
primarily 16O+16O burning, at least during the first pulse. The energy released depends on the
temperature and density at which the ignition happens, and on the amount of fuel available in
the unstable region. Subsequent pulses will also burn magnesium, sulfur, silicon, as well as
any remaining oxygen.

Step 4a. For sufficiently massive cores, the thermonuclear explosion releases more energy
than the total binding energy of the star and the thermonuclear explosion successfully unbinds
the entire star in a PISN, leaving no compact remnant (e.g., Bond et al. 1984).

Step 4b. For slightly less massive cores (see Ch. 7), the energy released from the thermonu-
clear burning is insufficient to unbind the whole star. Instead, the energy injection expands
the core which then cools and shuts down the nuclear burning. The expansion launches a
wave through the star, which steepens into a shock at the surface and can lead to a mass-loss
episode.

Step 4c. For much higher helium-core masses instead, the thermonuclear explosion hap-
pens at such low density that all the nuclear binding energy released by fusion is used to
photodisintegrate newly-formed heavy nuclei, instead of going into kinetic energy of the
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stellar gas (e.g., Bond et al. 1984; Heger et al. 2003). Thus, models reaching this photodis-
integration limit are also expected to produce BHs, possibly without an associated transient,
because of the collapse of the inner layers.

Step 5. After the adiabatic expansion and possibly the ejection of mass at step 4b., the core
cools through thermal neutrino losses (or photons, in cases when the core has cooled too
much for significant neutrino production) and contracts. As the contraction proceeds a new
layer may enter the instability region triggering a new pulse. The star can then loop through
the steps 1-4b-5 several times.

Step 6. Eventually, because of the mass loss, the entropy losses due to the neutrinos, and
the consumption of nuclear fuel each time the star goes through step 3., the core structure
is stabilized. The evolution then proceeds through burning the remaining nuclear fuel in the
core (if any) and finally the core collapses.

The pair-instability evolution of the most massive stars shapes the mass distribution of
the most massive stellar BHs (depending on the physical process that governs the trifurcation
between steps 4a., 4b., and 4c. in Fig. 1.6 and the amount of mass lost at step 4b.), and creates
a PISN BH mass gap above a certain threshold, where PISNe fully disrupt the stars leaving
no compact object behind it. The recent detection of BHs with M & 30 M� (LVC 2018b, and
references therein), together with the increase in the samples of superluminous SNe which
might, at least in some cases, be explained by these explosions, has greatly revived the interest
in this topic.

1.4 Researching massive stars

The study of the internal structure and evolution of stars is a multi-scale problem which re-
quires to combine a variety of ingredients: e.g., atomic physics, radiative transfer, neutrino
cooling, thermonuclear burning, hydrodynamics in highly stratified media. All these pro-
cesses interact with each other in a non-linear way on a wide range of timescales, from sub-
hour dynamical timescales to millions and billions of years for nuclear timescales. The range
of lengthscales that are relevant also spans several orders of magnitude, from sub-centimeter
(e.g., the width of a carbon flame in a super-asymptotic giant branch star, Timmes & Woosley
1992) to several thousand solar radii for RSGs. The complexity of the problem often requires
varying levels of simplification to make it tractable.

To prevent (or amend) theoretical, modeling, and/or computational mistakes, the ap-
proach from “first principles” must be constrained by observations6. Generally speaking,
these can be of two kinds: (i) individual events or sources and (ii) population constraints.

6In this perspective, stellar physics is no different from other subfields of theoretical and computational astro-
physics.
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Fig. 1.7: Schematic representation of the links between the two kinds of simulations presented in this thesis, and
the two different categories of observations generally available in astrophysics. Computational astrophysics is the
process of establishing and revising those links and refining the theoretical models and their simulated realizations.
The top row shows the two codes used in this thesis, while the bottom presents examples of observations relevant to
massive-star research.

Typically, individual sources (e.g., one specific SN explosion, such as SN1987A, or a par-
ticularly well-observed star, such as ζ Ophiuchi in Fig. 1.2) provide a more direct handle
on the physical processes. However, the interpretation of such observations can be mislead-
ing because of peculiar conditions in the presentation of the specific phenomenon or in its
detection.

The second kind of observational constraint, those from the distribution of properties of
ensembles of sources, can mitigate this problem. Moreover, because of their intrinsic rarity,
or because of their duration exceeding human lifetimes, some processes can almost only be
meaningfully connected to observations through the analysis of populations of sources. Fi-
nally, if the observed sources span different astrophysical environments (e.g., different types
of host galaxies, metallicity), populations can reveal trends that constrain the physical inter-
pretation of phenomena.

Most of this thesis presents results of numerical models using two complementary com-
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putational approaches described below. Only Ch. 4 deals directly with the analysis of obser-
vational data from the Gaia mission and Hubble Space Telescope (HST) archival astrometry.

1.4.1 Evolution of the internal structure:

The stellar structure equations are a set of stiff, non-linear, coupled, differential equations.
They can be numerically solved to simulate the evolution of a star from the onset of core-
hydrogen burning to the final fate of the star (e.g., Cox & Giuli 1968; Kippenhahn et al.
2013). Because of the computational cost, such calculations are typically carried out using
one-dimensional implicit Lagrangian codes. “Lagrangian” means that the equations are dis-
cretized using a grid made in an extensive variable of the system rather than a grid in space.
Stellar evolution codes typically use as coordinate the mass M(r) of a sphere with radius r in-
side the star. “One-dimensional” means that the code imposes a geometry on the stars, which
are modeled as spherically symmetric. Even for single stars, any degree of rotation intro-
duces a preferential direction along the rotation axis, breaking this assumption. The presence
of a binary companion, which changes the gravitational potential to a Roche geometry, also
breaks this assumption for the majority of massive stars. However, deviations from spherical
symmetry are moderate for relatively slow rotational velocity and influence mostly the outer
layers in the case of the Roche geometry of a binary. Corrections to account for some of these
effects, at least in a parametric way, are sometimes included (e.g., Heger et al. 2003).

Chapters 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 (and their appendices) present calculations performed with the
open-source stellar evolution code MESA7 (Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015, 2018, 2019), which
also has a binary evolution module (Paxton et al. 2013) allowing for the simulation of two
interacting stars, and includes also a hydrodynamic Riemann solver HLLC (Toro et al. 1994;
Paxton et al. 2018) to follow dynamical phases of the stellar evolution and capture possi-
ble shock waves traveling through a star. We employ the latter capability when simulating
(pulsational) pair instability in Ch. 5–8.

The computational cost of these models varies by orders of magnitude depending on the
spatial and temporal resolution, the number of isotopes included in the treatment of nuclear
reactions, and the stiffness of the evolutionary phase simulated. Typical applications with
presently-available computational resources require at least a few thousand mesh points for
the spatial resolution. These are not uniformly distributed, but instead, adaptive mesh con-
trols allow the user to increase the resolution around the steepest variations in the star. The
temporal resolution is also adaptive, to allow for the treatment of slow and rapid phases of
evolution (e.g., core hydrogen burning and the crossing of the Hertzsprung gap, respectively)
with the same computational technique. The smallest number of isotopes that is typically
used is ∼ 20 to track at least the main α-elements for the bulk of the energy generation. Such
a setup would typically result in run-times of tens of hours to days using ∼ 10 cores. How-
ever, some applications might require much higher spatial and/or temporal resolution, or to
include a larger number of isotopes, see for example Ch. 2 and Appendix. A.2.

7http://mesa.sourceforge.net/index.html
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1.4.2 Population Synthesis:

For the typical setup described above, modeling the entire evolution of one star by directly
integrating the stellar structure equations takes several hours. Including binary evolution
processes typically increases the computational time. This makes the exploration of the vast
parameter space of binary evolution extremely expensive (varying both stellar masses, their
initial separation, possibly the initial eccentricity, and on top of these, all the free parameters
entering in the algorithmic representation of physical processes).

Nevertheless, building large synthetic stellar populations is necessary to make statistical
comparisons with real observed populations, predict rates of events, explore systematic trends
(e.g., with metallicity, distance to their host galaxy, etc.), and quantify the likelihood of a spe-
cific observation in a given theoretical framework. Moreover, population synthesis allows
for the identification of the dominant evolutionary paths producing a specific phenomenon.
Broadly speaking, population synthesis techniques achieve these goals by weighting the out-
come of sets of pre-computed simulations with theoretically-motivated or empirical distribu-
tions in the initial parameter space.

While population synthesis can in principle be done with any set of models (pre-computed
or obtained “on the fly”), a common technique is to use a rapid semi-analytic approach for
stellar and binary evolution, relying on fitting formulae for pre-computed single star models
and analytic algorithms developed to represent binary interactions. Ch. 3 is based on cal-
culations using the binary_c code8 (Izzard et al. 2004b, 2006, 2009; de Mink et al. 2013;
Schneider et al. 2015; Izzard et al. 2018). It uses algorithms originally developed by Tout
et al. (1997) and the fitting formulae of Hurley et al. (2000) to the single star models from
Pols et al. (1998), which were computed solving the stellar structure equations with a La-
grangian stellar evolution code. Binary interactions are modeled in binary_c based on the
analytic algorithm developed by Hurley et al. (2002).

This semi-analytic approach reduces the computational time of the entire evolution of a
star or binary system to much less than a second on one single core, and therefore allows one
to create large synthetic populations with 105 − 106 stars in about the same time MESA takes
to model one star. The price of this extreme speedup is a reduction in the physical accuracy
of these models: for example each star is always assumed to be in gravothermal equilibrium.
However, gravothermal equilibrium can be broken during binary interactions (e.g., because
an accreting star is receiving mass faster than its envelope thermal timescale). Moreover, the
physics is represented by a large number of parametrized algorithms for which the parameters
are poorly constrained (for example, the fraction of the transferred mass that remains bound
to the accretor star during mass transfer).

However, the extreme speed of population synthesis simulations allows for testing of the
robustness of the results against parameter variations both in the input distributions and phys-

8https://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/ rgi/binary_c.html.
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ical algorithms. Even if the predictive power of a single synthetic population is limited, an
ensemble of populations exploring the parameter space can be useful. Two outcomes are pos-
sible: either the simulated population is insensitive to a given parameter, at least within the
algorithmic framework adopted, which suggest that the physical process represented by such
parameter does not influence significantly the results, or vice-versa, the simulated population
shows variations as a function of a given parameter. The latter case allows for direct con-
straints on the specific parameter considered by comparing simulated results with the obser-
vations. This approach is still limited to the algorithmic representation of the physics adopted
in the code, and while exploring variations of each parameter one-by-one is straightforward,
considering potential degeneracies between the physical processes associated to each pa-
rameter is still complicated. Population synthesis techniques to address these problems are
presently being developed (e.g., Stevenson et al. 2017; Taylor & Gerosa 2018; Andrews et al.
2018; Broekgaarden et al. 2019).

1.5 Existing, ongoing, and upcoming observations

Many different classes of observations are useful to improve our understanding of massive
stars, spanning across all wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum, and also observations
of neutrinos and gravitational waves. The observations can target either the stars themselves,
the transients produced by massive stars, and/or the compact objects they leave behind. Re-
cent technological progress for each of these classes of observations is increasing the number
of constraints and improving the coverage of massive-stars phenomenology in the accessible
Universe. Again, a full review is beyond the scope of this introduction, and I will limit the
discussion to observations that are of direct relevance for this thesis.

The first class of observations consists of those targeting the stars themselves. Because
of the rarity of massive stars, this is typically done with surveys, either photometric (e.g.,
OGLE, Udalski et al. 2008) or spectroscopic (e.g., VFTS, Evans et al. 2010). Observations
of specific massive stars also exist (e.g., Ramiaramanantsoa et al. 2018). Observing directly
resolved massive stars and binaries is necessarily limited to a local volume of the Universe.
Moreover, typically massive stars show most of their spectral lines in the UV range, most of
which is only accessible from space. In 2019, the ULLYSSES legacy program devoted to
young stars has been approved, scheduling 1000 orbits of HST to generate a library of UV
spectra that will include many massive stars with different metallicities.

The Gaia space telescope is currently providing accurate astrometric constraints on stars
in the Galaxy, and by the final data release it will give a complete sample of stars with G-band
magnitude ('V-band magnitude) below 20.5. This will include the majority of the massive
stars in the Galaxy, and potentially provide orbital solution for each detectable binary system.
While Gaia is not designed to specifically target massive stars9, having precise distances will

9For example, the spectrograph onboard the satellite covers the wavelenght region 845-872 nm, where no lines
are expected in the spectrum of O- and early B-type stars: Gaia cannot directly provide radial velocities for massive
stars.
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constrain the luminosity (and therefore mass) estimates. More importantly, the kinematics
of massive stars in the galaxy can shed light on the lives and deaths of massive stars and
their former companions (e.g., Eldridge et al. 2011, and Ch. 3), and on the early dynamics of
dense stellar environments (e.g., Drew et al. 2018; Lennon et al. 2018; Kalari et al. 2019, and
Ch. 4).

Because of their high luminosity, massive stars also dominate the optical and UV spectra
of unresolved young populations of stars. Studying the integrated light from young clusters
or star-forming galaxies can also provide direct constraints on how the most massive stars
evolve. The integrated light of stellar population often allows observers to probe, albeit in an
indirect way, the evolution of stars in the early Universe. This approach will continue in the
near future with infrared (IR) instruments such as the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST)
and WFIRST: although massive stars are not especially bright in the IR, cosmological redshift
can shift into this wavelength range the UV range where massive stars outshine other sources.

The spectral and photometric observations are complemented with time-domain surveys.
Many transient phenomena in the sky are directly or indirectly related to the evolution and
death of massive stars (e.g., stellar mergers, LBV outbursts, SNe, long GRB, etc.). The
availability of larger CCDs is progressively allowing for deeper surveys with faster cadence
such as the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF Bellm 2014) and Large Synoptic Survey Tele-
scope (LSST Science Collaboration et al. 2009), which can reveal rare, dim, and/or unusual
transients that can, in turn, shed light on specific evolutionary paths of massive (binary and
multiple) stars. Although not a survey instrument, JWST will also allow for the observation of
the explosive transients associated with the first (population III) stars formed in the Universe.
However, the stars themselves will not be directly observable (e.g., Whalen et al. 2013).

Another kind of transient deserves a separate mention: the gravitational-wave merger
of two compact objects. These are related to massive-star and massive-binary evolution,
although establishing the connection between the observed mergers and their progenitor sys-
tems is a complex task. One major complication is the long delay between the formation
of the compact objects and their merger, which is typically of the order of Gyr (e.g., Peters
1964; Dominik et al. 2012; Belczynski et al. 2018). During the gravitational-wave inspiral
the majority of the stars belonging to the same population as the progenitors of the compact
objects will have either disappeared or become undetectable. Even the host galaxy can evolve
significantly, leaving us with only the gravitational-wave signal to reconstruct the progenitor
system. Nevertheless, when two compact objects successfully merge, the gravitational waves
allow us to probe the evolution of massive binaries, triples, or dense stellar clusters indirectly
through the compact objects they produce.

The fact that for detectable gravitational waves r � λ, where r is the distance to the
source and λ is the wavelength, means that their amplitude scales with r−1 (cf. r−2 for elec-
tromagnetic waves): a larger volume of the Universe is accessible for observations through
gravitational waves compared to electromagnetic observations. On the 1st of April 2019,
the LIGO and Virgo detectors have begun the third observing run, which is predicted to re-
veal ∼ 10 − 100 binary black hole mergers (Fishbach & Holz 2017; Talbot & Thrane 2018;
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Stevenson et al. 2019). This will provide an order of magnitude increase in the sample of
stellar-mass BHs with dynamically measured masses known to date. Future space-based
interferometers (LISA, pulsar timing arrays) will probe lower gravitational-wave frequen-
cies, and underground detectors (Einstein telescope, KAGRA) will improve the sensitivity
of gravitational-wave interferometers. The effort for electromagnetic followup observations
of gravitational-wave merger events is also driving the design and development of faster and
deeper time-domain electromagnetic surveys (e.g., LSST, ZTF, BlackGEM, GROWTH).

The study of compact objects through X-ray, radio, and γ-rays can also give constraints
on their progenitor stars and possibly their interaction with companion(s). In particular, bi-
nary systems with a compact object accreting from a stellar companion provide a valuable
observational anchor point for an evolutionary path possibly leading to a gravitational wave
merger. Radio proper-motions of pulsars also give direct constraints on the explosion physics,
and SN natal kicks, as discussed in Sec. 1.2.1.

Neutrino detectors can also constrain massive-star physics: the detection of neutrinos
associated with the explosion of SN1987A is the prime example (Bionta et al. 1987, see also
Arnett et al. 1989). Massive stars contribute significantly to the neutrino background of the
Galaxy, both because of their neutrino cooling emission during late evolutionary phases, and
because of the gigantic neutrino flux produced by core-collapse and pair-instability events,
e.g., Wright et al. 2017.

1.6 Thesis summary

This thesis investigates several aspects of the evolution of massive stars and binaries, with
particular attention to the final fate of the star, and the implications of the stellar death for
potential companions. A common theme connecting all the chapters is “objects or matter
which massive stars and clusters eject or lose during their evolution”: surface layers lost due
to stellar winds (Ch. 2), binary companions ejected at collapse (Ch. 3), cluster members os-
tracized from the cluster (Ch. 4), and explosive mass loss events driven by the pair-instability
(Ch. 5, Ch. 6, Ch. 7, and Ch. 8).

Chapter 2 presents a numerical experiment to quantify the systematic uncertainty of mas-
sive star models because of the treatment of wind mass loss. Using a grid of non-rotating,
solar metallicity, single massive stars computed varying the algorithmic treatment of wind
mass loss, we find that systematic uncertainties prevent us from determining the final mass of
a star. However, the appearance of the star at the end of its evolution does not vary as much
as the total mass. Moreover, we find that the functional dependence of the mass loss rate on
the stellar properties Ṁ ≡ Ṁ(L,Teff ,Z, ...) produces significant variations in the pre-collapse
core structure, with potential implications for studies of the SN explosion mechanism, which
might start from biased assumptions about the initial conditions.
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Chapter 3 presents a suite of binary population synthesis simulations computed to char-
acterize the population of “widowed” stars separated from their companions at the first stellar
death in the binary. We find that 86+11

−22% of all the massive binaries are disrupted at the first
collapse of a binary member. The uncertainty in this disruption fraction is dominated by
what is assumed for the SN natal kicks. However, most disrupted binaries eject the surviv-
ing companion with a low velocity of the order of a few km s−1: the SN natal kicks govern
the disruption of the binaries, but in most cases do not affect significantly the speed of the
companion star, which is ejected with its pre-explosion orbital velocity. We propose to use
the mass function of massive runaways from the disruption of binaries to put statistical con-
straints on the amplitude of BH kicks.

The results from Ch. 3 can also be used to investigate the origin of the observed popula-
tion of massive runaway stars, which consists of ∼ 10% of the observed population of O-type
stars. It is commonly expected that the majority of these runaways come from the disruption
of binaries (Hoogerwerf et al. 2001). However, assuming a constant star formation history,
none of our simulations can reproduce such a high fraction. This suggests that either (i) pro-
cesses other than SNe in binaries dominate the production of runaways, or (ii) observations
tend to overestimate the runaway fraction because of biased samples, or (iii) a key ingredient
of the orbital evolution of binaries is missing in state-of-the-art population synthesis simula-
tions, or a combination of these options (see also Sec. 1.7.1).

The main contamination to the sample of “widowed” stars are stars ejected as the result
of dynamical interactions in a cluster. In Ch. 4 we study the kinematics of one of the most
massive stars known to date, the WNh5 star VFTS682 (M & 140 M�). Proper motions from
the second Gaia data release suggest that this star is moving away from the nearby cluster
R136 (Fig. 1.3), albeit with large errorbars. Archival HST proper motions independently
corroborate the Gaia result, and other stars with masses exceeding 100 M� are compatible
with having been ejected from the cluster (Lennon et al. 2018). Finally, numerical N-body
simulations from various groups (e.g., Fujii & Portegies Zwart 2011; Banerjee et al. 2012)
support the possibility of such an extremely massive star being ejected, especially if even
more massive stars exist in the cluster (e.g., Crowther et al. 2010, 2016). The coherent pic-
ture arising from multiple independent observations and theoretical work lead us to tentatively
suggest that VFTS682 was indeed ejected from R136 with a velocity relative to the cluster of
∼ 38±17 km s−1, which would make VFTS682 the most massive runaway star known to date.

Stars as massive as VFTS682 might end their life encountering the pair instability, de-
pending on the amount of mass they lose. Ch. 5-8 are dedicated to the study of pair-instability
evolution, in the context of gravitational wave and electromagnetic transient observations.
These chapters are based on the analysis of hydrodynamical stellar structure and evolution
simulations of single naked helium cores.

In Ch. 5 we investigate the radial expansion of pulsational pair-instability models, the
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orbital consequences of these violent mass ejections, and the impact on the BH (chirp) mass
distribution. We find that the pulsations can lead to significant radial expansion, and therefore
possibly an enhanced rate of binary interactions. We also find that, assuming simple distribu-
tion functions for the progenitor stars, the occurrence of pulsations leads to a double-peaked
(chirp) mass distribution of BHs. Finally, the mass ejection events can also create a signif-
icant eccentricity in a binary, but the eccentricity is completely washed out by gravitational
wave emission before entering the band of planned space-based gravitational wave detectors.

We tested the robustness of our pulsational pair-instability models against physical and
computational assumptions in Ch. 6. We find that our models have a predictive power unusual
for stellar astrophysics: the maximum BH mass below the pair-instability gap is ∼ 45 M� and
it is relative insensitive to variations in the metallicity and uncertain algorithmic or physical
ingredients (e.g., treatment of winds, neutrino cooling rates, numerical resolution). Thus, the
maximum BH mass below the PISN mass gap might provide a “standard siren” for cosmo-
logical applications, even if the rate of occurrence of the most massive BH might vary as a
function of the input parameters. The uncertainty that has the highest impact on the maxi-
mum BH mass below the gap is the rate of the 12C(α, γ)16O reaction: the maximum BH mass
detected through gravitational waves can put an upper limit on this highly uncertain reaction
rate.

Chapter 7 focuses on the matter ejected by these stars, rather than on the matter remain-
ing bound. We find that pair-instability evolution starts mildly, without really affecting the
surface properties of the star or its surroundings. These weak pulses are in principle only
detectable through variations in the neutrino flux produced by these stars. Increasing the core
mass, models start expanding radially by large amounts, and finally, they eject mass. The
number of observable pulses a given model experiences depends on which observable out-
come of the pulse is considered of interest. The amount of (helium-rich) mass lost due to
pair-instability pulses is a steep function of the helium core mass, 10−6 M� . MCSM . 20 M�
with the largest values for the more massive stars considered. The initial ejecta velocity is
typically about ∼ 103 km s−1 which suggests a possible connection with (some) SN Ibn if the
final collapse of these models is accompanied by a (possibly weak) explosion.

Finally, Ch. 8 deals with one specific long-standing problem in stellar astrophysics, the
treatment of convection. The pulsational pair-instability proceeds on short timescales, for
which the key assumption of steady-state convection breaks down. We compare in Ch. 8
two different approximate models for the convective acceleration, and find that the amount of
mass lost to pulses at the lowest-mass end of the helium core mass range for pair instability
is sensitive to the treatment of convection before and during the pulses. This, however, does
not invalidate the main result of Ch. 6, since the maximum BH mass obtained in both cases
is the same.
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1.7 Outlook

This section outlines possible future research directions to build upon the results presented in
the following chapters, and it should become clearer after reading the rest of this thesis.

1.7.1 Is there a “massive runaway origin” problem?

The classical work of Blaauw (1961) analyzed O- and B-type stars and called those in the
tail of the spatial velocity distribution “runaway stars”. Since then, the term has also be used
to designate fast-moving pulsars and X-ray binaries, for which the observational selection
effects are generally different. Here, I limit the discussion to non-degenerate massive stars,
but complementary information about the processes governing the evolution and explosion
of the progenitor systems can be obtained by looking at compact objects.

Blaauw (1961) found that these runaway stars were on average more massive than kine-
matically normal stars, and typically single (see also Bekenstein & Bowers 1974). The sam-
ple completeness at the time did not allow to quantify the relative population of runaways per
each spectral type.

The fraction of O-type stars that have since been classified as runaways is significant,
sometimes as high as ∼ 10 − 20%, although the literature is not uniform in the kinematic
criteria adopted to call a star a runaway (see also below).

As briefly explained in Sec. 1.2, there are two known mechanisms to accelerate massive
stars and make them runaways: the disruption of a binary system by a SN explosion (Blaauw
1961) and the dynamical ejection from a cluster (Poveda et al. 1967). One long-standing
question is what is the relative efficiency between these two mechanisms or, in other words,
which produces more runaway stars (e.g., in the Galaxy, or in a particular association).

The seminal work of Hoogerwerf et al. (2001) addressed this question and, albeit based on
a limited sample of runaways that could be associated with observed pulsars, they concluded
that 2/3 of the massive O-type runaways should have a binary origin.

One of the main results of Ch. 3 is that the disruption of massive binary systems by a
stellar explosion cannot reproduce the observed runaway fraction among O-type stars: re-
gardless of the parameter variations considered, and assuming a constant star formation rate,
the runaway fraction we obtain is 0.5+2.1

−0.5%. Other population synthesis results obtained using
either semi-analytic models for the stellar and binary evolution (e.g., De Donder et al. 1997;
Kochanek et al. 2019) or stellar structure and evolution codes (Eldridge et al. 2011) agree
with this conclusion. Therefore, the observed runaway fraction among O-type stars and the
conclusions that most should have a binary origin appear to be inconsistent with the predic-
tions of binary evolution theory. While the solution of this apparent problem is not known, it
is already possible to list caveats that might solve it or make it disappear:

• First of all, the short lifetime of massive stars make the runaway fraction sensitive to
the details of the star formation history. It is possible that the assumption of a constant
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star formation history is not appropriate to model populations including a large fraction
of runaways;

• The literature is not uniform in the effective definition of runaway star. Some authors
consider any massive star far above the Galactic plane to be a runaway, even without a
direct measurement of their velocity (e.g., Leonard 1991). Sometimes, only one com-
ponent of the stellar velocity is accessible, either the one along the line of sight (radial
velocity, e.g., Evans et al. 2010), or the projection on the sky (proper motion, see e.g.,
Ch. 4). Finally, the minimum velocity cut is sometimes obtained from fitting func-
tions to a distribution, or arbitrarily defined somewhere between 25 km s−1 ≤ vmin ≤

40 km s−1 (see also Ch. 3), but most importantly the frame of reference adopted to infer
the velocity is not consistently chosen (Galactic frame, parent cluster center of mass,
heliocentric, etc..);

• Many observational biases favor the detection of fast and isolated massive stars, while
they disfavor finding slow massive stars that would only contribute to the normalization
of the runaway fraction. For example, the motion of the runaways is likely to bring
them out of the Galactic plane, and out of their dusty formation regions, making them
more easily visible (e.g., Maíz Apellániz et al. 2018);

• The result from Hoogerwerf et al. (2001) was more recently questioned by the re-
analysis of Jilinski et al. (2010). The latter authors found that some of the stars con-
sidered to be runaways by Hoogerwerf et al. (2001) are instead members of a binary
system, and thus the large radial velocity measured by Hoogerwerf et al. (2001) was
due to the orbit, rather than a spatial velocity. If it is not correct that 2/3 of the massive
runaways should come from binaries, the problem regarding their origin can be solved
by invoking a larger contribution from dynamical ejections;

• Last but not least, results from the second Gaia data release suggest that dynamical
interactions are very efficient at ejecting even their most massive members (Drew et al.
2018; Lennon et al. 2018; Kalari et al. 2019, see also Ch. 4), although more systematic
studies are needed to quantify the efficiency of dynamical ejections.

If no combination of these factors can solve the apparent discrepancy between the ob-
served kinematics of massive stars and binary evolution theory, and no other mechanism to
accelerate massive stars is found, then the most natural possibility is that our current un-
derstanding of massive binaries neglects some angular momentum loss process in the orbital
evolution. This would have important consequences also for byproducts other than runaways,
such as X-ray binaries and gravitational wave sources.

If instead a combination of these factors can solve the discrepancy, it will become clearer
once the full astrometric dataset from the Gaia satellite is available. Although Gaia will
not provide radial velocities for massive stars (cf. Sec. 1.5), it will make it possible to iden-
tify potential clusters and association from which fast-moving massive stars might originate
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(Bekenstein & Bowers 1974). These should be possible to find since the lifetime of massive
stars is short enough that they cannot get so far from their birth location (see also Ch. 3), and
they define a physically meaningful frame of reference to calculate the peculiar velocity of
each massive star considered. Moreover, the age of the most likely parent association would
give a direct constraint on the ejection mechanisms.

Coupling Gaia to spectroscopic follow up (e.g., Gaia/ESO survey in the southern hemi-
sphere, e.g. Gilmore et al. 2012) will also allow for the distinction of stars that have been
ejected from a binary from those ejected from a cluster. The former are predicted to accrete
mass from the companion before the binary is disputed, which should leave observable signa-
tures on the star ejected (although see also McEvoy et al. 2017 for caveats). Conversely, stars
that have been ejected from clusters are not expected to carry signatures of previous binary
interactions: the cross-section for dynamical interactions increases with the orbital separa-
tion, therefore wider binaries will interact more and more often eject one of their member
stars.

The combination of precise astrometry and spectral characterization might also allow one
to find all the slow-moving walkaway stars ejected from binaries, which constitute one of the
most common outcomes of massive binary evolution. Such a population would be ideal to
study the physics of mass accretion on non-degenerate stars (and its orbital consequences),
and constrain binary evolution processes using a population of common outcomes rather
than more exotic and rare byproducts. Identifying a sufficient number of post-mass transfer
widowed stars that have been separated by a compact object might allow to put statistical
constraints on the amplitude of BH kicks without ever seeing the BHs or the events associated
with their formation (Ch. 3).

1.7.2 Mass loss events and detailed simulations

A large portion of this thesis is dedicated to some of the possible mass loss processes that
a massive star can encounter in its life. As mentioned in Sec. 1.3.1 and more extensively in
Ch. 2, even the less extreme form of massive-star mass loss (in terms of Ṁ), the stellar wind,
has been a longstanding problem in stellar astrophysics.

On top of the computational advances that will make studying the line-driving mecha-
nism more tractable, one interesting way forward that is being taken recently is to combine
observations of the stars themselves with constraints from their immediate surroundings or
environment. For example, infrared signals from bow shocks surrounding runaway stars
(cf. Fig. 1.2) can be used to constrain the wind momentum (e.g., Gull & Sofia 1979; Kobul-
nicky et al. 2019), X-rays from an accreting compact object can be used to study the wind
structure around the donor star of X-ray binaries (e.g., El Mellah & Casse 2017), and in-
teractions of the SN shock with pre-existing shells of material around the star can be used
to probe late mass loss events (e.g., Morozova et al. 2017). We discuss these possibilities
more extensively in Ch. 2. Following the general idea to couple together observations of the
stars with constraints from their surroundings, Beasor & Davies (2018) recently analyzed the
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mass-loss rate of massive RSGs. By narrowing their targets to stars in clusters, these authors
were able to constrain not only their mass-loss rate, but also to relate it to the mass of the
stars themselves. By investigating two different clusters with different turn-off masses they
were able to see how the wind mass loss rate of red supergiants might evolve in time. In this
case, progress was made by combining the constraints from the cluster membership (loosely
speaking “the surroundings”) with infrared observations of the stars.

The other mass loss process central to this thesis are pulsational pair-instability driven
mass ejections. As discussed in Sec. 1.3.4, and more extensively in Ch. 5-8, there has been a
recent surge in interest about the evolution of very massive stars through the pair-instability,
driven by the detection of very massive BHs through gravitational-wave mergers, and the
present and upcoming efforts in time-domain astronomy.

Nevertheless, all the theoretical predictions available are based on calculations of the evo-
lution of single massive stars (Woosley et al. 2007; Chatzopoulos & Wheeler 2012a; Yoshida
et al. 2016; Woosley 2017; Leung et al. 2019) or possibly single naked helium cores, some-
times interpreted as a proxy for post-mass transfer donors, (e.g., Woosley 2019, see also
Ch. 5–8). Simulations of post-merger structures up to the onset of the instability are also
available (see, e.g., Vigna-Gómez et al. 2019), but these simulations do not compute the
pair-instability evolution itself. Nevertheless, real progenitor systems of gravitational-wave
merger events are most likely to evolve in binaries, which opens up a variety of evolutionary
scenarios, both for the donor and the accretor star. In particular, to the best of my knowledge,
no study has yet investigated the evolution of the accretor star in binary systems through pul-
sational pair-instability. The increase of its total mass during the mass transfer also drives
an increase in its helium core mass (e.g., Neo et al. 1977; Schneider et al. 2016). It is pos-
sible that in very massive binary systems where both stars are initially at the edge of the
pair-instability regime, the donor star avoids this fate by losing mass, and only the accretor
experiences pulsations.

Useful predictions accounting for binary effects in post-processing can be made starting
from single-star models (see for example Ch. 5). However, the self-consistent simulation of
binary evolution and how it can modify the internal structure of a star before and during the
pulses is an effort that will aid using observations from the third observing run of LIGO/Virgo
to better understand the physics of the most massive stars and the formation of BHs.
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2Systematic survey of the effects of
wind mass loss algorithms on the

evolution of single massive stars

M. Renzo, C. D. Ott, S. N. Shore, S. E. de Mink

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 2017, 603, A1181

Abstract

Mass loss processes are a key uncertainty in the evolution of massive stars. They determine the amount of mass and
angular momentum retained by the star, thus influencing its evolution and presupernova structure. Because of the
high complexity of the physical processes driving mass loss, stellar evolution calculations must employ parametric
algorithms, and usually only include wind mass loss. We carried out an extensive parameter study of wind mass loss
and its effects on massive star evolution using the open-source stellar evolution code MESA. We provide a systematic
comparison of wind mass loss algorithms for solar-metallicity, nonrotating, single stars in the initial mass range of
15 M� to 35M�. We consider combinations drawn from two hot phase (i.e., roughly the main sequence) algorithms,
three cool phase (i.e., post-main-sequence) algorithms, and two Wolf-Rayet mass loss algorithms. We discuss sepa-
rately the effects of mass loss in each of these phases. In addition, we consider linear wind efficiency scale factors
of 1, 0.33, and 0.1 to account for suggested reductions in mass loss rates due to wind inhomogeneities. We find
that the initial to final mass mapping for each zero-age main-sequence (ZAMS) mass has a ∼ 50% uncertainty if
all algorithm combinations and wind efficiencies are considered. The ad-hoc efficiency scale factor dominates this
uncertainty. While the final total mass and internal structure of our models vary tremendously with mass loss treat-
ment, final luminosity and effective temperature are much less sensitive for stars with ZAMS mass . 30 M�. This
indicates that uncertainty in wind mass loss does not negatively affect estimates of the ZAMS mass of most single-
star supernova progenitors from pre-explosion observations. Our results furthermore show that the internal structure
of presupernova stars is sensitive to variations in both main sequence and post main-sequence mass loss. The com-
pactness parameter ξ ∝ M/R(M) has been identified as a proxy for the “explodability” of a given presupernova
model. We find that ξ varies by as much as 30% for models of the same ZAMS mass evolved with different wind
efficiencies and mass loss algorithm combinations. This suggests that the details of the mass loss treatment might
bias the outcome of detailed core-collapse supernova calculations and the predictions for neutron star and black hole
formation.

1Tables 2.3-2.8 are available in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr
(130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/603/A118
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2 Systematic survey of wind mass loss algorithms of single massive stars

2.1 Introduction

Mass loss is a key phenomenon for the co-evolution of massive stars (M & 8 M�) and their
environment, yet it is poorly understood. It plays an important role throughout the stellar
evolution and it may have a deciding influence on the outcome of core collapse. Mass loss
is responsible for a large part of the chemical enrichment of the interstellar medium, and
its momentum input can trigger star formation, but it can also sweep away gas from stellar
clusters, preventing further star formation.

In the standard picture of single massive star evolution, mass loss influences the duration
of different evolutionary phases (e.g., Meynet et al. 2015), especially the amount of time
spent on the red supergiant (RSG) branch. It has been suggested to be important for the so-
lution of the so-called red supergiant problem (Smartt et al. 2009; Smith et al. 2011), that is
the discrepancy between the observed maximum mass for type IIP supernovae (SNe) and the
theoretical predictions for the core collapse of RSG stars. This discrepancy indicates an in-
complete theoretical understanding of the evolution and explosion of massive stars, especially
in the mass range ∼16 − 30 M�.

Mass loss also plays an essential role in the formation of Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars. Two
competing scenarios exist for the removal of (most of) the hydrogen-rich envelope of stars:
the single star picture (so-called “Conti scenario”, Conti 1975; Maeder & Conti 1994; Lamers
2013) and the binary formation channel (e.g., Woosley et al. 1995; Wellstein & Langer 1999;
Smith & Tombleson 2015; Shara et al. 2017). Understanding mass loss phenomena is neces-
sary to discriminate between these two scenarios. Mass loss is invoked to explain the variety
of core-collapse SNe (e.g., Eldridge & Tout 2004; Smith et al. 2011; Georgy 2012; Groh et al.
2013; Smith 2014), because it can modify the surface composition of the pre-SN star, pos-
sibly removing the hydrogen-rich envelope (and perhaps some of the helium-rich shell) and
leading to type Ib/c SNe. Observations of SNe IIn and superluminous SNe may perhaps be
explained by the strong interaction between the SN shock and shells of material ejected from
the star in late stages of its evolution, (e.g., Smith et al. 2011; Smith 2014; Shiode & Quataert
2014). It has also been proposed that the coupling of mass loss and rotation might prevent
pair instability SNe for very massive, low metallicity stars (Ekström et al. 2008; Woosley
2017).

Finally, mass loss plays a key role in shaping the (hydrostatic) internal structure of mas-
sive stars at the pre-SN stage, which can influence the expected SN outcome (see, e.g., Bel-
czynski et al. 2010; O’Connor & Ott 2011, 2013; Ugliano et al. 2012; Sukhbold et al. 2016):
will the star successfully explode and leave a neutron star (NS) remnant? Will the explosion
be highly asymmetric or weak, leading to fallback accretion and black hole (BH) formation?
Or will the explosion fail completely, leaving a BH with little (Lovegrove & Woosley 2013)
or no electromagnetic counterpart?

Depending on the amount and geometry of the ejecta, which are governed by the mass
loss during the stellar lifetime and the SN energetics, also the SN kick can vary (Zwicky 1957;
Blaauw 1961; Boersma 1961; Janka 2013, 2016). The kick can change the post-explosion or-
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bital parameters if the star is in a binary system and, therefore, our incomplete understanding
of massive star mass loss affects the predicted populations of sources for gravitational wave
astronomy (LVC 2016a).

There exist three main channels of mass loss in the evolution of massive stars:

1. Steady-state winds. These are radiatively driven in hot stars (i.e., on the main sequence;
see Puls et al. 2008 for a review). In the supergiant phase, the driving mechanism is
uncertain. Winds could be radiatively driven via lines or dust, or by other mechanisms,
e.g., wave energy deposition (see, e.g., Bennett 2010 for a brief review).

2. Impulsive, pulsational and/or eruptive mass loss, for example disk shedding at criticial
rotation or giant eruptions such as those of luminous blue variables (LBVs) (e.g., Puls
et al. 2008; Smith 2014; Puls et al. 2015);

3. Roche lobe overflow (RLOF) and possibly common envelope ejection in binary sys-
tems, which can result in mass loss from the donor star and also mass loss from the
system as a whole in non-conservative cases.

Which of these processes dominates in terms of the total mass shed has been a matter of
debate in the literature (see Smith 2014, and references therein).

Mass loss is an intrinsically dynamical phenomenon which involves bulk acceleration of
matter for escaping the star. Because of the dynamical nature of mass loss, it is difficult to
include in stellar evolution codes: most simulations focus on single stars, and are carried out
with hydrostatic codes which cannot account for dynamical or impulsive events in a physical
way. Even hydrodynamical codes do not permit a self-consistent development of impulsive
events, since the physical processes triggering them are currently poorly understood or even
unknown. Impulsive outbursts of mass loss can, however, be included using physically plau-
sible prescriptions (e.g., Morozova et al. 2015).

Most massive stars are found in binary systems (e.g., Mason et al. 2009; Sana & Evans
2011; Sana et al. 2012; Kiminki & Kobulnicky 2012; Chini et al. 2012; Kobulnicky et al.
2014; Almeida et al. 2017), where mass loss also determines the angular momentum losses,
thus the orbital evolution, and ultimately the binary evolution path and its end point (merger,
disruption of the binary system, double compact object binary, etc.).

In this paper, our focus is on steady, radiatively-driven wind mass loss (Lucy & Solomon
1970) and our goal is to understand how different treatments of this process affect massive
star evolution and pre-SN structure. We consider single massive stars and do not address the
problem of mass loss in binaries directly.

Most evolutionary calculations of massive stars only include wind mass loss, which can
be treated in the steady state approximation, although, strictly speaking, a wind is dynamical
as well.

The wind is in fact driven by a radiative acceleration which formally enters into the mo-
mentum equation for the stellar plasma (Castor et al. 1975), the stellar structure responds
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2 Systematic survey of wind mass loss algorithms of single massive stars

secularly, since wind mass loss rates are low and change only slowly compared to impulsive
mass loss events. At solar metallicity, the wind mass loss rate is 10−10 M� yr−1 . Ṁwind .

10−5 M� yr−1, while RLOF and LBV eruptions yield 10−6 M� yr−1 . ṀRLOF . ṀLBV .

10−2 M� yr−1, (e.g., de Jager et al. 1988; Vink et al. 2001; van Loon et al. 2005; Smith &
Owocki 2006; Crowther 2007; Puls et al. 2008; Langer 2012; Smith 2014). These mass loss
rates correspond to timescales τwind = M/Ṁwind � τRLOF, τLBV. Therefore, wind mass loss
can be included in stellar evolution calculations using parametric algorithms2.

Stellar winds are radiatively driven by the interaction of photons with metallic ions (line-
driven mass loss) or dust grains (dust-driven mass loss). Therefore, they depend on the opac-
ity and thus chemical composition, ionization state, and density stratification, so indirectly
also on the equation of state of the outermost stellar layers. Metals effectively provide all the
opacity in stellar atmospheres because of their large number of lines. Photons come out of the
photosphere with well defined direction, interact with metallic atoms/ions via bound-bound
processes (absorption and line scattering) and cede their momentum to the atoms/ions. When
these de-excite, they emit photons isotropically. The momentum of de-excitation photons
averages out, and the result is a net gain of momentum in the direction of the initial photon
(see, e.g., Puls et al. 2008).

We note that the radiation field in the stellar atmosphere, that is above the photosphere,
is not isotropic. If there were not a net radial flux of photons, also the momentum of the
incoming photons would average out. In a nutshell, the incident photons push metals outward,
and metals drag hydrogen and helium through collisional Coulomb coupling (see Puls et al.
2008; Vink 2015, and references therein).

This simple theoretical picture of line-driven stellar winds is complicated by two phe-
nomena: the high nonlinearity of the driving mechanism, and the possible presence of inho-
mogeneities (so called “clumpiness”) in the stellar atmosphere. The high nonlinearity arises
because the outflow of mass is driven by the rate of interaction of photons with metals, but
this in turn depends on the local opacity, and therefore on the outflow properties, such as den-
sity, and velocity (which can Doppler shift the lines), see Lamers & Cassinelli (1999); Puls
et al. (2008) and references therein. The presence of inhomogeneities in the stellar atmo-
sphere is both theoretically expected (see, e.g., Owocki & Rybicki 1984; Owocki et al. 1988;
Feldmeier 1995; Owocki & Puls 1999; Dessart & Owocki 2005; Puls et al. 2008; Smith 2014)
and observed comparing diagnostic spectral lines sensitive to the density ρ (e.g., lines with P
Cygni profiles) and ρ2 (e.g., recombination lines, such as Hα) in the same stellar wind (see,
e.g., Fullerton et al. 2006; Bouret et al. 2005; Evans et al. 2004). This comparison shows that
the averaged 〈ρ2〉 > 〈ρ〉2 (for reviews see Puls et al. 2008 and Smith 2014). Therefore, the
presence of over-dense clumps in the wind causes an overestimation of the density inferred
from observed spectral features sensitive to ρ2. This is not taken into account in most wind
mass loss algorithms in the literature. The overestimation of the density directly results in an
overestimated mass loss rate. Work by Crowther et al. (2002); Hillier et al. (2003); Bouret

2These are often called “recipes” in jargon. However, we prefer the term “algorithm” (Fibonacci 1202) because it
underlines that these are mathematical representations of physical phenomena relying on specific sets of assumptions.
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et al. (2005); Fullerton et al. (2006); Puls et al. (2008); Smith (2014); LVC (2016a), suggests
that the algorithms used in stellar evolution calculations may yield mass loss rates that are a
factor of 2 to 10 too high. Puls et al. (2008) and Smith (2014) suggest a factor of 3 as the
most realistic overestimate. We refer the interested reader to Puls et al. (2008), Smith (2014),
and Renzo (2015) for more details.

To date, there has been no systematic comparison of the various wind mass loss algo-
rithms, with varying corrections for clumpiness, and their combinations and effects through-
out the evolution and on the final structure of massive stars. However, Eldridge & Tout
(2004) compared different combinations of semi-empirical mass loss rates to find the thresh-
old in mass between type Ibc and type II SNe. Yoon et al. (2010) discussed consequences of
the revision of mass loss rates because of the clumpiness during the WR phase.

In this study, we employ the open-source stellar evolution code MESA (Paxton et al.
2011, 2013, 2015) to compare various combinations of mass loss algorithms, using different
efficiency factors to account for the inhomogeneities in the wind (albeit in an ad-hoc fash-
ion). Our aim is to understand the systematics of massive star evolution and pre-SN structure
caused by variations in the treatment of wind mass loss, focusing on the differences in the
evolution and pre-SN structure (effective temperature, total mass, core masses, and interior
structure).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2.2, we discuss some general
aspects of the implementation of wind mass loss in stellar evolution codes and give a very
brief overview of the physical bases of the wind mass loss algorithms we compare. A longer
review of these, including the limitations and the formulae implemented in MESA, can be
found in Appendix A.1. The more technical points not relevant to the physics of stellar winds
are discussed in Appendix A.2, with the explicit aim of making our result reproducible. We
compare our models when their final pre-SN mass is determined in Sec. 2.3.1. We discuss
the impact of winds during the hot, cool, and WR phases (if reached) separately in Sec. 2.3.2,
2.3.3, and 2.3.4, respectively. We compare a subset of our models at oxygen depletion in
Sec. 2.3.5. The evolution and pre-SN structure of the core is also sensitive to the mass loss
history of the stellar model, including the early mass loss during the main sequence, as we
show in Sec. 2.3.6. In Sec. 2.3.7, we discuss the evolution of a subset of our models from
oxygen depletion to the onset of core collapse. We discuss the implications of uncertainties
in wind mass loss and potential observational constraints in Sec. 2.4, before concluding in
Sec. 2.5.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Overview of the mass loss algorithms

Stellar evolution codes do not explicitly compute the acceleration of the gas unbound in
mass loss processes. The usual approach for including wind mass loss is to use parametric
algorithms prescribing a mass loss rate averaged over each timestep. The time averaging
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2 Systematic survey of wind mass loss algorithms of single massive stars

is needed to compute each timestep with a constant mass loss rate. Homogeneity of the
wind is implicit in the standard formalism, which is known to be a poor approximation and
could cause a significant overestimate of the mass loss rate. Stellar wind algorithms are
either parametric fits to observed mass loss rates, or theoretically derived models with free
parameters chosen empirically or heuristically. Each algorithm gives a formula for the mass
loss rate as a function of some quantities characterizing the star Ṁ ≡ Ṁ(L,Teff ,Z, . . . ). The
precise set of variables assumed to be independent varies between the algorithms. Most
algorithms do not include an explicit metallicity dependence, because they either assume a
specific chemical composition of the stellar atmosphere or are based on observed samples
with a specific metallicity Z. It is common practice to impose a smooth scaling with Z such
as

Ṁ ∝ Za , (2.1)

with a ' 0.5 (e.g., Vink et al. 2000; Woosley et al. 2002). Eq. 2.1 is in reasonable agreement
with more sophisticated mass loss rate determinations (see, e.g., Vink et al. 2001), but devi-
ations should be expected both at very low Z (because of the lack of metal lines to drive the
wind) and very high Z (because of line saturation preventing further driving of the wind). In
this study, we only consider solar metallicity. We note also that stellar evolution codes usually
neglect the errors on the coefficients of the algorithms obtained as fits to observations.

Since mass loss rates have large uncertainties, it is common practice to employ a linear
efficiency factor η to rescale rates to account for various physical uncertainties. For example,
η . 1 can be used to account for wind clumpiness (e.g., Hamann & Koesterke 1998; Woosley
et al. 2002, 2007). Mass loss channels other than winds exist (e.g., LBV eruptions, binary
interactions, etc.) and some authors (e.g., Dessart et al. 2013; Meynet et al. 2015) use η > 1
to explore the effects of increased total mass loss. However, an averaged steady wind ap-
proximation might not properly capture the readjustment of the stellar structure to non-wind
mass loss events, which may be sensitive to mass loss timing, and/or the physical process
triggering them, and may not be radiatively driven.

Most wind mass loss algorithms are tailored to a specific evolutionary stage. To carry out
a simulation of the entire evolution of the star, several mass loss algorithms are commonly
combined using computational definitions of the evolutionary phases. This may introduce
somewhat arbitrary switching points in the evolution. Below, we list the physical basis and
the abbreviations for the two hot phase, three cool phase, and two WR phase wind mass loss
algorithms that we combine and compare here. We define each phase of the evolution in
Sec. 2.2.2.

Vink et al. (2000, 2001) (V): This wind scheme is a theoretical algorithm obtained with
numerical simulation of the line-driven process. It explicitly includes the metallicity
dependence and applies to OB stars during their hot evolutionary phase. It also includes
a detailed treatment of the so-called “bistability jump”. This corresponds to a non-
monotonic behavior of the mass loss rate Ṁ as a function of effective temperature Teff

in certain temperature ranges (e.g., T jump
eff

' 25 000 K) because of the recombination
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of certain ions, which provides more lines in the spectral domain relevant to drive the
wind, cf. Appendix A.1.1.

Kudritzki et al. (1989) (K): This analytical mass loss rate is obtained using the Castor
et al. (1975) model for line-driven acceleration. It assumes that the wind is stationary,
isothermal, spherically symmetric, and without viscosity and heat conduction. The
analytical solution is obtained assuming a velocity structure v ≡ v(r) as a function of the
radius of the wind, and solving self-consistently for density and radiative acceleration,
cf. Appendix A.1.2.

de Jager et al. (1988) (dJ): This empirical mass loss rate describes the “averaged statistical
behavior” of stars (excluding WR and Be stars) in the HR diagram. It is commonly used
for the cool (giant) phase of the evolution of massive stars, cf. also Appendix A.1.3.

Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager (1990) (NJ): This algorithm is also an empirical mass loss rate
drawn from the same sample of stars used by de Jager et al. (1988). The two algorithms
differ in the physical quantities the mass loss rate is assumed to depend on: NJ used
pre-computed stellar models to add a dependence on the total mass (Ṁ ≡ Ṁ(M)),
which is not a directly observable quantity for single stars. It is also usually adopted
for the cool phase of stellar evolution. See Appendix A.1.4 for more details.

van Loon et al. (2005) (vL): This empirical mass loss rate is derived from a sample of
oxygen rich asymptotic giant branch (AGB) and red supergiants (RSG) stars in the
Large Magellanic Cloud. It assumes a dust-driven wind, that is mass loss is driven by
photons impinging on dust grains instead of metallic ions. We note, however, that the
presence of dust and its role as a wind driving agent in supergiant stars is still debated
in the literature (van Loon et al. 2005; Ferrarotti & Gail 2006), cf. Appendix A.1.5.

Nugis & Lamers (2000) (NL): This empirical mass loss rate is for WR stars. Fitting the
data for two populations of WR stars (one of known distance and one for which they
carry out a distance determination), they provide an algorithm, which depends strongly
on the surface chemical composition of the star, cf. Appendix A.1.6.

Hamann et al. (1982, 1995) (H): This is a theoretical mass loss rate for WR stars. It is
derived assuming a spherically symmetric, homogeneous, and stationary wind. They
avoid solving for the dynamics with a complicated radiative acceleration term by im-
posing a velocity structure v ≡ v(r). In this way, they are able to produce synthetic
spectra, which they then fit to observed WR stars to infer Ṁ. Hamann & Koesterke
(1998) suggest to reduce the mass loss rate by a factor between 2 and 3 to account for
wind clumpiness, cf. Appendix A.1.7.

We report in Tab. 2.1 an approximate scaling of the mass loss rate with the luminosity (L),
which quantifies the amount of photons available to drive the wind (neglecting the frequency
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dependence of the line transitions), and the effective temperature (Teff), which can be consid-
ered as a rough parametrization of the ionization state at the base of the wind and therefore
the opacity. We strongly recommend to consult Tab. A.1 for the scaling of Ṁ with physical
stellar quantities for each of these algorithms for anything beyond simple order of magnitude
estimates.

Table 2.1: Approximate scaling of the mass loss rate with luminosity and effective temperature, log10(Ṁ) ∝
α log10(L) + β log10(Teff ), predicted by the considered mass loss algorithms. Appendix A.1 provides the full func-
tional form of the algorithms implemented in MESA and Tab. A.1 lists the scaling with all physical quantities.

ID α β

H
ot V 2.2 1.0

K 1.2 0.6

C
oo

l dJ 1.8 −1.7
NJ 1.6 −1.6
vL 1.0 −6.3

W
R

NL 1.3 0.0
H (L > 4.5L�) 1.5 0.0
H (L ≤ 4.5L�) 6.8 0.0

2.2.2 Combination of mass loss algorithms

The wind mass loss of massive stars is usually divided into three separate phases, whose
definition is somewhat arbitrary. When using the algorithm K for the hot phase, we adopt
the following thresholds based on the effective temperature Teff and surface (i.e., outermost
computational cell) hydrogen mass fraction Xs:

• Hot phase: Teff ≥ 15 000 K;

• Cool phase: Teff < 15 000 K;

• WR phase: Xs < 0.4 regardless of Teff .

To follow the suggestions of Glebbeek et al. (2009), and to have a smoother transition
between the hot and cool phase wind algorithm, we use a slightly different definition of the
cool and hot evolutionary stages when using the V mass loss algorithm for the hot phase:

• Hot phase: Teff ≥ 11 000 K;

• Cool phase: Teff ≤ 10 000 K;

and we use a linear interpolation between the hot phase wind and cool phase wind in between.
We choose this different threshold when using V to match how the cool and hot phases are
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Table 2.2: Combinations of wind mass loss algorithms employed in this study. The temperature threshold separating
the hot phase and the cool phase is Tth = 15 000 (10 000) K when using the Kudritzki et al. (Vink et al.) algorithm.
The WR phase is defined using the surface (outermost computational cell) hydrogen mass fraction Xs, without
constraints on Teff . In the text, we do not mention the WR phase algorithm if the model discussed does not enter
this phase. For a description of the algorithms, see Sec. 2.2.1 and the appendices listed in this table. We discuss the
definition of each evolutionary phase in Sec. 2.2.2.

ID
Hot phase Cool phase WR phase
Teff & Tth Teff . Tth Xs < 0.4

V-dJ-NL Vink et al. A.1.1 de Jager et al. A.1.3 Nugis & Lamers A.1.6
V-dJ-H Vink et al. A.1.1 de Jager et al. A.1.3 Hamann et al. A.1.7
V-NJ-NL Vink et al. A.1.1 Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager A.1.4 Nugis & Lamers A.1.6
V-NJ-H Vink et al. A.1.1 Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager A.1.4 Hamann et al. A.1.7
V-vL-H Vink et al. A.1.1 van Loon et al. A.1.5 Hamann et al. A.1.7
V-vL-NL Vink et al. A.1.1 van Loon et al. A.1.5 Nugis & Lamers A.1.6
K-dJ-NL Kudritzki et al. A.1.2 de Jager et al. A.1.3 Nugis & Lamers A.1.6
K-dJ-H Kudritzki et al. A.1.2 de Jager et al. A.1.3 Hamann et al. A.1.7
K-NJ-NL Kudritzki et al. A.1.2 Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager A.1.4 Nugis & Lamers A.1.6
K-NJ-H Kudritzki et al. A.1.2 Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager A.1.4 Hamann et al. A.1.7
K-vL-NL Kudritzki et al. A.1.2 van Loon et al. A.1.5 Nugis & Lamers A.1.6
K-vL-H Kudritzki et al. A.1.2 van Loon et al. A.1.5 Hamann et al. A.1.7

defined for the “Dutch” wind scheme in the MESA code. We note that the interval from
Teff ' 10 kK to ∼ 15 kK is covered during a fraction of the Hertzsprung gap, in a very short
time.

The threshold dividing the cool and hot phases is qualitatively justified as follows: the
radiation pressure is determined by the product of opacity and flux, which peaks between
10000–15000 K because of iron recombination. Therefore, an effective temperature (i.e., in
other words, a radius, for each given luminosity) in this range is a physically meaningful
threshold to switch between wind mass loss algorithms.

The third phase is the WR phase and our criterion Xs < 0.4 just requires a hydrogen-poor
stellar surface. This has very little in common with the observational definition of what a
WR star is, which is based on spectral features that are not tracked by stellar evolution codes.
Specifically, WR stars are identified by their surface hydrogen depletion (Schmutz & Drissen
1999) and the presence of broad emission lines (van der Hucht 2001; Marchenko et al. 2010),
indicating the presence of a wind with a steep density and velocity gradient. Moreover, typical
WR stars have high Teff , and our definition might, in principle, produce unrealistically cold
(and red) WR stars. However, in absence of strong mixing processes (e.g., due to rotation),
the required surface hydrogen depletion can only be reached by removing mass from the
surface and revealing deep and hot stellar layers. We do not find in our calculations cool but
hydrogen depleted models. WR stars are further subdivided into classes (WNH, WN, WC,
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WO, etc.) based on the relative flux of specific lines. Here, we do not attempt to distinguish
between different WR sub-classes, because our simulations do not produce the stellar spectra
that would be necessary to distinguish these sub-classes (see however Meynet & Maeder
2003; Groh et al. 2014, and references therein).

Our definitions of the evolutionary phases are commonly used in the literature (see, e.g.,
Limongi & Chieffi 2006; Eggenberger et al. 2007; Woosley et al. 2007). We list in Tab. 2.2
the algorithm combinations explored here: each combination is labeled by combining the
abbreviations for each wind algorithm introduced above.

To study the effects of the possible overestimate of the mass loss rate caused, for exam-
ple, by wind inhomogeneities (i.e., “clumpiness”), we use three different values of the wind
efficiency η = 1.0, 0.33, 0.1. These values span the range of observational estimates of the
volume filling factor of clumps (see Smith 2014 for a review). For simplicity, we use the
same η during the entire evolution of a given model.

2.2.3 The Grid of Stellar Models

We employ release version 7624 of the open-source stellar evolution code MESA (Paxton et al.
2011, 2013, 2015) and compute a grid of nonrotating solar metallicity models. We choose
Z� = 0.019 to match precisely the value adopted in Vink et al. (2001). We consider initial
masses of 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 M�. Higher initial mass models are more strongly affected
by numerical (and possibly physical) instabilities (see Appendix A.2 and references therein),
which makes them less reliable for our purpose. Appendix A.2 describes the details of our
MESA simulations that are not directly related to mass loss. Here, we only mention that we use
a 45-isotope nuclear reaction network (mesa_45.net) until oxygen depletion, and a mixing
length parameter αmlt = 2.0 with exponential overshooting.

We run our grid of models in three steps and at each checkpoint we make a selection of
models to run at the next step3. This selection is necessary to reduce the total computational
cost of our grid of models. In the first step, we evolve our models from the zero age main
sequence (ZAMS) to when the temperature in the central computational cell rises above Tc ≥

109 K (“end of the mass loss phase”). At this point, the star has little time left to live (a
few years) and lose mass through winds (for a typical mass loss rate the star loses less than
10−4 M�). Also, when Tc ≥ 109 K is reached, MESA starts to artificially damp the mass loss
rate for stability reasons. Mass loss is completely shut off when Tc ≥ 2 × 109 K.

We note, however, that the observation of SN impostors, type IIn SNe, and intra-night
flash spectroscopy of normal type II SNe suggests that non-wind mass loss phenomena (ne-
glected here) may occur in the very late phase of the stellar life (see, e.g., Quataert & Shiode
2012; Smith & Arnett 2014; Quataert et al. 2016; Khazov et al. 2016).

In the second step, we restart a subset of MESA models and run to oxygen depletion (see
Sec. 2.3.5). This is defined as the first time when the mass fraction of 16O in the central cell

3The models saved at each checkpoint are available at https://zenodo.org/record/292924#.WK_eENWi60i . The
input files and customized routines are available at https://stellarcollapse.org/renzo2017.
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drops below 0.04 and the mass fraction of 28Si is higher than 0.01 (indicating that some oxy-
gen burning has already occurred, following Sukhbold & Woosley 2014). We note that these
thresholds are an artificial choice, since the evolution of the star is continuous throughout its
lifetime.

Finally, we restart a select subset of stars at oxygen depletion and run to the onset of core
collapse, defined by

max{|v|} ≥ 103 km s−1 , (2.2)

where v is the radial infall velocity (see, e.g., Heger et al. 2005; Sukhbold & Woosley 2014).
For this last phase of the evolution, we switch from the 45-isotopes nuclear reaction network
to a customized 203-isotopes nuclear reaction network (see also Appendix A.2), to capture
the details of the weak interaction physics (electron captures and β-decays) occurring during
silicon burning and before collapse. This physics determines the final number of electrons
per nucleon Ye, thus the effective Chandrasekhar mass of the stellar core, and ultimately the
core structure at the onset of core collapse. Experiments with a single-zone model for silicon
burning show that at least ∼ 200 isotopes are required to obtain a converged final value of Ye

in the core (i.e., one that is independent of the size of the nuclear reaction network; see also
Farmer et al. 2016). Since MESA solves the fully coupled set of equations for the chemical
composition and structure of the star, the increase in the number of isotopes forces us to
reduce the number of spatial mesh points in each model because of memory limitations (see
Appendix A.2.1).

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Overview at the end of the mass loss phase, Tc ≥ 109 K

The lifetime remaining for the star after Tc ≥ 109 K is short (∼ 15 years for 15 M�, ∼ 4 years
for 30 M�), and the photosphere of the star remains frozen at the same effective temperature
Teff and luminosity L as long as no impulsive mass loss events or other instabilities take place.
The subsequent evolution will lead to changes of the internal structure only. Therefore, we
discuss the final mass and pre-SN appearance of our models already at this stage.

Figure 2.1 shows the overall impact of the uncertainty in stellar wind mass loss rates on
the final mass. We plot the final mass relative to the initial mass for each considered MZAMS

and the large vertical spread illustrates the uncertainty. As an example, we can consider a star
of MZAMS = 20 M�. It can, in principle, reach the onset of collapse with M = 19.38 M� if
evolved with the V-NJ mass loss combination with reduced efficiency η = 0.1. But it might
also evolve to M = 8.81 M� with the K-vL combination and efficiency η = 1.0.

If these are truly limiting cases and anything in between is unconstrained, then the uncer-
tainty in the final mass is greater than 50%.
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2 Systematic survey of wind mass loss algorithms of single massive stars

For more quantitative results, see Tab. 2.5 where we report the maximum spreads of the
ZAMS to pre-SN mass mapping for our entire grid of models. Tab. 2.3 and Tab. 2.4 list the
main physical quantities for all the stars in our grid at the end of the mass loss phase.
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Fig. 2.1: Uncertainty in the mapping between MZAMS and the relative final mass M/MZAMS due to wind mass loss.
Each colored bar corresponds to a specific wind algorithm combination defined in Tab. 2.2. The pluses, crosses, and
circles correspond to η = 1.0, 0.33, 0.1, respectively. We employ the vertical bars to emphasize the spread. The
uncertainty in wind mass loss limits the predictive power of stellar evolution studies for the final mass of stars of
given initial mass. Only models with MZAMS = 35 M� and wind efficiency η = 1 reach the WR stage (cf. Tab. 2.4
and Sec. 2.3.4). They are shown in the rightmost panel and we list the WR mass loss algorithm only for them. The
maximum relative mass for the four algorithm combinations using the H WR mass loss algorithm in the rightmost
panel are the results obtained using the corresponding hot and cool mass loss combination with η = 0.1 (not reaching
the WR phase).

It is important to note that the vertical spread in the ZAMS to pre-SN mass mapping
shown in Fig. 2.1 is dominated by the highly uncertain wind efficiency η. At fixed η, varia-
tions due to different wind algorithm combinations are minor. This makes η the most impor-
tant free parameter for wind mass loss in stellar evolution calculations.
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2.3 Results

Table 2.5: Maximum spread in total mass, core masses, and radius at the end of the mass loss phase, for models
differing in mass loss algorithm combination and efficiency η. We also list the maximum and minimum total mass
for each MZAMS.

MZAMS max ∆M max M min M max ∆MHe max ∆MCO max ∆R
[M�] [M�] [M�] [M�] [M�] [M�] [R�]

15 9.42 14.66 5.25 0.36 0.28 338
20 10.58 19.38 8.80 0.16 0.12 327
25 10.89 23.86 12.97 0.37 0.31 150
30 13.39 28.75 15.36 0.44 0.47 148
35 14.51 33.99 19.48 3.79 3.38 763

In Fig. 2.1, the spread in MZAMS to pre-SN mass decreases for higher MZAMS. This is,
however, only because we show the relative final mass, that is at higher MZAMS we divide the
final mass by a larger number. In absolute numbers, the uncertainty in the final to initial mass
relation increases for more massive stars. We summarize this in Tab. 2.3. As an example,
the maximum spread between the final masses of 35 M� models is max ∆M ≡ 33.99 M� −
19.48 M� = 14.51 M�. In the 15 M� case, it is max ∆M ≡ 14.66 M�−5.25 M� = 9.42 M�. As
expected, all wind mass loss algorithm combinations yield a higher mass loss rate for more
massive (and thus more luminous) stars. For stars with MZAMS . 20 M�, the models using
the vL algorithm (dust driven mass loss in the cool evolutionary phase) produce much higher
mass loss than all other algorithms (see also Sec. 2.3.3): for example, the 15 M� model using
the V-vL combination with full efficiency η = 1.0 results in a pre-SN mass of only 5.25 M�,
while using the combination V-dJ or V-NJ, we obtain a final mass of ∼ 12.7 M�. We discuss
this effect in more detail in Sec. 2.3.3.

From Fig. 2.1, we also note that for MZAMS & 20 M� we obtain a range 1.0 . M/MZAMS .

0.5. For any given η, the range is smaller. In any case, the size of this interval does not
decrease going to higher masses, indicating that the different mass loss prescriptions and
efficiencies do not appear to be converging with MZAMS in the mass range we consider here.

In Fig. 2.2, we show, as a representative example, the time evolution of the total mass for
our 15 M� models. The overall qualitative behavior is the same for all the other considered
MZAMS. Fig. 2.2 shows that the amount of mass lost during the main sequence (i.e., prior
to the vertical dot-dashed line) is relatively small, only a few percent of the total mass for
MZAMS = 15 M�, even when using η = 1.0. Most of the mass is lost after hydrogen core
burning. Both the mass loss rate and the spread between the predictions of different algo-
rithms increases dramatically after the end of the main sequence. Hence, uncertainties in
the post-main-sequence cool phase mass loss rates have by far the greatest effect on the final
mass of the star.
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Fig. 2.2: Total stellar mass as a function of time for the 15M� models.
Each color corresponds to a given combination of wind algorithms
(see Tab. 2.2). None of these 15 M� models reach the WR phase.
The solid, dashed, and dot-dashed curves correspond to efficiency η =

0.1, 0.33, 1.0, respectively, regardless of color. The red vertical line
indicates roughly the terminal age main sequence (TAMS, i.e., Xc <

0.01). The enhanced mass loss of models using the Vink et al. (2000,
2001) (V) algorithm close to TAMS in the left panel is due to the
bistability jump, see Sec. 2.3.2. The left panel has a different vertical
scale to magnify the differences in the tracks during the main sequence
evolution.

Using our nonrotating single-
star models at the end of the mass
loss phase and ignoring any po-
tential subsequent non-wind mass
loss events, we can attempt to clas-
sify their pre-SN color. We fol-
low Georgy (2012) by assuming
log10(Teff/[K]) . 3.6 for RSG,
3.6 . log10(Teff/[K]) . 3.8 for
YSG, log10(Teff/[K]) & 3.8 for
BSG, and we only require the sur-
face abundance of hydrogen to be
Xs < 0.4 without temperature
thresholds for WR stars. We list
the outcome of this classification
in Tab. 2.4. Almost all of our
15 M� and 20 M� models end their
evolution as RSGs. The excep-
tions are those using the vL cool
mass loss algorithm and η = 1.0,
which end their lives as YSGs. All
of our 25 M� and 30 M� models
end as YSGs. The 35 M� mod-
els computed with η = 0.1 also
end as YSGs. With η = 0.33 they
instead become BSGs, because of
the higher mass loss rate, except

when using the vL cool mass loss rate (cf. Sec. 2.3.3), which produces YSGs. With η = 1.0
we find WR pre-SN models, unless vL is used during the cool phase, in which case our
35 M� models would explode as BSGs. However, these results are highly dependent on the
somewhat arbitrary temperature thresholds assumed to divide the categories. For example,
assuming log10(Teff/[K]) ≤ 3.68 as the threshold dividing RSG and YSG, all models with
MZAMS ≤ 25 M� would be RSGs.

2.3.2 The “hot phase” mass loss

“Hot phase” evolution, i.e., Teff & 15 000 K if using the Kudritzki et al. (1989) (K) mass loss
algorithm, or Teff & 11 000 K if using Vink et al. (2000, 2001) (V), roughly covers the main
sequence evolution, the subsequent overall contraction caused by hydrogen depletion (known
as the main sequence “hook”), and the initial part of the Hertzsprung gap.

In Tab. 2.6, we summarize key quantitative results for our models at the end of the hot
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2.3 Results

phase. While this is the longest phase of the evolution, covering & 90% of the stellar lifetime,
the amount of mass lost during this phase is relatively small regardless of the algorithm used.
For example, initially 35 M� stars computed with η = 1.0 lose ∼ 15% of their mass, while
initially 15 M� stars only lose a few percent.
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Fig. 2.3: Mass loss rate during the hot evolutionary phase (includ-
ing the main sequence, see Sec. 2.2.2) as a function of time for
all computed MZAMS and wind efficiency η = 1. The solid and
dashed curves are computed using the V (Vink et al. 2000, 2001)
and K (Kudritzki et al. 1989) mass loss algorithm, respectively. The
rapid rise of the solid curves is due to the inclusion of the bistability
jump (see Sec. 2.3.2). The qualitative behavior of the curves shown
does not change substantially when varying η. The curves end when
Teff = 15 000 K.

We can also infer from Tab. 2.6
that the amount of mass lost dur-
ing the hot phase is always higher
with V than with K, and the dif-
ference increases with increasing η
and MZAMS: it is only ∼ 0.02 M�
for η = 0.1 and MZAMS = 15 M�,
and grows to ∼ 0.2 M� for η = 1.0
and the same initial mass. For
the 35 M� models and η = 1.0,
the difference between the total
mass shed using V or K reaches
∼ 0.5 M� with η = 1.0.

In Fig. 2.3, we plot the mass
loss rates Ṁ given by V and K as
a function of time in the hot phase
for models with η = 1. The reason
for the higher total mass lost with
V is that this algorithm includes a
detailed treatment of the bistabil-
ity jump, which is an increase in
the cross section for photon inter-
actions caused by the recombina-
tion of ions driving the mass loss.
This enhancement of the cross sec-
tion happens when the effective temperature drops below T jump

eff
' 25 000 K, Vink et al.

(2000). This is what causes the sudden tremendous increase in the mass loss rate in V models
seen in Fig. 2.3. The subsequent drop in models with masses higher than 20 M� happens
because these cross the bistability jump region twice during the contraction following core
hydrogen depletion. Overall, the average mass loss rate 〈|Ṁhot|〉 of V models is driven up and
surpasses that of K models on the main sequence, resulting in higher mass loss in V models.
We note that the use of two different thresholds to separate the hot and cool phase of evolution
for V and K does not significantly influence the duration of the hot phase: the gap between
the two thresholds is covered in a fraction of the Herzsprung gap duration.

Different values of η produce small (. 2%) age differences: models remaining more
massive (i.e., computed with lower η) evolve slightly faster. However, these differences are
too small to potentially be used as observational tests for the wind efficiency.
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2 Systematic survey of wind mass loss algorithms of single massive stars

Table 2.6: Stellar properties at the end of hot phase, when Teff decreases below 15 000 K for the first time. For the
descriptions of the V and K algorithms see Sec. A.1.1 and Sec. A.1.2, respectively.

Algorithm MZAMS [M�] η R [R�] L [104L�] M [M�] MHe [M�] age [Myr]

V 15 1.0 34.85 5.44 14.54 3.69 12.7917
K 15 1.0 35.44 5.64 14.73 3.71 12.8239
V 15 0.33 35.91 5.76 14.85 3.76 12.7503
K 15 0.33 35.97 5.82 14.91 3.77 12.7612
V 15 0.1 36.27 5.85 14.95 3.78 12.7363
K 15 0.1 35.96 5.83 14.97 3.78 12.7359

V 20 1.0 51.97 12.20 19.06 5.83 8.8937
K 20 1.0 52.75 12.32 19.42 5.87 8.8947
V 20 0.33 53.10 12.67 19.69 5.95 8.8373
K 20 0.33 53.35 12.76 19.81 5.95 8.8374
V 20 0.1 53.46 12.80 19.91 5.99 8.8176
K 20 0.1 54.39 13.10 19.94 5.98 8.8183

V 25 1.0 67.58 20.63 23.24 8.03 7.0367
K 25 1.0 68.70 21.41 24.00 7.91 7.0094
V 25 0.33 70.59 22.55 24.44 7.97 6.9653
K 25 0.33 70.05 22.04 24.66 8.07 6.9546
V 25 0.1 70.88 22.39 24.84 8.10 6.9390
K 25 0.1 70.50 22.19 24.90 8.13 6.9355

V 30 1.0 80.82 29.52 27.00 10.18 5.9700
K 30 1.0 84.32 31.82 28.46 10.00 5.9215
V 30 0.33 84.64 32.11 29.10 10.16 5.8853
K 30 0.33 85.14 32.83 29.48 10.11 5.8689
V 30 0.1 85.58 32.85 29.77 9.96 5.8558
K 30 0.1 85.34 32.93 29.84 9.89 5.8503

V 35 1.0 95.27 40.28 30.32 12.29 5.2807
K 35 1.0 97.93 41.83 32.83 12.51 5.2164
V 35 0.33 98.15 43.52 33.62 12.19 5.1879
K 35 0.33 99.84 44.24 34.27 12.09 5.1661
V 35 0.1 100.81 45.59 34.63 11.58 5.1559
K 35 0.1 100.35 45.03 34.78 11.78 5.1484
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Figure 2.3 also shows that at any point in time, the mass loss rate of more massive
stars is higher, because they produce a higher photon flux to drive the wind. A factor of
∼ 2.3 (' 35/15) in initial mass translates to a difference of almost two orders of magnitude in
the mass loss rate. The difference between the V and K rates is a non-monotonic function of
the mass, because of the different functional dependencies of the two algorithms: for 20 M�
models they are roughly equal before the surface cools enough for the bistability jump to
occur; for 15 M� models, the K algorithm gives an initially higher mass loss rate, and, for
30 M� models, K mass loss is instead lower.

Although only a small amount of mass is lost, the hot phase mass loss can significantly
influence the core evolution. This is because no shell sources decouple the surface from the
convective core during most of this phase. The use of different algorithms during the hot
phase can thus create small (seed) differences in the core structure, which may then be am-
plified by the subsequent evolution of the star and contraction of the core. These differences
are small at the end of the hot phase, and we will discuss them at later stages in the evolution
in Sec. 2.3.6 and 2.3.7.

In Tab. 2.6, we also list the helium core masses MHe of our models at the end of the hot
phase. The effects of hot phase wind mass loss on MHe are less straightforward to interpret
than its influence on the total mass. First, the value of MHe depends on the definition of the
helium core. We define the outer edge of the helium core as the first location going inward
where X(1H) < 0.01. Second, where this interface is at the end of the hot phase is very sensi-
tive to mixing: depending on the mass and metallicity of the star (and the convective stability
criterion adopted), deep convective shells can develop at the beginning of the Hertzsprung
gap, and they shape the chemical composition profile and determine MHe. Tab. 2.6 shows
that the maximum spread in MHe increases with MZAMS, starting from max(∆MHe) ' 0.1 M�
for 15 M� models, up to max(∆MHe) ' 0.9 M� for 35 M� models. The spread in these values
is almost entirely due to variations in η. The difference in MHe between models of same mass
and η (thus differing only in the use of V or K) is also increasing with increasing MZAMS but
remains below ∼ 0.2 M�. This trend directly reflects the larger uncertainties in the modeling
of winds from more massive stars.

2.3.3 The “cool phase” mass loss

Regardless of efficiency η and mass loss algorithm, most of the mass loss through stellar
winds happens during the cool phase of the evolution. Fig. 2.2 demonstrates this clearly for
the 15 M� models, which lose 2%−60% of their total initial mass during this phase, depending
on the algorithm combination and wind efficiency. The increase in the mass loss rate from the
hot phase can be understood in terms of the effective gravity of the star (although we stress
that the algorithms compared here do not depend explicitly on it): for any given luminosity of
a massive star, if the stellar surface is cool, necessarily its radius must be large, and thus it will
be easier for matter to leave the gravitational potential well of the star. Moreover, at lower
temperature the opacity tends to be higher because of recombination of ions and possibly dust
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2 Systematic survey of wind mass loss algorithms of single massive stars

formation, thus enhancing the wind driving.
Table 2.3 summarizes key quantitative results of our models at the end of the mass loss

phase, including the total mass and the core masses. One striking result is that the dust-driven
van Loon et al. (2005) (vL) mass loss algorithm results in significantly different total masses
and core masses than the de Jager et al. (1988) (dJ) and the Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager
(1990) (NJ) algorithms. This can also be seen in Fig. 2.1, where wind combinations using
vL for the cool phase produce different vertical spreads. These differences are strongest for
η = 1.0. The most extreme example are 15 M� models computed with η = 1.0: regardless of
the hot phase mass loss algorithm, they end their evolution with masses of ∼ 5 − 6 M� with
vL in the cool phase, while they remain as massive as ∼ 11−12 M� with dJ or NJ. We find the
opposite trend at the upper end of our mass range: a 30 M� star computed with η = 1.0 and
V during the hot phase reaches the end of the mass loss phase with a total mass of ∼ 15M� if
using either dJ or NJ in the cool phase, while it ends its life with ∼ 18 M� with vL.

On the one hand, the similarities between the dJ and the NJ rates are expected (see also
Mauron & Josselin 2011; Eldridge & Tout 2004): both are semi-empirical rates derived from
the same sample of observed stars. They differ only in the choice of the stellar variables used
to parametrize Ṁ. On the other hand, the vL algorithm is also semi-empirical, but based on
the analysis of a different sample of stars assuming a dust-driven model of the wind, that
is wind mass loss is not driven by photons impinging on metallic ions, but rather on dust
particles. If a dust-driven (instead of line-driven) model of the wind is assumed, the resulting
mass loss rate is generally higher, and much more Teff-dependent (see Tabs. 2.1 and A.1).

The very steep dependence of the vL rate on Teff causes the different evolution of models
above and below ∼ 25 M�. During the early stage of the cool phase, the vL rate is always
much higher than the others, and the stellar wind described by this algorithm reveals the
deeper and hotter layers of the star (see also Tab. 2.4). As Teff increases, the vL mass loss
rate decreases rapidly (∝ T−6.3, see Tabs. 2.1 and A.1), which is attributed to the tempera-
ture sensitivity of the microscopic dust formation processes (Wachter et al. 2002) that we of
course do not track explicitly in our calculations. Also, for any mass loss process at a given
luminosity, higher Teff correspond to smaller radii, and thus higher effective gravity at the
stellar surface. For MZAMS & 25 M�, the steep Teff-dependence leads to a self regulation of
the vL rate. For lower initial masses, the vL rate is also initially higher than the dJ or NJ rate,
but not high enough to reach the self-regulating regime: the vL rate remains higher than the
dJ and NJ rates for the whole evolution and produces pre-SN structures of a much lower final
mass than when dJ or NJ are used. This is summarized in Tab. 2.3.

The comparison of MHe listed in Tab. 2.3 for models with the same η and hot phase mass
loss (either V or K) reveals that the effect of the cool phase mass loss on the helium core
mass is very small and almost negligible. We find the only appreciable differences when
using η = 1.0 and the vL cool mass loss rate, and they are only of order ∼ 0.01 M�.
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2.3.4 Models reaching the WR stage

Out of the 94 models computed to Tc ≥ 109 K, only 8 reach the conditions to switch to the
WR wind scheme. These are all 35 M� models computed with η = 1.0, and none use the
vL algorithm in the cool phase that precedes the WR phase (cf. Tab. 2.4). The lack of WR
models using vL is explained by the self-damping of this mass loss scheme for more massive
and thus more luminous stars (see Sec. 2.3.3).

The typical duration of the WR phase is ∼ 0.02 − 0.05 Myr. The differences in duration
of the WR phase with the Nugis & Lamers (2000) (NL) and Hamann et al. (1982, 1995);
Hamann & Koesterke (1998) (H) algorithms are negligible. However, models computed with
the dJ algorithm in the cool phase have WR phases that are systematically longer by a few ten
thousand years than the corresponding models computed with the NJ algorithm. Moreover,
the duration of the WR phase of models computed with the K algorithm in the hot phase
is about a factor of ∼ 2.3 longer than in models using the V algorithm. This is because
MZAMS = 35 M� models computed with η = 1.0 and the V algorithm reach the end of the
hot phase with a helium core that is 0.22 M� less massive than models computed with the K
algorithm (cf. Tab. 2.6). Therefore, the subsequent evolution is slowed down, and the WR
phase is reached slightly later.

The NL WR phase algorithm produces higher final masses than the H algorithm: the
difference is ∼ 0.3 (∼ 0.8) M� for models using the V (K) hot phase algorithm and does
not depend strongly on cool phase mass loss (cf. Tab. 2.3). These differences are very small
fractions of the initial mass MZAMS = 35 M� of these models (cf. Fig. 2.1).

The WR wind does not have a strong influence on MHe at the end of the mass loss phase.
For stars with MZAMS . 40M�, the He core mass is determined well before the beginning of
the WR phase, and the wind mass loss is not strong enough to dig into the He core directly.
More massive stars with stronger winds, may become hydrogen depleted already during the
core hydrogen burning phase. In that case, the WR mass loss rate might have an impact
on MHe through the quasi-static response of the convective core to mass loss (Meynet et al.
1994; de Koter et al. 1997; Crowther et al. 2010; Bestenlehner et al. 2011). Also, in even
more massive stars, the entire hydrogen-rich envelope can be lost to winds, making MHe the
total mass of the star, and winds can then further reduce it (e.g., Woosley 2017).

While we find no systematic effect of WR mass loss on MHe, the situation is different for
MCO (cf. Tab. 2.3). NL models yield MCO that are systematically lower by ∼ 0.05 − 0.1 M�
than H models and the largest differences are between models that also use different hot
phase mass loss algorithms. We find that models differing only in the WR algorithm have
lower MCO for higher final masses. For example, the V-dJ-NL model has MCO = 9.81 M�
and final mass M = 20.03 M�. In contrast, the V-dJ-H model has a higher MCO = 9.93 M�,
but a lower final mass of M = 19.73 M�. However, we note that the trend that lower final
masses correspond to higher MCO holds for most of our 35 M� models, independent of if they
become WR stars or not.

The differences in both total mass and MCO found varying the WR mass loss algorithm
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are more sensitive to the previously employed hot phase mass loss algorithm than to the cool
phase algorithm. Moreover, MHe is also almost insensitive to the cool phase (cf. Sec. 2.3.3)
and WR phase mass loss. Therefore, the differences found here are most likely related to
the differences in MHe at the end of the hot phase (and in the total mass for a given MHe),
and consequently the position of the hydrogen burning shell, which indirectly influences the
helium burning, the mixing processes shaping the composition profile, and ultimately the
resulting MCO and the amount of mass lost during the WR phase.

Table 2.7: Stellar properties at core oxygen depletion, i.e. Xc(16O) < 0.04 and Xc(28Si) > 0.01. The last column
shows the maximum difference in the compactness parameter ξO depl

2.5 for each choice of η and MZAMS. These runs
are re-started from the corresponding MESA models saved at the end of the mass loss phase, when Tc ≥ 109 K.

Oxygen depletion: Xc(16O) < 0.04 and Xc(28Si) > 0.01

MZAMS [M�] η ID R [R�] Mtot [M�] MHe [M�] MCO [M�] ξO depl
2.5 max ∆ξ

O depl
2.5

15

0.1
V-dJ 908 14.66 4.99 3.17 0.155

0.001V-vL 924 13.60 4.98 3.17 0.156
K-NJ 911 14.66 5.00 3.17 0.156

0.33
V-NJ 914 13.90 4.93 3.13 0.153

0.001
V-vL 967 10.39 4.93 3.13 0.152

1.0

V-NJ 895 12.74 4.65 2.95 0.141

0.014
V-vL 629 5.25 4.64 2.94 0.139
K-NJ 946 11.87 4.92 3.12 0.153
K-vL 643 5.70 4.90 3.11 0.152

20

0.1

V-dJ 994 19.23 7.04 4.83 0.182

0.007
V-vL 998 18.10 7.03 4.83 0.178
K-NJ 991 19.37 7.01 4.82 0.179
K-vL 991 18.67 7.01 4.82 0.175

0.33

V-NJ 1001 17.48 7.01 4.81 0.161

0.052
V-vL 987 13.47 6.99 4.80 0.175
K-dJ 999 17.62 7.00 4.80 0.213
K-vL 993 13.90 6.98 4.80 0.175

1.0

V-dJ 951 11.81 7.06 4.85 0.182

0.010
V-vL 673 8.80 7.02 4.82 0.176
K-NJ 978 12.77 6.95 4.77 0.176
K-vL 712 8.81 6.90 4.73 0.172

25

0.1

V-dJ 898 23.85 9.14 6.46 0.180

0.023
V-vL 899 23.56 9.14 6.44 0.179
K-NJ 888 23.76 9.24 6.52 0.159
K-vL 889 23.24 9.23 6.50 0.157

0.33
V-NJ 922 22.02 8.87 6.25 0.161

0.049V-vL 929 22.13 8.87 6.20 0.164
K-dJ 894 21.27 9.11 6.42 0.210

1.0

V-NJ 812 13.67 9.05 6.32 0.164

0.050
V-vL 786 12.97 9.04 6.29 0.211
K-dJ 875 15.57 8.89 6.21 0.161
K-vL 860 14.69 8.90 6.23 0.200

Continued on the next page
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MZAMS [M�] η ID R [R�] Mtot [M�] MHe [M�] MCO [M�] ξO depl
2.5 max ∆ξ

O depl
2.5

30

0.1

V-dJ 701 28.11 10.97 7.89 0.242

0.001
V-NJ 697 28.17 10.97 7.90 0.243
K-NJ 706 28.19 10.91 7.83 0.242
K-vL 719 28.75 10.90 7.74 0.242

0.33

V-dJ 668 24.16 11.11 7.99 0.243

0.023
V-vL 723 26.02 11.10 8.00 0.243
K-NJ 716 25.18 10.89 7.85 0.228
K-vL 709 27.12 10.87 7.79 0.220

1.0
V-dJ 610 15.36 11.28 8.20 0.179

0.065K-dJ 756 18.51 10.92 7.85 0.244
K-vL 723 22.53 10.89 7.74 0.243

2.3.5 Models at oxygen depletion

To reduce the computational cost of our model grid, we select a subset of 44 stars to continue
until oxygen depletion, which we define as the time when Xc(16O) ≤ 0.04 and Xc(28Si) ≥
0.01. These models span the range of properties found at the end of the mass loss phase, and
are listed in Tab. 2.7 together with their properties at oxygen depletion. This selection allows
us to avoid running multiple models that have very similar evolutionary paths from the end
of the mass loss phase onward. The duration of the evolution between the end of the mass
loss phase (Tc ≥ 109 K) and oxygen depletion is of order years to decades, depending on the
total mass and core masses at the end of the mass loss phase.

In the very short time to oxygen depletion, neither total mass nor helium core mass change
appreciably. This can be inferred by comparing the entries of Tab. 2.3 and Tab. 2.7, which
also reveals that the stellar radii vary only within ±3 R� in most models.

The CO core masses at oxygen depletion summarized in Tab. 2.7 are systematically a
few percent lower than those listed in Tab. 2.3 at the end of the mass loss phase. This seems
counter-intuitive, since one would expect the CO core to grow in mass because of the ashes
of helium shell burning. However, the boundary location for the CO core is determined by
convective mixing within and above the He burning shell, which brings helium-rich material
inward and moves the CO core boundary to a smaller mass coordinate. This implies that the
core mass is very sensitive to the mixing parameters. The maximum spread in MCO obtained
varying the wind algorithm is of order ∼ 0.1 M� and it increases with MZAMS up to about
max(∆MCO) ' 0.5 M� for 30 M� models (see also Tab. 2.5). We note that the 15 M� models
are outliers in that they show a larger spread of CO core masses of up to 0.28 M� between
models using the V and K hot mass loss algorithm. This is a consequence of a combination
of (i) the V algorithm leading to a lower total mass and a lower He core mass at the end of
the hot phase and (ii) the relatively low mass loss during the cool phase (compared to more
massive stars), which results in deeper convective episodes. Together, these lead to small CO
cores: the two 15M� models using the V algorithm with η = 1.0 have MCO ' 2.95M� at the
end of the mass loss phase, which is about 0.2 M� smaller than the average for 15 M� models.
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2.3.6 The Compactness Parameter ξM
Although the internal structure of our models is not yet final at oxygen depletion, some quan-
tities (e.g., core masses) are already close to their final values, and it becomes possible to
draw first connections between internal structure and the potential final outcome of core col-
lapse (Sukhbold & Woosley 2014). For this, we include the compactness parameter ξO depl

2.5 in
Tab. 2.7. O’Connor & Ott (2011) define the compactness parameter as

ξM
def
=

M/M�
R(M)/1000 km

. (2.3)

This parameter provides a single measure for the complex inner core structure (mass coordi-
nate smaller than M) of a star, allowing for a simplified discussion of the differences in the
internal structure produced by the various mass loss algorithms we compare.

We set M = 2.5 M� because this is the typical mass above which the proto-NS that
will form during core collapse will become a BH (O’Connor & Ott 2011). This mass cut
remains well outside of the typical iron core mass and includes the layers of the star that the
shock will encounter after core bounce. These layers determine the accretion ram pressure
that the shock has to overcome for a successful explosion. The qualitative behavior of the
supernova dynamics and outcome with ξM is known to be robust against different choices of
M (O’Connor & Ott 2011, 2013; Ugliano et al. 2012; Sukhbold & Woosley 2014).

One-dimensional parametric core-collapse SN explosion simulations (O’Connor & Ott
2011, 2013; Ugliano et al. 2012; Ertl et al. 2016; Sukhbold et al. 2016) show that the value
of ξ2.5 at the onset of core collapse indicates the most probable remnant. High values of
ξ2.5 indicate a more compact pre-SN structure that is harder to explode and that will more
likely result in a BH remnant. Conversely, low values of ξ2.5 indicate a steeper density gra-
dient and an easier to explode structure, suggesting that the remnant will more likely be a
NS (O’Connor & Ott 2011; Ugliano et al. 2012; Clausen et al. 2015). Sukhbold & Woosley
(2014) suggest that the value of the compactness parameter evaluated at oxygen depletion,
ξ

O depl
2.5 , can already be used to infer the most likely outcome of the core collapse event. The

evolution from oxygen depletion to core collapse tends to increase the compactness and am-
plify the differences between different stellar models, but the key features that determine the
interpretation of ξ2.5 appear to be set already at oxygen depletion. Other parameters to relate
the pre-SN structure to the most-likely remnant can be defined in the context of neutrino-
driven explosions (see Ertl et al. 2016), but they rely on physical quantities that are not at all
set at earlier stages of the evolution (e.g., the entropy profile throughout the silicon layer and
iron core), and therefore they are not useful diagnostics before the onset of core collapse.

Evolution of ξ2.5 until oxygen depletion

The compactness parameter is a function of time, ξM ≡ ξM(t), because of the changes in the
radius of a given mass coordinate M. These can be caused by contraction of the core, onset
of partial electron degeneracy within the mass coordinate M, and by episodes of convective
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mixing and shell burning (Sukhbold & Woosley 2014). The top panel of Fig. 2.4 shows
examples of the evolution of ξ2.5 until oxygen depletion in our 25 M� models. We use a
reversed logarithmic scale on the x axis to emphasize the late evolutionary stages.

Figure 2.4 shows that the compactness parameter is constant during the main sequence
evolution. During this phase, it is also almost independent of MZAMS and mass loss algorithm
because all stars considered here have convective main-sequence cores that are always much
larger than the mass coordinate at which we evaluate the compactness. After core hydrogen
exhaustion, ξ2.5 increases because of the overall contraction, reaching ξ2.5 ' 0.02 in our
25 M� models. Then it slowly continues to increase during the hydrogen-shell burning and
helium core burning phases. The increase speeds up significantly during core carbon burning,
reaching values of ξ2.5 ' 0.1 in our 25 M� models. Neon core burning ignition and the onset
of carbon shell burning mark a critical point in the evolution of ξ2.5 at which the various
curves in Fig. 2.4 begin to diverge. Sukhbold & Woosley (2014) find the same and point out
that the subsequent evolution of ξ2.5 is highly sensitive to the details of carbon shell burning
(i.e,. the number, locations, and durations of shell burning episodes). It is important to note
from Fig. 2.4 that the effects of mass loss on core structure (represented by ξ2.5) are delayed:
At the time mass loss ends in our models (at Tc > 109 K), differences in ξ2.5 are minute. These
seed differences grow and become substantial only in the last decade before core collapse.

The bottom panel of Fig. 2.4 depicts central density–temperature tracks for our 25 M�
models that are evolved to oxygen depletion. The tracks start roughly at neon core ignition
and show that the mass-loss history (i.e., the choice of wind mass loss algorithm combination)

Fig. 2.4: Left panel: Time evolution of the compactness parameter ξ2.5 for all MZAMS = 25 M� models computed
until oxygen depletion. Right panel: central temperature and density for the same models from when the central
density increases above 106 g cm−3. All curves end at oxygen depletion (Xc(16O) ≤ 0.04 and Xc(28Si) ≥ 0.01).
The color indicates the wind algorithm combination, labeled according to Tab. 2.2. Dot-dashed, dashed, and solid
curves are calculated using η = 0.1, 0.33, 1.0, respectively. We only show models listed in Tab. 2.7. The vertical
dot-dashed lines in the top panel approximately indicate core hydrogen exhaustion (TAMS), core helium exhaustion
(Yc ' 0), and end of the mass loss phase (Tc ≥ 109 K).
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also influences the innermost core thermodynamics and structure. This is because the nuclear
burning processes in the core are regulated by the amount of mass that needs to be sustained
by the core itself, that is the mass below the innermost burning shell above the core. This in
turn depends on the location and luminosity of the shell burning regions and therefore on the
total mass of the star.

In Fig. 2.5, we show the values of ξO depl
2.5 for all models that we run to oxygen depletion.

The spread in each panel is due to the different algorithmic treatments of wind mass loss: for
example, 25 M� models show values ranging between 0.210 and 0.157. Generally speaking,
the spread in ξO depl

2.5 increases with increasing η and MZAMS, that is the stronger the stellar
wind, the more it influences the core structure. We emphasize that a few percent variation of
ξ

O depl
2.5 can result in important differences in the core structure at the onset of core collapse:

the subsequent contraction of the core and the details of carbon, oxygen, and silicon shell
burning, amplify the differences between models that are still relatively similar at oxygen
depletion (see Sec. 2.3.7 and Sukhbold & Woosley 2014).

Effects of the wind efficiency on ξO depl
2.5

The effects of varying η on ξO depl
2.5 can be inferred from the comparison of models in Tab. 2.7

of the same MZAMS using the same wind algorithm combinations but different efficiencies.
The variations of ξO depl

2.5 with η are typically non-monotonic: for example, the 25 M� model
computed using the V-vL combination reaches oxygen depletion with ξO depl

2.5 = 0.179, 0.164,
and 0.211 for η = 0.1, 0.33, and 1.0, respectively. Within the framework of each wind
algorithm, higher values of η correspond to higher mass loss rates and thus to a progressive
shift of the evolution toward that of lower initial mass. However, the compactness parameter
is known to be a highly non-monotonic function of MZAMS (Sukhbold & Woosley 2014).
Therefore, a higher mass loss rate can sometimes result in a decrease, an increase, or even
almost no variation of ξO depl

2.5 . For example, in 15 M� models computed with V-vL, ξO depl
2.5

decreases when going from η = 0.1 to η = 1.0. In 25 M� models computed with V-vL, we
instead find that ξO depl

2.5 increases with the same change in η. And in the case of 20 M� models
computed with V-dJ, we find only tiny variations of ξO depl

2.5 when η is varied from 0.1 to 1.0.
See Tab. 2.7 for more examples and details.

Effects of varying the mass loss algorithm on ξO depl
2.5

The last column of Tab. 2.7 shows that the effects of different wind mass loss algorithms on
ξ2.5 are in most cases small until oxygen depletion for η = 0.1 and η = 0.33. For η = 0.1, the
V algorithm generally results in higher values of ξO depl

2.5 than the K algorithm. This holds for
all studied ZAMS masses with the exception of the 30 M� models. These do not exhibit this
trend because all their burning shells are outside the mass coordinate M = 2.5 M�, as can be
seen from the values of MCO listed in Tab. 2.7.

The spread in ξ
O depl
2.5 between different mass loss algorithms increases for models with
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η = 0.33. For example, Fig. 2.5 shows that the 25 M� model with the K-dJ combination
reaches ξO depl

2.5 ' 0.21 (similar to its 20 M� counterpart, cf. Tab. 2.7), which is ∼ 30% higher
than with other algorithm combinations.
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Fig. 2.5: Compactness parameter at oxygen depletion
Xc(16O) ≤ 0.04 and Xc(28Si) ≤ 0.01. Each color corre-
sponds to a wind algorithm combination (top axis), and
each panel shows a different initial mass, indicated on
the bottom. Crosses, pluses, and circles correspond to
η = 0.1, 0.33, 1.0, respectively. We show only the models
listed in Tab. 2.7. The vertical spread indicates different
core structures, which will evolve differently to the onset
of core collapse, and possibly result in different SN out-
comes.

Models computed with η = 1.0 are
most suitable to discuss the effect of dif-
ferent wind mass loss algorithm combina-
tions. Both the hot phase and the cool phase
mass loss algorithms influence ξ

O depl
2.5 , but

their detailed effect varies with MZAMS and
is strongest in the 25 M� and 30 M� mod-
els. For example, from Tab. 2.7, we find
ξ

O depl
2.5 ∼ 0.16, for the η = 1.0, 25 M�

models with the V-NJ and K-dJ combina-
tions, while models with V-vL and K-vL
result in ξ

O depl
2.5 ∼ 0.2. At lower MZAMS,

even for η = 1.0, differences in ξO depl
2.5 due

to the choice of mass loss algorithm com-
bination are overall (with few exceptions)
rather small and typically at the few percent
level. While these differences will be am-
plified by the subsequent evolution toward
core collapse, they are small compared to
the tremendous differences in total mass re-
sulting from the different algorithm combi-
nations (cf. Tab. 2.7).

An interesting question to address is the relative importance of hot phase (i.e., main se-
quence) and cool phase (i.e., post main sequence) mass loss for ξO depl

2.5 . Naively, one would
think that by the time the core and envelope are essentially decoupled, loss of envelope mass
should have limited impact on the subsequent evolution of the core. Our results suggest that
this is not generally the case.

The limited set of models run to oxygen depletion and listed in Tab. 2.7 give a complex,
but necessarily incomplete picture of the relative importance of each mass loss phase for the
core structure. Which phase is most relevant depends on MZAMS and η. For brevity, we focus
here on the η = 1 case and compare models evolved with the same hot phase mass loss
algorithm (V or K) and different cool phase algorithms.

For 15 M� models with η = 1, the tremendous mass loss with the vL algorithm in the
cool phase has little effect on He and CO core masses and on ξ

O depl
2.5 . For example, the

final masses of K-vL and K-NJ are 5.70 M� and 11.87 M�, respectively. Yet their ξO depl
2.5

are very close to each other, 0.152 and 0.153, respectively. Qualitatively, the same is true
for the V-NJ and V-vL combinations. On the other hand there is a larger spread between
combinations using V and K, suggesting that the small differences seeded by hot phase mass
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loss dominate in the 15 M� η = 1 case. Similarly, we find for 30 M� models with η = 1 that
K-dJ and K-vL lead to final masses of 18.51 M� and 22.53 M�, respectively, but their ξO depl

2.5
are 0.244 and 0.243. The situation is more complicated for 25 M� and 20 M� models that
straddle the MZAMS range where ξ2.5 varies chaotically (Sukhbold & Woosley 2014). From
Tab. 2.7 we see that for the 20 M�, η = 1 models all considered K- and V- combinations
yield roughly the same ξO depl

2.5 . In 25 M�, η = 1 models, on the other hand, cool phase mass
loss has the dominant impact on ξO depl

2.5 . For example, K-dJ and K-vL have compactness of
0.161 and 0.200, respectively, although their final masses differ by only ∼ 1 M� due to the
self-regulation of the vL algorithm in this mass range.

Comparison with Sukhbold & Woosley (2014)

Sukhbold & Woosley (2014) employed the NJ mass loss algorithm without any efficiency
scaling factor (i.e., at efficiency η = 1.0) throughout the entire evolution of their models.
Comparing our Tab. 2.7 with their Fig. 23, we find that the compactness parameter values
at oxygen depletion of our models lie in the same range as theirs, with a tendency toward
slightly higher values.

Our 15 M� models produce values of ξO depl
2.5 ' 0.15, which is slightly higher than their

value of ∼ 0.11 − 0.13, especially for reduced wind mass loss rates (i.e., η < 1.0). For this
initial mass, increasing η decreases the compactness of the core and reduces the difference
between our models and those of Sukhbold & Woosley (2014).

Most of our 20 M� models have ξO depl
2.5 ' 0.18, close to the corresponding models of

Sukhbold & Woosley (2014). For these models, the maximum difference varying the wind
mass loss algorithm is ∆ξ

O depl
2.5 . 0.05. This is not surprising, because large variations of ξ2.5

are expected because of the transition from convective to neutrino-cooled and radiative carbon
shell burning, which happens around MZAMS ' 20 M� (Sukhbold & Woosley 2014). There-
fore, in this mass range, changing the wind mass loss algorithm can substantially change
ξ

O depl
2.5 by shifting the evolutionary track of the star in the slightest way.

Our 25 M� models have values of ξO depl
2.5 similar to those of the 20 M� models, in agree-

ment with Sukhbold & Woosley (2014). However, once again, we obtain a large variation of
ξ

O depl
2.5 changing the treatment of mass loss (∆ξO depl

2.5 . 0.05).
Most of our 30 M� models have ξO depl

2.5 ' 0.23, which is significantly larger than the
corresponding value of ∼ 0.16 found by Sukhbold & Woosley (2014). The variations of
the compactness parameter with mass loss algorithm combination and efficiency are smaller
for the 30M� models than for lower MZAMS, except for the model computed with η = 1.0
and the V-dJ algorithm. This model has ξO depl

2.5 = 0.179, which is much closer to the values
of Sukhbold & Woosley (2014). We expect that the similar V-NJ algorithm combination
with η = 1.0 would produce a structure close to this model at oxygen depletion, based on
the similarities between the models at the end of the mass loss phase. The relatively low
compactness of this model is therefore likely a consequence of the V hot phase mass loss
algorithm. For MZAMS & 30 M�, V with η = 1.0 produces substantially more mass loss than
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K (cf. Tab. 2.6), and therefore, the subsequent evolution is closer to the path of less massive
stars – which are also expected to reach oxygen depletion with a lower compactness.

We speculate that the quantitative differences between our findings for the compactness
parameter at oxygen depletion and those of Sukhbold & Woosley (2014) are in fact due
primarily to their choice of mass loss algorithm: they employ the NJ algorithm in both the
hot and the cold phase, which results in overall greater early mass loss than the K algorithm
(and the V algorithm until the bistability jump). This notion is corroborated by our finding
that our 30 M� model closest to theirs is the one that loses the most mass during the hot phase
(using η = 1 and the V-dJ combination; cf. Tab. 2.6).

2.3.7 Models at the onset of core collapse

We select a subset of six of our models at oxygen depletion for continuation to the onset of
core collapse. Reducing the model set is necessary to limit the computational cost of this
study. We choose two 15 M� models with efficiency η = 1.0 and mass loss algorithm combi-
nation V-NJ and K-VL, two 20 M� models with η = 0.33 computed using the V-vL and the
K-dJ combination, and two 30 M� models with η = 0.33 and the V-dJ or the K-NJ combina-
tion. When restarting our models from oxygen depletion, we switch from the 45-isotopes nu-
clear reaction network used so far to a larger customized network with 203-isotopes (see Ap-
pendix A.2). This is necessary to capture core deleptonization due to electron capture during
and after silicon burning. Continuing the evolution with a larger nuclear reaction network
also requires reducing the number of computational mesh points (from ∼ 104 to ∼ 103) to
run the simulations within the memory constraints of MESA (see Appendix A.2 for details).
By the time oxygen depletion is reached, the effect of wind mass loss on the core structure

Fig. 2.6: Time evolution of the compactness parameter ξ2.5 (left panel) and evolution in ρc − Tc space (right panel)
from oxygen depletion to the onset of core collapse. Solid curves correspond to 15 M� models computed with η =

1.0, dashed and dot-dashed curves correspond to 25 M� and 30 M� models, respectively, computed with η = 0.33.
The vertical dot-dashed line in the top panel indicates roughly the time of core silicon depletion (X(28Si) ≤ 0.01).
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is already pronounced, and our reduced-resolution models still have spatial resolution that is
comparable to that of published models (e.g., Woosley et al. 2002, 2007). Furthermore, reso-
lution tests in Appendix A.2.1 give us confidence that the presently unavoidable reduction in
resolution does not affect our overall results and conclusions.
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Fig. 2.7: Neutrino luminosity from oxygen depletion to
core collapse for the 15 M� model run with the V-NJ
scheme and η = 1.0. This shows that variations in the
nuclear burning rate cause the oscillations in ξ2.5. The
red curve shows only neutrinos coming from nuclear re-
actions, the cyan curve shows thermal neutrinos, and the
blue curve is the sum of the two. The dotted line shows the
compactness parameter (right hand side vertical axis). The
vertical dot-dashed line indicates the approximate time of
core silicon depletion. The ξ2.5 oscillations are driven by
variations in silicon and oxygen shell burning.

Figure 2.6 shows the time evolution of
ξ2.5 (top panel) and the central temperature–
central density evolutionary tracks (bottom
panel) from oxygen depletion to the onset of
core collapse for our pre-SN model set. The
top panel shows that ξ2.5 settles onto its fi-
nal value before the criterion for the onset of
core collapse is reached. The bottom panel
clearly shows a hook at log10(Tc/[K]) '
9.55, where ρc decreases at roughly con-
stant temperature, indicating the point of sil-
icon core ignition. This is also the more
“noisy” part of these tracks, indicating that
this phase of nuclear burning with very high
and nearly balancing reaction rates is the
most challenging to simulate (Hix & Thiele-
mann 1996; Hix et al. 2007).

The evolution of the compactness pa-
rameter shows maxima and minima, which
are related to oxygen shell ignition, around
log10({tpre−SN − t}/[yr]) ' −2, silicon core
ignition around log10({tpre−SN − t}/[yr]) '
−3, and silicon shell ignition at about
log10({tpre−SN − t}/[yr]) ' −4.5. However,
note that the ignition times and the du-
rations of these burning phases are mass-

dependent. Figure 2.7 shows the corresponding increase in the neutrino emission from nu-
clear reactions for the 15 M� model computed with the V-NJ combination and η = 1.0. Simi-
lar features are present in the Tc(ρc) evolutionary tracks. However, while the Tc(ρc) track only
probes the innermost part of the stellar core, the ξ2.5 evolution is determined by the interplay
between silicon, oxygen, and carbon burning shells, core contraction, and onset of electron
degeneracy.

Interestingly, the final compactness of the 15 M� models is lower at the onset of core
collapse than at oxygen depletion: for example, the 15 M� model computed with K-VL and
η = 1.0 has ξpre−SN

2.5 = 0.132 < ξ
O depl
2.5 = 0.152. This is because of the presence of nuclear

burning shells within M = 2.5 M� whose energy generation tends to expand the material in
the layers above them (the same process happens during the Hertzsprung gap for hydrogen-
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shell-burning stars). The location of the shells can be estimated using the core masses listed
in Tab. 2.8 (and Tab. 2.7): the 15 M� models have two shells of nuclear burning (Si and O,
respectively) within the 2.5 M� mass coordinate, while only one shell exists in this region at
oxygen depletion. Models with MZAMS > 15 M� settle on a pre-SN compactness that is higher
than the corresponding ξO depl

2.5 , because only the silicon burning shell is within M = 2.5 M�.
Table 2.8 lists the properties of the six models that we run to the onset of core collapse.

ξ
pre−SN
2.5 , and (M4, µ4), where M4

def
= M(s = 4) is the mass location where the specific entropy

is s = 4 kb baryon−1 and µ4
def
= dm/dr|s=4 is the mass gradient at that location, offer two

different ways to estimate how hard it will be for the SN shock to unbind the stellar mantle
and leave a NS remnant (see Ertl et al. 2016). The total mass at density higher than 106 g cm−3

(Mρ6), the carbon-oxygen core mass (MCO), and the iron core mass (MFe), defined as the
location where X(28Si) < 0.01) can be used to estimate the nickel yields of the possible SN
explosion and the remnant mass (Fryer et al. 2012; Sukhbold et al. 2016).

The final MCO and MFe depend, although weakly, on the mass loss algorithm adopted
during the hot evolutionary phase (V or K). The V algorithm yields slightly smaller cores
(and total masses at the end of the hot phase, cf. Sec. 2.3.2). The 15 M� models with η = 1.0
reach core collapse with MCO = 2.91 (3.07) M�, and MFe = 1.39 (1.50) M� when using the
combination V-NJ (K-vL). For 25 M� models with η = 0.33, we find MCO = 6.38 (6.40) M�,
and MFe = 1.51 (1.63) M� for V-vL (K-dJ). Finally, the 30 M� models with η = 0.33 yield
MCO = 7.98 (7.90) M�, and MFe = 1.56 (1.58) M� for the combination V-dJ (K-NJ). The
differences in MCO (and to a lesser extent MFe) decrease with MZAMS. However, note that
the decreasing difference is most likely caused by the lower wind efficiency η = 0.33 for the
25 M� and 30 M� models, while our 15M� models use full efficiency, i.e., η = 1.0.

As anticipated in Sec. 2.3.5, the spread in ξ2.5 increases between oxygen depletion and the
onset of core collapse: the final variations are about ∼ 30% for models with the same initial
mass (cf. Tab. 2.8). The two 15 M� models have ∆ξ

O depl
2.5 = 0.011, and ∆ξ

pre−SN
2.5 = 0.029. For

the 25 M� models, the spread at oxygen depletion is ∆ξ
O depl
2.5 = 0.046, while it is ∆ξ

pre−SN
2.5 =

0.081 at the onset of core collapse. The two 30 M� models go from ∆ξ
O depl
2.5 = 0.015 to

∆ξ
pre−SN
2.5 = 0.082.
The pre-SN chemical abundances in the core are also affected by the choice of the mass

loss algorithm combination. Fig. 2.8 shows a comparison of the distribution of the dominant
isotopes for our pre-SN models. The composition of the oxygen rich layer is sensitive to the
early (hot phase) mass loss, with the V scheme producing a lower ratio of X(16O)/X(20Ne),
owing to the higher early mass loss (cf. Sec. 2.3.2), and thus lower core temperature during
the late phases (cf. bottom panel of Fig. 2.6). The distribution of the chemical elements in
mass coordinate is also sensitive to the adopted mass loss algorithm combination. However,
it is likely to depend more strongly on the treatment of mixing processes (which we do not
vary here), mainly convection and overshooting, which are the only processes fast enough to
have an effect inside the CO core of a star before the onset of collapse.
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Fig. 2.8: Chemical composition profiles at the onset of core collapse. We show all models computed to this point
and listed in Tab. 2.8. Blue, cyan, yellow, green, magenta, orange, and gray curves correspond to the mass fractions
of 1H, 4He,12C, 16O, 20Ne, 28Si, and iron group elements (i.e., with atomic number 50 ≤ A ≤ 70), respectively. Note
the different horizontal scale in each panel.
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Table 2.8: Properties of the subset of models run to the onset of core collapse, defined as the time when max{|v|} ≥
103 km s−1. M4 and µ4 are the parameters used to predict the SN outcome of a stellar model in Ertl et al. (2016), see

also text. Mρ6
def
= M(ρ = 106g cm−3) is the mass enclosed in the location where the density drops below 106 g cm−3,

MCO and MFe are the carbon-oxygen and iron core masses, respectively.

Onset of core collapse: max{|v|} ≥ 103 km s−1

MZAMS [M�] η ID ξ
pre−SN
2.5 M4 [M�] µ4 Mρ6 [M�] MCO [M�] MFe [M�]

15 1.0
V-NJ 0.103 1.71 0.045 1.68 2.91 1.39
K-vL 0.132 1.78 0.051 1.79 3.07 1.50

25 0.33
V-vL 0.227 1.73 0.084 1.84 6.38 1.51
K-dJ 0.308 2.05 0.100 2.19 6.40 1.63

30 0.33
V-dJ 0.358 1.60 0.163 2.21 7.98 1.56
K-NJ 0.276 1.82 0.100 1.98 7.90 1.58

2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Sensitivity of wind mass loss to evolving stellar properties and pa-
rameters

For a given MZAMS, the luminosity varies little between models that experience different
mass loss rates and the effective temperature (and radius) varies much more. Once mass-loss
induced differences in Teff appear, they feed back on mass loss to amplify these differences.
Hence, the Teff evolution is most important for governing the mass loss of models of a given
MZAMS. The dependence of Teff is particularly strong if the dust-driven vL algorithm is
included.

The role of dust as a driver of RSG winds is a subject of debate (e.g., van Loon et al.
2005; Ferrarotti & Gail 2006; Bennett 2010). Dust-driven mass loss might occur in only a
part of RSG evolution, and possibly even under only rather specific conditions. Even if dust
exists in the envelopes of cool, evolved, massive stars, uncertainties in the grain properties
result in highly uncertain mass loss rates (van Loon et al. 2005). The extreme dust-driven
vL mass loss seen in our models is just one example (see Sec. 2.3.3). In this context, it is
important to mention that our models switch to the vL algorithm already at Teff . 15 000 K
(. 11 000 K) when K (V) is used in the hot phase. These temperatures are clearly far too hot
for dust to form. However, the strong temperature dependence (∼ T−6.3) in combination with
the extremely short time spent in the Hertzsprung gap prevent this from having a substantial
consequence for the stellar mass. Hence, the extreme mass loss we find for MZAMS . 20 M�
with vL and η = 1 is not an artifact of how we use the vL algorithm. Within its framework
the predicted very low final masses for 15 M� and 20 M� stars, 5.25 − 5.70 M� and 8.8 M�,
respectively, are robust. It may thus be possible to rule out the extreme case of vL with η = 1
using pre-explosion imaging and SN ejecta mass estimates.

We also note that in stars with MZAMS & 20 M� the vL algorithm self-regulates since its
extreme mass loss uncovers hotter layers of the stars. The steep temperature dependence of
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the vL algorithm then results in lower mass loss rates than dJ and NJ.
The wind efficiency η is the parameter that has the greatest impact on the evolution of

initially identical models (cf. Fig. 2.1 and Tab. 2.3). However, it lacks an interpretation from
first principles. Here, we investigate only values η ≤ 1, focusing on reduced wind mass
loss motivated by possible inhomogeneities in the wind structure (also called “clumpiness”,
Smith 2014; Puls et al. 2008, and references therein). However, starting from first principles,
it cannot be excluded that clumps might actually enhance the mass loss rate (Lucy & White
1980). This might be the case if the overdense clumps are efficiently pushed outward by
impinging photons.

Furthermore, we assume a constant efficiency factor throughout the evolution, but in prin-
ciple the “clumpiness” of the wind might evolve (possibly even in a stochastic way) and may
require different η in different evolutionary phases. The mass loss routines in MESA4 are
already adapted for varying this parameter in different evolutionary phases. It is also possible
that during each single evolutionary phase we define, the efficiency of mass loss may vary
significantly, producing enhanced mass loss episodes separated by reduced mass loss phases.

Although changing η induces substantial changes in the mass loss rate and final mass, the
appearance (i.e., luminosity, effective temperature) is less affected, making it difficult to use
observed stellar populations to constrain η (Renzo 2015).

In this study, we have only varied the mass loss algorithms used throughout the evolution
and their efficiency parameter η. However, other uncertainties (with possible degeneracies)
are known, for example in the treatment of rotation, magnetic fields (e.g., Petit et al. 2017),
convective mixing, and overshooting (e.g., Arnett et al. 2015; Arnett 2015; Arnett & Meakin
2016; Farmer et al. 2016). The coupling of these uncertainties with the wind mass loss may
modify the outcomes of our numerical experiments.

2.4.2 Metallicity effects

We do not investigate the effects of decreasing the metallicity in this study. However, an ap-
proximate picture can be drawn by considering models with reduced efficiency η as proxy for
low metallicity models. Most stellar evolution codes implement the metallicity dependence
of the wind mass loss by just rescaling the mass loss rate at solar metallicity (cf. Eq. 2.1),
which is exactly the purpose of η. While the metallicity at the surface of the star can change
throughout the evolution, the main element driving a wind is iron (Vink et al. 2001; Tram-
per et al. 2016), and its abundance is unlikely to change because of upward mixing from the
stellar interior. Therefore, it is not unrealistic to consider a constant metallicity-related reduc-
tion factor for the entire evolution. Nevertheless, the approach of considering reduced η as a
proxy for lower metallicity does not take into account metallicity effects on stellar radius and
nuclear burning. These could indirectly affect wind mass loss.

4These are available at https://stellarcollapse.org/renzo2017
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2.4.3 WR stars

We emphasize in Sec. 2.2.2 the shortcomings of the computational definition of WR stars
adopted in stellar evolution codes (Xs < 0.4). Although this definition is artificial, we stress
that the mass loss algorithms used during this phase are derived from the observation of real
WR stars. In the mass range considered here, few WR stars are expected, and indeed our
results show that only MZAMS = 35 M� stars with η = 1.0 can become sufficiently hydrogen-
depleted at their surface to switch to a WR mass loss algorithm. We compare only two
WR mass loss algorithms (NL and H), and neglect algorithms obtained by fitting either very
luminous (i.e., more massive) or hydrogen-free WR stars (e.g., Gräfener & Hamann 2008;
Tramper et al. 2016), since none of our WR models reach the corresponding regions of the
parameter space. Therefore, in the framework of single nonrotating stars with wind effi-
ciency η = 1.0, the minimum ZAMS mass to obtain a WR model is somewhere between 30
and 35 M�. Although on the high end, this is in relatively good agreement with the results ob-
tained with other stellar evolution codes (e.g., Woosley et al. 2002; Limongi & Chieffi 2006;
Eldridge & Vink 2006; Georgy et al. 2015). Even with full efficiency of the wind before the
WR phase, our models would likely underestimate the number of observable WR stars.

Lowering η has the obvious consequence of decreasing the mass loss rate, and thus in-
creasing the minimum ZAMS mass for single nonrotating WR stars. However, the standard
picture of a single nonrotating star misses pieces of physics of great importance for the forma-
tion of WR stars (see, e.g., Maeder 1996; Meynet & Maeder 2003; Eldridge & Vink 2006).
These include, but are not necessarily limited to, rotationally-enhanced mass loss, rotational
mixing processes (which can help depleting hydrogen from the surface, Meynet & Maeder
2003; Maeder 1996), and binary interactions. Binarity can lead to the formation of WR stars
via envelope stripping in RLOF. Alternatively, accretion or merger with a companion could
increase the mass (and luminosity) of the star sufficiently to enhance the wind mass loss and
remove the hydrogen-rich envelope. Also note that the envelope hydrogen depletion needed
to switch to a WR mass loss algorithm can be reached also because of upward mixing of
thermonuclearly processed material, e.g., because of efficient rotational mixing, and not only
because of mass loss. The choice for the algorithmic representation of mixing processes (see
Appendix A.2) influences directly the surface mass fraction of hydrogen, but also the core
mass, and consequently the luminosity. Indirectly, these effects can change the mass loss rate
and consequently the fate of a model from/to WR.

2.4.4 Nucleosynthetic yields

The nucleosynthetic yields of massive stars are mass loss (and angular momentum loss) de-
pendent (see, e.g., Maeder 1992; Frischknecht et al. 2016). Processes such as rotational
mixing can bring thermonuclearly processed material upward that is then lost through winds.
This is especially relevant for s-process elements which are synthesized during the hydro-
static lifetime of massive stars and the ratio of carbon to oxygen abundance in the stellar
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wind yields. On top of this, the success or failure of the SN explosion, and the details of the
explosive nucleosynthesis, depend on the interior structure of the exploding star and thus on
its mass loss history (e.g., Sukhbold et al. 2016).

2.4.5 Consequences for SN explosions and compact remnants

We find that mass loss affects the core structure and the burning shells surrounding the core.
Mass loss during the hot phase of the evolution (i.e., the main sequence, roughly speaking) is
important for the core structure, because the core itself re-adjusts quasi-statically to the wind
from the stellar atmosphere. During this phase, different algorithms produce small variations
in the core, which are then amplified by the subsequent evolution (cf. Sec. 2.3.2 and Fig. 2.4).
The general trend is that a higher mass loss rate during the hot phase produces structures
with lower core compactness (cf. Sec. 2.3.6). The cool phase mass loss also impacts the core
compactness, but more indirectly, through its effect on the burning shells. Most of the mass
is lost during the cool phase of the evolution (cf. Sec. 2.3.3), and the vigor, extent and type of
mixing in the burning shells all depend on the amount and the timing of mass loss. Since our
present understanding of core-collapse SN explosions strongly depends on the details of the
input stellar models (e.g., Janka et al. 2012; Couch & Ott 2015; Chatzopoulos et al. 2016),
overlooking the impact of wind mass loss on the core structure might bias detailed hydrody-
namical simulations of stellar explosions. This, in turn, can have significant implications for
the NS/BH ratio and mass distribution, and consequently also for the inferred gravitational
wave sources. We provide5 stellar models at the end of the main sequence, at the end of the
hot phase of the evolution, at the end of the mass loss phase (Tc ≥ 109 [K]), at oxygen deple-
tion, and at the onset of core collapse. These models can be used as starting points for stellar
experiments during late evolutionary phases (see e.g., Couch & Ott 2015; Chatzopoulos et al.
2016).

2.4.6 Observational consequences and potential constraints

The large vertical spread in final mass caused by differences in mass loss for a given MZAMS

(Fig. 2.1) suggests at first sight that these large uncertainties may map to equally large un-
certainties in MZAMS estimates from pre-explosion observations. However, the pre-SN mass
is not a direct observable. Rather, MZAMS estimates typically rely on observational measure-
ments of luminosity and effective temperature that are then compared with stellar models
(e.g., Smartt 2009). In Fig. 2.9, we plot the final luminosity L and effective temperature Teff

for our entire model set. Table 2.4 summarizes the numerical results. These results demon-
strate that wind mass loss variations have very little effect on the final luminosity for stars
with MZAMS . 30 M� and luminosity variations are smaller than typical observational uncer-
tainties (see, e.g., Smartt 2009). The similarity in luminosity of models of a given MZAMS is

5Data are available at https://zenodo.org/record/292924#.WK_eENWi60i and input parameter files at
https://stellarcollapse.org/renzo2017
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2.4 Discussion

a consequence of the rather small effect that mass loss has on the core mass (cf. Tab. 2.3). In-
terestingly, Teff variations are also small for MZAMS . 30 M�. The maximum variation from
the average Teff of a ZAMS mass is only 0.08 dex and comes from the η = 1 K-vL and V-vL
20 M� models that are YSGs at the end of their lives. Wind mass-loss dependent variations
in L and Teff are much larger for 35 M� models, some of which die as BSGs and some as WR
stars.

Given the above results, it appears that for massive stars with MZAMS . 30 M� wind mass
loss uncertainties do not increase the overall level of uncertainty with which the SN progenitor
MZAMS can be estimated from pre-explosion observations. However, our results do not say
anything about the other possibly existing mass loss channels (e.g., binary interactions and/or
impulsive phenomena, see, for example, Smith 2014; Smith & Arnett 2014; Morozova et al.
2015; Margutti et al. 2017) that are usually neglected in stellar evolution calculations, or
included in an very simplified way using enhanced winds (see, e.g., Meynet et al. 2015).
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Fig. 2.9: Spread in pre-SN appearance due to the uncer-
tainty in wind mass loss. Each color represents an initial
mass MZAMS, each marker corresponds to a different effi-
ciency factor η. The vertical dot-dashed lines indicate the
BSG-YSG boundary, and YSG-RSG boundary according
to Georgy et al. (2016). 35 M� models exhibit a larger
spread, because some models (indicated by a thick black
edge on their markers) develop into WR stars.

The observed lack of RSG SN progen-
itors with MZAMS & 16 M� (Smartt et al.
2009; Smartt 2009) might be explained with
the effects of mass loss on the pre-SN stel-
lar appearance (Georgy et al. 2016). Ta-
ble 2.4 and Fig. 2.9 show that different wind
algorithms can change the pre-explosion
appearance of a massive star. However,
this effect is relatively small in luminosity
and Teff , and the relative number of YSG
to RSG we find (cf. Sec. 2.3) largely de-
pends on the adopted definition of YSG vs.
RSG. Therefore, the systematic uncertainty
in the treatment of wind mass loss for 16 .
MZAMS/M� . 30 does not seem sufficient
to solve the RSG problem. It is likely that
either (i) stars with initial mass in the range
∼ 16 − 30 M� do not produce a bright tran-
sient at their death, or (ii) mass loss phe-
nomena other than winds, happening at late
stages in the evolution, change the pre-SN
appearance of the star. SN observations can
constrain the total ejected mass and pre-explosion imaging might also provide constraints
(although subject to large uncertainties) on the total mass lost and on the mass loss timing
(if the surface chemical composition can be inferred, e.g., Smartt et al. 2009; Gordon et al.
2016).

A range of special systems, events, and phenomena offer alternative and complimentary
ways to constrain mass loss to the more traditional spectral observations of massive stars.
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These special systems include bow shocks of runaway stars (e.g., Gull & Sofia 1979; Meyer
et al. 2016), SN shocks running into the circumstellar material (e.g., Maeda et al. 2015;
Chakraborti et al. 2016; Margutti et al. 2017), flash-spectroscopy of material ejected shortly
before core collapse (e.g., Khazov et al. 2016), accretion in wind-fed high mass X-ray bina-
ries, or binary wind collisions. Constraints from special systems can be combined with those
arising from observed populations of stars and their compact remnants (including gravita-
tional wave sources). The different mass loss algorithms that we compare here give a range
of mass loss timing, which suggests that the chemical composition and dust properties of the
circumstellar material may also contain hints regarding the mass loss of massive stars.

2.5 Conclusions

Massive star mass loss is a longstanding issue in stellar evolution. Despite decades of obser-
vational and theoretical work it remains incompletely understood. Mass loss influences the
lifetime and appearance of massive stars, their internal structure at the onset of core collapse,
and their total nucleosynthetic yields. Through its effect on the pre-supernova (pre-SN) struc-
ture, wind mass loss can impact the outcome of core collapse and the nature of the compact
remant, with potential implications for gravitational wave astronomy.

We studied the impact of a broad range of wind mass loss algorithm combinations on the
evolution and pre-collapse structure of nonrotating, single, solar-metallicity stars with initial
masses of 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 M�. We compared 12 different mass loss algorithm combi-
nations, drawing from 2 algorithms for the hot phase of the evolution (corresponding roughly
to the main sequence), 3 for the cool phase of evolution, and 2 for the Wolf-Rayet phase (if it
is reached). We explored the effects of reducing the mass loss rate with an efficiency scaling
factor η = 1.0, 0.33, or 0.1 to crudely account for reduced stellar mass loss that could be
caused, for example, by inhomogeneities in the wind (e.g., clumpiness). The resulting differ-
ences in stellar structure and total mass at various stages of the evolution are caused by the
different algorithmic representations of stellar winds.

The different mass loss efficiencies and algorithm combinations have profound effects on
the evolution and the pre-SN masses of massive stars. On the one hand, this can be expected
given the inherent differences of the various mass loss algorithms and the various assumptions
that enter them. On the other hand, these algorithms all attempt to describe the same physical
process – steady wind mass loss – and less sensitivity to the theoretical/empirical treatment
of mass loss would in general be desirable.

We find that the choice of wind efficiency scaling factor η has the greatest impact on
our stellar models. It affects their total mass loss, their evolutionary path, and their pre-SN
structure. η is therefore the main uncertainty and limiting factor for our present understanding
of wind mass loss and its effects. If the wind efficiency is low, the differences between various
mass loss algorithms are less important.

Considering the full range of wind efficiencies 0.1 ≤ η ≤ 1.0, we find that there is a
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∼ 50% uncertainty in the pre-SN mass for a given MZAMS. For fixed efficiency η = 1.0,
the uncertainty varies with initial mass and is ∼ 15 − 30% in most cases. Impulsive mass
loss events (eruptions, pulsational instabilities, etc., all neglected here) could only make the
uncertainties in the initial to pre-SN mapping more severe.

Despite the large uncertainty in the pre-SN mass, we find that the key observables from
pre-SN imaging, the luminosity and effective temperature before explosion, are only mildly
affected by varying the mass loss algorithm combination and wind efficiency. The uncer-
tainties in L and Teff from our models are within observational limits, suggesting that wind
mass-loss uncertainties do not affect observational estimates of SN progenitor masses from
pre-SN observations for most massive stars (assuming a single star evolution scenario). Nev-
ertheless, the impact of stellar winds on the internal structure of the star can affect the mass
and composition of the SN ejecta.

Independent of the employed algorithm during the hot phase, the amount of mass lost in
this phase is only a small fraction (∼ few percent) of the total mass. However, since the core
can respond directly to it, mass loss during the hot phase creates seed differences that grow
during the subsequent evolution, leading to changes in the pre-SN structure and composition
of the stellar core. Later, burning shells re-adjust to the mass loss instead of the core itself,
and the effect of mass loss is more indirect.

Most of the mass is lost during the late and short cool phase of the evolution. Wind
mass loss during this phase is more uncertain. On the cool side of the Hertzsprung-Russel
diagram, two different wind driving mechanism might exist: line-driving or dust-driving. The
latter, assumed by the van Loon et al. (2005) (vL) algorithm, has a much stronger temperature
dependence and produces much higher mass loss rates than algorithms describing line-driven
mass loss. vL mass loss can be so strong that it reveals the deep and hot layers of the star.
This results in self-damping of the wind itself for higher mass progenitors and thus a higher
value of the final mass. The vL algorithm produces very different evolutionary tracks from
those obtained with algorithms assuming line driving, with the vL algorithm driving blueward
displacements on the Hertzsprung-Russel diagram. The more indirect effect of late mass loss
on the pre-SN core structure is difficult to pinpoint with our limited model grid.

In our model grid, only models with MZAMS ≥ 35 M� and full wind efficiency (η = 1.0)
develop into Wolf-Rayet stars. The absence of Wolf-Rayet models with reduced wind effi-
ciency suggests that either (i) our initial mass range is too small to produce Wolf-Rayet stars
from single, nonrotating stars, or (ii) other formation channels, such as binarity or impulsive
mass loss events, might be dominant. The standard picture for the evolution of massive stars,
the so-called “Conti scenario” (e.g., Maeder & Conti 1994; Lamers 2013; Smith & Tomble-
son 2015), predicts the formation of Wolf-Rayet stars with MZAMS . 40 M�, therefore, if
mass loss occurs in nature with reduced efficiency (η < 1), then our results with reduced
wind efficiency disagree with this prediction.

From our limited sample of six models that we were able to evolve to the pre-SN stage, we
find that changing the wind mass loss algorithm combination can lead to changes of the com-
pactness parameter ξ2.5 of up to 30% for a given MZAMS. Moreover, the pre-SN models show
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a spread in terms of composition profiles, density profiles, and core masses. These uncer-
tainties add to those arising from the incomplete understanding of mixing processes (mainly
convection and overshooting). They complicate the study of the core-collapse SN explosion
mechanism by adding uncertainty to the initial conditions from which core-collapse SN sim-
ulations start. This finding underlines that systematic uncertainty in massive star mass loss
can have important implications for the relative number of BHs and NSs resulting from core
collapse events, and consequently for gravitational wave sources, and for the nucleosynthetic
yields from the explosions of massive stars.

Although the present study provides new insights into the effects of wind mass loss on
the evolution and pre-SN structure and appearance of massive stars, it suffers from a number
of important limitations that must be addressed by future work.

Our model grid coarsely samples a limited mass range, includes only nonrotating solar-
metalicity models, and we could evolve only six models to the onset of core collapse. Ex-
tending this grid to finer mass sampling, higher masses, lower metallicity, and evolving all
models to the pre-SN stage will be important future work needed to infer more robustly how
wind mass loss affects pre-SN structure. Furthermore, we did not consider time-dependent
wind efficiency, rotation and magnetic fields, and varitations in mixing processes, which all
may have important implications for wind mass loss and its effects on evolution and pre-SN
structure.

As in any computational astrophysics study, numerical resolution is a major concern in
our work. Initially, the effect of mass loss on the core structure is small, and impossible to
resolve with a coarse spatial mesh. We tested our numerical resolution (cf. Appendix A.2)
and ran our calculations at unprecedented spatial resolution (between 20 000 and 100 000
mesh points) until oxygen depletion to capture the delayed effect of mass loss on the core
structure. However, in order to follow the core deleptonization after oxygen depletion with a
large nuclear reaction network, we were forced to reduce the spatial resolution. We find that
by the end of core oxygen burning, the differences in core structure due to different mass loss
algorithm combinations are already pronounced. The limited resolution study that we were
able to perform suggests that resolution effects are smaller than the overall effects of mass
loss and do not affect our conclusions. Future work is needed to more formally demonstrate
robustness and numerical convergence of simulations of the late evolutionary stages.
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3Massive runaway and walkaway stars
A study of the kinematical imprints of the physical processes

governing the evolution and explosion of their binary progenitors

M. Renzo, E. Zapartas, S. E. de Mink, Y. Götberg, S. Justham, R. Farmer, R. G. Izzard,
S. Toonen, H. Sana.
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Abstract

We perform an extensive numerical study of the evolution of massive binary systems to predict the peculiar velocities
that stars obtain when their companion collapses and disrupts the system. Our aim is to (i) identify which predictions
are robust against model uncertainties and assess their implications, (ii) investigate which physical processes leave
a clear imprint and may therefore be constrained observationally, and (iii) provide a suite of publicly available
model predictions to allow for the use of kinematic constraints from the Gaia mission. We find that 22+26

−8 % of
all massive binary systems merge prior to the first core-collapse in the system. Of the remainder, 86+11

−22% become
unbound because of the core-collapse. Remarkably, this rarely produces runaway stars (observationally defined
as stars with velocities above 30 km s−1). These are outnumbered by more than an order of magnitude by slower
unbound companions, or “walkaway stars”. This is a robust outcome of our simulations and is due to the reversal of
the mass ratio prior to the explosion and widening of the orbit, as we show analytically and numerically. For stars
more massive than 15 M�, we estimate that 10+5

−8% are walkaways and only 0.5+1.0
−0.4% are runaways, nearly all of

which have accreted mass from their companion. Our findings are consistent with earlier studies; however, the low
runaway fraction we find is in tension with observed fractions of about 10%. Thus, astrometric data on presently
single massive stars can potentially constrain the physics of massive binary evolution. Finally, we show that the high
end of the mass distributions of runaway stars is very sensitive to the assumed black hole natal kicks, and we propose
this as a potentially stringent test for the explosion mechanism. We also discuss companions remaining bound that
can evolve into X-ray and gravitational wave sources.

1Outcome of the numerical simulations are only available at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr
(130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/624/A66
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3 Massive runaway and walkaway stars

3.1 Introduction

Stars with initial mass larger than about 7.5 M� are the progenitors of black holes (BH) and
neutron stars (NS). These stars play an important role in shaping galaxies through their ra-
diative, chemical, and mechanical feedback (e.g., Larson 1974; Ceverino & Klypin 2009).
Most young, unevolved massive stars have a nearby companion with which they form a close
binary system (e.g., Sana et al. 2012; Chini et al. 2012; Kobulnicky et al. 2014; Almeida
et al. 2017). Binary systems that remain bound throughout the entire evolution of both stars
can give rise to many exotic phenomena, including X-ray binaries (e.g., Gott 1971; Bolton
1972; Webster & Murdin 1972; van den Heuvel & Heise 1972), binary neutron stars (e.g.,
Hulse & Taylor 1975; Wijers et al. 1992), gamma-ray bursts (e.g., Izzard et al. 2004a; Becerra
et al. 2016; LVC 2017a), and gravitational wave events (LVC 2016a, 2017e). However, only
a small fraction of massive stars born in binary systems are expected to stay together their
entire lives. The majority of systems are disrupted by the first core collapse event, which
can separate the newly formed compact object from its former companion star (e.g., Tauris &
Takens 1998; Belczyński & Bulik 1999; Belczynski et al. 2008; Eldridge et al. 2011).

Single NSs can be detected as pulsars or magnetars. Many of them are observed to have
large proper motions (e.g., Gunn & Ostriker 1970; Lyne & Lorimer 1994; Hobbs et al. 2005,
but see also Verbunt & Cator 2017). Conversely, single BHs are only detectable under special
circumstances, for example through lensing events when passing in front of a background star
(e.g., Wyrzykowski et al. 2016), or if they accrete gas from the ambient medium (e.g., Fender
et al. 2013; Gaggero et al. 2017). Therefore, to probe the population of stellar-mass black
holes we are limited to X-ray or gravitational wave observations that can only target the
rare cases that remain bound to their companion and are close enough for the BH to accrete
or merge. To learn more about the black holes that form in less special cases, it is worth
investigating the imprints they may leave on their former companion star.

The primary focus of this study is the population of unbound main sequence companions,
which can be identified observationally because of their peculiar spatial velocities compared
to the surrounding population. Their velocities can either be detected as proper motions (i.e.,
their motion in the plane of the sky measured directly from the displacement of the star) or as
radial velocities (i.e., their motion perpendicular to the plane of the sky, measured from the
Doppler shift of the spectral lines). Large spatial velocities have been inferred for a significant
sub-population of young massive stars (e.g., Blaauw 1961; Cruz-González et al. 1974; Gies
& Bolton 1986; Gies 1987; Hoogerwerf et al. 2000, 2001; Tetzlaff et al. 2011; Boubert &
Evans 2018).

Blaauw (1961) introduced the term “runaway stars” for those in the fast tail of the velocity
distribution for a given spectral type. The typical threshold adopted to define the tail of this
distribution for O and B-type stars is v & 30 km s−1 (e.g., Blaauw 1956; Gies & Bolton
1986; De Donder et al. 1997; Hoogerwerf et al. 2000, 2001; Dray et al. 2005; Eldridge et al.
2011), although sometimes other values have been considered (e.g., 40 km s−1 in Blaauw
1961; de Wit et al. 2005; Boubert & Evans 2018). However, as we will argue based on
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simulations presented in this work, the majority of unbound companions are expected to
exhibit velocities well below these thresholds. We will refer to these slow unbound former
companions resulting from disrupted binary systems as “walkaway stars” (to our knowledge
first coined by de Mink et al. 2012) to distinguish them from the faster counterparts.

A proposed explanation for the large spatial velocity of runaways is that they originate
from disrupted binary systems (Zwicky 1957; Blaauw 1961; Boersma 1961), which naturally
explains the lower number of companions they have, compared to typical massive stars (e.g.,
Blaauw 1961; Gies & Bolton 1986; Sana et al. 2014). Fig. 3.1 sketches the typical evolution
of a massive binary system. Most binaries are disrupted at the time of the first core-collapse.

An alternative mechanism to produce stars with peculiar spatial velocities is dynamical
ejection from a star cluster (e.g., Poveda et al. 1967; Leonard 1991). Dynamical interactions
with a supermassive BH can also disrupt a binary, but the ejection velocities achieved in this
scenario are typically much higher (&103 km s−1, Hills 1988).

Both mechanisms, i.e.,the “binary disruption scenario” and the “dynamical ejection sce-
nario”, are expected to act in nature, but their relative importance is not not well constrained
(e.g., Hoogerwerf et al. 2000, 2001; Guseinov et al. 2005). Hoogerwerf et al. (2001) analyzed
the properties of a sample of 56 nearby runaway stars and 9 radio pulsars, and traced back
the runaways to their most likely parent stellar group. From the sub-sample for which a clear
identification of the parent group was possible, they estimated that the disruption of binaries
is responsible for roughly two thirds of observed runaways (see also Gies & Bolton 1986;
Gies 1987; Stone 1991; Hoogerwerf et al. 2000; Dinçel et al. 2015; Boubert et al. 2017a).
However, this claim could not be confirmed in the re-analysis of the same sample by Jilinski
et al. (2010), who found that most of the runaways in the sample were bound spectroscopic
binaries.

Unbound stars resulting from the disruption of a binary are of potential interest for several
topical questions in astrophysics. Their kinematics and stellar properties bear imprints of the
uncertain physical processes that govern the evolution of their binary progenitor systems,
including the expected phase of mass transfer between the two stars (phase B. in Fig. 3.1).
Detailed knowledge of the spatial velocity of runaway stars can improve the accuracy of
wind mass-loss rate determinations relying on their bow shocks (e.g., Gull & Sofia 1979;
Kobulnicky et al. 2018). Of particular interest is the question of whether they can provide
any unique constraints on the physics of core-collapse, in particular the natal kick on the
compact objects that they produce. Such kicks are expected either from asymmetries in the
explosion and/or the neutrino emission (Shklovskii 1970; Wongwathanarat et al. 2013; Janka
2013, 2017), and they determine which systems disrupt and eject the companion star and
which systems remain bound and thus have a potential as future X-ray and gravitational wave
sources.

These unbound stars have also been considered for their potential importance as non-
canonical sources of stellar feedback (e.g., Larson 1974; Ceverino & Klypin 2009). They
can travel long distances and end their lives tens to hundreds of parsecs away from their birth
location. Because of their motion, their ionizing photons are less likely to be absorbed by their
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birth clouds. Therefore, in the context of the re-ionization of the early universe, the ionizing
radiation of stars ejected from a binary are more likely to escape and become available for
ionization of hydrogen in the interGalactic medium (e.g., Conroy & Kratter 2012; Kimm
& Cen 2014; Ma et al. 2016). Furthermore they are expected to explode in lower density
regions, which may change the impact they have as sources of turbulence in the ISM (e.g.,
Gatto et al. 2015).

Fig. 3.1: Schematic depiction of the evolution of a close
massive binary through stable mass transfer. The evolu-
tion forks at the first core-collapse event in the system:
the vast majority of the systems are disrupted and each
produces a runaway or walkaway star which can travel far
from its birth location. The systems remaining bound are
possible progenitors of X-ray binaries and gravitational
wave sources. The fraction of binaries disrupted D comes
from the simulations presented in this study.

The present and upcoming Gaia data re-
leases provide an important observational
motivation for this study (e.g., Perryman
et al. 2001). The determination of distances,
proper motions and radial velocities by the
Gaia satellite is expected to drastically in-
crease the available sample of massive stars
with precisely known velocities (Gaia Col-
laboration 2016a,b).

In this study, we present a systematic
theoretical study of the kinematical signa-
tures of stars ejected from massive binary
systems and how these depend on the un-
certain physical processes governing binary
stellar evolution. For this purpose we em-
ploy a rapid binary population synthesis
code, which we have updated to account
for the main relevant processes that affect
the disruption of the binary systems (see
Sec. 3.2).

We first provide insight in our simula-
tions by presenting the results for an indi-
vidual system in Sec. 3.3. We present in
Sec. 3.4 an analytic estimate of the typi-
cal velocity of ejected companions expected
from the disruption of binaries. Then, in
Sec. 3.5 we describe the results of a fidu-
cial simulation of a full population of binary
stars, for which we adopt realistic input as-
sumptions provided by detailed simulations
and/or observations when available. In ad-

dition, we present in Sec. 3.6 an extensive grid of models where we vary the most relevant
uncertain assumptions. This allows us to study (i) which predictions are robust against the
model uncertainties and (ii) which uncertain physical processes leave a clear imprint on the
observables that can be used to test and constrain them.
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Various earlier studies have discussed the evolution and interaction of populations of mas-
sive binary systems. Examples include, but are not limited to, Vanbeveren (1982); De Donder
et al. (1997); Fryer & Kalogera (1997); Fryer et al. (2001, 2012); Belczynski et al. (2012);
Repetto et al. (2012); Fragos et al. (2013); Grudzinska et al. (2015); Boubert & Evans (2018).
Most of these studies focus on the minor fraction of systems that remain bound and are the
progenitors of X-ray binaries and/or gravitational wave sources. A few studies focus specif-
ically on disrupted systems and unbound stars. Examples are van Rensbergen et al. (1996);
De Donder et al. (1997); Dray et al. (2005); Eldridge et al. (2011); Bray & Eldridge (2016);
Boubert et al. (2017a); Zapartas et al. (2017b); Boubert & Evans (2018). We expand on
these studies by using updated physical assumptions, and by focusing on which physical pro-
cesses could be constrained using the Galactic population of unbound stars. A comparison to
previously published results is given in Appendix B.1.

Our first main result is that the majority of disrupted binaries eject a slow-moving walka-
way star (v < 30 km s−1), rather than a faster runaway. This result is robust against variations
of uncertain parameters in the model, as we discuss in Sec. 3.6. This would imply that the
more easily detected runaway stars only reveal a small subset of the population of unbound
stars that are former companions of disrupted binary systems. We discuss the implications in
Sec. 3.8.

Our second main result is that the kinematic properties and absolute number of unbound
companions depend sensitively on assumptions concerning the natal kicks of BHs. We show
the imprints this leaves on the mass distribution and discuss whether future observations can
be used to constrain these processes.

Section 3.7 briefly describes the population of systems remaining bound after the first
core-collapse.

We also find that the fraction of runaways among massive stars predicted by our simu-
lations is much lower than the observed value in all our parameter variations. This finding
agrees with the results of Eldridge et al. (2011), but is in potential contrast with the observa-
tional results of Hoogerwerf et al. (2001), and needs further investigation.

Finally, we discuss how our results could be used to include the effect of unbound binaries
in models for stellar feedback. We provide our numerical results online2 at the CDS.

3.2 Binary population synthesis calculations

We carry out population synthesis calculations of isolated binaries with the rapid binary evo-
lution code binary_c (Izzard et al. 2004b, 2006, 2009; de Mink et al. 2013; Schneider et al.
2015; Izzard et al. 2018). This code is based on the algorithms by Tout et al. (1997); Hurley
et al. (2000, 2002), which rely on the analytic fits to the single stellar evolution models from
Pols et al. (1998).

First, we compute a fiducial population using observationally favored assumptions for

2http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/624/A66
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3 Massive runaway and walkaway stars

the free parameters that describe the initial conditions and physical assumptions. Then, we
check the robustness of our results (or equivalently, to which assumptions they are most
sensitive) by varying the free parameters that are most relevant for the velocity distribution
of disrupted binaries. To limit computational costs, we explore variations in each parameter
one-by-one while keeping the other parameters fixed to our fiducial choices, following the
approach of Fragos et al. (2013); de Mink et al. (2013, 2014); Zapartas et al. (2017a,b);
Belczynski et al. (2017). Effectively, binary_c treats each parameter as independent from
the others, therefore this approach does not account for possible correlations between either
initial distributions (e.g., the one between initial period and mass ratio suggested by Moe &
Di Stefano 2017) or uncertain physical processes (e.g., core spin and natal kick amplitude).
Varying two (or more) parameters simultaneously, or changing the algorithmic representation
of the uncertain physical processes, might possibly result in larger variations than those we
present in Sec. 3.6.

3.2.1 Initial distributions and parameters

Each binary system in our calculations is characterized by a zero age main sequence (ZAMS)
mass for the primary3 MZAMS

1 , initial mass ratio q def
= M2/M1, and initial orbital period PZAMS.

binary_c builds a grid in this parameter space and weighs each system according to the
initial distributions described below. We present our results in terms of probability per binary
system. This can be converted in a probability per unit stellar mass by dividing it by the mean
mass of a binary system in the population (0.42 M� for our fiducial assumptions, assuming
there are no binaries for MZAMS

1 ≤ 2 M�, see below).
We select NM1 primary stars with ZAMS mass MZAMS

1 at logarithmically spaced intervals
in the range 7.5 M� ≤ MZAMS

1 ≤ 100 M�. We weigh each primary star with an initial mass
function (IMF) with slope α = −2.3 (Kroupa 2001). In our model variations, we explore
values of α of -1.9 (Schneider et al. 2018a) and -3.

For each primary star of mass MZAMS
1 , we select Nq secondaries with mass MZAMS

2 =

qMZAMS
1 , taken at regular intervals in mass ratio q between 0.1 and 1 assuming a flat distri-

bution (slope κ = 0, e.g., Kouwenhoven et al. 2005). We consider in Sec. 3.6 also variations
with κ = ±1.

Finally, for each pair of masses (MZAMS
1 ,MZAMS

2 ) we choose Np different periods PZAMS

equally spaced in log10(PZAMS/days) between 0.15 and 5.5. We weigh the birth probability
of each binary system with a mass-dependent distribution for the initial orbital period: if
M1 < 15 M� we assume a flat distribution in log10(PZAMS/days) (Öpik 1924; Kobulnicky &
Fryer 2007); while for M1 ≥ 15 M� we assume a powerlaw distribution in log10(PZAMS/days)
with exponent π = −0.55 (Sana et al. 2012). We explore values of π = 0 and π = −1 (for
all values of MZAMS

1 ) in our model variations. We chose our upper-limit on the initial period,
105.5 days, to include wide systems in which the stars effectively evolve as single stars (de

3Throughout this study, we define the primary star to be the initially more massive star, even if it becomes the
less massive star in the binary during the evolution.
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Mink & Belczynski 2015).
To limit the dimensions of the parameter space, we assume all orbits to be initially circular

(i.e., eccentricity e = 0). Because we focus on the population of stars resulting from the
disruption of post-interaction binaries this assumption is not critical (de Mink & Belczynski
2015): orbits are expected to circularize because of tides before or during mass transfer
(Belczyński & Bulik 1999; Hurley et al. 2002, but see also Eldridge 2009 for arguments
against circularization of the orbit in post-main sequence mass transfer).

In our fiducial model, we assume a canonical metallicity (i.e., mass fraction of elements
heavier than helium) Z = 0.02. This value is slightly above the most recent determination for
solar neighborhood Asplund et al. (2009), but it should generally describe young population
of massive stars in the Milky-Way. The models from Pols et al. (1998), which serve as input
for our computations, adopt the isotopic mixture of Anders & Grevesse (1989). In Sec. 3.6,
we also consider Z = 0.0002, 0.0047, 0.008, and 0.03.

We initialize the stellar rotation rate with a mass-dependent equatorial velocity according
to Hurley et al. (2000), assuming alignment between the stellar spins and the orbital angular
momentum. In one of our parameter variations, we draw the initial spin velocity randomly
from the distribution given by Ramírez-Agudelo et al. 2015 (R-A15, see last line in Tab. 3.1),
but maintain the assumption of alignment. However, changing the initial rotation rate has
almost no impact on our results because binary interaction processes overwrite it (de Mink
et al. 2013).

We build a grid in the initial parameter space, and initialize a binary system in each cell of
such grid. Each system is assigned a probability which can then be multiplied by the amount
of time spent by the system in that cell to obtain a quantity comparable to observed number
counts. See Appendix B.2 for more details.

For each set of parameters, the total size of our model grid is NM1 × Nq × Np = 50 × 50 ×
100 = 250 000 binary systems4. Increasing this resolution to NM1×Nq×Np = 100×100×200
introduced no significant variation in our results.

3.2.2 Physical assumptions

We follow the evolution of each binary system until the first core-collapse (CC) event or until
they merge. Stellar winds can have a dramatic effect on the evolution of single stars (e.g.,
Renzo et al. 2017) and impact significantly the orbital evolution in a binary. We include
wind mass loss in our single star models as implemented by de Mink et al. (2013), i.e. we
use a combination of mass loss rates from Vink et al. (2000, 2001) for hot hydrogen-rich
stars, Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager (1990) for cool stars, including a luminous blue variable
enhancement as in Hurley et al. 2000, and from Hamann & Koesterke (1998) reduced by a
factor of 10 for Wolf-Rayet stars. We also include the wind mass loss enhancement for fast
rotating stars following Maeder & Meynet (2000).

We include the effects of tides on the spins and orbital angular momentum using the

4This number is then multiplied by the number of natal kicks that we draw for each core-collapse, see Sec. 3.2.2.
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algorithm from Hurley et al. (2002) based on the calculations of Zahn (1977) and Hut (1981).
When the radius of one star exceeds the Roche radius, (calculated using Eggleton 1983

fitting formula) we use the algorithm of Claeys et al. (2014) to determine the mass transfer
rate (see their Eq. 10).

In our fiducial simulation, we assume a variable mass transfer efficiency. We limit the
accretion rate of the accretor to 10 times its Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale, i.e., we assume
a mass-transfer efficiency βRLOF = βth. Larger rates are likely to drive the accretor out of
thermal equilibrium5 and lead to unstable mass transfer (Neo et al. 1977; Hurley et al. 2002).
For a large portion of the parameter space, βth results in a rather conservative mass transfer
(Schneider et al. 2015). Since the efficiency of mass transfer is a major uncertainty in binary
evolution (de Mink et al. 2007), we also consider parameter variations with β = 0, 0.5, and
1, respectively, which bracket the range of physical possibilities.

Matter that is not accreted is assumed to leave the system with the specific angular mo-
mentum of the orbit of the accretor (e.g., Soberman et al. 1997; van den Heuvel et al. 2017),
h = γRLOFJorb/(Mdon + Macc), with γRLOF = Mdon/Macc, where Jorb is the orbital angu-
lar momentum, Mdon and Macc the donor and accretor masses, respectively. In our model
variations, we also explore a scenario where the mass that is not accreted leaves the bi-
nary from the outer Lagrangian point L2 and is assumed to form a circumbinary disk (i.e.,
γRLOF =

√
2(Mdon + Macc)2/(MaccMdon) ≡ γdisk, Artymowicz & Lubow 1994). We further

consider the assumptions that the mass that is not accreted leaves the system with the orbital
specific angular momentum, i.e. γ = 1, which is the standard model of Belczynski et al.
(2008); Dominik et al. (2012, 2013).

If, by the time the first star fills its Roche lobe, the mass ratio of the accretor to the
donor is smaller than a certain threshold (Macc/Mdon < qcrit), we assume that the system
enters a common envelope phase. The threshold value qcrit is uncertain and depends on the
evolutionary stage of the donor. In our fiducial simulation qcrit,A = 0.65 for a main sequence
(MS) donor (de Mink et al. 2007), qcrit,B = 0.4 for a Hertzsprung gap donor (Hurley et al.
2002), and qcrit,RSG = 0.25 for core-helium burning and red supergiant donors (Claeys et al.
2014). We also consider values of qcrit,A = 0.25, 0.8, qcrit,B = 1, 0.5, 0, and qcrit,RSG = 1.0 in
our model variations.

We treat common envelope evolution using the αCEλ-formalism (Webbink 1984; Livio
& Soker 1988; de Kool 1990; Hurley et al. 2002). In all variations, we use an analytic
fit to the λg values of Dewi & Tauris (2000) for the binding energy parameter λ. Those
values do not include the energy stored in thermal motions and the ionization state of the
material within the envelope. It is unknown what fraction of that internal energy is useful in
unbinding the envelope (see, e.g., Dewi & Tauris 2000; Ivanova et al. 2013, and references
therein). We assume αCE = 1 for our fiducial simulation, i.e., perfectly efficient use of the
liberated gravitational potential energy from the orbit but without additional energy sources.
We explore variations with αCE = 0.1, i.e., inefficient use of the orbital energy to eject the

5We do not model the internal structure of the stars, therefore, we do not follow its possible bloating during mass
transfer, which could potentially enhance its mass loss and related spin down.
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common envelope, and αCE = 10, intended as indicative of a fairly extreme case of additional
energy input. We also test the combination of αCE = 0.1 and 10 with qcrit,RSG = 1.0, to
test the influence of the efficient use of energy in common envelope ejection in cases when
a common envelope is more likely. For binaries that interact while neither star has a well-
defined core-envelope structure, such as MS stars and helium-MS stars, we assume that the
common envelope phase leads to a merger as described in de Mink et al. (2013); Schneider
et al. (2015).

Natal kick

When a CC event happens in a binary system three different physical ingredients contribute
to the possible disruption of the system and the ejection of the companion star.

i. The orbit is modified by the sudden change in gravitational potential, because of the
mass lost through ejecta (the so-called “Blaauw kick”, Zwicky 1957; Blaauw 1961;
Boersma 1961). However, this is not the dominant effect, because the typical evolution
of a massive close binary system involves mass transfer through Roche lobe overflow
(RLOF) before the first CC (cf. Fig. 3.1). RLOF removes the envelope of the ini-
tially more massive star, limiting the amount of mass that can be ejected by the SN.
The Blaauw kick alone rarely unbinds the system (Huang 1963; Tutukov & Yungelson
1973; Leonard et al. 1994).

ii. The SN shock can interact with the companion star. (e.g., Wheeler et al. 1975; Liu et al.
2015; Rimoldi et al. 2016; Hirai et al. 2018). The shock can dynamically remove mass
from the companion (stripping), heat the envelope of the secondary, thus enhancing
its own mass loss (ablation), and deposit mass and momentum on the secondary. The
injection of energy can inflate the companion and make it look redder for a duration
comparable to its thermal timescale. Our treatment of accretion only changes the mass
of the companion, without checking for structural readjustments of the star. However,
the interaction between the ejecta and the secondary is typically a small effect (e.g.,
Liu et al. 2015).

iii. The natal kick of the compact object changes its kinetic energy and momentum. This
kick is caused by asymmetries in the SN ejecta and/or neutrino flux at the explosion,
possibly seeded by the late core and shell burning phases of stellar evolution (see e.g.,
Wongwathanarat et al. 2013; Holland-Ashford et al. 2017; Grefenstette et al. 2017;
Katsuda et al. 2018). It is typically parametrized using a kick velocity vk, drawn from
a distribution of amplitude vk ≡ |vk | and directions (see below). The natal kick is the
dominant reason for the disruption of binaries.

We have updated the treatment of binary disruptions by a CC event in binary_c, follow-
ing Tauris & Takens 1998 (TT98 hereafter). To re-calculate the post-CC orbital parameters,
their algorithm assumes instantaneous loss of the ejecta, because the ejecta velocity vej is
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much larger than the orbital velocity vorb (vorb . 102 km s−1 � vej ∼ 104 km s−1). This
algorithm considers the motion of the compact object within the pre-CC orbit, and the inter-
action between the ejecta and the companion star. We set the relative change of mass of the
secondary due to stripping, ablation, and accretion of SN ejecta following a fit to the three-
dimensional hydrodynamical simulations of Liu et al. (2015) for the impact of the ejecta on a
M2 = 3.5 M� star, which is the most massive companion they considered. We also assume an
efficiency of momentum transfer6 from the ejecta to the companion star of 0.5 (TT98). The
contribution of the interactions between the SN ejecta and the secondary star to the total natal
kick is typically small, . 10 km s−1 (TT98; Liu et al. 2015; Hirai et al. 2018).

In our fiducial run, the kick direction is assumed to be isotropically distributed in the
frame of the collapsing star (Wongwathanarat et al. 2013; Bear & Soker 2017), although
Johnston et al. (2005) and Kaplan et al. (2008) suggest that there is weak evidence for kick-
spin alignment in well observed pulsars such as the Crab or Vela. Johnston et al. (2005) also
underlined that the direction of the pulsar spin does not necessarily match the direction of the
pre-CC spin of the stellar core, if significant torques develop during the CC (e.g., Kazeroni
et al. 2016). In our model variations, we also consider kicks constrained in a cone with an
opening angle of α = 10 degrees oriented along the spin of the exploding star (which we
assume to be perpendicular to the orbital plane), and kicks constrained at angles from the
orbital plane 90 − α ≤ 45 degrees. The kick amplitude |vk | ≡ vk is drawn from a Maxwellian
distribution with one-dimensional root mean squared dispersion σkick = 265 km s−1 (Hobbs
et al. 2005). Such distribution is motivated by the observation of the proper motions of pulsars
in Hobbs et al. (2005) (see also Lyne & Lorimer 1994). We also compute populations with
σkick = 0, 300, 1000 km s−1 in our model variations.

The value of vk drawn is then reduced to consider the amount of matter that falls back
after the successful launch of the SN shock, i.e. vk → vk(1 − fb), were fb is the fallback
fraction taken from7 Eq. 16 in Fryer et al. (2012), corresponding to their “rapid SN engine”
which reproduces the NS-BH mass gap between ∼ 2 − 5 M� (e.g., Farr et al. 2011, however
see also Wyrzykowski et al. 2016 regarding the existence of this mass gap). The inclusion of
fallback also determines the mass of the compact remnant obtained after each CC event, and
we set the mass boundary between NSs and BHs to 2.5 M�.

The fallback fraction is highly uncertain in BH formation. The algorithm we use here as-
sumes a large amount of fallback, implying close to zero BH kick amplitudes, sometimes re-
ferred to as a “BH momentum kick” (Belczynski et al. 2008; Stevenson et al. 2017). Whether
this is realistic is subject of debate in the literature. Evidence for non-zero BH natal kicks
comes from the observed Galactic latitude of BH X-ray binaries (e.g., Fragos et al. 2009;
Repetto et al. 2012; Repetto & Nelemans 2015; Repetto et al. 2017, although see also Mandel
2016), the possibility of retrograde BH spin (e.g., Morningstar et al. 2014), eccentric orbits
in these systems (e.g., Remillard & McClintock 2006), the small number of Wolf-Rayet star-

6η = 0.5 in the algorithm from TT98.
7We correct for a missing parenthesis in their equations, which can be found by dimensional analysis (Belczynski

et al. 2017).
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BH binaries (e.g., Dray et al. 2005) and the gravitational wave constraints on BH spins (e.g.,
O’Shaughnessy et al. 2017; Wysocki et al. 2018). Recently, multi-dimensional calculations
of fallback in CC resulting in the formation of a BH found that large natal kicks might be
possible (Chan et al. 2018). Therefore, we also consider a model without the rescaling of the
kick amplitude, but still including fallback for the remnant mass calculation. This variation is
effectively equivalent to a so-called “velocity kick” for the BHs. To test an intermediate BH
kick, we run a simulation using σkick = 100 km s−1 and no fallback down scaling of the kick
amplitude for the CC resulting in BH formation, and our fiducial kick (σkick = 265 km s−1,
including fallback scaling) for CC resulting in NS formation.

Another debated issue is whether the CC of low-mass iron (or oxygen-neon-magnesium)
cores produces small natal kicks, possibly resulting in a bi-modal kick distribution (Katz
1975; Arzoumanian et al. 2002; Pfahl et al. 2002; Podsiadlowski et al. 2004; Knigge et al.
2011; Beniamini & Piran 2016; Tauris et al. 2017; Verbunt & Cator 2017; Verbunt et al.
2017). To explore the possibility of low kicks for low mass collapsing cores, we run one
model variation reducing the natal kick for NSs less massive than 1.35 M� (Schwab et al.
2010; Knigge et al. 2011) drawing the natal kicks for these NSs from a Maxwellian with
σkick = 30 km s−1 creating a double peaked distribution. For more massive NSs and BHs the
kick is drawn from a Maxwellian with σkick = 265 km s−1.

In all our simulations, we draw Nkick = 20 intrinsic natal kick directions and amplitudes
for each CC in our population, effectively increasing the size of our sample by this factor.
Convergence tests showed no significant variations of our results increasing Nkick to 50.

3.2.3 Caveats

In addition to the limitations discussed earlier in this section there are a few more caveats that
should be kept in mind when comparing our simulations with observations (aside from the
possible effects of biases).

We only consider runaways and walkaways resulting from the disruption of binary sys-
tems at the first stellar collapse. Observational samples of runaway stars also include another
sub-population, coming from cluster ejection (e.g., Poveda et al. 1967; Leonard 1991). Sim-
ilarly, walkaway stars produced by the disruption of binaries will add to slow-moving stars
generated by the dissolution of clusters which did not go through binary interactions, see
e.g. Allison (2012). In Sec. 3.8, we consider how spectroscopic measurements may allow to
disentangle binary products from the outcome of purely dynamical processes.

All the calculations presented here implicitly assume a constant star formation history
(SFH) for a duration longer than the longest stellar lifetime of interest. However, a recent
change in the SFH of a region will affect the ratio of runaways and walkaway stars over the
number of normal stars. For example, a recent increase in the SFH leads to an increase of
systems that did not yet have time to interact. For a binary to be disrupted, a CC event is
needed, and it can only happen after the lifetime of the primary star is over. This introduces a
delay corresponding to at least the lifetime of the most massive stars (∼3 Myr, Zapartas et al.
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2017a), between a SFH event and the first binary disruption. A recent increase in the SFH
can therefore decrease the fraction of runaway and walkaway stars in a population.

Finally we warn about the possible effects of stochasticity (Justham & Schawinski 2012;
Eldridge 2012). We have aimed to simulate sufficient binary systems such that our results
are converged, but it should be kept in mind that the fastest runaways come from relatively
rare channels. In a relatively low mass stellar population one will not fully sample these rare
events and stochastic effects can be large.

3.3 Example of the evolution of a binary system

We first describe the typical evolution of a binary system that produces an unbound compan-
ion as a result of the disruption of the system by the first CC event. The aim is to provide
the reader with some insight into our simulations. As a representative example, we consider
a MZAMS

1 = 20 M� primary star, a MZAMS
2 = 15 M� secondary with PZAMS = 100 days (cor-

responding to a separation aZAMS ' 300 R�). Fig. 3.2 shows the evolution of the masses,
orbital period, and orbital velocity of the secondary (and ejection velocity, after the CC of the
primary) as a function of time. The labels on the top axis correspond to the phases depicted
in the cartoon shown in Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.2: Evolution of an example binary system with MZAMS
1 = 20 M�, MZAMS

2 = 15 M� with PZAMS = 100 days,
described in Sec. 3.3 (see also the cartoon in Fig. 3.1). The top panel shows the primary, secondary, and total mass.
The bottom panel shows the orbital velocity of the secondary (left y-axis) and period of the binary (right y-axis). The
labels indicate the following phases: A. the MS of the primary, B. case B RLOF, emphasized by the vertical dashed
line, C. the binary is made of a He star (possibly looking like a Wolf-Rayet star) and a rejuvenated MS secondary;
D. (and the vertical dot-dashed line) marks the explosion of the primary in a SN Ib/Ic which unbinds the NS and its
companion. During the phase E1. the secondary is a slow moving walkaway star, traveling for a duration of about
half the main sequence lifetime of the primary.
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3.3.1 Binary evolution until first CC

Our example system remains detached during the MS evolution of the primary (phase A. in
Fig. 3.2). Because of wind mass loss, the period increases by about 7%.

After ∼8.8 Myr, the primary leaves the MS, and starts expanding on a thermal timescale
as it burns hydrogen in a shell. Shortly after, at the vertical dashed line B. in Fig. 3.2, the
primary fills its Roche lobe initiating case B RLOF (Kippenhahn & Weigert 1967). For a
system which has initial mass ratio close to one (qZAMS = 0.75 in this example), RLOF is
almost conservative in our calculations, i.e. nearly all the mass lost by the primary is accreted
by the companion (cf. Schneider et al. 2015). The secondary star accretes ∆M2 ' 14 M�, and
becomes the more massive star, now with a mass of about 28 M� (red line in the top panel of
Fig. 3.2). It is also spun up to near to breakup rotation (Packet 1981; de Mink et al. 2009), and
it is rejuvenated because of the increased mass and consequent growth of its convective core
(Hellings 1983; Schneider et al. 2016). The primary becomes a ∼5.3 M� helium star (Gotberg
et al. 2017; Götberg et al. 2018), and the orbits widens during mass transfer, reaching a period
longer than 600 days (phase C. in Fig. 3.2).

After about 10 Myr, the primary reaches CC (dot-dashed vertical line D. in Fig. 3.2).
Just before the core-collapse of the primary, the orbit is circular with a period of about
700 days. The secondary has a mass of about 28 M� and a pre-SN orbital velocity of about
v2 = (M1/(M1 + M2))vorb ' 12.5 km s−1.

If the system is disrupted at the first CC event, the final spatial velocity of the secondary is
nearly equal to its pre-explosion orbital velocity (e.g., Blaauw 1961; Eldridge et al. 2011). For
comparison, similar initial masses but a shorter initial period of PZAMS = 7 days would experi-
ence a very similar evolutionary path, but it would only widen to a pre-CC period of ∼45 days,
resulting in a pre-CC orbital velocity of the secondary slightly larger than 30 km s−1.

Because of the rejuvenating effect of mass accretion, the secondary remains on the MS
for another ∼3.6 Myr after the CC of the primary.

3.3.2 Effects of the natal kick on the post-CC orbit

In our example system, the CC of the primary results in a stripped-envelope SN of type8

IIb/Ib/Ic (Filippenko 1997), which forms a NS of about MNS = 1.6 M�, with a fallback
fraction fb = 0.13. The SN ejecta mass is ∆MSN = Mpre−CC

1 − MNS ' 3.7 M�, where Mpre−CC
1

is the primary mass just before the CC, and MNS is the mass of the resulting NS. Because
the ejecta mass is less than half of the total pre-CC mass of the system, Mpre−CC

1 + Mpre−CC
2 '

33 M�, the loss of the SN ejecta alone is insufficient to unbind the system (Blaauw 1961).
Whether the system is disrupted depends on the amplitude and direction of the natal kick
imparted to the newly formed NS.

We distinguish three cases: (i) a large kick with vk � vorb results in disruption of the

8We do not attempt to distinguish between stripped SN types (IIb, Ib or Ic depending on the presence or lack of
He lines in the spectrum).
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binary regardless of the direction, (ii) an intermediate kick vk ' vorb disrupts the system only
if the kick orientation is favorable, while (iii) a small kick, vk � vorb, never unbinds the
binary, although it can still modify its orbit (e.g., Brandt & Podsiadlowski 1995; Kalogera
1996, TT98).

To illustrate each case, we consider here three different fixed natal kick amplitudes vk '

870, 230, and 43 km s−1 (respectively corresponding to 1000, 265, and 50 km s−1 before the
rescaling of the kick amplitude with the fallback fraction). For comparison, the pre-CC or-
bital velocity in our example system is vpre−CC

orb ' 100 km s−1 (corresponding to v
pre−CC
2 '

12.5 km s−1). For each kick amplitude vk, we draw 10 000 different directions, isotropically
distributed in the frame of the exploding star (e.g., Wongwathanarat et al. 2013).

For large natal kicks, our example system is disrupted in 99.9% of all the directions
drawn. In the remaining 0.1%, the compact object is shot into the envelope of the secondary
(see Sec. 3.7 for a brief discussion). In the case of disruption, the ejected star acquires a
velocity vdis ' v

pre−SN
2 = 12.5 km s−1. With vdis < 30 km s−1, it is below the threshold to

be observationally classified as runaway, and thus it is an example of what we refer to as a
walkaway star.

In the case of intermediate kick amplitudes (here we use 230 km s−1), the angle θ be-
tween the kick direction and the pre-CC orbital velocity of the primary, given by cos θ =

vk · vpre−SN
1 /(vk v

pre−SN
1 ), determines whether the kick disrupts the system. Kicks that are

roughly aligned with the pre-CC orbital velocity, i.e. 0 . θ . π/4, successfully disrupt the
binary. Conversely, kicks that are roughly oriented opposite to the pre-CC orbital velocity
of the exploding star just tend to slow the orbital motion: the system will remain bound on
an eccentric orbit. In our example, we find that about 84% of the kick directions result in
disruptions and produce a walkaway star with vdis ' v

pre−SN
2 .

With small kick amplitudes (here vk . 50 km s−1), our example system is never disrupted.
The post-SN eccentricity, separation, and systemic velocity of the binary vary with the kick
direction (e.g., Brandt & Podsiadlowski 1995; Kalogera 1996; Tauris & Takens 1998). We
discuss the population of binaries surviving the first CC (and hosting a compact object) in
Sec. 3.7.

In wide pre-CC systems, small kicks have a larger relative impact on the velocity of the
unbound secondary. The reason is that in wide pre-CC orbits, smaller kicks result in a longer
time for the compact object to exit the orbit and exert a gravitational pull on the other star.
Conversely, for short pre-SN period systems (unlike the example considered here) the effects
of large kicks are more important. This is because the time for the compact object to exit the
pre-CC orbit is short, but larger kicks are more likely to result in the disruption of the system
than small kicks.
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3.4 Analytic estimates

The key quantity to define runaway and walkaway stars is their velocity. As the example de-
scribed above demonstrates, the final velocity obtained at the binary disruption is of the order
of its final (pre-CC) orbital velocity vdis ' v

pre−CC
2 (Blaauw 1961; Eldridge et al. 2011). There-

fore, using a few simplifying assumptions, we can estimate the ejection velocity for systems
that have experienced stable mass transfer, and express it in terms of the initial parameters of
the binary. In particular, we will express the final orbital velocity as a function of the initial
orbital velocity in the binary, and use it as a proxy for the ejection velocity. This gives insight
on the possible outcomes of the binary evolution since we can estimate the typical velocity at
ZAMS from observational constraints on the binary populations, (e.g., Sana et al. 2012).

Using Kepler’s third law, we can write the orbital velocity v2 of the secondary star in the
frame of the center of mass at any time during the binary evolution as

v2 =
M1

M1 + M2
vorb ≡

M1

M1 + M2

√
G(M1 + M2)

a
, (3.1)

where G is the gravitational constant, a is the semimajor axis of the orbit (assumed to be
circular), and M1, M2 are the two masses.

If we assume that a constant fraction βRLOF = |Ṁacc|/|Ṁdon| of the mass transferred is
accreted by the secondary star, and that the mass not accreted leaves the binary system with
a constant fraction γRLOF of the total specific orbital angular momentum, we can relate the
final and initial separations with

apre−CC

aZAMS
=

 MZAMS
1

Mpre−CC
1

MZAMS
2

Mpre−CC
2

2  Mpre−CC
1 + Mpre−CC

2

MZAMS
1 + MZAMS

2

2γRLOF+1

. (3.2)
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Fig. 3.3: Analytic estimates of the final-to-ZAMS ratio of the specific orbital angular momentum h (left panel), the
orbital separation a (center panel), and orbital velocity of the secondary v2 (right panel), assuming qZAMS = 0.75
and µenv = 0.75, which are representative for the example system of Sec. 3.3. Blue colors correspond to a decrease,
red to an increase. The mass transfer efficiency βRLOF and the angular momentum parameter γRLOF are assumed
constant throughout the evolution.
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The parameter βRLOF enters implicitly in the values of the final pre-CC masses (see
Eq. 3.3). Equation 3.2 neglects for simplicity all other processes that can remove mass from
the binary, such as stellar winds (see Soberman et al. 1997, for a more elaborate expression).

The most common type of binary interaction is case B RLOF (Kippenhahn & Weigert
1967). During stable case B RLOF, the donor star typically loses nearly all its hydrogen-rich
envelope (Gotberg et al. 2017; Yoon et al. 2017; Götberg et al. 2018). We parametrize the
fraction of the total mass in the envelope as µenv = Menv/M, or in other words 1 − µenv is
the fraction of mass in the helium core. The parameter µenv is dependent on the overshooting
assumed in the underlying stellar evolution models. The single massive star models from Pols
et al. (1998) give values in the range 0.6 . µenv . 0.8 with the larger values corresponding
to less massive (and thus more common) stars. More recent models (e.g., Brott et al. 2011)
typically adopt larger values for the overshooting parameter, resulting in smaller values of
µenv. Using this parametrization, we can relate the final masses of the two star in the binary
to their ZAMS masses as

Mpre−CC
1 ' MZAMS

1 − µenvMZAMS
1 ,

Mpre−CC
2 ' MZAMS

2 + βRLOFµenvMZAMS
1 . (3.3)

We can now express the final orbital velocity of the secondary vpre−CC
2 in terms of the initial

vZAMS
2 . Introducing q ≡ qZAMS = MZAMS

2 /MZAMS
1 , β ≡ βRLOF, µ ≡ µenv, and γ ≡ γRLOF to

simplify the notation, we can write

v
pre−CC
2

vZAMS
2

=

(
q + βµ − µq − βµ2

q

)2 (
1 + q

q + 1 + βµ − µ

)γ+1

. (3.4)

In Fig. 3.3 we visualize the outcome of these analytic estimates for different assumptions
for the mass transfer efficiency β ≡ βRLOF and the angular momentum loss parameter γ ≡
γRLOF. To make this figure, we adopt the parameters of the example system of Sec. 3.3
(q = 0.75, µenv = 0.75).

The left panel of Fig. 3.3 shows the relative variation in the specific orbital angular mo-
mentum h def

= Jorb/(M1 + M2) = M1M2
√

Ga/(M1 + M2)3/2. For fully conservative evolution
(β = 1, white region on the right of this panel), h stays constant. Also assuming γ = 1 (e.g.,
Dominik et al. 2012) keeps the specific angular momentum constant, since this corresponds
to losing mass and angular momentum at the same relative rate. Conversely, low values
γ . 1 result in a net increase of the specific orbital angular momentum because mass is lost
relatively faster than angular momentum, while very large γ & 1.5 values result in a loss of
specific angular momentum.

The central panel of Fig. 3.3 shows how the evolution affects the ratio of the final-to-
initial separation (cf. Eq. 3.2). The vast majority of the parameter space results in significant
orbital widening (red colors), with only rather extreme angular momentum losses (γ & 2) in
non-conservative (β . 0.6) systems result in orbital shrinking.
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The right panel in Fig. 3.3 shows the main parameter of interest, the ratio of the final-
to-initial orbital velocity of the initially less massive star in the system (cf. Eq. 3.4). Most
assumptions for β and γ result in a decrease in the orbital velocity of the secondary (blue
colors). This is the combined effect of (i) the orbital widening, and (ii) the increase mass of
the secondary because of mass transfer. Only for very non-conservative systems (β . 0.3)
experiencing large angular momentum losses (γ & 4, corresponding to non-accreted mass
removing four times the specific orbital angular momentum of the binary) the final velocity
of the secondary is higher than its initial value.

In our numerical simulations we adopt physically motivated model for the efficiency of
mass transfer instead of constant parameters, β and γ, as we assumed in these analytical
considerations. As we will argue later, most of the massive unbound companions result
from nearly conservative mass transfer. Therefore, it is instructive to consider the analytical
solution for β = 1. The expression for the final orbital velocity of the secondary (Eq. 3.4)
simplifies to

v
pre−CC
2

vZAMS
2

=

(
(1 − µ)(q + µ)

q

)2

=

(
3 + 4q

16q

)2

, (3.5)

where we use as a typical value µ = 3/4 = 0.75 in the last step. Eq. 3.5 gives a final-to-
initial orbital velocity ratio for the secondary always smaller than one for initial mass ratios
q > 0.25. In other words, for all systems with initial mass ratios of interest evolving through
stable and nearly conservative mass transfer, the secondary always slows down substantially,
by up to a factor of 5 for an initially equal mass system. We emphasize that we have ignored
the additional effect of mass loss by stellar winds. These cause the orbit to widen further and
lead to a further slow down of the secondary star.

Using the typical values of our example system discussed in Sec. 3.3 (q = 0.75), we
find vpre−CC

2 ' 0.25 vZAMS
2 ' 20 k‘m s−1. Our numerical model for this system gives an even

lower value, primarily because of the additional effect of widening as a result of mass loss
through stellar winds. As a sanity check we recomputed the evolution of the example system,
but artificially switching off the stellar wind mass loss for both stars. This gives vpre−CC

2 '

22 km s−1, in good agreement with the analitycal estimate. The remaining difference is due
to the fact that the mass transfer is not fully conservative.

For the analytic estimates presented in this section, we only considered the case of stable
mass transfer. Binary evolution through unstable mass transfer takes place for a limited range
of the initial distributions (e.g., Soberman et al. 1997; Schneider et al. 2015). It is expected
to result in a common-envelope phase, followed by substantial shrinking of the orbit either
leading to a merger or the formation of a compact binary system if the envelope is ejected
successfully. While this is a very interesting pathway to create very fast runaway stars, the
numerical simulations presented later indicate that this channel produces primarily low mass
runaway stars. This is because it typically concerns system with extreme initial mass ratios
in which the secondary does not significantly gains mass.
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This means that the secondaries in these systems are typically not very massive and there-
fore this channel does not significantly contribute to the production of massive early type
runaways, at least in our simulations. We return to this in Sec. 3.8.

3.5 Ejected companions
In this section, we present the results obtained from our numerical simulations for a full pop-
ulation computed with our fiducial assumptions (cf. Sec. 3.2). We describe the robustness
of our findings against model assumptions in Sec. 3.6. Our main goal is to characterize the
velocity acquired by the companion stars ejected at the time of the first CC in the binary.
Therefore, we ignore all binaries that merge, which constitute ∼22% of our fiducial popula-
tion (cf. Fig. 3.4), in good agreement with Sana et al. (2012); de Mink et al. (2014); Zapartas
et al. (2017a,b); see also Kochanek et al. (2014).

Once the merging systems are excluded, the first CC happens in the presence of a com-
panion. The CC can result in either the disruption of the binary (D = 86% in our fiducial
run), or the newly formed compact object remains bound to the companion star. In Sec. 3.5.1
we focus on the population of ejected MS companions, which are 75% of all the ejected com-
panions in our fiducial run. We consider companions that have already evolved off the MS at
the time of the first CC in Sec. 3.5.3.

For completeness, we describe the systems with a MS companion remaining bound in
Sec. 3.7.

3.5.1 Ejected main sequence companions

The fraction of CC events occurring with a MS companion in our fiducial run is ∼76% (and it
ranges from 69−90% in our parameter variations). The vast majority of these binaries which
host a MS companion are disrupted at the time of the first CC. Figure 3.5 shows the distribu-
tion of velocities of the ejected companions. The three different colors subdivide the popula-
tion based on the mass of the ejected companion. The gray histogram shows all ejected MS
companions. The blue histogram shows only massive MS companions, Mpost−CC

2 ≥ 7.5 M�,
where Mpost−CC

2 is the mass of the secondary just after the collapse of the primary. This
group roughly corresponds to all secondaries that will experience CC at the end of their life-
time. The red histogram shows the velocity distribution of companions with mass larger than
Mpost−CC

2 ≥ 15 M�, corresponding roughly to O-type stars. In the rest of this section, we
quote the ratios for the population of massive stars (i.e. Mpost−CC

2 ≥ 7.5 M�) unless otherwise
stated, see also Tab. 3.1 for more information.

Although we do produce runaways, the majority of the systems eject a star slower than
30 km s−1, i.e., a walkaway star. We find that the CC of a star with a MS binary companion
is about twenty times more likely to produce a walkaway than a runaway. In the first line of
Tab. 3.1, we list the ratio R of walkaway to runaway stars produced per CC event in a binary.
From our fiducial simulation, we obtain R7.5 ' 20 for massive companions. As shown in
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Fig. 3.5: Velocity distribution of MS stars ejected from a binary system at the time of the first CC. The top panel
shows the corresponding cumulative distributions. The walkaways are one order of magnitude more numerous than
the runaways. The gray, blue, and red histograms show all MS secondaries, only MS stars more massive than 7.5 M�
(i.e., roughly those that might experience CC), and only MS stars more massive than 15 M� (i.e., roughly the O-type
stars), respectively. The mass considered here is taken right after the CC of the primary star. The dashed lines show
the distribution of walkaways and runaways that have gone through RLOF (or common envelope evolution) before
being ejected. Almost all massive runaways and walkaways, and the majority of the ejected stars at large velocities,
have gone through RLOF. The inset plot magnifies the runaway regime vdis ≥ 30 km s−1. See also Fig. B.2 for a
wider velocity range, Fig. B.1 for a figure accounting for the remaining lifetime as walkaway or runaway star, and
Fig. 3.12 for an example of how the velocity dispersion of a star forming region affects these distributions.

Tab. 3.1, considering progressively larger masses, the number of walkaways produced per
each runaway from a binary increases. In Sec. 3.8.3, we address the impact of the velocity
dispersion within a star forming region on this result.

Runaways resulting from the disruption of binaries rarely exceed 60 km s−1: about 99.8%
of the massive unbound companions we simulate are slower than this threshold. We note
that higher velocity are not strictly forbidden, but extremely unlikely (cf. Fig. B.2 which
shows the velocity distribution on a logarithmic scale). Low mass runaways can reach much
tighter pre-CC orbits through common envelope evolution (without significant accretion),
and thus reach higher ejection velocities, but typically not in excess of 400 km s−1. Massive
stars significantly faster than this are likely produced by different mechanisms (see Boubert
et al. 2017a, and Brown 2015 for a review). However, in extremely rare cases where a very
short pre-CC binary is formed and also successfully disrupted, much higher velocities can be
achieved. The absolute maximum velocity we obtain is about 1110 km s−1, in good agreement
with Tauris (2015).
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3.5 Ejected companions

The slowest stars come from the widest pre-CC binaries: the low-velocity drop-off of the
distribution in Fig. 3.5 is thus an effect of the upper-limit on our period distribution (corre-
sponding to an upper-limit on the pre-CC period).

The velocity distribution peaks at vdis ' 6 km s−1. Ejected MS companions with such ve-
locity typically originate from systems with qZAMS & 0.5 and long initial periods
(log10(PZAMS/days) ' 3), regardless of the stellar masses. These systems experience late
case B or case C mass transfer (Lauterborn 1970), but owing to the sufficiently high mass
ratio, the mass transfer remains conservative and the system widens.
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Fig. 3.6: Distribution of the maximum distance L that ejected MS sec-
ondaries can reach, neglecting any gravitational potential. The blue
and red histograms are for ejected stars more massive than 7.5 M� and
15 M�, respectively. The vertical dashed lines mark the mean values
of the distributions.

Among low and intermedi-
ate mass walkaways with vdis '

6 km s−1, there is also a contri-
bution from wide systems which
do not experience mass transfer.
This contribution is almost negli-
gible for ejected stars more mas-
sive than 15 M�. This can be
seen from the dashed distributions
in Fig. 3.5, which show that the
majority of massive runaways and
walkaways have accreted mass
from their companion before its
CC. Over the entire velocity range
shown (i.e., considering both run-
aways and walkaways), 71% of
ejected MS secondaries more mas-
sive than 7.5 M�, and 91% of those
more massive than 15 M� have ac-
creted from their companion in the
previous evolution. Among low
mass ejected companions, 50%
have experienced either RLOF or
common envelope evolution before their ejection from the binary. From the inset in Fig. 3.5,
where the blue and red dashed lines representing post-interaction systems overlap with the
full distribution, it is clear that all massive runaways from binary disruption have experienced
mass transfer.

The majority of the ejected massive MS companions are not usual single stars, and this
remains true for a very large fraction of the low mass MS ejected companions. Before the
binary disruption, they have accreted mass from their companion. Mass transfer also causes
the convective core of the accretor to grow, resulting in rejuvenation of the accreting star (e.g.,
Hellings 1983; Schneider et al. 2016). The fact that most ejected MS stars are accretors is
the result of a combination of assumptions. For disruption to be possible, the primary needs
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3 Massive runaway and walkaway stars

to be massive enough to collapse. We assume a flat mass ratio distribution, implying that on
average MZAMS

2 ' 0.5 MZAMS
1 , and we also assume that mass transfer is unstable and leads

to mergers if the mass ratio is too extreme (Macc/Mdon < qcrit), therefore binaries that can
eject a star have initial mass ratios closer to one than an average system. Finally, when stable
mass transfer occurs, our fiducial assumption for the accretion efficiency results in rather
conservative mass transfer over most of the period range considered (Schneider et al. 2015).

To make an estimate of the ratio of walkaways per runaway existing at a given time
requires us to consider the finite MS lifetime of the ejected stars. Assuming that the star
formation rate in the Galaxy is constant and therefore that the Galactic population is in a
steady state, the ratio of walkaways per runaway is ∼13 for masses larger 7.5 M�.

Accounting for the durations of each evolutionary phase, we can also quantify the fraction
of MS stars more massive than 15 M� that are runaway or walkaway stars. In our fiducial
simulation, we find a runaway fraction for masses larger than 15 M� of about ∼0.5% and a
walkaway fraction of ∼10%. We only simulate binaries with primaries more massive than
7.5 M�, therefore we do not have in our population intermediate-mass binaries which could
contribute through mass transfer and/or mergers to the normalization factor for the runaway
and walkaway fraction at lower masses (Zapartas et al. 2017a). We show in Fig. B.1 the
distribution in velocity accounting for the lifetime of the stars in each bin. This can be directly
compared to observations assuming that the effects of the Galactic potential can be neglected.

Figure 3.6 shows the distribution of distances traveled by massive, unbound stars, calcu-
lated by multiplying their velocity vdis by their remaining lifetime on the MS, which includes
rejuvenation if the star has accreted mass, plus 10% of the MS duration of a star with the
same helium core mass, to account for the duration of the helium core burning phase in the
rejuvenated star9. This approach neglects the effect of an external potential on the trajectory
of the stars (see Boubert et al. 2017b; Boubert & Evans 2018, for how this could be done), so
it is effectively an upper limit to the distance they can travel. Considering both runaway and
walkaway stars with masses Mdis ≥ 7.5 M�, we find the mean distance 〈L〉 they travel before
experiencing CC to be 126 pc, see the blue vertical dashed line in Fig. 3.6 and also Tab. 3.1.
This number rises to 〈Lrun〉 = 584 pc considering only runaways (faster than 30 km s−1) more
massive than 7.5 M�, but it remains 〈Lwalk〉 = 103 pc considering massive walkaways only
(slower than 30 km s−1). For comparison, the typical size of OB-associations is on the order
of tens of pc, while the Galactic thin and thick disks have a vertical scale height of ∼300 and
∼1500 pc, respectively (e.g., Gilmore & Reid 1983).

3.5.2 Spin of the main sequence ejected companions

Figure 3.7 shows the equatorial rotational velocity veq
dis for the ejected MS companions with

Mdis ≥ 7.5 M�. The top panels show the normalized one-dimensional distribution of ejection

9The duration of the helium core burning depends on the helium core mass, and thus the overshooting parameter.
The value of 10% of the MS duration is typical for overshooting values larger than what assumed in Pols et al.
(1998).
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Fig. 3.7: Equatorial velocity at the time of ejection for massive (Mdis ≥ 7.5 M�) companions as a function of the
ejection velocity. Brighter colors indicate location of the parameter space more populated by our fiducial simulation.
All the massive runaway stars spin with an equatorial velocity of ∼500 km s−1, close to breakup rotation, since they
have accreted mass from their companion before being ejected. The spread is due to wind spin down before the
binary disruption. We do not include the effect of projecting on the line of sight, or post-ejection wind spin down in
this plot. The vertical dot-dashed line marks the threshold to define runaway stars.

velocity for the whole sample (the same as the blue distribution in Fig. 3.5), and for the run-
aways only, respectively. The side panels show the normalized equatorial rotational velocity
distribution for the whole sample, and for the runaways only, respectively. We do not include
in Fig. 3.7 any projection effects due to the inclination of the stellar spin axis with respect
to the line of sight, nor the wind spin down due to the evolution after the binary disruption.
The combination of these two effects would systematically decrease the rotational velocities,
allowing any physically possible projected equatorial rotational velocity to be observable.

The main feature at the top of the central panel (also visible in the rightmost panel) indi-
cates that almost all the massive runaways are spinning nearly at breakup rotation at the time
of the ejection, because of the relatively recent spin-up during the mass transfer phase(s).

The walkaways (vdis < 30 km s−1) instead can have a broader range of rotational veloc-
ities: this is because a subset of them comes from wide, non-interacting binaries. The right
panel including both the walkaway and runaway population shows two peaks for veq

dis ' 200
and 500 km s−1. The former is due to the combination of the accretion-induced spin up and
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3 Massive runaway and walkaway stars

the wind spin down before the ejection, which can be more efficient for walkaways experi-
encing early mass transfer and with longer delay between the mass transfer and the disruption
of the binary. The former peak is not related to tidal locking, which is efficient only for tight
orbits that would result in much larger ejection velocities vdis. The latter is populated by sec-
ondaries ejected after a mass transfer phase (analogous to the peak in the equatorial velocity
distribution for the runaways).

3.5.3 Ejected post-main sequence companions
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Fig. 3.8: Velocity distribution of companions ejected after their MS.
Helium stars and white dwarfs (WD) can have much shorter pre-CC
orbits because of their smaller radii, and thus they can reach much
higher ejection velocities. Conversely, the number of non-degenerate,
hydrogen-rich post-MS stars is dominated by red supergiants with
very large radii, which can only exist at large separation from the ex-
ploding companion, and thus typically have much slower velocities.
The top panel shows the corresponding cumulative distributions.

Figure 3.8 shows the velocity dis-
tribution of companion stars which
have evolved off the MS by the
time of the first CC in the bi-
nary. All together, these cor-
respond roughly to 25% of the
population of disrupted binaries
(cf. Fig. 3.4). Other kind of sys-
tems and evolutionary channels
not considered here can also pro-
duce post-MS ejected companions
(e.g., Justham et al. 2009; Zapartas
et al. 2017a). We distinguish
three sub-populations: hydrogen-
rich non-degenerate secondaries
(mostly of red-supergiant secon-
daries, corresponding to ∼4%
of the entire simulated popula-
tion, including mergers and non-
disrupted binaries), white dwarfs
(WD, ∼8% of the total), and he-
lium stars which have lost their
hydrogen-rich envelope because of
previous binary interactions (∼ 4%
of the total).

For the first group, characterized by large stellar radii, the velocity distribution resembles
closely that of the MS ejected companions, with a large number of walkaways compared to
the runaways (roughly corresponding to 96% of the hydrogen-rich non-degenerate ejected
companions).

Ejected WDs and helium stars come from different evolutionary paths. Mass transfer
during the primary MS can reduce the helium core mass thus slowing its evolution, while
accretion of mass speeds up the evolution of the companion. In ∼ 23% of our full population
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(excluding stellar mergers), this leads to a reversal of the CC order, with the secondary ex-
ploding first (Pols 1994). In these cases the star that is ejected is the initially more massive,
which has become, by the time of the CC, a helium star or a WD.

WDs and helium stars are what is left of the initial donor and they are thus less mas-
sive than their companion after the mass transfer phase, therefore they can reach veloci-
ties much larger than (super-)giant stars. The ejection velocities of the WDs span a range
15 . vdis/[km s−1] . 90, and helium stars are even faster with 70 . vdis/[km s−1] . 120.
This difference arises because it takes longer for a star to become a WD than its helium core
burning duration. WDs are ejected by systems where the rejuvenation of the secondary is
not extreme. This suggests that these systems have a less conservative mass transfer phase
than binaries ejecting a helium star, which corresponds to less rejuvenation of the secondary
and more orbital widening, and thus lower velocity of the WD at ejection. Moreover, if the
companion star at pre-CC stage is a WD, there is a longer time for the binary to widen,
e.g., because of winds, than if it is a helium star.

Conversely, if the ejected star is a non-degenerate helium star, then the entire evolution
of the rejuvenated secondary needs to be faster than the remaining lifetime of the primary
(which now has a reduced mass): the time delay between the RLOF phase and the first CC
ejecting the helium star is much shorter and there is not enough time for significant orbital
widening.

Figure 3.8 also shows a small population of slow (vdis < 30 km s−1) helium stars. These
are very massive (M2 & 30 M� after mass accretion) stars characterized by large Wolf-Rayet
wind mass loss rates, which cause significant orbital widening before the first CC, resulting
in the slow ejection velocity. We emphasize that Fig. 3.8 shows the velocity of stars ejected
while in the corresponding evolutionary stage, and stars ejected during their MS will then
evolve into post-MS hydrogen-rich, or possibly Wolf-Rayet stars, creating a more compli-
cated velocity distribution of massive Wolf-Rayet stars (see, e.g., Dray et al. 2005; Eldridge
et al. 2011).

3.6 Impact of model variations

Our predictions depend on a set of parametrized assumptions. We perform a systematic study
of the impact of these uncertainties by varying the values of the free parameters one-by-one,
as we describe in Sec. 3.2. In each variation, all the other parameters are set to their fiducial
value.

Table 3.1 summarizes our results for binaries with a collapsing star and a MS companion.
If our extreme assumptions do not change significantly our synthetic population, then the
outcome is robust and independent of the particular physical process. Conversely, strong
dependence on any one parameter indicates that this particular parameter could be constrained
by comparing to observed samples, and therefore allow for physical tests of the process it
represents. Overall, our results are robust and relatively insensitive to uncertain physical
processes, at least within the framework of parametrizations we assume.
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3 Massive runaway and walkaway stars

3.6.1 Robust predictions

The fraction of binaries that are disrupted by the first CC is always larger than 75%, with
two notable exceptions. These concern the natal kick distribution assumed. With a double
Maxwellian kick distribution with σkick = 30 km s−1 for NSs less massive than 1.35 M� (and
our fiducial kick for more massive remnants), the disruption fraction decreases to D = 65%
even though this changes the kick only for a small range of the parameter space. Low mass
NSs are the typical result of progenitors with small total and core masses, which are favored
by the IMF.

If instead we make the extreme assumption of zero natal kick in all CC (σkick = 0 km s−1),
then only D = 16% of the binaries are disrupted. In these cases the disruption is only due to
the mass loss at the moment of the explosion (Blaauw kick). Since the ejecta mass must be
larger than half of the total mass of the system to disrupt the binary (Blaauw 1961), and since
after mass transfer the primary is typically less massive than the companion, only very wide
binaries which did not experience mass transfer might be disrupted in such a way. Therefore,
in this extreme assumption, the ejected stars are on average less massive and slower com-
pared to calculations including a natal kick. We emphasize that this parameter variation is
in contrast with the observed distribution of pulsar velocities, and we include it for insight
only. This variation does not produce any massive runaways, which is also in contrast with
observations.

We obtain the largest disruption fraction when we do not rescale the natal kick with the
fallback fraction: in this model, up to 97% of the systems are disrupted. This assumption is
equivalent to assuming a “BH velocity kick” (e.g., Belczynski et al. 2008; Fryer et al. 2012):
BHs and NSs receive the same kick amplitude at birth, despite the differences in their masses.
Therefore, many CC events resulting in the formation of a massive BH with large fallback
fractions (up to fb = 1) still result in the disruption of the binary.

Despite the overall large disruption fraction in all our parameter variations, the predicted
runaway fraction f RW

15 for masses larger than 15 M� is low for all our parameter variations
and never exceeds a few percent. Similarly, the walkaway fraction f WA

15 is also robust, and is
generally around 10%. In other words, the walkaways outnumber the runaways by a factor
of 10-30 (smaller for larger masses), regardless of the physical assumptions we make. The
most notable exceptions are computations at lower metallicity (see Sec. 3.6.3). Another case
producing slightly smaller R is fully non-conservative mass transfer (βRLOF = 0): more
systems are in a very close pre-CC orbits and the average velocity of an ejected secondary is
higher than in our fiducial assumptions.

It is worth noting that variations in the common envelope efficiency (αCE) do not have a
large influence on this result. The most likely reason for this is the combination of our as-
sumptions on the stability of late case B and case C RLOF and whether massive stars develop
deep convective envelopes. The models from Pols et al. (1998), underlying the fitting formu-
lae of binary_c, barely ascend the Hayashi track for MZAMS & 15 M�, and the qcrit,RSG as-
sumed in our fiducial simulation is rather conservative in assessing the stability of late RLOF.
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Both these assumptions contribute in making the parameter space leading to common enve-
lope, significant orbital shrinking, and subsequent ejection of a fast and massive10 runaway
relatively small. Allowing for less stable late RLOF (higher qcrit,RSG) increases the average
speed of ejected companions, and decreases the relative number of walkaways. however,
extreme variations in this parameter (in combination with the common envelope efficiency
αCE) are not sufficient to reconcile our predictions with commonly-accepted inferences from
observations (see Sec. 3.8.2).

The mean value of the mass of the walkaways, runaways, and all ejected secondaries
(〈Mwalk

2 〉, 〈Mrun
2 〉, and 〈M2〉, respectively) exceeds 7.5 M� in almost all our parameter varia-

tions. With fully non-conservative mass transfer (βRLOF = 0), the secondary accretes no mass.
This makes them on average less massive than in our fiducial assumptions at the moment of
the first CC, and also allows for less orbital widening (the donor has to lose more mass before
the mass ratio inverts), resulting in a faster population of disrupted stars with lower masses
compared to our fiducial case. If we assume that case B mass transfer is unstable whenever
the accretor is less massive than the donor (qcrit,B = 1), or if we take a negative slope of the
mass ratio distribution (κ = −1), then the fraction of binary systems that merge after the end
of the primary MS increases compared to our fiducial case. When a binary system merges,
it cannot eject a walkaway or runaway. Finally, assuming no natal kicks (σkick = 0), the
only systems disrupted are those where the SN ejecta consist of more than half of the total
mass of the binary at the pre-explosion stage. This requirement naturally biases the popula-
tion of ejected companions towards low masses. If we assume that the kick velocity is not
scaled down by the amount of fallback (“velocity kick” for BHs), CC events from more mas-
sive primaries can also disrupt the system. On average, this produces more massive ejected
secondaries compared to our fiducial case. Since the remaining lifetimes are shorter, the dis-
tance traveled by the population of ejected secondaries is also decreased, despite their higher
velocity.

Our assumptions about the stability of case B RLOF (assumed to be stable if the accretor-
to-donor mass ratio is larger than qcrit,B) impact the velocity and mass distribution of the
ejected stars. The sequence from more unstable to more stable qcrit,B = 1, 0.5, 0.4 (fiducial
value), 0 shows progressively higher R indicating relatively fewer runaways, but higher aver-
age velocity 〈v〉 (and consequently also a larger 〈L〉). The increase in velocity and decrease in
average mass of the ejected companions for higher qcrit,B indicates an increased importance
of evolutionary channels involving a common-envelope evolution leading to tighter pre-CC
orbits without significant accretion of mass from the companion.

The average distance traveled by walkaways and runaways is also a robust prediction. The
entire population of ejected stars typically travels slightly farther than 〈L〉 ' 120 pc, which
corresponds to an average distance for the runaways of 〈L〉run & 500 pc, while the walkaways
alone reach 〈L〉run & 100 pc.

10The inspiraling star is assumed not to accrete significantly during a common envelope event, which prevents its
growth by mass.
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3 Massive runaway and walkaway stars

These distances are significantly shortened only assuming fully conservative mass trans-
fer (βRLOF = 1), or assuming higher angular momentum loss (e.g., through a circumbinary
disk, γRLOF = γdisk). The former results in higher masses of the ejected secondaries and thus
smaller velocities and shorter lifetimes, while the latter results in more orbital shrinking and
mergers. Another variation resulting in small 〈L〉walk ' 66 pc is that with zero natal kicks
(σkick = 0 km s−1). As mentioned above, only the widest pre-CC binary can be disrupted in
this case, so producing a much slower population of ejected MS stars.

The predicted rotational velocity of the ejected companions is also a prediction robust
against parameter variations. The vast majority of massive (Mdis ≥ 7.5 M�) main sequence
runaways accrete mass from their companions, and thus spin up to critical rotation, before
being ejected. Visual inspection of plots like the one shown in Fig. 3.7 for our fiducial sim-
ulation show no variation when changing the initial rotation rate of the stars, confirming that
mass transfer in binaries overwrites the initial rotation of the accretor.

3.6.2 The mass function of massive runaways as probes for black hole
kicks

We find that the mass distribution of runaways carries information about the BH kicks. With a
sufficiently large sample, it might be used to discriminate between BH velocity or momentum
kicks, at least in a statistical sense. We focus on the mass function of massive (Mdis ≥ 7.5 M�)
and fast runaways (vdis ≥ 30 km s−1) only, i.e., not including the more common walkaways,
since we expect upcoming observational distributions to provide cleaner samples for these.
Ejected companions with high masses are more likely to come from binaries with an initially
very massive primary, so resulting in BH formation at the end of its evolution. The constraints
on the amplitude of BH kicks from unbound companions are complimentary to those from
binaries surviving the first CC, and Gaia might be able to probe both populations of bound
and ejected companions (Breivik et al. 2017).

Fig. 3.9 shows the mass distribution of runaways (vdis > 30 km s−1) more massive than
7.5 M� for three BH formation scenario. The bottom panel shows our fiducial simulation, in
which natal kicks are damped by fallback (effectively, this is equivalent to a BH “momentum
kick”). In this case, the 90th percentile of the massive runaway mass function is ∼25 M�. In
this model, the amount of fallback and the amplitude of the BH natal kicks are degenerate
parameters. Because of the large fallback fraction prescribed by the Fryer et al. (2012) al-
gorithm, the runaway mass function produced by this model is practically indistinguishable
from that with no BH natal kicks: almost all the runaways produced come from NS-forming
supernovae.

The central panel of Fig. 3.9 shows the mass distribution assuming no fallback downscal-
ing, but a smaller kick amplitude distribution characterized byσkick = 100 km s−1 for the BHs
(while we keep the same fiducial assumptions for NSs). Compared to our fiducial simulation,
BHs receive larger kicks, and thus the runaways produced are also generally more massive,
and the 90th percentile of the mass distribution shifts to ∼30 M�.
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Fig. 3.9: The mass function of massive (Mdis ≥ 7.5 M�), runaway (faster than
≥ 30 km s−1) stars depends on the assumptions for the BH kick. The bottom panel
shows our fiducial simulation with σkick = 265 km s−1, including the fallback
downscaling of the kick both for NSs and BHs. The fallback is an important
effect only for BHs. The central panel shows the mass function for intermediate
BH kicks (σkick = 100 km s−1, no fallback downscaling) and our fiducial kick for
NSs. The top panel shows the distribution with our fiducial kick amplitude, but
without fallback downscaling (i.e., BH velocity kick). The dashed lines indicate
the 90th percentiles of the mass distributions.

The histogram in the
top panel of Fig. 3.9 in-
stead corresponds to a
scenario in which the na-
tal kick is not decreased
by the amount of fallback
(e.g., if the natal kick is
entirely due to asymme-
tries in the neutrino emis-
sion). In this case BHs
and NSs receive the same
kick amplitude (BH “ve-
locity kick”) and this re-
sults in a larger num-
ber of massive runaways
characterized by a mass
function skewed towards
larger values. In this sce-
nario, the 90th percentile
of the mass distribution is
as high as ∼50 M�.

In summary, the tail
of the mass function of
massive runaways car-
ries information about
the BH natal kicks: find-
ing runaways of large
masses would support
the possibility of large BH natal kicks. We do not expect large contamination of this tail from
dynamical ejection of runaway stars, since dynamical channels tend to eject the least massive
star among those interacting (although see also Fujii & Portegies Zwart 2011; Banerjee et al.
2012; Oh & Kroupa 2016).

Our result allow us to check also for a correlation between the mass of the ejected com-
panions and its velocity. Fig. 3.10 shows this comparison for the three BH kick variations
of Fig. 3.9. As expected, there is a correlation between the maximum velocity that can be
achieved because of the binary disruption, and the mass of the ejected MS companion. This
can be seen by the shape of the colors in each panel. More massive companions have more
inertia, or, in other words, more massive companion have slower pre-CC orbital velocity
because of the mass dependent factor in Eq. 3.1.
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3.6 Impact of model variations

From left to right, the BH kick amplitude increases (while effectively keeping the same
NS kick, since the fallback fraction is small for CCSNe resulting in NS formation), and so
does the maximum mass of the ejected companions. There is an sharp drop in the number of
ejected companions for Mdis & 70 M�. There is a set of plausible reasons to explain this. First
of all, stars in this mass range are intrinsically rare because of the IMF. Also, the lifetimes
of very massive stars become very similar (∼ 3 Myr) above ∼50 M�. This means that by the
time the primary collapses, the secondary is also an evolved star that has finished burning
hydrogen in its core, and it does not appear in the panels of Fig. 3.10. Finally, these stars tend
to have large wind mass loss rates, which can be enhanced significantly when the star is spun
up by the accretion: the combination of the wind enhancement with already large wind mass
loss rates limits the growth in mass of the companions.

In an observed population, the short post-ejection lifetime would also make very massive
ejected companions rare. However, the upperlimit of ∼70 M� is not strict, and it is possible
to produce walkaways in this mass range through binary interactions, although at a negligible
rate compared to less massive walkaways.

3.6.3 Effects of metallicity

We find that, other than the natal kick distribution, metallicity is the most important parameter
influencing our results. Decreasing the metallicity from super-solar, Z = 0.03, to Z = 0.02 '
Z� (fiducial run), to Z = 0.008, Z = 0.0047 to Z = 0.0002 ' 10−2Z� a clear trend emerges
from Tab. 3.1. At lower metallicity, the fraction D of binaries disrupted by the first CC is
lower (77% for the lowest metallicity, cf. 88% at the highest), but the stars ejected are on
average faster. This can be seen from the average velocity 〈v〉, which goes from 11.2 km s−1

to 21.6 km s−1, but also from the progressive decrease of the ratio of walkaways per runaway
R, regardless of the lower mass cut. Nevertheless, walkaways outnumber runaways at all the
metallicities we explore.

In our lowest metallicity run, the runaways (vdis ≥ 30 km s−1) travel, on average, as far
as 706 pc from their birth location, and the walkaways reach, on average, 163 pc. The mean
distance travelled by population of disrupted stars is 279 pc for the lowest metallicity.

The reduced likelihood of disrupting a system and increased velocity of the stars ejected
can be understood in terms of the effect of metallicity on stellar radii. At lower Z stars of
a given mass and evolutionary stage have smaller radii. This means that a given binary will
enter into a mass transfer phase later, resulting in less conservative mass transfer and less
orbital widening, making the binary harder to disrupt and the pre-CC orbital velocity of the
secondary faster. This is corroborated by the fact that the average mass of walkaways and
runaways decreases slightly with metallicity, which is indicative of a less conservative mass
transfer. Moreover, at lower metallicity, the post-interaction orbital widening due to stellar
winds is less important.

Another important physical effect, presently not included in our simulations, is that, at
the end of the RLOF, the primary remains more massive at lower metallicity (owing again
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3 Massive runaway and walkaway stars

to the smaller radii, e.g., Gotberg et al. 2017; Yoon et al. 2017). This should contribute to
the reduction of orbital widening for interacting binaries, and make the collapsing star more
massive and thus the disruption harder.

3.7 Systemic velocities of NS and BH binaries
Our simulations also provide predictions for the systemic velocities of binary systems that
remain bound after the first CC (e.g., van Oijen 1989). The results of our simulations, also
provide pre-CC and post-CC separations, eccentricities, and mass ratios.
The systems with a MS star and a compact object remaining bound are only 1 −D = 14+14

−10%
of the total (see Sec. 3.6 for a discussion of model variations). These are of large interest since
they can give rise to X-ray binaries if the compact object starts to accrete from the companion,
and later possibly double compact objects. They typically originate from systems where the
newly formed compact object received a small natal kick. This bias limits the extent to which
these special systems can be used to infer conclusions about the properties of the general
population of NS and BH. For comparison, the average effective natal kick for the compact
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Fig. 3.11: Normalized distribution of systemic velocities of binaries with a MS star remaining bound after the CC
of the first star. The distributions in both panels are normalized to unity. The left panel shows the distribution for
NS companions, the right panel shows only binaries with a BH companion. The blue histogram represents our
fiducial simulation. The orange solid line gives the distribution when the kick is not rescaled because of fallback,
which changes the BH kicks, but not the NS kicks. The red distribution corresponds to a double Maxwellian kick
distribution, which changes the NS kicks but not the BH kicks. The top panels show the corresponding cumulative
distributions.
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objects formed in systems that remain bound is ∼66 km s−1, much lower than the average of
∼330 km s−1 (as drawn from our standard Maxwellian after rescaling to account for fallback).

Systems that remain bound also obtain a systemic velocity, because of mass lost during
the supernova explosion while orbiting around the center of mass. We define the newly
obtained systemic velocity vsys as the velocity of the new center of mass (of the compact object
plus the secondary star) in the frame of the old center of mass (e.g., Brandt & Podsiadlowski
1995, Kalogera 1996, TT98).

Figure 3.11 shows the normalized distribution of systemic velocities vsys for different natal
kick assumptions. The left (right) panel shows NS+MS (BH+MS) binaries, with the cumu-
lative distributions in the top panels, respectively. We find that the distribution of systemic
velocities are very insensitive to the model variations that we considered, except for the na-
tal kicks. We only show the distributions for variations that show large deviations from the
fiducial simulation.

For NS+MS binaries our fiducial simulation shows a median systemic velocity of ∼
20km s−1, for nearly all assumptions that we consider. The strongest deviation is found with
a run in which we adopt a double Maxwellian distribution, where low mass progenitors are
assumed to form neutrons stars with very low kick velocities. This substantially increases the
fraction of systems that remain bound to 1 − D ' 35%. It primarily adds systems with low
systemic velocities. The median of the normalized distribution for this simulation lies near
7km s−1.

In our fiducial simulations for BH+MS binaries we obtain a bimodal distribution with a
large peak at 0km s−1 accounting for nearly 80% of all systems and a second broader com-
ponent peaking at ∼ 10km s−1. The peak near zero results from progenitors that experience
complete fallback ( fb = 1 according to the algorithm from Fryer et al. 2012). They receive
no kick at all, and no mass is lost from the system (we neglect here, as elsewhere, the mass
possibly lost to neutrinos during the CC, which is an ∼10% effect). For these systems we also
find no changes in the separation and/or eccentricity after the CC of the first star. The sharp
peak at vsys ' 0 km s−1 would likely be smeared out by the velocity dispersion of the region
where the system formed.

Nearly all variations considered give indistinguishable results. However, we find large
deviations from the simulation where we used the extreme assumption that compact objects
get kicks of a similar velocity amplitude regardless of their mass (no fallback downscaling,
orange in Fig. 3.11). This effectively results in much larger kicks for black holes and is
sometimes referred to as “velocity kick”. Only 1 −D ' 3% of systems remain bound in this
simulation. The few resulting BH binaries typically have large systemic velocities: we find a
broad distribution with a median at 50km s−1.

Our simulations also provide predictions for the distributions of further properties of the
bound systems. If we exclude systems with fb = 1, i.e. if we consider only NSs and BHs
formed via fallback but still producing ejecta, we find an anti-correlation between the maxi-
mum post-CC separation and systemic velocity: the wider the system, the slower the maxi-
mum systemic velocity it can reach (see also Brandt & Podsiadlowski 1995).
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3 Massive runaway and walkaway stars

Most systems remaining bound come from initially relatively tight pre-CC orbits. Typ-
ically, they have a reversed mass ratio (i.e., at the time of the first CC Mpre−CC

2 > Mpre−CC
1 )

because of the previous mass transfer phase. In our fiducial run, for the systems remaining
bound the average pre-CC mass ratio is 〈qpre−CC〉 ≡ 〈M

pre−CC
2 /Mpre−CC

1 〉 ' 2.9. The majority
of the bound systems, about 60% for all variations with non-zero natal kicks, have separa-
tions of less than about 500 R�. This suggests that these systems will evolve through a phase
during which they might be detectable as X-ray sources, and possibly even through a mass
transfer phase. The tail of the distribution at large separations extends to post-CC separation
as large as ∼ 6000 R�.

We do not consider cases in which the compact object is shot within the Roche lobe of the
secondary. A prompt collision between the newly formed compact object and the companion
star could lead to the formation of a Thorne-Zytkow object (if the compact object is a NS,
Thorne & Zytkow 1975, 1977; Leonard et al. 1994), or a transient, possibly involving the
disintegration of the companion. For a given binary system, the probability of a prompt
collision caused by the natal kick (whose direction is isotropically distributed in the frame
of the collapsing star) can be estimated as the solid angle subtended by the companion at
the position of the collapsing star. For our fiducial population, excluding systems that do not
receive a natal kick because of the fallback rescaling, we obtain that roughly 1 out of 10 000
CC events in a binary would result in a prompt collision (i.e., a probability per binary system
of about 10−4). For this estimate, we exclude from the normalization systems merging before
the first CC.

3.8 Astrophysical implications

3.8.1 Other possible contributions to the inferred velocity

Throughout this study, we have used velocities calculated in the rest frame of the initial bina-
ries. In reality, the progenitor massive binaries are likely to form in high-mass star forming
regions with a certain velocity dispersion, typically smaller than 10 km s−1 (de Bruijne 1999;
Steenbrugge et al. 2003; Kiminki & Smith 2018). Moreover, the high-mass star forming re-
gions have been observed to have a systematic lag velocity of about ∼ 5 km s−1 compared to
the rotation of the Galactic disk (Reid et al. 2014).

In an observed sample using the putative parent association to define a frame of refer-
ence, the “thermal” velocity of the progenitor binary within the star-forming region will add
to the velocity resulting from the disruption. To illustrate how this affects the velocity distri-
bution of Fig. 3.5, we numerically convolve the distribution for ejected stars more massive
than 15 M� (red) with a Gaussian distribution with full-width-half-maximum of 10 km s−1,
assumed to be an upperlimit of the typical velocity dispersion of OB associations (de Bruijne
1999; Steenbrugge et al. 2003; Kiminki & Smith 2018). We note that both the orientation
of the thermal velocity of the parent binary, and the velocity acquired by the ejected star are
randomly oriented, and the latter depends on the binary inclination and phase at the first CC
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event.
Figure 3.12 shows the re-sampled distribution and the result of the convolution with a

Gaussian velocity dispersion distribution with dispersion of 10 km s−1, which we consider an
over-estimate for OB-associations. While adding a dispersion velocity smears out the peak of
the distribution and increases the contribution of the runaways faster than 30 km s−1, the ef-
fect is insufficient to reconcile the observed runaway fraction with our results (see Sec. 3.8.2).
The ratio of walkaways to runaways more massive than 15 M� remains RSFH

15 ∼ 15 even ac-
counting for the velocity dispersion of the parent association (cf. R15 ∼ 27 before accounting
for it).

For observed samples using the Galactic disk rotation to define a reference frame, the
peculiar lag velocity of the high-mass star-forming region could potentially contribute to
overestimating the ejection velocity of the stars. If the lag velocity of the parent association
is not removed from the measures, it would introduce a systematic shift in one component of
the velocity of the star (corresponding to the direction of the peculiar motion of the parent
association). This can be modeled with a convolution of our distributions with a Dirac’s δ-
distribution with a velocity vlag = (vlag, 0, 0) for an appropriate choice of the orientation of the
(Cartesian) frame. The direction of the lag velocity is in this case fixed, and only the ejection
velocity is randomly oriented.

The convolution with a δ-distribution would also shift the peak of Fig. 3.5 to higher ve-
locities, but would smear it out much less. Adopting a lag velocity of vlag ' 5 km s−1 (Reid
et al. 2014) would barely change the fraction of apparent O-type runaways we predict. To
infer an O-type runaway fraction of ∼10%, the true lag velocity of high-mass star forming
regions would need to be larger than &15 km s−1, and would need not to have been corrected
when making inferences from observations.

We note that for O-type runaways with lifetimes of . 15 Myr, it is likely possible to
locate the parent association and correct for its possible peculiar motion. The possible lag
velocity of high-mass star forming regions only affects stellar velocities measured using a
frame co-rotating with the Galactic disk.

3.8.2 On the runaway fraction

Our results predict a runaway fraction among O type stars of at best a few percent, in agree-
ment with Eldridge et al. (2011), but in tension with the observational result that ∼10 − 20%
of O type stars are runaways (Blaauw 1961; Gies 1987; Stone 1991; Tetzlaff et al. 2011; Maíz
Apellániz et al. 2018, Sana et al., in preparation), and the claim that roughly two-thirds of
runaways come from the disruption of binaries (Hoogerwerf et al. 2001). The latter has also
been challenged by the more recent observations from Jilinski et al. (2010). As a consistency
check we can estimate the runaway fraction with:

f RW ' fbin × (1 − fmergers) ×D × (1 + facc)α × fv>30 , (3.6)
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where we can assume a binary fraction fbin = 1, reasonable for the population of O type stars
considering initial periods as large as 105.5 days, the fraction of binaries that do not merge is
1 − fmergers ' 0.8 (Sana et al. 2012), the disruption fraction is D ' 0.8 (this study, but also,
e.g., Eldridge et al. 2011), the fraction of material accreted, for which we assume facc ' 0.2
(Packet 1981), and the fraction of ejected companions fast enough to be a runaway which
we can estimate11 from D and R15, and is fv>30 ' D/(1 + R15) ' 0.04 for our fiducial run.
Assuming an IMF slope α = −2.3 we obtain a runaway fraction of f RW ' 0.01, in reasonable
agreement with our results.

Fig. 3.12: The yellow histogram shows the convolution
of the distribution of ejected MS stars more massive than
15 M� (red histogram, cf. Fig. 3.5) with a Gaussian with
full-width-half-maximum of 10 km s−1 representing (an
upper limit to) the velocity dispersion of a star forming
region (shown in the inset plot). In this figure, the red his-
togram is normalized so that its surface area is one.

The tension between our results and
the observed runaway fraction suggests
that either (i) binaries tend to evolve to-
wards shorter pre-CC orbits, correspond-
ing to higher ejection velocities, but are
still disrupted easily by the CC event, (ii)
the contribution of dynamical ejections to
the runaway population is presently under-
estimated, (iii) other ejection mechanisms
exists and are presently overlooked, (iv)
the fast runaways might be easier to de-
tect since they likely move away from their
gas-rich birth environment (leading to typi-
cally lower extinction, Maíz Apellániz et al.
2018), (v) the velocities of observed O type
runaways are overestimated (cf. Sec. 3.8.1),
or any combination of the previous.

Since vdis ' v
pre−CC
2 ∝ v

pre−CC
orb ∝ Jorb,

with Jorb orbital angular momentum, to
shift the peak of the velocity distribution in
Fig. 3.5 from ∼6 km s−1 to vdis & 30 km s−1,
the binaries would need to lose about five times more orbital angular momentum during the
evolution before the collapse of the primary. This discrepancy deserves to be revisited once
the runaway fraction can be evaluated from the homogeneous Gaia datasets. If the contribu-
tion from dynamical ejections can robustly be quantified, the population of runaways might
provide new constraints on the mass and angular momentum losses during mass transfer in
binaries.

A mechanism to remove angular momentum and mass from the binary presently not
included in our population are eruptive mass loss events for which there is growing evidence
from early observations of SNe (e.g., Khazov et al. 2016). Such mass loss events might be
much more common than previously thought. One possible physical cause for these event

11We neglect here that D is the disruption fraction including also binaries with no MS stars at the pre-CC stage
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are gravity waves excited by late shell burning depositing energy at the base of the envelope
(Quataert & Shiode 2012; Fuller 2017; Fuller & Ro 2018). It is possible that the mechanism
driving these mass loss events might also result in pre-CC binary interactions which might
significantly change the pre-CC orbit. SN-impostor events happening earlier in the evolution
might also lead to similar effects on the orbital evolution, which we presently do not model.

Another speculative possibility to increase the angular momentum losses could be mag-
netic braking. If non conservative mass transfer can simultaneously generate a magnetic field
and eject some mass from the system, this might result in torques on the binary much larger
than we consider here.

3.8.3 How to identify walkaway stars

The velocity dispersion of OB stars in our Galaxy is .10 km s−1 (e.g., Blaauw 1956; Gies
1987; TT98; Hoogerwerf et al. 2001), and it is typically lower for OB associations (de Brui-
jne 1999; Steenbrugge et al. 2003; Kiminki & Smith 2018). We emphasize also that the ve-
locity dispersion increases going from samples of OB stars in clusters, in associations, and in
the field (Gies 1987). The average velocity of ejected secondaries is typically higher than this
value (cf. Tab. 3.1), and if considering only the post-binary interaction secondaries (i.e., re-
moving all the ejected secondaries from very wide and non-interacting binaries, cf. dashed
distributions in Fig. 3.5) it increases further, especially for Mdis ≥ 7.5 M�. Therefore, the
companions ejected after a mass transfer episode might form a distinct population in the
Gaia data. Moreover, regardless of their previous history, the walkaway and runaway stars
from binary disruptions do not need to follow the local Galactic rotation curve, and their
motion can bring them to locations in which they are more easily observed (e.g., Boubert &
Evans 2018; Maíz Apellániz et al. 2018).

Tetzlaff et al. (2011), following Stone (1991), proposed to fit the velocity distribution of
young (. 50 Myr) stars within 3 Kpc of the Solar neighborhood using two Maxwellians: one
for the “low-velocity” (v . 30 km s−1) and one for the “high-velocity” group. Our findings
suggest that ∼10% of the O-stars in the low velocity group might still be the result of binary
disruptions.

Because of the binary interactions taking place before the first CC, these stars carry obser-
vational signatures which might make them recognizable even if they do not stand out from
a kinematic point of view. For instance, if there is a mass transfer phase during the previous
binary evolution, the ejected star will be spun up (e.g., Packet 1981; Pols et al. 1991; Bou-
bert & Evans 2018) and possibly chemically polluted with He-rich and/or N-rich material
(e.g., Blaauw 1993). Mass transfer might also be responsible for the presence of strong mag-
netic fields, (e.g., Schneider et al. 2016). These features should in principle leave observable
signatures in the spectra of these stars (e.g., Maíz Apellániz et al. 2018). However, the ef-
fects of the metallicity gradient in the radial direction of the Galaxy complicates the spectral
identification of binary products, as pointed out by McEvoy et al. (2017).

Characterizing the population of stars ejected from isolated binary disruptions is neces-
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sary to reduce the number of false positive detections of hypervelocity stars in current and
upcoming astrometric catalogues (e.g., Marchetti et al. 2017).

Stars ejected by a successful SN explosion recently (i.e., less time ago than the lifetime of
the SN remnant) can be connected to the SN location, and the associated NS can sometimes
also be found. Assuming a typical visible lifetime of the SN remnant of τSNR ' 104 years, the
typical distance traveled by an ejected companion is of order D ≡ vdis×τSNR ' 0.1 pc. There-
fore runaways, but especially walkaways are expected to still reside within the SN remnant
while it is still observable. This strategy has been successfully applied to search for runaways
by van den Bergh (1980); Guseinov et al. (2005); Tetzlaff et al. (2013, 2014); Dinçel et al.
(2015); Boubert et al. (2017b). Kerzendorf et al. (2017) also used the predicted kinematics of
disrupted binaries to search for companions of the star that exploded producing the supernova
remnant Cas A. Tetzlaff et al. (2011) also suggested that, with precise astrometry, it might
be possible to relate the ejected companion to the remnant of the companion up to ∼5 Myr
after the SN explosion, provided that the compact remnant of the former companion is visible
(e.g., as a pulsar).

The results of Banerjee et al. (2012) and Perets & Šubr (2012) suggest there might be
a spatial distinction between dynamically ejected stars and post-binary runaways and walk-
aways. Dynamical interactions in a cluster are most efficient early in the cluster evolution
(e.g., Oh & Kroupa 2016), well before the first stellar CC event happens. Moreover, the me-
dian velocity of cluster ejection is higher than the typical walkaway velocity: Banerjee et al.
(2012) derived a median velocity of dynamically ejected stars of 50 km s−1 after 3 Myr of
evolution. This value is significantly higher than what we find from binary disruptions. The
combination of these two effects would suggest that walkaways and runaways from binary
disruptions would generally be closer to their parent cluster than dynamically ejected stars.
However, this simplistic prediction is complicated by the fact that binaries can eject stars
from the parent cluster outskirts, while most dynamical interactions produce runaways from
the center of the cluster. Another complication is the possible ejection of stars as tidal tails in
a cluster merger process, (e.g., Lucas et al. 2018).

Evans & Massey (2015) and Neugent et al. (2018) have reported the first discovery of ex-
traGalactic post-MS massive runaways. They reported the observation of a red super giant in
M31 and a yellow super giant in the SMC, respectively. They inferred peculiar space veloc-
ities larger than ∼400 km s−1 and ∼150 km s−1 for these stars, and proposed a binary origin
at least for the yellow supergiant in the SMC. Our fiducial population can hardly reach such
high peculiar velocities, unless the velocity of the system as a whole binary itself was already
high. Even if these stars were ejected from a massive binary during their main sequence,
velocities in excess of a few hundred km s−1 are only marginally reached in our simulations
(cf. Fig. 3.5, Fig. 3.8, and Fig. B.2). If our present understanding or binary physics is correct,
this discrepancy might suggest a different ejection mechanism (or combination of mecha-
nisms) for these two stars. Evans & Massey (2015) also report that vast majority of O/B stars
and red super giant stars in the Milky-Way have radial velocities lower than ∼ 70 km s−1, in
very good agreement with our results.
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3.8.4 X-ray binaries and gravitational wave sources

Binaries remaining bound after the CC of the primary are a minority. Selecting from our
results only bound systems consisting of a BH and a MS star, we obtain the systemic velocity
distributions for BH binaries with different BH kick scenarios (see right panel of Fig. 3.11).
Gaia will give astrometric constraints on the 19 known BH X-ray binary in the Galaxy: if the
effect of the Galactic potential can be singled out from these data, the comparison with our
distribution might shed light onto the typical amplitude of BH kicks (e.g., Fragos et al. 2009;
Repetto et al. 2012; Fragos et al. 2013; Mandel 2016).

The binaries surviving the first CC can become X-ray sources if their separation is short
enough for the compact object to accrete during the subsequent evolution. For all our natal
kick assumptions, the post-CC separation peaks at ∼ 300 R�, and most bound system have
separations smaller than ∼ 500 R�, indicating that the majority of the systems remaining
bound will become X-ray sources, and potentially even go through a common envelope evo-
lution phase because of the large mass ratio between the compact object and the secondary
star (which has accreted mass, cf. Sec. 3.3).

However, observed X-ray sources more likely have relatively short orbital periods, or, in
other words, the energy released at the CC of the first star did not widen significantly the
binary and instead contributed mostly to the kinetic energy of the system. This could mean
that the observed sample of Galactic BH X-ray binaries is biased towards the high velocity
tail of our distributions.

System that might become X-ray sources have systemic velocities of a few tens of km s−1,
and since the secondary star is also an accretor and rejuvenated, they are able to travel a
distance comparable to 〈Lwalk〉. This can also change their contribution as feedback engines
(e.g., Justham & Schawinski 2012; Fragos et al. 2013).

If a bound system is not disrupted by the first CC and does not merge during the evolution
of the secondary star, it is less likely to be disrupted by the second CC (e.g., Stevenson et al.
2017; O’Shaughnessy et al. 2017), and therefore more likely to become a gravitational wave
source (if the separation is small enough). This is because the impact of the kick on the
orbit scales as vk/vorb, and the orbit of bound systems is likely to shrink during the evolution
after the first CC: the donor star needs to become less massive than the compact object for
the system to widen as described in Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 3.4. We also emphasize that typically
RLOF has a larger impact than stellar winds on the orbital separation.

3.8.5 Runaways and walkaways as feedback engines

The large majority of binary systems are disrupted at the first CC (with a few notable excep-
tions, see also Sec. 3.6): systems that can become X-ray sources and/or gravitational wave
sources are the exception rather than the rule. The constraints on binary evolution coming
from the much more common evolutionary path should be considered together with those
coming from the more rare channels.
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Because of their motion, both walkaways and runaways can reach significant distances
from their birth location, see Tab. 3.1 and Fig. 3.6. The typical distances traveled by the
ejected secondaries (cf. Fig. 3.6) are sufficient to get massive stars out of their parent cluster
or association, but only the fastest runaways would get beyond the thick disk in our Galaxy,
especially if considering the distribution of relative inclinations between the trajectories of
the stars and the disk itself. As noted by Boubert & Evans (2018), this introduces a bias in
observed samples that favors the detection of the fastest runaways.

The motion of the ejected stars effectively spreads the massive stars and their (possible)
SN explosions in a larger volume, enhancing their impact on the composition of galaxies
(more efficient mixing of nuclear yields), on the ionization of their surroundings (enhanced
escape fraction, e.g. Conroy & Kratter 2012; Kimm & Cen 2014; Ma et al. 2016), but it might
possibly decrease the efficiency of their mechanical feedback because of the lower density of
the surrounding gas. The large number of walkaways formed per each runaway R suggests
that walkaway stars might change massive stars feedback more significantly than the faster
runaways, although they cannot reach as far out as the latter because of their lower velocity.

As a consequence of the typical evolutionary scenario described in Sec. 3.3, the first CC
event in a typical binary system will result either in a stripped SN or a failed SN with little
or no electromagnetic signature. The second CC will instead be from the accretor star, which
could again result in a SN Ib/Ic (if the star becomes a Wolf-Rayet because of its own stellar
wind), but, because of the IMF and the possibly non-fully conservative accretion rate, the
secondary is more likely to remain H-rich until its CC. As already pointed out by Eldridge
et al. (2011), this suggests that stripped SNe should preferentially happen in star forming
regions, while type II SN should show a larger spatial spread (because of the motion of the
ejected star).

In this study, we did not consider the effects of the background cluster and/or Galactic
potential on the motion of the ejected secondaries. These can in principle be used as test
particles to probe the potential itself, and consequently allow for testing the local and/or
Galactic dark matter distribution (e.g., Rossi et al. 2014; Marchetti et al. 2017).

While runaways have peculiar kinematic characteristics that make them recognizable,
walkaway stars might more easily be mistaken for genuine single stars. Especially for masses
larger than 7.5 M� and velocities larger than vdis & 20 km s−1, the walkaways and runaways
accrete mass before being ejected. Therefore, the disruption of binaries can pollute observed
samples of present-day single stars with binary evolution by-products populating the field of
the Galaxy (Gvaramadze et al. 2012; de Mink et al. 2014).

As an example, the runaway star ζ Puppis has been considered to be a canonical O-type
star (e.g., Ramiaramanantsoa et al. 2018), and it was used to calibrate the free parameters in
the Castor et al. (1975) (CAK) theory of stellar winds (Pauldrach et al. 1994) widely applied
to model single stars. However, this object is likely to be an accretor ejected from a binary,
(van Rensbergen et al. 1996; Ramiaramanantsoa et al. 2018).

Massive walkaway stars ejected from a binary might also appear in isolation. The origin
of massive stars observed in isolation is an open problem: did they form in isolation? or
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could they possibly have reached that location, if ejected from a binary? Bestenlehner et al.
(2011) identify an isolated ∼ 150 M� star (VFTS682) in the 30 Doradus field. Such a massive
object is unlikely to be the result of a binary disruption, but might have been ejected from
the massive young cluster R136. Bestenlehner et al. (2011) suggest that if this star was not
ejected from this cluster, it might be a direct indication of isolated star formation. Walkaway
massive stars can pose similar problems if not recognized as rejuvenated binary products.

This might also connect to the evolutionary path of luminous blue variable (LBV) stars.
These are massive stars that experience extreme and yet unexplained outbursts of mass loss.
In the classical picture of massive stellar evolution (so-called Conti scenario), LBVs are an
intermediate evolutionary stage between O-type and Wolf-Rayet stars, during which the bulk
of the H-rich envelope is lost (e.g., Conti 1975; Maeder & Conti 1994; Maeder 1996). How-
ever, Smith & Tombleson (2015) pointed out that LBV and LBV-candidates are farther from
the nearest O-type star than Wolf-Rayet stars, and suggested that LBVs might be rejuve-
nated products of binary evolution12 (accretors or merger products). The follow-up study
of Aghakhanlootakanloo et al. (2017) suggested that partial rejuvenation during mass trans-
fer coupled to a walkaway (or runaway) velocity might be sufficient to explain the isolation
observed by Smith & Tombleson (2015).

3.9 Summary and conclusion
We have carried out a suite of numerical simulations to provide predictions for the kinemat-
ics and properties of massive stars ejected from binary systems disrupted by the supernova
explosion of the companion star. Our aim with this study was three-fold: (i) identify which
theoretical predictions are robust against model uncertainties and discuss their astrophysi-
cal implications (ii) investigate theoretically which uncertain physical processes affect the
kinematics of the population of unbound stars in such a way that their imprints would be
observable and (iii) provide a framework of models that can be used for comparison against
observations or as input for other simulations.

We summarize our main findings below. When we quote percentages or fractions, the
error bars given indicate the maximum variations that we encountered in our model variations
for different physical assumptions (excluding the unphysical variation with zero natal kicks
for all newly born compact objects).

• Nearly a quarter, 22+26
−8 %, of all binary systems with at least one star more massive

initially than 7.5M� merges prior to the explosion of the first star (see Fig. 3.4 and
Tab. 3.1).

• The large majority of binary systems are disrupted at the moment of core collapse of
the first star, D = 86+11

−22% in our simulations, consistent with earlier studies. This pre-
diction is robust against variations in the treatment of the evolutionary and interaction

12This idea has also been questioned by Humphreys et al. (2016); Davidson et al. (2016), see also Smith (2016).
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processes, but it is sensitive to the choices concerning the natal kicks of neutron stars
and black holes.

• The disruption of the binary system produces an unbound stellar companion. Remark-
ably, we find that these events only rarely produce runaway stars (i.e.,stars with peculiar
motions larger than 30 km s−1). The velocity distribution peaks at ∼ 6 km s−1, with a
90th percentile around 20km s−1 well below the typical threshold for runaway stars.

• The slow-moving unbound companions, which we call walkaway stars, outnumber the
runaway stars by at least an order of magnitude in nearly all our models. This is a robust
outcome of the models and is primarily due to the reversal of the mass ratio prior to
the explosion as we show numerically and analytically. This finding has been noted in
earlier studies (e.g., De Donder et al. 1997; Eldridge et al. 2011), but we believe this
result (and its potential implications) is underappreciated.

• We also produce runaway stars but we rarely find them to be faster than 60 km s−1,
which corresponds to 98.9th percentile of our fiducial population. This is much lower
than the theoretical maximum set by the finite size of the stars and their orbit, which
is in the range 400–1000 km s−1 depending on their masses and evolutionary state.
We expect that stars with larger peculiar velocities result from dynamical ejections
from clusters, capture from another Galaxy, or (most exotically) interaction with an
intermediate mass or supermassive black hole.

• Isolated binary evolution produces a runaway fraction among stars more massive than
15 M� between 0.2 − 2.6%. None of the combination of parameters that we consider
produces a runaway fraction approaching the observed value of ∼10% for O-type stars.
This result is consistent with previously published theoretical studies (see also Ap-
pendix B.1), and might indicate that (i) the observed fraction of O-type stars that are
runaways is overestimated, possibly because of biases favoring the observation of fast
and isolated massive stars or because of the difficulties in defining the frame of ref-
erence in which to measure the velocity, or (ii) contrary to previous claims, it is not
correct that the majority of observed O-type runaways come from the disruption of
binaries, or (iii) massive binary evolution models are lacking some physical process al-
lowing them to produce short pre-collapse orbits which would result in faster ejection
velocities if disrupted.

• We find a mild trend for runaway stars to be faster and more common at lower metal-
licity, caused by the fact that stars are on average smaller and the reduced effects of
stellar winds. Gaia should in principle be able to test these predictions by identifying
the fastest runaway stars in the Magellanic clouds. In our most metal poor simulations
for Z = 0.0002, which may have relevance for the earliest stellar populations, we find
five times more runaway stars with masses larger than 7.5 M�, if we keep all other
assumptions for the initial distributions the same. The sensitivity of our results to the
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3.9 Summary and conclusion

assumed metallicity also suggests that binary evolution might create systematic trends
in the stellar feedback with metallicity and galaxy size.

• Both runaways and walkaways typically accrete mass from their companion prior to
the disruption, This is especially true for those more massive than 7.5 M� at the time
they are ejected. They typically also gain angular momentum and nuclearly processed
material in the process. These features might make walkaway stars recognizable as
binary products even if they do not stand out from a kinematic point of view. Their
further evolution and structure may also differ from that of non-rotating single stars, as
has been speculated in the context of the LBV phenomenon.

• We suggest that the high mass tail of the runaway mass function could provide insight
on the formation mechanism of black holes from the core-collapse of the primary star,
and in particular on whether these receive a “velocity” or a “momentum” kick. So
far, studies have focused on the surviving X-ray binaries, but we propose using their
unbound counterparts since they are more common and should be identified by Gaia.

• By ejecting secondaries, the disruption of binaries can enhance the role of massive
stars as feedback engines. The average distance they travel, calculated neglecting any
external potential, is of order & 100 pc, and up to & 500 pc if considering only the
faster runaways. These values suggest that both runaways and walkaways can exit
the dust cloud embedding their birth location, thus changing the escape fraction for
their ionizing radiation. If they are massive enough, the ejected star will explode far
from other stars and gas overdensities, with potential implications for the driving of
turbulence and star formation.

The results for each parameter variation are available online13 at the CDS.
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Abstract

How very massive stars form is still an open question in astrophysics. VFTS682 is among the most massive stars
known, with an inferred initial mass of &150 M�. It is located in 30 Doradus at a projected distance of 29 pc from
the central cluster R136. Its apparent isolation led to two hypotheses: either it formed in relative isolation or it
was ejected dynamically from the cluster. We investigate the kinematics of VFTS682 as obtained by Gaia and
Hubble Space Telescope astrometry. We derive a projected velocity relative to the cluster of 38 ± 17km s−1 (1σ
confidence interval). Although the error bars are substantial, two independent measures suggest that VFTS682 is a
runaway ejected from the central cluster. This hypothesis is further supported by a variety of circumstantial clues.
The central cluster is known to harbor other stars more massive than 150 M� of similar spectral type and recent
astrometric studies on VFTS16 and VFTS72 provide direct evidence that the cluster can eject some of its most
massive members, in agreement with theoretical predictions. If future data confirm the runaway nature, this would
make VFTS682 the most massive runaway star known to date.
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4 Space astrometry of the very massive ∼150 M� candidate runaway star VFTS682

4.1 Introduction

How massive stars form is one of the major longstanding questions in astrophysics (e.g.,
Zinnecker & Yorke 2007). Obtaining clues from observations is challenging, because mas-
sive stars are intrinsically rare, evolve fast, typically reside in dense groups, and remain
enshrouded in their parent cloud during the entirety of the formation process. Important
progress has been made on the theoretical side, (e.g. Bate 2009; Kuiper et al. 2015; Rosen
et al. 2016), but the simulations remain challenging.

It has been proposed that most, if not all, stars form in clusters (Lada & Lada 2003, and
references therein). In this picture, field stars are primarily the result of the dissolution of
dense groups. However, a small but significant population of massive stars exists in relative
isolation, far from dense clusters or OB associations and their origin remains a matter of de-
bate (Gvaramadze et al. 2012; Lamb et al. 2016; Ward & Kruijssen 2018). One hypothesis
to explain the population of relatively isolated massive stars is that they formed in the field
(e.g., Parker & Goodwin 2007). Another hypothesis is that these massive stars were ejected
from the clusters in which they formed. Such ejections may result from dynamical interac-
tions (e.g., Poveda et al. 1967) or from the disruption of binary systems at the death of the
companion star (e.g., Blaauw 1961; Renzo et al. 2019a).

One of the most extreme examples that has been considered in this debate is the very
massive star VFTS682 (Bestenlehner et al. 2011; Bressert et al. 2012). This star is located
in the field of the 30 Doradus (30Dor) region in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) and was
studied as part of the multi-epoch spectroscopic VLT-FLAMES Tarantula Survey (VFTS,
Evans et al. 2011). It is a hydrogen-rich Wolf-Rayet star of spectral type WNh5. Spectral
analysis and comparison with evolutionary models lead to an inferred present-day mass of
137.8+27.5

−15.9 M� corresponding to an initial mass of 150.0+28.7
−17.4 M� (Schneider et al. 2018a). This

makes VFTS682 one of the most massive stars known and one of the most extreme objects in
the region. From the spectral point of view, it is reminiscent of the very massive stars in the
core of the R136 cluster (de Koter et al. 1997; Crowther et al. 2010, 2016). In particular, a
remarkable similarity exists between the spectra of VFTS682 and R136a3 (Rubio-Díez et al.
2017).

VFTS682 stands out by its relative isolation at a projected distance of 119.4 arcseconds,
corresponding to 29 pc, from the star cluster R136. Bestenlehner et al. (2011) considered two
possible explanations for the offset: either the star formed in situ as an isolated massive star,
or it was ejected from R136. N-body simulations indicate that the dynamical ejection of very
massive stars like VFTS682 is expected (e.g. Fujii & Portegies Zwart 2011; Banerjee et al.
2012). The capability of a young cluster to eject a large number of (very) massive stars is
supported by the recent findings of proper motion studies (e.g., Lennon et al. 2018; Drew
et al. 2018).

Platais et al. (2015, 2018) analyzed multi-epoch Hubble Space Telescope (HST) photom-
etry and identified 10 stars likely ejected from R136. Lennon et al. (2018) investigated the
kinematics of isolated O-type stars in the region using the second Gaia data release (DR2,
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Table 4.1: Stellar parameters of VFTS682.

Parameter Units Value Ref.

present day mass [M�] 137.8+27.5
−15.9 (1)

initial mass [M�] 150.0+28.7
−17.4 (1)

age [Myr] 1.0 ± 0.2 (1)

mass loss rate log10(Ṁ/[M� yr−1]) −4.1 ± 0.2 (2)

The quoted uncertainties are statistical, and do not include systematic effects in the modeling.

(1) Schneider et al. (2018a) (2) Bestenlehner et al. (2011)

Gaia Collaboration 2016a; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) and showed that the proper motion,
postion and direction of the ∼100M� star VFTS16 is consistent with a runaway origin from
R136. They found a less clear case for VFTS72, and in both cases some tension between the
kinematic age of these stars and their apparent age remains.

In this paper we present an analysis of the new kinematic constraints for VFTS682 pro-
vided by Gaia DR2 and constraints from HST proper motions by Platais et al. (2018). We
discuss the implications of the hypothesis that VFTS682 is a runaway star ejected from R136.

4.2 Observations

The WNh5 star VFTS682, located at right ascension (RA) 05h38m55.510s and declination
(DEC) -69o04’26.72” (J2000), was observed as part of the multi-epoch, spectroscopic VFTS
campaign covering λ4000–7000 (Evans et al. 2011). Bestenlehner et al. (2011) analyzed the
spectra to infer the stellar parameters and measured a visual extinction of AV = 4.45 ± 0.12,
implying a luminosity of log10(L/L�) = 6.5±0.2, making this one of the most luminous stars
in the region. The absence of periodic radial velocity (RV) variations suggests that the star
is unlikely to have close companions (Bestenlehner et al. 2011), unless the orbital inclination
is very high. Bayesian fits of the stellar parameters against evolutionary tracks (Brott et al.
2011; Köhler et al. 2015) using the BONNSAI code (Schneider et al. 2014, 2017) provide
estimates for the age, present mass and initial mass, see Tab. 4.1.

VFTS682 is not a bright X-ray point source. It was not detected in the Chandra survey of
Townsley et al. (2006), and shows a few counts in the deeper survey of Townsley et al. (2014).
The X-ray luminosity of VFTS682 is significantly lower than known massive binaries in the
region, which suggests the absence of colliding winds. These would be expected in the
presence of companions even for extreme mass ratios, given the large mass of VFTS682.

This star is also relatively isolated in the (near-)infrared. The nearest bright (near-)infrared
sources detected by Spitzer (Meixner et al. 2006) and resolved in the VISTA Magellanic
Clouds Survey (Cioni et al. 2011) are located at a distance of about 10 arcsecond, i.e. about
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4 Space astrometry of the very massive ∼150 M� candidate runaway star VFTS682

Table 4.2: Kinematics of VFTS682.

Parameter Units Value Ref.
Absolute position and position relative to R136

RAVFTS682 [degrees] 84.73136339876477 (1)
DECVFTS682 [degrees] -69.07411071794998 (1)
RAR136 [degrees] 84.6750 (2)
DECR136 [degrees] -69.1006 (2)
δRA [mas] 0.0547 (3, 5)
δDEC [mas] 0.0268 (3, 5)
d‖ [arcsec] 119.4 (3)
L‖ [pc] 29 (3)

Gaia absolute proper motion for VFTS682 and the region
µRA [ mas yr−1] 1.84 ± 0.07 (1)
µDEC [ mas yr−1] 0.79 ± 0.08 (1)
ρ (µRA, µDEC) 0.0226 (1)
〈µRA〉R136 [ mas yr−1] 1.74 ± 0.01 (4)
〈µDEC〉R136 [ mas yr−1] 0.70 ± 0.02 (4)

Gaia DR2 proper motion of VFTS682 relative to R136
δµRA [ mas yr−1] 0.10 ± 0.08 (1,6)
δµDEC [ mas yr−1] 0.08 ± 0.10 (1,6)
δµGaia [ mas yr−1] 0.13 ± 0.09 (1,6)
v2D [km s−1] 32 ± 21 (1,6)
θGaia [degrees] 14+36

−31 (1,6)
HST proper motion of VFTS682 relative to R136
δµRA,HST [ mas yr−1] 0.02 ± 0.10 (5)
δµDEC,HST [ mas yr−1] 0.19 ± 0.09 (5)
δµHST [ mas yr−1] 0.19 ± 0.09 (5)
v2D,HST [km s−1] 45 ± 21 (5)
θHST [degrees] −30+24

−51 (1,6)
Weighted average relative proper motion for VFTS682
δµRA,avg [ mas yr−1] 0.08 ± 0.07 (6)
δµDEC,avg [ mas yr−1] 0.14 ± 0.07 (6)
δµavg [ mas yr−1] 0.16 ± 0.07 (6)
v2D,avg [km s−1] 38 ± 17 (6)

Expected proper motion if ejected from R136 at age zero
v2D [km s−1] 29 ± 6 (3)
θ [degrees] ∼ 0

The error on the RA and DEC positions, are of order ∼0.01 mas yr−1 in Gaia DR2. Assuming a distance of 50 kpc,

1 mas yr−1 corresponds to 237km s−1. ρ(µRA, µDEC) is the correlation coefficient. The position angle θ is defined

such that θ = 0 for radial motion away from R136. We neglect the error bars on 〈µRA〉R136 and 〈µDEC〉R136 to

determine the uncertainty on θGaia. (1) Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018), (2) Hénault-Brunet et al. (2012),

(3) Bestenlehner et al. (2011), (4) Lennon et al. (2018), (5) Platais et al. (2018) and (6) this study.
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Fig. 4.1: Distribution of OB-type and Wolf-Rayet stars in proper motion relative to R136 (top panel) and proper
motion position angle (bottom panel), from Gaia DR2. Although VFTS682 is not an outlier, its relative proper
motion matches the value expected for an early dynamical ejection (see Sec. 4.3). In both panels, the dark blue
histograms contain 317 stars with error bars smaller than 0.1 mas yr−1 ' 25 km s−1 at 50 kpc and the lighter blue
histograms contain 36 stars with error bars smaller than 0.05 mas yr−1. The peak at θ ' π/2 in the bottom panel is
due to stars belonging to NGC2060.

2.4 pc. Walborn et al. (2013) speculate that these nearby young stars may represent a case of
star formation triggered by the wind of VFTS682.

The V-band light curve of VFTS682 shows variations at a ∼10% level on a timescale of
years, which is unusual for Wolf-Rayet stars and more typical for Luminous Blue Variable
(LBV) stars (Udalski et al. 2008; Bestenlehner et al. 2011). The source also shows a mid-
infrared excess (Gruendl & Chu 2009).

Estimates of the radial velocity are complicated by the variable, possibly inhomoge-
neous, optically thick wind typical of emission line stars. We therefore caution against over-
interpreting the existing radial velocities estimates. Bestenlehner et al. (2011) estimate a mass
loss rate of log10(Ṁ/[M� yr−1]) = −4.1±0.2, not accounting for the possible effect of clump-
ing. They estimate a RV of 300± 10km s−1 using the NV λ4944 line, which is offset from the
average radial velocity of the region of 270 ± 10km s−1. This was suggested as indicating a
runaway nature, but it is no proof of it. Bressert et al. (2012) note an offset between the RV
of the star and the nebular lines from the gas filaments in its vicinity. This is in line with the
expectation that the star was not formed in situ. Given these issues, we refrain from using the
RV measurements in this work, and focus on the velocities on the plane of the sky.

We adopt a distance to the LMC of 50 kpc. The error on the distance determination
is small (. 2%, Pietrzyński et al. 2013) and any possible offset in the radial direction be-
tween R136 or VFTS682 and the distance we adopted for the LMC is probably much smaller
(∼0.5%, e.g., Luks & Rohlfs 1992). These uncertainties are negligible compared to the errors
in the proper motion discussed below.
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4.2 Observations

4.2.1 Gaia astrometry for VFTS682

VFTS682 is identified with the source id 4657685637907503744 in the Gaia DR2 catalog1

as a 15.65 mag star in the G band (Gaia Collaboration 2016a,b). The number of visibility
periods, i.e., groups of observations separated from each other by at least four days, used in
the astrometric solution is seventeen. The reported astrometric excess noise is zero. These
values suggest that the Gaia DR2 data for VFTS682 are reliable.

Gaia provides absolute proper motions. To determine the proper motion relative to R136,
we follow Lennon et al. (2018) to define the motion of the local frame of reference using
the average proper motion of nearby stars with reliable astrometric data (see Tab. 4.2). They
selected bright (G < 17) stars within 0.05 degrees of R136 and exclude sources with proper
motion error bars greater than 0.1 mas yr−1 in both coordinates (see their Sect. 2.1). Using
this definition of the local frame, we compute the relative proper motion δµRA and δµDEC. We
also compute the total projected 2D velocity (v2D) and the angle θ between the direction of
motion and the vector connecting the center of R136 with the current position of VFTS682.
All kinematic quantities are provided in Tab. 4.2.

4.2.2 HST (WFC3/UVIS) astrometry for VFTS682

The 30 Dor region was targeted by a two-epoch photometric campaign with HST provid-
ing observations in the F775W filter in October 2011 and October 2014 (GO-12499; P.I.:
D. J. Lennon). Platais et al. (2015, 2018) analyzed the HST data to determine the relative
proper motions and identify candidate runaway stars. The brightest stars (V<14) are satu-
rated in the data set and have been excluded from the analysis. The high extinction around
VFTS682 makes it redder and fainter (V = 16.08, B − V = 0.58, Evans et al. 2011), hence
it has reasonably accurate HST astrometry with the WFC3/UVIS camera. This star did not
pass a full set of stringent conditions to be considered as a candidate runaway (Platais et al.
2018). In retrospect, VFTS682 may have been included in the list of likely OB runaway
stars, and it is identified with the ID source 330375 in their catalog. Therefore, their mea-
surements provide a useful complementary estimate of the proper motion of VFTS682 which
is independent from the Gaia data.

The HST study provides proper motions that are relative to the bulk motion of the majority
of the stars in the field of view. The full 30 Dor field is covered by different pointings and
there is some systematic distortion. However, even for stars far from 30 Dor the effect is
small, no more than 0.05 mas yr−1 across the whole 30 Dor field. The effect is much smaller
for stars close to the center of the field, such as VFTS 682 (Platais et al. 2018). We can
therefore use the relative proper motion (Tab. 4.2) as a good estimate for the proper motion
relative to R136.

1https://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR-3?-source=I/345/gaia2
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4 Space astrometry of the very massive ∼150 M� candidate runaway star VFTS682

4.3 The kinematics of VFTS682

The black points in Fig. 4.1 show the proper motion (top panel) and the projected flight
direction (bottom panel) relative to R136 of VFTS682 from Gaia DR2. Dynamical ejections
from the cluster should produce close to radial ejections, i.e. θ ' 0. The green vertical bands
highlight the expectations for these two quantities. The width in the top panel is determined
by the error bars on the star’s apparent age, and we assume a width of 45 degrees in the
bottom panel. For comparison, we also show the relative proper motion of VFTS16 and
VFTS72 (gray points), and the distribution in relative proper motion and flight direction for
all the VFTS OB-type and Wolf-Rayet stars with Gaia DR2 errors on the proper motion
components of less than 0.1 mas yr−1 (dark blue lines, including VFTS682), and less than
0.05 mas yr−1 (light hatched blue). Although the error bars are substantial and VFTS682 is
not an outlier compared to other OB-type and Wolf-Rayet stars, the agreement suggests that
the star is indeed a runaway as suggested by Bestenlehner et al. (2011).

Subtracting the mean motion of R136, we obtain relative proper motions (projected veloc-
ities) of δµGaia = 0.13±0.09 mas yr−1(32±21km s−1) and δµHS T = 0.19±0.09 mas yr−1(45±
21km s−1). Both values are consistent with each other, but also with no motion relative to
R136 within 2σ. The average (weighted with 1/σ2) of these two independent measurements
is δµavg = 0.16 ± 0.07 mas yr−1(38 ± 17km s−1).

Figure 4.2 shows the motion of VFTS682 relative to R136 projected on the sky. We also
show VFTS16 and VFTS72 (see Lennon et al. 2018). The yellow arrows are proportional
to the relative proper motion from Gaia DR2, the orange line illustrates the relative proper
motion from HST, and the red arrow shows the averaged result. The error cone on the direc-
tion of motion is illustrated by the corresponding extension in the direction opposite to the
motion, and we also show the most likely origin of the stars accounting for their apparent age
(0.7±0.1 Myr and 0.4+0.8

−0.4 Myr for VFTS16 and VFTS72, respectively Schneider et al. 2018a).
This figure illustrates that R136 is the most likely origin of these stars, although the large er-
ror bars prevent a robust identification for VFTS682, and there is some tension between the
apparent age and the present day distance from the cluster core for VFTS16 and VFTS72
(Lennon et al. 2018). We note that VFTS72 has a small radial velocity, while VFTS16 (and
possibly VFTS682) has a large peculiar radial velocity, and therefore accurate distances along
the line of sight are needed to constrain the flight direction in three dimensions.

Assuming VFTS682 indeed originates from R136, we can calculate its kinematic age as:

τkin =
d‖
δµavg

'
119.4 arcsec
0.16 mas yr−1 ' 0.7 ± 0.3 Myr , (4.1)

where d‖ = 119.4 arcsec is the angular distance from VFTS682 to the core of the cluster
(Bestenlehner et al. 2011). The kinematic age τkin is consistent with an early ejection from the
cluster (see Tab. 4.1). In summary, both Gaia and HST relative proper motions are consistent
with the dynamical ejection of VFTS682 from the cluster, although we cannot confidently
rule out the hypothesis of in situ formation.
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4.4 Discussion

Based on our results, we consider that VFTS682 is potentially the most massive runaway
known to date, with a two-dimensional projected velocity with respect to R136 of 38 ±
17km s−1 (taking a weighted average of Gaia DR2 and HST results). Due to the large er-
ror bars, this result will need to be revisited with future astrometric data.

If confirmed, isolated star formation is not required to explain the isolation of VFTS682.
Its proper motion suggests that it was ejected from the cluster R136 0.7± 0.3 Myr ago, which
is compatible with the evolutionary age of the star. If the cluster age (. 2 Myr, Crowther
et al. 2010; Sabbi et al. 2012) is indeed smaller than the shortest stellar lifetime (∼3 Myr,
Brott et al. 2011; Köhler et al. 2015; Zapartas et al. 2017a), the ejection of VFTS682 from
the disruption of a massive binary by a supernova is excluded. The kinematic age we infer is
smaller than the kinematic age of ∼1.5 Myr for VFTS16 found in Lennon et al. (2018), which
indicates that VFTS682 was ejected later than VFTS16, and potentially later than VFTS72
too.

If the star were ejected dynamically, its isolation makes it an ideal target to constrain the
stellar physics of stars with masses well above ∼100 M� in the inner cluster, while avoiding
crowding issues. Moreover, its exceptionally large mass raises the question of which stars
must populate the core of the cluster. N-body dynamics typically ejects the least massive star
among those interacting (although the dynamical ejection fraction increases with mass be-
cause of mass segregation, e.g., Banerjee et al. 2012). Just based on the kinematic properties
of VFTS682, we would expect several stars with initial masses larger than ∼150 M� in the
cluster R136, as it is observed.

The N-body simulations of Banerjee et al. (2012) suggest that VFTS682 was ejected from
R136. They demonstrated that the cluster potential does not significantly change the velocity
of the star after the ejection. To eject such a massive object, the cluster is expected to have
produced a large number of massive runaways, and their simulation suggest a significant inci-
dence of (dynamically driven) stellar mergers both in the cluster and among the stars ejected.
Indeed, several isolated massive stars are observed in the region (Evans et al. 2010; Lennon
et al. 2018), some with known large radial velocities and/or proper motion. A comprehen-
sive study of the kinematic properties of all the massive stars surrounding R136 could shed
light on whether some can be unequivocally identified as merger products, but also on the
initial conditions for the cluster dynamics (e.g., Oh & Kroupa 2016), and whether it formed
via a monolithic collapse, or as a (potentially ongoing) merger of several sub-structures (e.g.,
Sabbi et al. 2012).

Also Fujii & Portegies Zwart (2011) suggest that early in the evolution of a cluster, dy-
namical interactions form an extremely massive binary, which then tightens its orbit by eject-
ing other stars. The spectral similarities between VFTS682 and stars in the core of R136
are in agreement with this “bully binary” model. Interpreting the kinematics of VFTS682
through the lens of their simulations suggests the presence of a close binary with total mass
M1 + M2 & 300 M� in the core of the cluster. The difference between the cluster age and the
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kinematic age of VFTS682 puts an upper limit to the timescale to form the “bully binary” in
R136 of ∼1.3 Myr. Such a binary might be a candidate for a dynamically formed progenitor
system of a binary black-hole, provided that stars this massive can avoid a pair-instability
supernova (e.g., Rakavy & Shaviv 1967) at LMC metallicity (see also Langer et al. 2007;
Woosley 2017). Similarly, the final fate of VFTS682 could be either a pair-instability super-
nova without compact remnant formation, or collapse to a black hole. The amount of mass
loss of these stars will determine their final core mass and thus their final fate (e.g., Vink
2015).

VFTS682 is potentially the most massive runaway known to date, and its ejection from
the cluster R136 likely implies that it is only the “tip of the iceberg” of massive runaways
in the region. Studies of this population, enabled by recent and future observations will put
constraints on the evolution of these stars, together with the formation and evolution of the
central cluster itself.
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Abstract

Pair-instability and pulsational pair-instability supernovae (PPISN) have not been unambiguously observed so far.
They are, however, promising candidates for the progenitors of the heaviest binary black hole (BBH) mergers de-
tected. If these BBHs are the product of binary evolution, then PPISNe could occur in very close binaries. Motivated
by this, we discuss the implications of a PPISN happening with a close binary companion, and what impact these
events have on the formation of merging BBHs through binary evolution. For this, we have computed a set of
models of metal-poor (Z�/10) single helium stars using the MESA software instrument. For PPISN progenitors with
pre-pulse masses > 50M� we find that, after a pulse, heat deposited throughout the layers of the star that remain
bound cause it to expand to more than 100R� for periods of 102 − 104 yrs depending on the mass of the progenitor.
This results in long-lived phases of Roche-lobe overflow or even common-envelope events if there is a close binary
companion, leading to additional electromagnetic transients associated to PPISN eruptions. If we ignore the effect
of these interactions, we find that mass loss from PPISNe reduces the final black hole spin by ∼ 30%, induces eccen-
tricities below the threshold of detectability of the LISA observatory, and can produce a double-peaked distribution
of measured chirp masses in BBH mergers observed by ground-based detectors.
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5.1 Introduction

The production of electron-positron pairs in the cores of very massive stars has long been
proposed to cause their collapse before oxygen is depleted in their cores, leading to a ther-
monuclear explosion (Fowler & Hoyle 1964; Rakavy & Shaviv 1967). Stars with helium
cores between MHe ∼ 60 − 130M� (corresponding to zero-age main-sequence masses be-
tween ∼ 140−260M� for non-rotating stars without mass-loss) are expected to be completely
disrupted by this event, with the higher mass progenitors possibly being observable as super-
luminous supernovae (SNe) owing to nickel yields of up to tens of solar masses (Heger &
Woosley 2002). Less massive stars, with helium core masses in the range of MHe ∼ 30−60M�
(zero-age main-sequence masses ∼ 70 − 140M�), are also expected to become unstable but
produce instead a series of energetic pulses and mass ejections before finally collapsing to
a black hole (BH, Fraley 1968; Woosley 2017). These two types of events are referred to
as pair-instability supernovae (PISN) and pulsational pair-instability supernovae (PPISN) re-
spectively. Stars with cores in excess of MHe ∼ 130M� are also predicted to become unstable,
but energy losses due to photodisintegration of heavy elements prevent a thermonuclear ex-
plosion and allow the formation of a BH (Woosley & Weaver 1982; Bond et al. 1982; Heger
& Woosley 2002). Although no observed SN has been conclusively identified to be either
a PISN or a PPISN, theoretical models consistently predict these transients, with physi-
cal uncertainties such as rotation (Chatzopoulos & Wheeler 2012a) or nuclear reaction rates
(Takahashi 2018) only shifting the mass ranges listed above.

Various potential candidate events from hydrogen-rich SNe have been observed. OGLE-
2014-SN-073 is one such PISN candidate, with a derived ejecta mass of 60+45

−16M� and a nickel
mass > 0.47±0.02M� (Terreran et al. 2017). SN 2006gy on the other hand has been proposed
to be powered by the collision of ejected shells in a PPISN (Woosley et al. 2007). This is also
the case for iPTF14hls, as its light curve exhibits multiple peaks and a high brightness for
more than 600 days (Arcavi et al. 2017b, see Woosley 2018 for a discussion on potential
progenitors). Regarding hydrogen-poor events, the type I superluminous SNe SN 2007bi has
been suggested to be the product of a PISN with a nickel yield > 3M� (Gal-Yam et al. 2009).
Another type I superluminous event, iPTF16eh produced a light-echo on a shell of material
ejected ∼ 32 years prior to explosion (Lunnan et al. 2018), making it a prime candidate
for a PPISN. Upcoming transient surveys such as the ZTF (Bellm 2014; Smith et al. 2014)
and the LSST (LSST Science Collaboration et al. 2009) will detect similar events in large
numbers, providing vital information to establish or discard their origin as pair-instability
driven transients (although note that the light echo of iPTF16eh was detected through flash-
spectroscopy, and would be missed by photometric surveys).

In this context, the detection of merging binary BHs (BBHs) by the advanced LIGO
(aLIGO) and Virgo (aVirgo) detectors (LVC 2016b) can provide indirect evidence of the
existence of PISNe and PPISNe. If these sources are formed via stellar binary evolution
in the field, PISN are expected to produce a clear gap in the observed masses of merging
BBHs (Belczynski et al. 2014; Marchant et al. 2016). PPISN are expected to widen this gap,
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as BH progenitors just below the PISN threshold can lose more than 10M� before collapse
(Woosley 2017). Given the sensitivity of the aLIGO detectors and the reported BBH mergers
at the time, Fishbach & Holz (2017) showed there was an indication of an upper mass cutoff

of ∼ 40M�, consistent with models of field binary evolution which include both PISN and
PPISN (Belczynski et al. 2016b; Spera & Mapelli 2017). The recent release of the first
Gravitational Wave Transient Catalog by the LIGO-Virgo collaboration includes a total of
10 BBH merger detections (LVC 2018b), and strongly favours a dearth of BH masses above
45M� (LVC 2018a).

Theoretical work to explain the formation of merging compact objects was driven at first
by the discovery of the Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar (Hulse & Taylor 1975). Common envelope
(CE) evolution, which had been proposed by Paczynski (1976) as the formation mechanism
of cataclysmic variables, was invoked by van den Heuvel (1976) to reduce the orbital sepa-
rations of wide massive binaries and produce close binary neutron stars. As it was realized
that the Hulse-Taylor pulsar would coalesce due to gravitational wave (GW) emission, pop-
ulation synthesis studies were done to understand the rate of such events in the context of
CE evolution (Clark et al. 1979). More than a decade later, CE evolution was also proposed
to form merging BBHs (Tutukov & Yungelson 1993), and that BBH mergers would be the
dominant sources detectable by ground-based GW observatories (Lipunov et al. 1997, see
Dominik et al. 2012 and Belczynski et al. 2016a for more recent work).

Various additional channels have been put forward to explain the origin of merging BBHs.
In very close binaries, efficient rotational mixing has been predicted to lead to merging BBHs,
as chemically homogeneous evolution (CHE) prevents the expansion of a star during its main
sequence (Maeder & Meynet 1987) and allows for an initially compact binary to remain so
until BH formation (Mandel & de Mink 2016; Marchant et al. 2016; de Mink & Mandel
2016a). BBHs can also be formed through dynamical interactions in dense environments
(Kulkarni et al. 1993; Sigurdsson & Hernquist 1993), with large systems such as globular
clusters producing BBHs compact enough to merge (Portegies Zwart & McMillan 2000a).
Other scenarios include formation in triple star systems (c.f. Thompson 2011; Antonini et al.
2014, 2017) and AGN disks (Bartos et al. 2017; Stone et al. 2017).

The objective of this work is to study the implications of PPISNe occurring with nearby
binary companions, and what effects the pulses have on the resulting BHs that could be
observed through the detection of GWs in BBH mergers. To do this, we perform detailed
simulations of the formation of BHs from single helium stars undergoing PPISN. These are
appropriate to model BBHs formed through binary evolution, including the CE and CHE
channels, where each star is expected to become hydrogen poor at its surface before BH
formation. In Sec. 5.2 we describe our methods and present our PPISN models in Sec. 8.3.
In Sec. 5.4 we discuss how the presence of a nearby companion can affect the occurrence
of a PPISN while in Sec. 5.5 we describe how PPISNe affect the observable properties of a
merging BBH. We conclude with a discussion of our results in Sec. 8.4. All our models are
available for download at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1211427, including the input files to
perform these simulations, machine readable tables, and movies for each of our simulations.
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5 PPISN in very close binaries

5.2 Methods

We compute a set of non-rotating models of helium stars at a metallicity of Z�/10, defining
Z� = 0.0142 as the proto-solar abundance reported by Asplund et al. (2009). Our simula-
tions are computed using version 11123 of the MESA software instrument for stellar evolution
(Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015, 2018). Radiative opacities are computed using tables from
the OPAL project (Iglesias & Rogers 1996a). Convective regions are determined using the
Ledoux criterion and convective energy transport and mixing is modelled using a prescrip-
tion for time-dependent convection which we describe in Appendix C.1. Regions that are
stable according to the Ledoux criterion but unstable according to the Schwarzschild crite-
rion undergo semiconvective mixing, which we model following Langer et al. (1983) with an
efficiency parameter of αsc = 1. Overshooting from convective boundaries is modelled using
exponential overshooting (Herwig 2000) with a parameter f = 0.01. Note that, formally,
convective velocities are zero at the edge of a convective zone, such that an additional pa-
rameter f0 is required to define expotential overshooting. The evaluation of the exponentially
decaying mixing coefficient is then done at a distance f0HP inside the convective boundary,
and we choose a value of f0 = 0.005. Our chosen treatment softens convective boundaries
and allow convective regions to expand against steep composition gradients. As a reference,
(Herwig 2000) finds that f = 0.016 is required for convective hydrogen burning cores to
reproduce the width of the main sequence.

Nuclear reactions are computed using the basic, co_burn and approx21 nuclear net-
works provided in MESA which are switched during runtime to account for different phases
of nuclear burning. In particular, during pulsational phases we use the approx21 network.
We provide a detailed description of this 21-isotope network and discuss how appropriate
it is for these evolutionary phases in Appendix C.2, where we also present the results of a
convergence test using a larger network. Nuclear reaction rates are taken from Caughlan &
Fowler (1988) and Angulo et al. (1999a) with preference given to the latter when available.

Our modelling of stellar winds follows that of Brott et al. (2011). All our models are
hydrogen depleted at their surface, so we adopt the mass loss rates of Hamann et al. (1995),
scaled by a factor of 1/10 to account for the effect of clumping (Yoon et al. 2010). Although
we only model naked helium stars, as we will show in Section 5.4 energy deposited by a
PPISNe on the outer layers can make the envelope of these stars expand requiring also a recipe
for winds from cool stars. For this purpose we take the mass loss rate to be the maximum
between the mass loss rates of Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager (1990) and a tenth of the rate from
Hamann et al. (1995). The rates provided by Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager (1990) are calibrated
using stars on our galaxy, so to account for lower mass loss rates at lower metallicities, we
scale it by a factor of (Z/Z�)0.85. This assumes the scaling of cool winds with metallicity
follows the dependence for hot stars derived by Vink et al. (2001), which is consistent with
observations of OB stars in the Galaxy and the Magellanic clouds (Mokiem et al. 2007).
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5.2.1 Modelling of PPISNe

Up to central helium depletion we assume hydrostatic equilibrium in our models. At later
phases, we consider the weighted value of the first adiabatic exponent,

〈Γ1〉 =

∫ M
0

Γ1P
ρ

dm∫ M
0

P
ρ

dm
, Γ1 =

(
∂ ln P
∂ ln ρ

)
ad

, (5.1)

where M is the total mass of the star. The condition 〈Γ1〉 < 4/3 can then be used as an approx-
imate stability criterion (cf. Stothers 1999) to determine when the assumption of hydrostatic
equilibrium is inappropriate. In our simulations, whenever 〈Γ1〉 − 4/3 < 0.01 and the central
temperature exceeds 109 K, instead of assuming hydrostatic equilibrium we use the HLLC
solver for hydrodynamics (Toro et al. 1994) which has recently been implemented into MESA
(Paxton et al. 2018). This method can accurately model shocks and preserve energy, without
requiring the use of an artificial viscosity. To account for iron-core collapse or rapid evolu-
tion due to neutrino emission before the onset of dynamical instability, we also switch to the
HLLC solver if the central temperature exceeds 109.6 K or the neutrino luminosity is above
1010L�. Wind mass loss is ignored when the HLLC solver is in use. For models that result in
PPISN and PISN, we define the first instance when 〈Γ1〉 − 4/3 < 0.005 as the pre-supernova
stage.

Modelling PPISNe is particularly challenging, as after a pulse the star can settle back into
hydrostatic equilibrium and undergo periods of quiescence of more than a thousand years
(Woosley 2017). As the ejected layers expand and cool down, they become optically thin
and go outside the range of applicability of MESA. To avoid this, during these long inter-
pulse periods we remove the unbound layers as described in Appendix C.3 and switch to a
hydrostatic model if the conditions to turn on hydrodynamics described above are not met.

In order to distinguish individual pulses from our models, we compute at each step the
maximum velocity in the inner 95% of the star that remains below the local escape velocity
vesc =

√
2Gm/r, which we define as v95. Whenever |v95| > 20 km s−1 we consider that instant

to be the beginning of a pulsation. After this point, we consider a pulse to finish once the
inner layers are close to hydrostatic equilibrium. To do this, we take into account a dynamical
timescale τ95 = 1/

√
G〈ρ〉95, where 〈ρ〉95 is the average density of the inner 95% of mass that

remains bound. Whenever |v95| < 20 km s−1 for a time longer than 20τ95, or if the star
undergoes iron-core collapse, we consider the pulse is finished. Even if the conditions for our
definition of a pulse are met, we discard it if it results in ejections of less than 10−6M�, which
also prevents iron-core collapse from being defined as a pulse. Although the values chosen
are arbitrary, we have verified for all models computed that they match a by-eye definition of
each mass ejection. Having a well defined criterion gives us a way to unambiguously identify
each pulsation.

Except for cases that are near the limit between PPISN and PISN, all our models that
undergo iron-core collapse have final masses in excess of 20M�. For such large core masses
we expect a BH to be formed through direct collapse (Fryer 1999) and for all our models
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we assume the final BH mass MBH is equal to the baryonic mass before iron-core collapse.
Note however that some recent simulations have resulted in BH formation through fallback
in a succesful explosion, instead of direct collapse, even for such massive helium cores (Chan
et al. 2018; Ott et al. 2018; Kuroda et al. 2018). This would further reduce the mass of the
final remnant.

5.3 Single star models
Before discussing the overall properties of our models, we show the evolution of two repre-
sentative PPISNe simulations corresponding to helium stars with initial masses of 46M� and
76M�, and compare their mass loss and kinetic energy of ejecta to the models of Woosley
(2017) which are computed at zero-metallicity and without winds.

Table 5.1: Hydrogen free PPISN models at low metallicity (Z = Z�/10).

Minitial MHe dep MCO Mpre SN MHe,pre SN Mejecta MBH # pulses Duration max{KE}
[M�] [M�] [M�] [M�] [M�] [M�] [M�] [yr] [1051 erg]

40.00 31.99 27.69 – – – 31.87 0 – –
42.00 33.32 28.92 – – – 33.19 0 – –
44.00 34.63 30.12 – – – 34.50 0 – –
44.50 34.95 30.42 – – – 34.82 0 – –
45.00 35.28 30.72 35.14 0.69 0.02 35.13 1 0.000139 0.000785
45.50 35.60 31.02 35.46 0.67 0.01 35.45 1 1.89e–05 0.000561
46.00 35.92 31.32 35.79 0.68 0.03 35.76 1 0.00029 0.00115
48.00 37.21 32.50 37.06 0.67 0.04 37.02 1 0.00129 0.00127
50.00 38.47 33.67 38.32 0.65 0.24 38.08 3 0.00273 0.0113
52.00 39.73 34.82 39.57 0.64 0.66 38.90 4 0.00677 0.0292
54.00 40.97 35.96 40.80 0.63 0.25 40.55 5 0.00485 0.00929
56.00 42.20 37.08 42.02 0.63 0.33 41.69 7 0.00773 0.0145
58.00 43.41 38.21 43.23 0.62 1.62 41.60 9 0.0303 0.108
60.00 44.62 39.32 44.42 0.61 1.72 42.70 9 0.0388 0.128
62.00 45.81 40.42 45.61 0.60 2.51 43.10 10 0.135 0.0549
64.00 47.00 41.50 46.79 0.60 4.12 42.67 6 0.622 0.171
66.00 48.17 42.57 47.95 0.59 4.55 43.41 9 1.37 0.19
68.00 49.33 43.66 49.11 0.58 5.29 43.82 10 11 0.202
70.00 50.49 44.70 50.26 0.58 6.31 43.94 11 132 0.163
72.00 51.64 45.75 51.40 0.57 8.02 43.31 6 732 0.254
74.00 52.78 46.80 52.53 0.57 9.61 42.72 4 1.9 · 103 0.409
76.00 53.92 47.87 53.66 0.56 11.66 41.69 5 2.85 · 103 0.578
78.00 55.05 48.89 54.79 0.56 14.06 40.33 5 3.84 · 103 0.814

Continued on the next page
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Minitial MHe dep MCO Mpre SN MHe,pre SN Mejecta MBH # pulses Duration max{KE}
M� M� M� M� M� M� M� [yr] 1051 [erg]

80.00 56.18 49.94 55.91 0.55 16.81 38.64 5 4.67 · 103 1.14
82.00 57.31 50.97 57.02 0.55 19.22 37.33 5 5.38 · 103 1.47
84.00 58.42 52.00 58.13 0.54 23.73 33.94 6 6.18 · 103 1.94
86.00 59.51 53.01 59.20 0.54 28.98 29.89 9 7.13 · 103 2.57
87.00 60.04 53.49 59.73 0.54 31.66 27.82 2 7.5 · 103 2.78
88.00 60.58 54.01 60.27 0.54 41.58 18.60 2 9.72 · 103 3.18
88.50 60.85 54.27 60.54 0.54 45.26 15.22 1 1.08 · 104 3.3
88.75 60.96 54.38 60.65 0.54 46.97 13.63 1 1.14 · 104 3.34
89.00 61.10 54.48 60.79 0.54 49.18 11.57 1 1.29 · 104 3.43
89.05 61.13 54.52 60.81 0.54 60.81 – 1 – 3.5358
90.00 61.64 54.95 61.32 0.53 61.32 – 1 – 3.7902

100.00 66.80 59.77 66.44 0.52 66.44 – 1 – 7.8267
150.00 89.93 81.23 89.37 0.50 89.37 – 1 – 32.069
200.00 109.61 99.63 108.84 0.50 108.84 – 1 – 57.553
240.00 123.37 112.59 122.43 0.50 122.43 – 1 – 63.129
242.00 124.12 113.29 – – – 123.18 0 – –
250.00 126.61 115.65 – – – 125.64 0 – –
290.00 138.87 127.14 – – – 137.74 0 – –

Notes. Initial and final properties of helium stars with a metallicity of Z�/10 undergoing PPISNe. We define helium

depletion as the point in time where the central helium mass fraction drops below 0.01. CO core masses are defined

when the central helium mass fraction drops below 10−3 as the innermost mass coordinate where the helium mass

abundance is larger than 0.01. For pulsating models Mpre SN is the mass at the onset of pulsations, defined as the

moment when 〈Γ1〉 − 4/3 < 0.005, and MHe, pre SN is the total mass of helium at this point. Note that the difference

between Mpre SN and MBH is not exactly equal to Mejecta, despite our assumption of the BH mass being equal to the

baryonic mass before iron-core collapse. This difference is due to wind mass-loss during phases of quiescence after

the onset of the first pulse.

The 46M� model reaches core helium depletion with a mass of MHe dep = 35.9M�. It then
undergoes hydrostatic core-carbon burning and hydrostatic core-oxygen burning. Only after
oxygen in the core has been depleted, the star contracts into the pair-creation region, leading
to a reduced 〈Γ1〉. As the star approaches 〈Γ1〉 = 4/3 it starts experiencing oscillations, and
the burning of carbon and oxygen in shells provide sufficient energy to eject 0.0289M� with
a kinetic energy of 1.2×1048 erg, as shown in Figure 5.1. Only 3 hours pass from the onset of
the instability to iron-core collapse and the star never recovers hydrostatic equilibrium during
this time. According to our definition in the previous section we then consider this to be an
individual pulse1, after which a 35.8M� BH is formed.

1Note that this definition is different from the PPISN calculations of Woosley (2017), who labels each individual
oscillation in such cases as a ’weak pulse’.
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Fig. 5.1: Evolution of a PPISN from a helium star model with an initial mass Mi = 46M�. Panels show the evolution
with time of the average 〈Γ1〉 (see Eq. (5.1)), the central temperature, the energy of layers ejected due to the pulse
and the total mass of the star that remains below the escape velocity. The energy of ejected layers is also separated
into its kinetic energy (KE), internal energy (IE) and potential energy (PE). The mass ejected through the pulse is
written down in red in the bottom panel. Symbols are also used to denote the beginning and the end of the pulse as
defined in Section 5.2.1.
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Fig. 5.2: Same as Figure 5.1 but for a PPISN model with an initial mass Mi = 76M�. This star however undergoes a
single phase of dynamical instability before iron-core collapse. Each set of vertical panels shows a zoomed-in time
evolution during different pulses.

The 76M� model also results in a PPISN, but its evolution is dramatically different. This
simulation reaches core-helium depletion with its mass lowered to MHe dep = 53.9M� due to
stellar winds, after which it undergoes hydrostatic core-carbon burning. Pair-creation then
leads to a reduced 〈Γ1〉 and dynamical instability before core-oxygen ignition, and we depict
its pulsational stage in Figure 5.2. When 〈Γ1〉 − 4/3 < 0.005, which is the point we have
defined as the pre-SN stage, winds have further reduced the mass of the star by 0.2M� down
to Mpre SN = 53.7M�. At this moment it experiences a strong pulsation that removes 3.94M�
with a kinetic energy of 5 × 1050 ergs and lowers the central temperature by almost a factor
of 4 compared to its value at the beginning of the pulse. The star then has a long quiescence
phase lasting almost 3000 years, until it again becomes pulsationally unstable, leading to
additional pulses and mass loss within a month of iron-core collapse. Although a pulse hap-
pens just three days prior to iron-core collapse, the star returns to equilibrium and undergoes
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hydrostatic core-silicon burning before collapsing to a 41.8M� BH.
This large difference on the timescale from the onset of pulsations to iron-core collapse

is due to the neutrino luminosity decreasing steeply with central temperature (Woosley et al.
2007; Yoshida et al. 2016; Woosley 2017). As more massive models experience more
energetic pulses, their post-pulse central temperatures are lower, resulting in photon radiation
from the surface becoming the main energy-loss mechanism instead of neutrino emission.
For example, in the first pulse of our 76M� model the neutrino luminosity at the pre-SN stage
is in excess of 1012L�, and at the end of the pulse it has lowered to ∼ 1.5 × 104L�. The main
source of energy loss at this point is just radiation from its surface, so the star evolves on the
∼ thousand year long Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale. Matching the pre-SN mass of our models
to the initial masses of the models of Woosley (2017), we find a good qualitative agreement.
His 36M� model results in the ejection of 0.18M� with a kinetic energy of 3.7×1048 erg, and
takes 18000 seconds from the onset of instability until iron-core collapse. The 54M� model
of Woosley (2017) ejects 6.58M� in four pulses, with a total kinetic energy of 9.4 × 1050 erg
and takes 150 years from the onset of pulsations to iron-core collapse. Except for the time to
collapse of the more massive model, all these numbers match within a factor of a few to our
results, which is remarkable given how steeply they change with the mass of the progenitor
and the different initial conditions used. For example, the 56M� simulation of Woosley (2017)
takes ∼ 1000 years to undergo iron-core collapse from the beginning of the pulsational phase.

5.3.1 Grid of models

We compute models of non-rotating pure helium stars in the range of initial masses Minitial =

40 − 100M� at intervals of 2M�, with a finer mass resolution near the edges to better resolve
the minimum mass for a PPISN to occur and the boundary between PPISN and PISN. For
completeness, we also include models with initial masses > 100M� to resolve the upper mass
limit at which BHs are formed again. These are summarized in table 5.1. The lower mass
model of 40M� undergoes regular iron-core collapse and no eruptions, while the 89.05M�
model is completely disrupted in a PISN. PPISNe models with initial masses between 45M�
and 48M� experience small amplitude pulsations and never restore their hydrostatic equi-
librium, as exemplified by the 46M� model shown in Figure 5.1. All other PPISNe models
manage to restore hydrostatic equilibrium after the first pulsation and have phases of quies-
cence before iron-core collapse. All PPISNe and PISN models undergo the first pulse with
∼ 0.5M� of helium left. Despite strong mass loss, during core helium burning the convective
core recedes as mass is lost, and the time between core-helium depletion and the onset of the
SN is never enough to fully remove the remaining helium in the outer layers.

For models at zero metallicity and without mass loss, Woosley (2017) finds a range for
occurrence of PPISNe between 34 − 62M�. This can be compared to the range of pre-SN
masses, Mpre SN = 35.1 − 60.8M�, at which we find PPISNe. Despite our models being at a
finite metallicity of Z�/10 and including mass loss, we see that both the lower and upper mass
limits for the occurrence of PPISN we obtain are consistent with those of Woosley (2017).
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the BH formed. Individual dots in the blue Mi line indicate individual
simulations that were performed.

We show the resulting BH
masses for our PPISN simulations
in Figure 5.3. Models up to Mi =

56M� (MpreSN ' 42M�) undergo
pulsations for less than a week and
remove less than 1% of the mass
of the star prior to iron-core col-
lapse, resulting in only a small
change in the final BH mass. Mod-
els above Mi = 70M� (MpreSN '

50M�) lose more than 10% of their
mass through pulsations and take
between hundreds to ten thousand
years between their first pulse and
iron-core collapse. These stars
eject a significant fraction of their
CO cores, resulting in a monotoni-
cally decreasing MBH as a function
of Mi.
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Fig. 5.4: Masses of individual BHs in observed BBH mergers from
the first Gravitational Wave Transient Catalog, ordered by total mass.
Dotted horizontal lines indicate the range in Mpre SN for the occur-
rence of a PPISN in our models, with stars just above this range re-
sulting in total disruption in a PISN. Dashed lines indicate the range
of BH masses produced by PPISN.

We find the boundary between
PPISN and PISN to be between
our models with pre-SN masses of
Mpre SN = 60.79M� and 60.81M�
(Mi = 89M� and 89.05M�), with
the Mpre SN = 60.79M� star re-
sulting in a ∼ 12M� BH. We find
that the final BH mass cannot be
made arbitrarily small by consid-
ering models closer to the PISN
limit; the inner ∼ 10M� of the
Mpre;SN = 60.81M� simulation ac-
tually reaches hydrostatic equilib-
rium after the pulse, but is finally
disrupted on a longer timescale
by the decay of radioactive nickel
produced during the pulse. What
is important to emphasize here is

that there is a physical process that sets a non-zero value for the minimum remnant mass a
PPISN can produce. The particular values of Mpre SN = 60.79M� and 60.81M� simply illus-
trate the sharp transition between PPISN and PISN, but should not be interpreted as resolving
the threshold to within 0.02M�. As we show in Appendix C.2, our choice of a 21-isotope
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5 PPISN in very close binaries

nuclear reaction network can produce ∼ 10% errors in nickel yields when compared to more
detailed networks, and the exact value for the transition between PPISN and PISN will be
modified by this.

Figure 5.4 shows the masses of individual BHs for all BBH mergers observed so far,
as reported in thefirst Gravitational Wave Transient Catalog (LVC 2018b). In particular,
within the 90% confidence intervals the more massive BH in GW170729 has a mass that
exceeds the minimum Mpre SN required for a PPISN, and even reaches beyond the minimum
Mpre SN required for a PISN. Within the large uncertainties reported in individual masses,
all primary BHs except those of GW151226 and GW170608 have masses larger than the
minimum Mpre SN required for a PPISN, making them consistent from being the product of
a weak PPISN event. Since for higher mass PPISN progenitors the final BH mass can be
as low as ∼ 12M�, all of the BHs measured in BBH mergers (except for the secondaries
in GW151226 and GW170608) could be the product of the evolution of Minitial > 70M�
helium cores with high PPISN mass loss. However, we expect this to be unlikely, as the
initial mass function disfavors such massive progenitors and they are more likely to be the
result of collapse from lower mass progenitors. We obtain an upper limit of ∼ 44M� for the
mass of BHs formed through PPISNe, which is in good agreement with the results from the
LIGO-Virgo collaboration that find that the observed sample is well described by models that
have < 1% of BHs with masses above 45M� (LVC 2018a).
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Fig. 5.5: Mass lost in individual pulses for a few representative mod-
els.

We dissect the individual mass
loss from each pulse in Figure 5.5.
Lower mass stars experience pro-
gressively larger pulses, while the
opposite is the case for the more
massive systems. In addition to
this, the more massive models ex-
perience a long period of quies-
cence (up to tens of thousands of
years) between the first and the
second pulse (see Table 5.1). It is
these long-lived objects that we fo-
cus on in the following section.

5.4 Impact of close companions in a PPISN

If merging BBHs can be formed by binaries in the field, we expect PPISNe from hydrogen
depleted stars to occur at different stages in their evolution if they involve massive enough
stars. This is illustrated in figure 5.6 for two different cases: (i) CE evolution in wide binaries
and (ii) CHE in very close binaries. In both cases a BBH can be formed where either one
or both components underwent a PPISN. For the CE channel, a PPISN can happen with a
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5.4 Impact of close companions in a PPISN

companion in a wide orbit (a ∼ 1000R�) if it collapses before the envelope is ejected through
a CE, or in a compact orbit (a . 60R�) if it happens after envelope ejection. In the case of
CHE, two PPISNe from hydrogen free progenitors in a compact orbit are possible.

H rich star He star BH formation
BH formation
with PPISN

Common envelope (CE)

Stable mass transfer

CE ejection
Merger

Chemically homogeneous evolution (CHE)

Explosion in
wide binary

Explosion in
very close binary

Explosion in
very close binary

Merger

Explosion in
very close binary

Fig. 5.6: Possible occurrence of PPISNe in two different formation channels for merging BBHs through field binary
evolution. The limit a . 60 is required for a 40M� + 40M� BBH to merge in less than 13.8 Gyr, while separations
a > 1000R� are typical in the formation scenario of BHs similar to GW150914 through common envelope evolution
(cf. Belczynski et al. 2016a).

So far we have considered PPISNe to be unaffected by a nearby binary companion. How-
ever, during a pulse heat is deposited throughout the entire star, causing the post-pulse re-
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5 PPISN in very close binaries

maining layers to have a much more extended radius than the starting object. We focus here
on the systems that have long lifetimes after their first pulse, studying the evolution of models
with Mi ≥ 70M� (Mpre SN ≥ 50.3) which are quiescent for more than a century between the
first and the second mass ejection.

5.4.1 Interaction right after a pulse

We first consider interaction happening immediately after a pulse in a very close binary, close
enough for the resulting system to merge from the emission of GWs in less than the age of the
universe, 13.8 Gyr (Ade et al. 2016). For this purpose, we take as a characteristic companion
a 40M� star or BH (characteristic of the BH masses resulting from PPISN, see Table 5.1)
at a separation of a = 58.6R�. This corresponds to the minimal separation required for a
40M� + 40M� BBH to merge in less than tm = 13.8 Gyr (Peters 1964). Even accounting
for enhanced eccentricity due to the mass ejection, the final distance at periastron has to
be ≤ 58.6R� for a merger to happen within 13.8 Gyr, so it can be used as an upper limit
to determine if a binary close enough to merge from GW emission would interact after the
pulse.
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Fig. 5.8: (top) Density profiles of layers with velocities v < vesc after
the end of the first pulse for the three PPISN models shown in Fig-
ure 5.7. Dashed vertical lines indicate the separation required for a
40M� + 40M� BBH to merge due to emission of GWs in 13.8, 1.38
and 0.138 Gyrs. (bottom) Inspiral timescale assuming a 40M� com-
panion at a circular orbit with separation a = r (see Eq. (5.4)).

The radial evolution through
the first pulse of three of our sim-
ulations is shown in Figure 5.7.
An Mi = 70M� progenitor has a
radius below 1R� before the first
pulse. After the pulse, the outer
layers expand significantly, in par-
ticular the radius at a mass coordi-
nate corresponding to 99% of the
mass that remains bound expands
by two orders of magnitude. At
the end of the phase shown in Fig-
ure 5.7 there are 0.12M� that ex-
tend beyond r = 58.6R�, such that
the remaining star would start in-
teracting with a binary companion
close enough to result in a BBH
merger. The 78M� and 86M�
models present even more extreme
behaviour, with the pulse result-
ing in 0.41M� and 1.3M� remain-
ing beyond our nominal choice of
a = 58.6R� at the end of the pulse.
If these systems are to result in a
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Appendix C.3.
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5 PPISN in very close binaries

merging BBH, then they should exhibit strong interaction, possibly evolving into a CE im-
mediately after the pulsation.

Even if a significant amount of bound mass extends to regions beyond the orbital sep-
aration, it is not obvious that the resulting system will undergo an inspiral inside a CE. In
particular, the time available before iron-core collapse could be larger than the timescale for
an inspiral due to frictional drag. To see if this is the case, we consider the models at the
end-points of Figure 5.7 and follow Taam et al. (1978) to estimate the energy dissipation rate
due to the drag as

Ldrag = πR2
Aρv

3
rel , (5.2)

where RA is the accretion radius, the density ρ is taken at the radial coordinate r = 58.6R�
of the post-pulse star and vrel is the relative velocity of the inspiraling companion and its sur-
rounding envelope. For simplicity we consider a circular orbit with a separation a = 58.6R�
and component masses M1 = Mpost pulse and M2 = 40M�. Assuming the rotation velocity of
the expanded layers is negligible since they rapidly expand by about two orders of magnitude,
the relative velocity is simply the sum of the orbital velocities of both components, and is of
the order of ∼ 500 km s−1 for the three models we consider. The accretion radius can be
computed as

RA =
GM2

v2
rel + c2

, (5.3)

where c is the local sound speed. We find RA to be on the order of ∼ 20R�. Since this is
comparable to the orbital separation, in order to provide a conservative estimate of the drag
we use instead RA = HP, the local pressure scale height of the star at r = 58.6R�, which we
find to be ∼ 10R� for these three models. The characteristic timescale for inspiral can then
be estimated as

τins =
a

|da/dt|
,

da
dt

=
Ldrag

GM1M2/2a2 . (5.4)

Computing this for our 70M�, 78M� and 86M� progenitors results in τins = 28, 6.7 and
1.6 years respectively. Since these stars are expected to live for more than a century before
additional pulses and iron core-collapse occurs, there is enough time for an inspiral to happen.
Figure 5.8 shows how these results are modified by a different choice of orbital separation.
In particular, for the 78M� and 86M� models, which have a lifetime > 1000 yrs after the first
pulse, successful inspirals are expected even up to radii an order of magnitude larger than
a = 58.6R�. Thus, the development of a CE inspiral is expected to happen for a wide range
of separations.

Estimating the outcome of these inspirals is much more uncertain using our 1-D models,
considering the star at this point has ejected almost all its helium and it is an extended CO
core with no well defined core-envelope boundary. This adds to all the uncertainties asso-
ciated to CE evolution (cf. Ivanova et al. 2013). Despite the short inspiral timescales, the
orbital separation and eccentricity will not necessarily be significantly affected by the com-
mon envelope. This is because a small reduction in the separation can provide enough energy
to remove the relatively small amount of mass in the extended layers.
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5.5 Impact of PPISN on merging BBHs

5.4.2 Interaction during inter-pulse phases

Even if the PPISN happens in a wide binary with a > 1000R�, we expect interaction to
happen. Figure 5.9 shows tracks in the HR diagram of the same Mi = 70M�, 78M� and 86M�
progenitors we discussed above, including the evolution before the first pulse, and between
the first pulse and the second. During the evolution after the first pulse the ejected layers
have been removed following the procedure described in Appendix C.3, so the luminosity
and effective temperature shown correspond to the photosphere of the bound star that is left.
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As convection develops in the
outermost layers of these stars,
they expand to become red su-
pergiants with radii in excess of
1000R�. These objects are quite
peculiar, as through the pulsa-
tion all the helium rich layers
are ejected, resulting in a red su-
pergiant composed almost entirely
of carbon and oxygen at its sur-
face. This expansion will result in
Roche lobe overflow even for bi-
naries at a separation ∼ 3000R�. If
this happens, mass transfer could
be either stable or unstable de-
pending on the mass ratio of the
system and the response of the
donor star to mass loss (Soberman
et al. 1997). Unstable mass trans-
fer would proceed on a dynamical timescale, and could lead to a CE inspiral. If mass transfer
is stable, we expect it to operate on the same timescale that the star is expanding. This is the
thermal timescale of this extended envelope, which is of the order of ∼ 10000 years, such
that subsequent PPISN pulses would happen while the star is still transferring mass to a com-
panion. In the context of the CE formation channel of merging BBHs, the companion at this
point would be a non-degenerate star most likely on the main sequence.

5.5 Impact of PPISN on merging BBHs

5.5.1 Change in spin

Observationally, the spin of a merging BBH is constrained mostly in terms of the parameter
χeff = (m1χ1+m2χ2)/(m1+m2), where m1 and m2 are the individual masses of each BH and χ1

and χ2 their projected spin parameters on the orbital plane. There is an important degeneracy
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5 PPISN in very close binaries

between χeff and the mass ratio of the merging BBH, which limits the precision to which
each can be measured independently (Hannam et al. 2013). Despite this the measurements
so far by the aLIGO and aVirgo detectors have shown that χeff is centered around zero (LVC
2016b), indicating that either the BH spins are small, or significantly misaligned with the
orbital plane.

One potential source of orbit misalignment are kicks from asymmetric pulses and their
associated mass loss. To our knowledge, there are no multi-D simulations assessing how
symmetric PPISNe ejections are. Chen et al. (2014) performed 2-D simulations of colliding
shells from a PPISN but did not model their actual ejection, so it does not provide information
on potential kicks produced on the remnant. For this discussion we ignore the effect of kicks
on χeff , but note that they would only result in a reduction of it.

The spin parameter of a BH will depend on the distribution of angular momentum in
its progenitor. Stellar winds are an efficient mechanism to remove angular momentum from
a star (cf. Heger et al. 2005), as the long timescales involved allow for efficient coupling
between the stellar envelope and its core. PPISN eruptions can remove a large fraction of the
mass of a star, but in contrast to wind mass loss they happen in a dynamical timescale of the
star preventing efficient coupling.

As we only consider non-rotating stellar models, we cannot self-consistently measure
the impact of eruptions on the final BH spin. However, it can be approximated under a few
assumptions. Consider the spin parameter at mass coordinate m, a(m) = J(m)c/m2G, where
J(m) is the angular momentum contained inside the mass coordinate m. If the star rotates as
a solid body with an angular frequency ω, then a(m) ∝ ωI(m)/m2, where I(m) is the moment
of inertia of the star up to m. A rapid mass loss event that reduces the mass of the star from
Mpre SN to M f then produces a relative change in the spin of

a(M f )
a(Mpre SN)

=
I(M f )

I(Mpre−SN)

M2
pre SN

M2
f

. (5.5)

If the amount of mass loss during a PPISN does not depend strongly on rotation at the moment
of collapse, we can use the final BH mass MBH predicted by our models to compute the
relative change in spin.

It has to be pointed out that there are clear caveats to this calculation, in particular for the
case of PISN it is known that their evolution can be altered by rapid rotation, as progenitors
can be stabilized due to centrifugal forces and lead to weaker explosions (Glatzel et al. 1985;
Chatzopoulos et al. 2013). Also, during late burning stages, the inner regions of a star are
expected to decouple and rotate at higher angular frequencies than the outer layers (cf. Heger
et al. 2000). These two effects are expected to reduce the angular momentum lost through
eruptive mass loss, since they imply less mass loss and that the assumption of solid body
rotation overestimates the angular momentum of the outer layers. The estimate given by
Equation (5.5) then represents the maximum effect PPISN mass loss can cause to the final
BH spin.
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Fig. 5.10: Final spin in terms of its initial one for eruptive mass loss.
Each line indicates one of our models on the onset of collapse, and the
black crosses indicate the final mass of the BH formed after undergo-
ing a PPISN.

Figure 5.10 shows the result
of computing Equation (5.5) for
some representative models in our
grid spanning the entire PPISN
range. Most systems only ex-
perience reductions of ∼ 30%,
and it can be seen that even for
stronger pulses the spin cannot be
reduced below 50% of its initial
value. Although they produce a
non-negligible change in the spin,
PPISN eruptions are not be capa-
ble of reducing the effective spin
of a progenitor with χeff ∼ 1
down to the values observed by
aLIGO/aVirgo. Kicks produced
during PPISNe could further re-
duce χeff by misaligning the orbit
and the spin of the BH, but whether or not PPISNe could lead to strong kicks is uncertain.

5.5.2 Eccentricity enhancement

It is expected that the upcoming LISA observatory will detect GWs from inspiraling BBHs
up to years before they are detectable by ground-based observatories (Sesana 2016). This
opens up the possibility of measuring eccentricities for these sources, which can be used
to distinguish between formation scenarios (Nishizawa et al. 2016; Breivik et al. 2016). In
particular, dynamical formation scenarios can produce highly eccentric BBHs (Rodriguez
et al. 2016a; Antonini et al. 2017), allowing them to be distinguished from BBHs produced
through field binary evolution. However, dynamical ejections of mass in field binaries can
also change the eccentricity of these systems (Blaauw 1961; Boersma 1961).

In order to estimate if mass loss through PPISN can produce systems with measurable
eccentricities in the LISA frequency band, we consider two different scenarios:

1. The system is formed through CE evolution. In this case, the eccentricity induced by
the first PPISN is erased by a CE phase. Only the second formed BH contributes to the
final eccentricity when it undergoes a PPISN (see Figure 5.6).

2. The system is formed through CHE. In the absence of a CE phase, PPISN from both
stars contribute to the final eccentricity.

For both cases, in order to compute eccentricities at the moment of BBH formation we
assume the following:
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Fig. 5.11: Example distributions of eccentricity enhancements produced by PPISN in binary systems from CE and
CHE evolution. Eccentricities shown correspond to the moment after the formation of the second black hole. We
consider systems that would result in BBH mergers with a mass ratio of unity, with each color in the diagram
indicating the pre-SN mass of the hydrogen depleted progenitor used and its resulting BH mass.

• Each mass ejection is completely symmetric and imparts no momentum kick on the
layers that remain bound. We also ignore binary interaction in between pulsations and
assume the material is ejected at a velocity much larger than the orbital velocity. The
resulting ejection is analogous to a Blaauw kick (Blaauw 1961), and therefore produces
a change in orbital eccentricity that is independent of orbital separation.

• A PPISN can undergo multiple pulses before collapsing, each affecting the orbital pa-
rameters in a different way depending on the orbital phase at the moment of the ejec-
tion. We assume the orbital phase at each pulse has a flat distribution as the periods
of quiescence for PPISN models experiencing significant mass loss are > 1 yr, much
longer than the orbital periods required for a GW merger within a Hubble time. For
example, a 40M� + 40M� BBH in a circular orbit must have an orbital period < 6 days
to merge in less than 13.8 Gyrs.

• We assume that at the moment each component undergoes a PPISN and forms a BH
they are hydrogen-stripped stars with equal pre-SN masses (Mpre SN), leading to an
equal mass BBH. This does not imply that the initial mass ratio of the system was unity
or that both stars explode simultaneously, but rather that binary interaction happens to
produce near equivalent progenitors. Choosing unequal mass systems leads to higher
final eccentricities, so our assumption sets a lower limit on the resulting eccentricities.

Under these assumptions, the initial orbital separation does not play a role in the final
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eccentricity, and for an individual system one obtains a distribution of eccentricities rather
than a unique value.

As in Section 5.5.1, we assume here that PPISNe do not result in a momentum kick on
the resulting remnant. Nevertheless, we have performed simple tests with non-zero kick
velocities and found that in general they produce distributions with higher eccentricities.
However, for simplicity, we only discuss the case for Blaauw kicks here, so our results serve
as a lower limit.

Figure 5.11 shows the resulting eccentricity distributions for some of our higher mass
models, computed using 105 samples for each mass. Lower mass PPISN progenitors do not
lose enough mass to produce eccentricities larger than 0.1. More massive models can actually
become unbound as they eject more than half of the total mass in the system (Blaauw 1961),
but such extreme systems only happen in a reduced mass range and we expect them to be
uncommon.

After the formation of a BBH, GWs will reduce the orbital period P as well as the eccen-
tricity of the system. Both quantities then follow a relationship P = P(e) which is independent
of the component masses (Peters 1964),

P(e) = P0

(
A(e)
A(e0)

)3/2

,

A(e) =
e12/19

(1 − e2)

(
1 +

121
304

e2
)870/2299

,

(5.6)

where P0 and e0 are the initial values. As the orbital period is reduced, the frequency of GW
radiation fGW = 2/P increases. This means that to translate the birth eccentricities we have
computed into eccentricities in the LISA band, we need to specify a birth period as well. As
an extreme choice, we set the initial period for each of our simulated binaries such that they
have a merger time of tm = 13.8 Gyr, and also consider the case when tm = 1.38 Gyr instead.
Figure 5.12 shows how the distributions shown in Figure 5.11 are changed as a binary evolves
due to GW radiation under these assumptions.

Nishizawa et al. (2016) studied the expected accuracy for eccentricity measurements with
the LISA observatory, considering the case of detected BBHs that merge within the mission
lifetime Tobs. For the case of a merger of two 40M� BHs, this requires the source to be
emitting at a frequency larger than 10−2 Hz at the beginning of the mission. They showed that
eccentricities in excess of e > 0.01 would always be measured by LISA, while eccentricities
e > 0.001 can be measured for 90%(25%) of those mergers considering Tobs =5 yrs (2
yrs). None of our PPISN models reach the peak of sensitivity of LISA (∼ 10−2 Hz) with
eccentricities above 0.001 so we expect them to be below the threshold for detectability.
Thus, we still expect this population to be distinguishable from BBHs predicted to form
through dynamical formation.

Note however that there is a big caveat to these calculations. As we have shown in Section
5.4 the systems that we expect to produce measurable eccentricities by LISA are the same
ones that would interact strongly in the centuries to millennia long phases between pulsations.
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Fig. 5.12: Inverse cumulative distribution functions for eccentricities of different BBH progenitors at frequencies for
GW emission relevant to the LISA observatory. As time passes, a BBH is circularised due to the emission of GWs,
and emits at higher frequencies. Top figure assumes that the merger time for all sources is tm = 13.8 Gyrs, while the
bottom figure assumes tm = 1.38 Grys.
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5.5 Impact of PPISN on merging BBHs

The calculations done here assume that no circularisation due to either tidal interactions or
CE evolution happens during this period, something that requires further work to properly
assess. As discussed in Section 5.4.1 for CE phases occurring immediately after the first
PPISN pulse, despite the inspiral timescales being short compared to the remaining lifetime
of the pulsating star this does not imply that the orbital separation and eccentricity will be
significantly affected by the CE event.

5.5.3 Impact on chirp masses

To study how PPISN would affect measured chirp masses (Mchirp = [m1m2]3/5/[m1 + m2]1/5)
of merging BBHs, we develop a simple model which does not assume any particular forma-
tion scenario. LVC (2016b) assume that the more massive BH from a merging BBH follows
a Salpeter law dN/dMBH,1 ∝ M−αBH,1, and that the masses of secondaries follow a flat distri-
bution ranging from Mmin = 5M� to MBH,1. In a similar way, we assume the pre-SN mass of
one star, Mpre SN,1, follows a Salpeter distribution, and that its companion mass is distributed
flat between max(5M�, 0.5Mpre SN,1) and Mpre SN,1. This limits the mass ratio before BH for-
mation to be above 0.5, and is motivated by most formation channels clearly favoring mass
ratios closer to unity (cf. Dominik et al. 2012, Rodriguez et al. 2016a, Marchant et al. 2016,
Chatterjee et al. 2017).

We randomly sample these distributions, and for each star, if its mass falls below the
range for PPISN of our grid, we assume it collapses directly to form a BH of mass Mpre SN.
On the contrary, if it falls above the range of our PPISN models, we assume it is completely
disrupted in a PISN. In the range in-between, we interpolate our grid to obtain the final
mass of the remnant BH. For α, we choose 2.35 which corresponds to a Salpeter initial mass
function (Salpeter 1955). This value of α is consistent with the the value inferred by LVC
(2016b) using the observed BBHs in the first aLIGO observing run and assuming a power
law distribution. The objective of this experiment is not to provide a definitive prediction,
but just to illustrate how much of an effect PPISN can have under simple assumptions on the
progenitor population. Note that in this simple approach we do not consider the increase in
merger time that would result from ejections. It is not clear if this would bias observations
for or against systems which underwent PPISNe, as longer delay times can lead to mergers
at smaller redshifts.

The results of this calculation are shown in Figure 5.13. For reference, we include a set
of calculations where all BHs are assumed to form through direct collapse. Systems that
undergo either one or two PPISN events result in lower chirp masses than the model without
PPISN, producing a pileup just below the PISN gap. Moreover, the sensitivity of the aLIGO
detectors scales roughly with M2.2

BH,1 up to total masses of 100M� (Fishbach & Holz 2017).
Scaling the distribution of chirp masses we have computed by this factor turns the distri-
bution into a double peaked one. Future observing runs of the aLIGO/aVirgo detectors are
expected to observe tens of merging BBHs in the coming years, constraining the distribution
of their chirp masses (LVC 2016b, 2018c). If a clear double-peaked structure comes out of
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5.6 Conclusions

these measurements, then it should not necessarily be interpreted as two distinct formation
channels. Current observations do favor a dearth of BH masses in excess of 45M�, but more
observations are required to place constraints on the existence of a peak produced by PPISN
(LVC 2018a).

5.6 Conclusions
We have shown that PPISNe can lead to strong binary interaction before iron-core collapse
and BH formation, with systems in orbits compact enough to result in BBH mergers under-
going CE events after the first pulse. Although we do not know the outcome of such CE
phases, they can potentially provide interesting electromagnetic counterparts to the PPISN
itself. If there is a successful ejection of the CE, this is expected to be observable as a lumi-
nous red novae (Ivanova et al. 2013). Alternatively, the system could fail to eject the CE and
result in a merger. If the inspiraling object is a BH, given the large budget of orbital angular
momentum in the system conditions could be appropriate for a long gamma-ray burst in a
similar way to the collapsar scenario (Woosley 1993). Even if the CE is ejected, if a few
solar masses of material fallback into a BH companion this can provide sufficient energy to
power a hydrogen-poor superluminous supernova (Moriya et al. 2018). Long-lived phases
of Roche lobe overflow with a companion BH would lead to the formation of ultraluminous
X-ray sources (see Kaaret et al. 2017 for a recent review), with peculiar CO giants or super-
giants as donors. Most of these potential outcomes are speculative at this point, but merit
detailed further study potentially through the use of 3D hydrodynamical simulations.

We have also shown that PPISN can modify various observable properties of merging
BBHs, including their spins, eccentricities and chirp masses. However, to do so we have
ignored the potential interaction of a star undergoing a PPISN with its companion. Properly
characterising these interaction phases is then fundamental to understand how stars that un-
dergo PPISNe contribute to the overall population of merging BBHs.
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Abstract

In the era of gravitational wave astronomy, detailed knowledge of the birth mass function of black holes (BHs) is
necessary to interpret and understand already observed and upcoming gravitational-wave detections. At the upper
edge of the BH mass distribution, pair instability supernovae (PISN) predict the existence of a gap in the BH mass
distribution, while their lower mass counterparts, pulsational-pair-instability supernovae, set the maximum BH mass
below such gap. Using the MESA stellar evolution code we investigate the location of this mass gap and its sensitivity
to both the metallicity of the progenitors and uncertain physics including nuclear reaction rates, chemical mixing,
neutrino physics, and wind mass loss. We find that the location of the mass gap is not sensitive to the metallicity, and
hence not to the host galaxy of the stellar progenitors. Therefore, if the population of BHs revealed by gravitational-
wave detections is dominated by stellar BHs, the location of the gap can be used as a "standard siren" across the
Universe. However, the maximum BH mass below the gap is sensitive to the 12C(α, γ)16O reaction rate: as the
rate decreases the maximum BH mass increases. A ±1σ variation of this rate translates to a 16 M� variation in
the maximum BH mass, from 40 M� to 56 M�. Thus, we propose that the detection of merging BHs can constrain
nuclear astrophysics, by detecting the most massive stellar BH in the Universe.
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6 Mind the gap: The location of the PISN BH mass gap

6.1 Introduction

The detection of merging black hole (BH) binaries through gravitational waves (e.g., LVC
2016c, 2018b) has opened an observational window on the most massive stellar BHs in the
Universe. Stellar evolution theory predicts the existence of a gap in the BH mass distribution
due to pair-instability evolution (Fowler & Hoyle 1964; Barkat et al. 1967; Woosley 2017),
and the current population of detected binary BHs are consistent with a lack of BHs with
masses ≥ 45 M� (LVC 2016c,a, 2017b,c,d). So far, the most massive BH found is the primary
of GW170729, with a mass of 50.6+16.6

−10.2 M� (LVC 2018a). This object is at the edge of the
theoretically predicted mass gap. Fishbach & Holz (2017) showed that the existence of the
gap and the maximum BH mass at its lower edge can be significantly constrained with the
detections expected during the third LIGO/Virgo observing run.

The existence of this pair-instability BH mass gap is expected because of the occurrence
of pair-instability supernovae (PISN) which can completely disrupt the progenitor star leav-
ing no compact remnant behind (Rakavy & Shaviv 1967; Fraley 1968; Woosley et al. 2002).
However, it is pulsational pair instability supernovae (PPISN) that set the lower edge of this
PISN BH mass gap. PPISN are predicted for stars slightly less massive than PISN progen-
itors, and they leave behind a BH, but only after having experienced several episodes of
pulsational mass loss, which reduce the mass of the final BH.

Here, we investigate the location of the BH mass gap due to PPISN (Rakavy & Shaviv
1967; Fraley 1968), and in particular its lower boundary, i.e., how massive can the most
massive BH below the gap be. Single stars with initial masses 100 M� . MZAMS . 140 M�
(or equivalently final helium core masses of 32 M� . MHe . 60 M�), are expected to
undergo pulsation pair instabilities (PPI) (Woosley et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2014; Yoshida
et al. 2016; Woosley 2017). This instability results in a series of pulses, each removing mass
from the star. Eventually, the core stabilizes, the pulses cease, and the star ends its evolution
in an iron core collapse (CC) most likely producing a BH (Barkat et al. 1967; Woosley 2017).

More massive stars are fully disrupted instead of producing ever more massive BHs: for
initial masses 140 M� . MZAMS . 260 M� (metallicity dependant), corresponding roughly
to final helium cores 60 M� . MHe . 140 M� (Heger & Woosley 2002), the first pulse
is so violent that the entire star is fully disrupted in a PISN (Woosley et al. 2002; Heger
et al. 2003), without any BH remnant formed. For even higher initial masses, corresponding
to final MHe & 130 M�, the photodisintegration instability allows again for BH formation
(Heger et al. 2003), closing the PISN BH mass gap from above.

From a population of binary BH mergers, we can determine their rate (LVC 2016a), and
their mass distribution (Cutler & Flanagan 1994; Kovetz et al. 2017). However, the time-scale
for binary BHs to merge can be of the order of giga-years (Paczyński 1967). Therefore, even
if determining the host galaxy is possible despite the limited spatial localization of binary
BH mergers the local observed population of stars may have formed later and hence have a
different metallicity to that of the BH progenitor. This complicates estimating the rate of BH
formation (Portegies Zwart & McMillan 2000b; Dominik et al. 2012; LVC 2016c), since this
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estimate requires knowing the star formation rate and metallicity evolution of the Universe
(Madau & Dickinson 2014; Neijssel et al. 2019).

The maximum BH mass below the PISN gap however can be more easily determined
(LVC 2018b) as it is independent of the rate of BH formation. We can thus use it without
knowing the metallicity dependant star formation rate of the Universe. In this study we
explore how sensitive the maximum BH mass is to uncertainties in the metallicity of the
progenitors as well as other known uncertainties in our understanding of stellar physics.

In Sec. 6.2 we describe the evolution of PPISN and PISN while introducing our computa-
tional approach. We outline the parameter variations we consider in Sec. 6.3. In Sec. 6.4 we
discuss the sensitivity of the maximum BH mass to changes in the metallicity of the stellar
progenitors. Sec. 6.5 explores how uncertain the maximum BH mass below the PISN mass
gap is because of uncertainties in the assumed input physics. We discuss the implications of
the maximum BH mass in Sec. 6.6. We conclude and summarize our results in Sec. 6.7 and
6.8.

6.2 Evolution through the pulses

Using MESA version1 11123 (Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015, 2018), we evolve a series of
single bare helium cores until they undergo either PPI followed by a core collapse supernovae
(PPISN) or the more violent pair instability that fully disrupts the star in a PISN. Input files
necessary to reproduce this work and the resulting output files are made freely available at
www.mesastar.org2.

Marchant et al. (2018), we evolve systems around the lower edge of Based on the results
of the PISN BH mass gap, with initial helium core masses between 30 − 105 M�. We chose
to evolve bare helium cores as stars in this mass range are expected to lose their hydrogen-
rich envelope long before their death. This could happen either through binary interactions
(Kobulnicky & Fryer 2007; Sana et al. 2012; Almeida et al. 2017), strong stellar winds (Vink
& de Koter 2005; Renzo et al. 2017), LBV-like mass loss (Humphreys & Davidson 1994), or
because of chemically homogeneous evolution due to fast rotation Maeder & Meynet (2000);
Yoon et al. (2006); de Mink et al. (2009); Mandel & de Mink (2016); Marchant et al. (2016).

As stars evolve from the zero age helium branch (ZAHB) they proceed by burning helium
convectively in their core which encompasses ∼ 90% of the mass, taking ∼ 105 years. Once
helium has been burnt in the core convection ceases, leaving behind a carbon/oxygen (CO)
core with an outer helium burning shell surrounded by a helium-rich surface layer. For suffi-
ciently massive cores an inner region of the star will enter the pair instability region. Due to
dynamical instability from the production of e± pairs softening the equation of state the core
begins contracting and heating up. Eventually this region will heat up sufficiently to ignite the
residual carbon and explosively ignite the oxygen (Fowler & Hoyle 1964; Rakavy & Shaviv

1This version is not an official release, but it is publicly available from http://mesa.sourceforge.net/
2As well as http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3346593
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6 Mind the gap: The location of the PISN BH mass gap

1967; Barkat et al. 1967).
This ignition will reverse the contraction and may generate an outwardly propagating

pulse, if the star was sufficiently massive. As this pulse propagates outwards the inner region
of the star expands and cools. Once the pulse reaches the surface, it steepens into a shock
wave which can then accelerate material beyond the escape velocity. This removes between
a few tenths and a few tens of solar masses of material in a pulsational mass loss episode
(PPI) (Yoshida et al. 2016; Marchant et al. 2018; Woosley 2019). Some stars will undergo
“weak” pulsations, these stars undergo PPI instabilities but do not drive a shock sufficient to
remove mass (Woosley 2017; Marchant et al. 2018). To focus on the impact that this process
has on the BH masses, in this study we define only systems which can drive mass loss as
undergoing a pulse. We define weak pulses as ones only able to drive small amounts of mass
loss ∼ 0.1 M� per pulse, while strong pulses drive up to several tens of solar masses lost per
pulse. The star then contracts and cools either via neutrinos or in the most massive cores
undergoing PPIs via radiative loses. This cycle of contraction and ignition can occur multiple
times.

This contraction and expansion process is hydrodynamical in nature, generating multiple
shocks. To model these shocks we uses MESA’s HLLC contact solver (Toro et al. 1994; Paxton
et al. 2018) However for computational reasons we do not use the HLLC solver while the star
is in hydrostatic equilibrium. Instead, only as the star evolves away from hydrostatic equilib-
rium do we switch to using the HLLC solver. We then follow the hydrodynamics through the
ignition and expansion of the star. Once all secondary shocks have reached the surface, we
excise any material that has a velocity greater than the escape velocity (Yoshida et al. 2016;
Marchant et al. 2018). We then create a new stellar model with the same mass, chemical
composition, and entropy as the previous model had (minus the excised material). At this
point we switch back to using MESA’s hydrostatic solver as the star can be approximated as
being in hydrostatic equilibrium. This model is then evolved until the next pulse, where this
process repeats, or on to core collapse, which is defined when any part of the star infalls with
v > 8 000 km s−1. Stars which undergo a PISN are evolved until all stellar material becomes
unbound.

We define the time just before a pulse to be when the pressure weighted integral of 〈Γ1〉 <

4/3 (Stothers 1999; Marchant et al. 2018). A special case occurs once the core temperature
(Tc) exceeds Tc > 109.6K, when we continue using the HLLC solver as the star is approaching
CC. During the hydrodynamical phases we turn off mass loss from winds. Given the short
amount of physical time spent by our models during the hydrodynamical phase of evolution
and the typical wind mass loss rates of ∼ 10−5 M� yr−1, this does not influence significantly
the final BH masses.

We define the mass of the BH formed to be the mass enclosed with a binding energy
> 1048erg s−1 (e.g., Nadezhin 1980; Lovegrove & Woosley 2013) and velocities less than the
escape velocity, measured at iron core collapse. Stars which undergo a PISN are expected
to be fully disrupted and thus leave no remnant behind. The final BH mass may depend
on the mass of neutrinos lost during the collapse, assuming they are not accreted into the
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BH (Coughlin et al. 2018). Without a fully consistent theory for BH formation, we use this
simple value based on the binding energy, which provides an upper limit on the BH mass. In
general this limit is ∼ 0.01 M� smaller than the total mass of bound material at core collapse.
We define the location in mass of the CO core at the end of core helium burning where
X(12C) > 0.01 and X(4He) < 0.01.

6.3 Choice of parameters
There are many uncertain ingredients in the modelling of stars. These can either be algo-
rithmic parameters that are insufficiently constrained by experiments or observations (e.g.,
convective mixing) or physical quantities that can only be measured in regimes which are
much different than the stellar case and require complicated and uncertain extrapolation for
their applications to stars (e.g., nuclear reaction rates). Thus we model a range of systems,
with differing environmental, physical, and numerical parameters to test the sensitivity of our
results to these parameters.

6.3.1 Metallicity

Since LIGO has the ability to detect stellar mass BH mergers out to red-shifts ∼ 1, for stellar
mass BHs, and the potential for the progenitor stars to come from even earlier epochs it can
thus probe the history of star formation across the Universe (LVC 2018b) Thus we evolve
a series of models with varying metallicities (Z) between 10−5 and 4 × 10−3. The lower
limit results in stars that do not not lose any significant amount of mass though winds. The
upper limit is set by the requirement for the most massive BH, below the PISN mass gap, to
come from a PPISN instead of direct CC (Langer et al. 2007). At higher metallicities stars
lose sufficient mass that they do not enter the pair instability region and instead evolve in
hydrostatic equilibrium though carbon, oxygen, and silicon burning and then undergo direct
collapse, likely forming a BH when they try to burn iron. Our fiducial metallicity, when
varying other physics parameters, is Z = 10−3.

6.3.2 Wind mass loss

The total mass a star loses during its evolution plays a critical role in the fate of the star,
however just as important is how and when it loses the mass. Mass loss via winds is not
self-consistently solved in 1D stellar evolution models, but instead, is set by a mass loss
prescription and that functional form can have a large impact on the star’s evolution (Renzo
et al. 2017).

We investigate three different wind mass loss algorithms, each having a different depen-
dence on the stellar properties: the prescription of Hamann et al. (1982, 1995); Hamann &
Koesterke (1998) (H); the prescription of Nugis & Lamers (2000) (N&L); the prescription of
Tramper et al. (2016) (T); as well as no mass loss (Ṁ = 0).
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The helium cores we investigate have surface luminosities ∼ 106 L�, which is at the upper
edge of currently known Wolf-Rayet stars used to derive these prescriptions. Thus we also
append a free scaling factor η to test possible uncertainties in our knowledge of mass loss
rates in high luminosity helium cores. This free scaling parameter can be related to the
inhomogeneities in the wind structure (so-called “clumpiness”) with η =

√
〈ρ2〉/〈ρ2〉, where

ρ is the wind mass density, and the angle brackets indicate the spatial average over the stellar
surface. We vary η between 0.1 and 1.0 (Smith 2014), with our fiducial wind being the (H)
rate with η = 0.1 (Yoon et al. 2010).

6.3.3 Neutrino physics

The evolution of massive stars is governed by neutrino losses, as the star evolves to higher
core temperatures and densities the rate of thermal neutrino losses increases. Stars under-
going pulsational instabilities are also sensitive to the neutrino cooling rates, as due to the
generation of e± they produce copious amounts of neutrinos from their annihilation which
leads to the core cooling. The stronger the cooling, the more energy is required from nuclear
burning to overcome these loses.
MESA implements the analytic fits to neutrino losses from Itoh et al. (1996) for pair, photo,

plasma, bremsstrahlung and recombination neutrino processes. These fits have a quoted un-
certainties of ∼ 10% for pair, ∼ 1% for photo, ∼ 5% for plasma, ∼ 10% for recombination,
neutrinos compared to the detailed calculations for the regions where these processes are
dominant (Itoh et al. 1996). Outside of the dominant regions the error increases rapidly.
Bremsstrahlung neutrino losses have no quoted error, thus we assume a ∼ 10% error, similar
to the other processes. We assume these errors to be 1σ values. We vary the neutrino rates
between ±3σ of their quoted rates. While Itoh et al. (1996) states that the analytic fits will
generally under predict the true value, we test both over and under estimates for complete-
ness.

A second important factor for the rate of neutrino loss in stars is the Weinberg angle,
or the weak mixing angle from the Weinberg-Salam theory of the electroweak interaction
(Weinberg 1967; Salam 1968). In the analytical fits of Itoh et al. (1996), the Weinberg angle
sets the relative rate of neutrino production between neutral current reactions and charged
current neutrino reactions. Increasing the Weinberg angle increases the neutrino cooling rate,
by increasing the fraction of charged current reactions. While individual measurements of
the Weinberg angle have small quoted uncertainties, there is an systematic offset between
different values which is larger than the quoted uncertainties. Thus we model three values for
the Weinberg angle 0.2319 (Itoh et al. 1996, our fiducial value), 0.23867 (Erler & Ramsey-
Musolf 2005), and 0.2223 (Mohr et al. 2016).

6.3.4 Mixing

Convection inside a star is a difficult process to model (Böhm-Vitense 1958; Canuto et al.
1996; Meakin & Arnett 2007a), especially during dynamical phases of a star’s evolution
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(Chatzopoulos et al. 2014, 2016). Thus, we take a simpler approach and restrict ourselves
to testing uncertainties within the framework of mixing length theory (MLT). Specifically,
we test the MLT’s αmlt efficiency parameter between 1.5 and 2.0, with 2.0 being our fiducial
value. While this may not capture the true uncertainty due to convection, it can provide
bounds on the result. We use the prescription of convective velocities from Marchant et al.
(2018) to limit the acceleration of convective regions.

At the convective boundaries we assume convective overshoot mixing with an exponential
profile. This is parameterized into two terms, fov and f0, the first term dictates the scale height
of the convective overshoot, in units of the pressure scale height. The second term dictates the
starting point inside the convective boundary from where the overshoot begins, in pressure
scale heights (Paxton et al. 2011). We assume the value of f0 = 0.005, and vary fov between
0.0 (no overshooting) and 0.05, with fov = 0.01 being our fiducial value.

6.3.5 Nuclear physics

Nuclear reaction rates are highly sensitive to the temperature of at which the reaction occurs,
and due to this sensitivity the uncertainty in the rate is also highly temperature dependent
(Iliadis et al. 2010a,b; Longland et al. 2010). Varying nuclear reaction rate within its known
uncertainties has been shown to a have large impact on the stellar structure of a star (Hoffman
et al. 1999; Iliadis et al. 2002; Fields et al. 2016, 2018).

We vary several nuclear reaction rates between their ±1σ uncertainties with data from
STARLIB (Sallaska et al. 2013). MESA’s default rate set is a combination of NACRE (Angulo
et al. 1999a) and REACLIB (Cyburt et al. 2010). To sample the rates, we take the median
value from STARLIB and by taking the uncertainty on a rate to be a log normal distribution
we can compute both an upper and lower rate (given by ±1σ) to cover 68% of the rate’s
probability distribution. These bounds vary as a function of temperature reflecting the varying
uncertainty in the underlying experimental data. When sampling the rates, we vary only
one rate at a time, with the reminder of the rates being taken from NACRE and REACLIB.
Correlations between rates can impact the structure of a star and deserve further study (Fields
et al. 2016, 2018).

We test variations in three rates; 3α is the triple alpha reaction, C12α is the 12C(α, γ)16O
reaction, and O16α is the 16O (α, γ)20 Ne reaction. We choose to vary only a few rates over
their 1σ uncertainties to limit the computational cost.

We also investigate the effect of changing the nuclear network used, which can have a
large impact on the evolution of massive stars (Farmer et al. 2016). By default we use the
approx21.net which follows alpha chain reactions from carbon and iron (Timmes 1999;
Timmes et al. 2000). We also evolve models with both mesa_75.net, which has 75 isotopes
up to 60Zn, and mesa_128.net, which has 128 isotopes up to 60Zn, including more neutron
rich nuclei than the mesa_75.net network.
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6 Mind the gap: The location of the PISN BH mass gap

6.3.6 Other physics

MESA is built upon a range of other physics, which we do not vary here but which can provide
other uncertainties in the modelling of massive stars. MESA’s equation of state (EOS) for mas-
sive stars is a blend of the OPAL (Rogers & Nayfonov 2002) and HELM (Timmes & Swesty
2000) EOSes. Radiative opacities are primarily from OPAL (Iglesias & Rogers 1993, 1996b),
with low-temperature data from Ferguson et al. (2005) and the high-temperature, Compton-
scattering dominated regime by Buchler & Yueh (1976). Electron conduction opacities are
from Cassisi et al. (2007). Nuclear screening corrections come from Salpeter (1954); Dewitt
et al. (1973); Alastuey & Jancovici (1978); Itoh et al. (1979).

6.4 Robustness of the gap to metallicity

Figure 6.1 shows the predicted mass of the BH formed from a helium star with a mass be-
tween between 30− 100 M� and initial metallicities between Z = 10−5 and 4× 10−3. At first,
as the helium core mass increases, so does the resulting BH mass due to the larger initial
mass of the star. However, once the star enters the pulsational regime, it begins to lose mass
and eventually the amount of mass loss via pulses is sufficient to lower the final BH mass.
This turn over occurs due to changes in the behavior of the PPI pulses. As the core mass
increases, the pulses decrease in number but become more energetic, driving off more mass
in each pulse. At the edge of the PISN region, the helium cores can lose ∼ 10 M� of material
in a single pulse.

As the core mass is increased further, the first pulse becomes energetic enough for the
star to be completely disrupted in a PISN. At the lower edge of the BH gap, the most massive
helium stars under going PPI mass loss without being disrupted lose several tens of solar
masses of material per pulse, leaving behind BHs of ∼ 15 M�. The lowest mass a BH may
have, after undergoing PPISN, is set by the production of 56Ni inside the star. As the initial
mass of the star increases, more 56Ni is produced inside the star. Eventually sufficient 56Ni
is produced to unbind any material that was not initially driven away the pulses (Marchant
et al. 2018). However the exact edge of the PPISN/PISN boundary, and thus the minimum
BH mass produced by PPISN, is not resolved given our grid spacing.

As the initial metallicity of the star increases the mass of the BH decreases, for fixed
initial helium core mass. This is due to increases in the amount of mass lost via winds before
the star enters the PPI region, which decreases the final mass of the star before collapse. The
progressive shift to the right of the hatched region in Figure 6.1 with increasing Z shows
that the minimum (and maximum) initial helium core mass needed to undergo pulsations
also increases as the metallicity increases. Again this is due to the winds; as the winds
become stronger we require an initially more massive progenitor star to retain sufficient mass
to undergo pulsations.

Figure 6.2 shows the BH mass as a function of the CO core mass over our metallicity
range. Here we see a much tighter relationship between the CO core mass and the final BH
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Fig. 6.1: The mass of the BH formed as function of the metallicity of the star and its initial helium star mass. The
hashed region denotes those models which undergo pulsational mass loss. Grey regions indicate models which do
not reach CC due to numerical issues.

mass than in Figure 6.1 between the initial helium core mass and final BH mass. We find
strong PPI pulses removing significant amount of mass between CO core masses MCO '

38 M� and MCO ' 60 M�. The upper edge of the PPISN region slightly decreases to MCO =

56 M� as the metallicity increases. The most massive BHs come from stars with MCO '

50 M�, not from those with the most massive CO cores that undergo a PPI (in Figure 6.1
these are MCO ' 60 M�). This is due the pulses becoming stronger and thus driving more
mass loss.

We attribute the differences arising from changes in metallicity primarily due to the differ-
ences in wind mass loss rate. Higher metallicity stars have higher wind mass loss rates which
can drive larger variations, pre-pulse, in the core structure (Castor et al. 1975; Vink et al.
2001). At the highest metallicities the stellar winds have also removed all remaining helium
from the star and have begin ejecting C/O rich material, pre-pulses. Thus these progenitors
would likely look like carbon or oxygen rich Wolf-Rayet (WC/WO) stars before pulsating.
This justifies our choice of using the CO core mass over the He core mass as a better proxy for
the final BH masses. We note that while the CO-BH mass distribution is relativity constant
over the metallicities considered here, the BH formation rate, and hence the merger rate, will
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Fig. 6.2: Mass of final BH as a function of the CO core mass, for different metallicities. Circles denote models
that underwent at least one pulse, pluses evolved to directly CC, and crosses undergo a PISN. The left blue region
denotes where models undergo CC, the middle green region denotes PPISN, while the right yellow region denotes
PISN, as determined by stars with Z = 10−5. Points in the right panel show the current median mass estimates for
the double compact objects detected by LIGO/VIRGO with their 90% confidence intervals (LVC 2018b). Dashed
horizontal lines emphasize the maximum spread in the locations for the edge of the BH mass gap, or in other words
the spread in the maximum BH mass below the PISN BH mass gap.

vary as a function of metallicity. This is due to changes in the initial stellar mass needed to
form such massive CO cores.

The right panel of Figure 6.2 also shows a comparison with the LIGO/VIRGO BH masses
detected by the end of the second observing run (LVC 2018a,b). We find that the most massive
BH LIGO/VIRGO has so far detected is consistent with the upper edge of the BH masses we
find. This is due in part, to the large 90% confidence intervals on the individual BH masses
from GW detections. Nevertheless, even when considering the much better determined chirp
mass of GW170729, it remains within the maximum chirp mass predicted assuming random
pairing of BHs with mass ratio q = M2/M1 > 0.5 (Marchant et al. 2018).

Figure 6.3 shows, as a function of Z, what is the final fate of the mass inside the progenitor
star forming the most massive BH.
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Fig. 6.3: Fate of the mass of the progenitors of the most massive BH below
the PISN BH mass gap as a function of metallicity. The gray region denotes
mass which becomes the BH. The green region denotes mass that is lost via
pulsations. The yellow region denotes mass loss via winds. Black points
denote the final BH mass. Blue points denote the edge between mass loss
in pulsations and in winds. Red points mark the initial helium core mass of
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At low metallicities, the
weakness of the stellar winds
results in most of the initial
stellar mass of the star form-
ing the BH. At higher metal-
licites wind mass loss is able
to drive approximately half
of the initial mass away be-
fore the star collapse to form
a BH. The stars making the
most massive BHs only lose
1−5 M� of material in the pul-
sations.

Our models span over
2.5 orders of magnitudes in
metallicity, but over such a
wide range the maximum BH
mass decreases only slightly
between MBH,Max = 40 −
46 M�. This corresponds to a
15% variation, for BHs whose progenitor underwent a PPISN. The initial helium core mass
which forms the most massive BHs at each Z increases from ∼ 54 M� at Z = 10−5 to 90 M�
at Z = 4 × 10−3. This increase in mass is not due to changes in pulse behavior, but instead to
the increased mass loss due to winds (seen as the yellow shaded region in figure 6.3). Thus
with a change of only 6 M� in BH mass, the initial mass needed to produce the BH changes
by ∼ 40 M� due to changing the metallicity over 2.5 orders of magnitude.

6.5 Physics dependence of the gap
In figure 6.4, we show the variations in the BH mass distribution for multiple assumptions of
stellar physics, varied within either their theoretical or experimentally derived uncertainties.
Each model is computed at a fixed metallicity of Z = 10−3, with only one parameter varied
in each model.

6.5.1 Wind prescription

Figure 6.4(a) shows the effect of different mass loss prescriptions on the CO-BH mass distri-
bution. Overall the difference in masses between the different prescriptions (and η values) is
small. The different prescriptions bifurcate into two groups, those where MBH,max ∼ 44 M�
(Hη = 0.1 and N&Lη = 0.1) and those with MBH,max ∼ 48 M� (Ṁ = 0.0,N&Lη = 1.0,
and T (with both η′s)). The models producing smaller maximum BH masses, also shift their
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Fig. 6.4: BH mass as function of CO core mass for different physics assumptions. Panel a shows variations in the
wind mass loss prescription; H is the prescription of Hamann & Koesterke (1998), N&L is the prescription of Nugis
& Lamers (2000), and T is from Tramper et al. (2016), while η varies between 0.1 and 1.0. Panel b shows variations
in the neutrino physics; due to the numerical uncertainties in the fits (Itoh et al. 1996), each sigma represents a scaling
of this uncertainty; and the Weinberg angle. Panel c shows variations in the convective treatment, with varying MLT
scale heights αMLT and convective overshoot values fov. Panel d shows variations in a select set of nuclear reaction
reactions; MESA’s default rates are from NACRE (Angulo et al. 1999a) and REACLIB (Cyburt et al. 2010), while the
other rates come from STARLIB (Sallaska et al. 2013) as either the median or ±1σ uncertainties, 3α is the triple
alpha reaction, C12α is the 12C (α, γ)16 O reaction, and O12α is the 16O (α, γ)20 Ne reaction. Plot symbols have the
same meaning as in Figure 6.2. A star represents our default model assumptions for each physics variation. Dashed
lines indicate the range of locations for the edge of the BH mass gap. Colour shading shows the regions between the
CC, PPISN, and PISN outcomes for our fiducial set of physics assumptions.

transition to PISN to smaller CO core masses. These models lose more mass via winds and
come from MHeint ∼ 64 M�. The second group, which make MBH,max ∼ 48 M� , come from
MHeint ∼ 58 M� cores and lose less mass via winds. As the strength of mass loss increases,
either though changing the wind prescription or increasing the metallicity, the CO-BH mass
distribution flattens and decreases the maximum BH mass. There is no set of models (H) with
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6.5 Physics dependence of the gap

η = 1.0 shown, as the amount of mass loss when using this prescription is sufficient that no
model enters the pulsation region.

6.5.2 Neutrino Physics

Figure 6.4(b) shows the BH mass as a function of the CO core mass for variations in the
neutrino rate and the Weinberg angle. Between ±3σ in the neutrino rates the overall effect
is small. As we vary the rates from their −3σ value to their +3σ we find little change in the
BH mass distribution, with the maximum BH mass varying by ∼ 1 M� and a trend for less
massive BHs as the neutrino rate increases. As the Weinberg angle varies, again the CO-BH
mass function is approximately constant. Smaller Weinberg angles result in a slightly lower
maximum BH mass, with a variation of ∼ 1.5 M� for the range of sin2 θW considered here.

6.5.3 Convective mixing

Figure 6.4(c) shows variations in αmlt between 1.5 and 2.0, with our default assumption being
αmlt = 2.0. Within these limits there is very little change in the behavior of the BH masses,
with the BH masses slightly decreasing as αmlt increases.

Figure 6.4(c) also shows the effect of varying fov to be small. The maximum BH mass
varies within 1 M� over the range considered here. The most significant difference occurs at
the PPISN/CC boundary where fov = 0.05, decreases the final BH mass relative to the lower
fov models. This is due to a change in behavior in the burning and convection regions at the
center of the star. When fov is small the star has a separate off-center and a central burning
region, both of which drive convection zones. When fov increases these convection zones can
merge, which increases the available fuel supply and causes the pulses to become stronger,
driving increased mass loss.

6.5.4 Nuclear reaction rates

Figure 6.4(d) shows the CO-BH mass function for different rates computed from STARLIB
and our default rates from NACRE and REACLIB. Overall the effect of the 16O (α, γ)20 Ne is
minimal on both the BH mass distribution and the maximum BH mass. However both the 3α
rate and the 12C(α, γ)16O rates have a large impact on both the BH mass distribution and the
maximum BH mass formed.

As the 12C(α, γ)16O rate decreases the maximum BH mass increases, for +1σ we find
MBH,max = 40 M� while at −1σ we find MBH,max = 58 M�. Thus within the 68% confidence
interval for the C12α the maximum BH mass varies by ∼ 18 M� 3 . The median 12C(α, γ)16O
rate from STARLIB, from Kunz et al. (2002), is smaller than the NACRE rate, thus STARLIB
predicts a more massive maximum BH mass. deBoer et al. (2017) also provide an updated

3For 12C(α, γ)16O reactions with the +1σ rate, we burn sufficient 12C during core helium burning such that we
never trigger the CO core mass definition in section 6.2. Thus we relax our CO core mass definition to be the mass
coordinate at the maximum extent of the core helium burning convection zone.
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6 Mind the gap: The location of the PISN BH mass gap

12C(α, γ)16O rate which is smaller, over the core helium burning temperature range, than
NACRE. Models with this rate showed a similar increase in the maximum BH mass.

As the 3α rate, from Angulo et al. (1999b), increases the maximum BH mass also in-
creases. This correlates with the 12C(α, γ)16O rate behavior; as 3α rate increases or the
12C(α, γ)16O rate decreases we increase the mass fraction of 12C in the core. For the val-
ues tested here, this increases from ∼ 10% to ∼ 30%.

We find that as the mass fraction of carbon increases in the core the maximum BH mass
also increases, and also alters the behavior of the pulses. Higher carbon fractions decrease
the range in CO core mass within which models undergo pulsations. This would translate
into a smaller predicted rate of PPISN in the Universe, as there is a smaller range of possible
progenitors. Increasing the mass fraction of carbon also decreases the fraction of models with
strong pulsational mass loss, by weakening the pulses such that they do not eject mass. As
the carbon fraction increases the BH mass distribution sharpens (similar to what is seen with
no mass loss in Figure 6.4(a)). This also shifts the boundary between CC/PPISN and be-
tween PPISN/PISN to higher masses as the carbon fraction increases. Moving the boundary
between PPISN/PISN to higher CO core masses would translate to needing a more massives
initial star, and thus this would decrease the predicted rate of PPISN and PISN.

We performed additional tests varying the 12C +12 C and 16O +16 O reaction rates4 be-
tween 0.1 and 10 times their default MESA values as STARLIB does not have temperature
dependent uncertainties for them. These rates showed variations in the maximum BH mass
of ∼ 4 M�, with the 12C +12 C having a larger effect on the maximum BH mass.

Due to the sensitivity of the maximum BH mass to the 12C(α, γ)16O rate, the measured
value of the maximum BH mass (below the PISN mass gap) can be used to place constraints
on the 12C(α, γ)16O rate (Farmer et al, in prep).

6.5.5 Model resolution

MESA has a number of ways to control the spatial and temporal resolution of a model. Here
we vary MESA’s mesh_delta_coeff, which controls the maximum allowed change in stel-
lar properties between adjacent mesh points during the hydrostatic evolution, between 0.8
and 0.3. Decreasing the value increases the resolution. This range corresponds to roughly a
factor of two increase in the number of grid points. We also vary MESA’s adaptive mesh refine-
ment parameters (AMR), which set the resolution during hydrodynamical evolution. We vary
split_merge_amr_nz_baseline between 6000 and 10000 and split_merge_amr_nz_
MaxLong between 1.25 and 1.15, where the second values denotes a higher resolution. This
leads to and increase by a factor of two in the number of spatial zones during the evolution of
a pulse.

We have also varied MESA’s varcontrol_target, which sets the allowed changed in
stellar properties between timesteps, between 5 × 10−4 and 5 × 10−5, and varied the max_

4In the approx21.net nuclear network these reactions rates are compound rates where the different output
channels have been combined.
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timestep_factor between 1.025 and 1.05, which sets the maximum timestep factor by
which MESA can increase a timestep. This leads to an increase of ∼ 30% in number of
timesteps taken. Over the ranges considered here we find changes of ∼ 1 M� in the maxi-
mum BH mass.

Over the range of nuclear networks considered here; approx21.net, mesa_75.net,
mesa_128.net; there is little change in the BH mass for a given CO mass, by at most ∼ 1 M�.
There is a trend for larger nuclear networks to produce slightly more massive BHs.

Woosley (2017) suggest that PPI systems need large nuclear networks which can ade-
quately follow weak interactions, which approx21.net does not follow. However both the
CO-BH mass relationship, and the maximum BH mass vary within ∼ 1 M� over the networks
considered here. Changing the isotopes evolved will have an effect on the composition and
final structure of the star as well as the composition of the ejecta from the pulses. However,
we find that much of the behavior that determines the final BH mass is set by the condi-
tions at the initial pulse. This is set by the CO core mass and carbon mass fraction, both of
which are set by core helium burning, which is not affected by the lack of weak reactions in
approx21.net.

6.6 The maximum black hole mass and its implications

Figure 6.5 summarizes the range in the maximum BH mass below the PISN gap due to the
variations considered in sections 6.4 and 6.5. These include those affected by the environ-
ment (metallicity) and thus vary across the Universe, those for which we have incomplete
or uncertain physics (Rates, winds, αmlt, fov, νrate, and sin2 θW ) but we expect to be constant
in the Universe, and those that are model dependent (spatial, temporal, and nuclear network
resolution). For most of the physics for which we are uncertain (αmlt, fov, νrate, and sin2 θW )
and the model resolution (spatial, temporal, and in number of isotopes) there is a limited ef-
fected on the maximum BH mass. These terms place ∼ 2 M� uncertainties on the maximum
BH mass, over the ranges considered here, contingent on how the different uncertainties are
combined.

The next most significant factors are the metallicity and winds. We consider these to-
gether, since the metallicity dependence of wind mass loss rates introduces a degeneracy
between these two elements. As we observe a population of BHs from different progenitor
stars with varying metallicities, then this 15% variation in the maximum BH mass places a
minimum level of uncertainty on what we can learn from the most massive BHs detected.
Given a sufficiently large population of binary BHs (at multiple redshifts) it may be possible
to disentangle the effects of the star formation and metallicity evolution of the Universe on the
BH population (Dominik et al. 2013; Dvorkin et al. 2016). However this uncertainty which
varies over the Universe, is small compared to the current measurement uncertainties. This
could allow the maximum BH mass to be used as a standard siren, as the maximum BH mass
varies slowly with the chemical evolution of the Universe.
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The most significant physics
variation considered here is due
to the nuclear physics uncertain-
ties, and primarily due to the
12C(α, γ)16O rate, leading to a
40% variation in the maximum
BH mass. Models having lower
12C(α, γ)16O rates lose less mass
in pulsations and thus produce
more massive BHs. Thus, even
with a lack of knowledge about the
environment in which any individ-
ual BH formed, we can still use the
detection of sufficiently massive
BHs to constrain nuclear physics.
The most massive detected BH in-
dicates the maximum value for the

12C(α, γ)16O rate over the core helium burning temperature range.
Given the sensitivity of the BH mass to the CO core mass, the maximum BH mass formed

is effectively independent of its stellar origin. Assuming that both chemically homogeneous
evolution or common envelope evolution can produce a sufficiently massive, H-poor, He core
we would expect those evolutionary scenarios to merging BHs to result in similar final BH
masses.

6.7 Comparisons to other work

In Yoshida et al. (2016) they studied PPISN from stars with initial masses between 140 and
250 M� and Z=0.004. They find the final masses of their stars to be between 50 and 53 M� at
collapse, broadly consistent with the masses we find. For our models at Z=0.004 we would
expect slightly smaller BHs, due to the winds stripping the outer CO layers of the stars.
Another possible source of differences may be the choice of the Caughlan & Fowler (1988)
12C(α, γ)16O rate (Yoshida & Umeda 2011).

Our models agree with the wind-less, metal-free, helium-core models of Woosley (2017),
who finds a maximum final BH mass 48 M�. This agrees with our wind-less, models where
we also find a maximum BH mass of 48 M� (though we evolve them at a non-zero metal-
licity). Woosley (2017) also find a maximum BH mass of 52 M� for models which did not
remove their entire hydrogen envelope. Although they are not directly comparable to our
results, which assume all helium has been removed, they provide bounds on the variation in
the maximum BH mass, if the H-envelope is not completely removed, of ∼ 4 M�. Woosley
(2019) investigated the evolution of naked He cores finding a maximum BH mass below the
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gap of 46 M� in agreement with our results, for our default 12C(α, γ)16O rate and assumptions
on metallicity.

Takahashi (2018) looked at the effect of varying the 12C(α, γ)16O rate on the boundary
between PPISN and PISN. Our results are not directly comparable as they used the Caugh-
lan & Fowler (1988) rate, while by default we use the NACRE rate. They found that as the
12C(α, γ)16O rate decreases, which increases the 12C fraction, the PISN boundary shifts to
higher initial masses, similar to our findings. Takahashi (2018) also find a narrowing of the
PPISN region (in initial mass space), consistent with our results.

Leung et al. (2019) studied the evolution of helium cores between 80 − 140 M� and
Z = 10−3 − 1.0Z�, with a previous MESA release (version 8118) and a different treatment
of the hydrodynamics. Their results are in agreement with ours. They find a maximum BH
mass of ∼ 50 M�, which is larger than what we predict, likely due to their lowest metallicity
models (Z = 10−2Z�) having no wind mass loss. Our no mass-loss models at Z = 10−3 have
a maximum BH mass of 48 M�. At higher metallicities we find that wind mass loss is suffi-
cient to make the maximum BH come from a CC event rather than a PPISN. The remaining
differences may be due to other differences in choice of parameters and/or changes between
the two MESA versions.

In this work we did not consider the effects of rotation on the stellar progenitors, which
is especially important if they came from chemically homogeneous evolution (de Mink et al.
2009; de Mink & Mandel 2016b; Marchant et al. 2016). However, Chatzopoulos & Wheeler
(2012a,b) have previously studied the impact of rotation on zero metallicity models evolved
first with MESA and then FLASH, in 1-D, for the dynamical evolution. They found that increas-
ing the rotation rate the initial mass for PPISN or PISN decreases. This is due to the increase
in CO core mass due to rotational mixing. They find PPISN from stars with core masses
between ∼ 40 − 65 M�, which agrees with our results. However the impact of centrifugal
support on the resulting BH masses from PPISN is an open problem.

6.8 Summary and conclusions

The prediction of a gap in the mass distribution of BHs from the collapse of stars dates back
to the sixties, when the theory of pair instability evolution had first been developed (Fowler &
Hoyle 1964; Barkat et al. 1967). However, it is only recently that the possibility of testing this
prediction directly with gravitational waves has opened. As the presently observed population
of binary BHs is compatible with having stellar origin (LVC 2018a,b), instead of dynamical
or primordial, we can use stellar evolution models to interpret the upper end of the BH mass
distribution.

We find that the evolution of single bare He cores robustly predicts a maximum BH mass
of ∼ 45 M�, and that this value is relativity insensitive to variations in the input physics, the
algorithmic approach, and the metallicity of the models. In particular, despite the uncertain
wind mass loss rates of massive stars, we find a variation of the maximum BH mass of only
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∼ 15% (from ∼ 40 M� to ∼ 46 M�) over 2.5 orders of magnitude in metallicity. This implies
that detailed knowledge of the host galaxy of merging binary BHs is not required to use
gravitational wave detections to probe the physics of the unobserved stellar progenitors.

The insensitivity to metallicity of the maximum BH mass below the gap might also allow
for cosmological applications. If its value can accurately be determined, it might provide a
“standard siren” (e.g., Schutz 1986) to break the degeneracy between luminosity distance and
total mass of observed merging BH binaries.

Assuming a stellar origin, the most massive BHs detected below the pair instability mass
gap might be used to further constrain nuclear physics, specifically the 12C(α, γ)16O reaction
in the core helium burning regime. In particular, the maximum BH mass puts an upper limit
on this reaction rate. Other physics variations including neutrino physics, wind algorithms,
and chemical mixing have sub-dominant effects on the maximum BH hole mass and negligi-
ble contributions to the uncertainty compared to the typical observational uncertainties.

We note however that our estimates of the BH mass may be over-predicted if, for instance,
a significant amount of mass is loss via neutrinos during the final collapse (Coughlin et al.
2018). Also, our simulations do not account self-consistently for binary interactions between
the progenitor stars, which deserves further attention (Marchant et al. 2018).

If BHs with masses inside the predicted PISN mass gap are detected they should either
have non-stellar origin or be the result of multiple mergers in a cluster (Rodriguez et al.
2016b; Stone et al. 2017). However, Gerosa & Berti (2019) claim that only systems where
both BHs have already previously merged can appreciably populate the predicted gap, with
the rate of forming a binary BH dropping with each merger event, due to recoil from a
merger ejecting the BH from the cluster. Whether BHs are ejected from clusters also de-
pends strongly on whether they are born spinning; if they do not spin then they are more
likely to stay bound in the cluster (Rodriguez et al. 2019).

The present and upcoming detections of binary BH mergers might provide evidence con-
straining the death of the most massive stars before we might be able to unequivocally ob-
serve these phenomena in the electromagnetic spectrum (Stevenson et al. 2019). Our results
suggest, that with a large population of merger events, we can put constraints on uncertain
nuclear physics and provide a new tool for cosmology.
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7Circumstellar material
from pulsational pair instability
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Abstract

Present and upcoming large time-domain surveys and gravitational-wave followup efforts will unravel the variety
of rare explosive transients in the sky. We focus here on pulsational pair-instability evolution, which can produce
observable signatures both in gravitational and electromagnetic waves. Using the MESA stellar evolution code, we
simulate grids of bare helium stars to characterize jointly the resulting black hole (BH) masses and ejecta compo-
sition, velocity, and thermal state. We find that the stars do not react “elastically” to the thermonuclear ignition
in the core: there is not a one-to-one correspondence between pair-instability driven thermonuclear explosions and
mass ejections, which causes ambiguity in what is an observable pair-instability pulse. At the lower mass end
(37.5 M� . MHe,init . 41 M�) the explosions are not strong enough to affect the surface. With increasing helium
core mass, they become progressively stronger causing first large radial expansion (41 M� . MHe,init . 42 M�),
and finally also mass ejection episodes (MHe,init & 42.5 M�). The lowest mass helium core to be fully disrupted
in a pair-instability supernova is MHe,init ' 80 M�, corresponding to a pre-explosion carbon oxygen core mass
of MCO ' 57 M�. Models with MHe,init & 200 M� reach the photodisintegration regime, resulting in BHs with
masses MBH & 125 M�. If the pulsating models produce BHs via (weak) explosions, the previously-ejected ma-
terial might be hit by the blast wave. This might convert kinetic energy into observable electromagnetic radiation
because of circumstellar interactions. We characterize the hydrogen-free circumstellar material from the pulsational
pair-instability of helium cores assuming simplistically that the ejecta maintain a constant velocity. We provide
detailed output that can be used to improve on this. We find that our models produce helium-rich ejecta with mass
10−3 M� . MCSM . 40 M�, the larger values corresponding to the more massive progenitor stars. These ejecta are
typically launched at a few thousands km s−1, and reach distances ∼ 1012 − 1015 cm before the core-collapse of the
star. The delays between mass ejection events and the final collapse span a wide and mass-dependent range (from
sub-hour to 104 years), and the shells ejected can also collide with each other, powering supernova impostor events.
The range of properties we find suggests a possible connection with (some) type Ibn supernovae.
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7 Circumstellar material from pulsational pair-instability

7.1 Introduction

Very massive stars are mainly supported by radiation pressure. Those that end their main se-
quence with a helium (He) core exceeding MHe,init & 80 M� (which decreases to MHe ' 60 M�
accounting for wind mass loss) are predicted to end their evolution as pair-instability super-
novae (PISN, Fowler & Hoyle 1964; Rakavy & Shaviv 1967). They evolve in hydrostatic
equilibrium until they develope a carbon-oxygen (CO) core. Soon after, the conversion of
photons into electron-positron (e±) pairs softens the equation of state initiating the collapse
of the star. This increases the inner temperature until explosive thermonuclear oxygen burn-
ing reverts the collapse and fully disrupts the star (e.g., Barkat et al. 1967; Fraley 1968; Kasen
et al. 2011; Yoshida et al. 2016; Woosley 2017, 2019). Such stars do not leave any compact
remnant at the end of their evolution. For initial MHe,init & 200 M�, stars also experience ex-
plosive thermonuclear oxygen burning but, owing to energy loss due to photo-disintegration
of heavy nuclei, the explosion is not energetic enough to reverse the collapse into an explo-
sion and disrupt the star, (e.g., Bond et al. 1984; Fryer et al. 2001; Heger et al. 2003). In
these cases, the final fate is core collapse (CC), forming a massive black hole (BH). There-
fore, if these stellar explosions do occur in nature, a “PISN black hole mass gap” (also called
2nd mass gap1) is expected between the most massive BH that can be formed without en-
countering PISN fate and the least massive BH formed because of the photodisintegration
instability.

The most massive BHs below the gap result from the evolution of He cores with initial
masses just below ∼ 80 M� (e.g., Yoon et al. 2012; Woosley 2017; Farmer et al. submitted). In
these stars, the explosive burning releases less energy and thus is only able to eject a fraction
of the outer layers of the star. This produces a mass-loss pulse, without fully disrupting the
star (Rakavy & Shaviv 1967; Fraley 1968; Woosley et al. 2007; Woosley 2017, 2019). This
phenomenon is the lower-mass analogue of a PISN, a pulsational pair-instability (PPI). The
star may undergo multiple such pulses until the combined effects of pulsational mass loss,
entropy loss to neutrinos, and fuel consumption stabilizes the core (Woosley 2017; Marchant
et al. 2018; Leung et al. 2019). Ultimately, this star is likely to collapse to a BH, possibly
with an associated supernova (SN).

Given the impact on the distribution of BH masses (Belczynski et al. 2016b; Woosley
2017; Marchant et al. 2018; Stevenson et al. 2019), the recent direct detection of gravita-
tional waves (LVC 2017b, 2018b) has revived the interest in PPI evolution. Moreover, the
followup of gravitational wave merger events is driving large observational efforts in time-
domain astronomy, with new and upcoming facility such as the Zwicky Transient Factory
(Bellm 2014), Large Synoptic Supernova Survey (LSST Science Collaboration et al. 2009),
etc. When not following up gravitational wave events, these instruments will perform surveys
of various depth and cadence which will soon unveil the variety of electromagnetic transients

1The “first gap” is the apparent lack of compact objects with masses between the maximum neutron star mass,
max{MNS} ' 2 M� and the least massive BH known min{MBH} ' 5 M�, (e.g., Farr et al. 2011, but see also
Wyrzykowski et al. 2016).
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possible in the sky. The James Webb Space Telescope will be able to probe the transients
expected at the death of the first stars in the Universe, increasing the chance of a direct un-
ambiguous detection of PISN or PPI+CC (Whalen et al. 2013).

Therefore, it is important to characterize are the observable characteristics of PPI evolu-
tion, i.e. address the question “what are the observable signatures of a pulse?”. Of particular
interest is the question of how much mass do the pulses eject and at which velocity is it
launched (Leung et al. 2019), or in other words, what are the circumstellar material (CSM)
structures that this process can produce.

Previous studies from Chatzopoulos & Wheeler (2012a,b) investigated the fate of H-rich
stars with zero age main sequence (ZAMS) masses above 40 M�, with and without rotation,
and found PPI evolution in the mass range 40−65 M� (for high rotation rates) and 80−110 M�
(without rotation). These ranges are also sensitive to the details of the nuclear physics (e.g.
Takahashi 2018; Farmer et al. submitted).

Woosley (2017, 2019) presented the first grids of stellar evolution calculations for a wide
mass range enclosing both PPI followed by a core collapse (PPI+CC) and PISN. The light
curves of the former are expected to show a series of brightening events as the individual
pulses collide with each other (Woosley 2017), which has been proposed to explain the ex-
tremely luminous light curve of SN2006gy (Woosley et al. 2007). More recently, Arcavi
et al. (2017b); Woosley (2018) also proposed PPI as a way to explain the peculiar photomet-
ric and spectroscopic evolution of SN iPTF14hls, possibly coming from a merger progenitor
(Vigna-Gómez et al. 2019).

Although PISN need not be extremely luminous (Woosley 2017), they are routinely con-
sidered in the context of super-luminous supernovae (e.g. Gal-Yam et al. 2009; Chatzopoulos
et al. 2013). No unambiguous identification of an astrophysical transient with a PISN is avail-
able as-yet, however Kozyreva et al. (2018) proposed OGLE14-073 as the best candidate. For
models evolving through PPI before their final collapse, the best observational candidates are
iPTF16eh, a type I super-luminous SN showing signs of hydrogen-rich circumstellar material
through the detection of a light echo (Lunnan et al. 2018) and SN2016iet, for which a dense,
H- and He-free CSM at 1015 cm of the star can be invoked to explain the light curve (Gomez
et al. 2019). Another potential candidate is PTF12dam, a fast rising type I super-luminous
SNe modeled by Tolstov et al. (2017) as combination of CSM-interaction and radioactive
decay.

Here, we calculate the detailed evolution of massive He cores to characterize jointly the
effect that PPI evolution has on the final BH masses and on the circumstellar material (CSM)
structure. Our stellar evolution models provide input for the hydrodynamical evolution of
the CSM. We also provide (i) a criterion to determine which He cores encounter a global
instability, resulting in PPI-driven mass loss and BH formation, and which He cores instead
are fully disrupted in a PISN and (ii) the bulk properties of the pulses and their distribution
as a function of mass.

In Sec. 7.2 we describe our calculations, before giving an overview of the evolutionary
outcome of our models in Sec. 7.3 and of the resulting BH masses in Sec. 7.4. We focus
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on the PPI models in Sec. 7.5, where we describe three physically motivated possible defini-
tions of a “pulse”. While the basic ideas on how the evolution of these models proceeds are
well established from the theoretical side, there is some ambiguity in the literature on what is
called a pulse. We discuss the CSM that our models can produce with a toy-model assuming
propagation of the ejecta at constant velocity in Sec. 7.6, and provide input files for a more
sophisticated modeling of the CSM at http://10.5281/zenodo.3406357. In Sec. 7.7 we discuss
whether the final core-collapse after the PPI evolution would produce an associated SN ex-
plosion, which would generate ejecta to interact with the previously ejected stellar layers. We
compare our results to a few observational transients that have been interpreted as pulsational
pair-instability events in Sec. 7.8. We define a criterion to distinguish pulsational evolution
from full disruption without going through the hydrodynamic calculations in Sec. 7.9, before
highlighting the main limitations of this study. Sec. 7.10 summarizes our main conclusions.
Appendix E.1 presents a resolution study of one of our models, and Appendix E.2 compares
the evolution of a naked He core to a hydrogen rich star with a similar He core mass.

7.2 Pulsational Pair-Instability evolution with MESA

We model the evolution of bare He cores because stars massive enough to encounter the
PPI are likely to have lost their hydrogen-rich envelop beforehand. This could happen either
because of the presence of a binary companion (e.g., Kobulnicky & Fryer 2007; Sana et al.
2012; Almeida et al. 2017), strong wind mass loss (e.g., Vink & de Koter 2005), or because of
rotational mixing preventing the formation of a core-envelope structure (Maeder & Meynet
2000; Yoon et al. 2006; de Mink et al. 2009; Mandel & de Mink 2016; Marchant et al. 2016).

Another way to form very massive stars which are expected to produce the most massive
(stellar mass) BHs is through runaway collisions in a dynamically excited environment (e.g.,
van den Heuvel & Portegies Zwart 2013), or binary mergers (e.g., de Mink et al. 2014; Vigna-
Gómez et al. 2019). Either might result in the loss from the system of some hydrogen-rich
material. Even if a binary merges before the onset of pulsations and retains a significant
amount of hydrogen (e.g., Vigna-Gómez et al. 2019), the merger is expected to undergo
asteroseismologic (non-PPI) pulsations enhancing wind mass loss removing of the remaining
envelope (Moriya & Langer 2015). Finally, any remaining hydrogen-rich envelope is likely
to be loosely bound and easily removed during the first PPI pulse (Fraley 1968; Leung et al.
2019, see also Appendix E.2).

We employ the open-source stellar evolution code MESA (release 11 701, Paxton et al.
2011, 2013, 2015, 2018, 2019) to evolve a grid of He stars in the mass range 35 M� .
MHe,init . 250 M�. Throughout this study, we define the He core mass as the total mass
of our models, and the carbon-oxygen (CO) core boundary as the outermost location where
the mass fraction of 4He drops below 0.01. We adopt an initial metallicity of Z = 0.001, and
we also ran a limited sample of models with Z = 0.00198. Both these values are below the
upper limit for the occurrence of PISN of Z�/3 ' 0.006 obtained from single star models
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(Langer et al. 2007). Pair-instability evolution might even occur at higher metallicity because
of late stellar mergers in a binary (Vigna-Gómez et al. 2019), or if magnetic fields funnel the
mass lost to winds back to the star (Georgy et al. 2017). We do not study here the impact
of binarity, rotation, and magnetic fields. The impact of rotation was investigated previously
with 1D simulations by Chatzopoulos & Wheeler (2012a). We include wind mass loss as in
Marchant et al. (2018) and in the fiducial model of Farmer et al. (submitted), that is we use
the rate from Hamann et al. (1995); Hamann & Koesterke (1998) reduced by a factor of 10.
For effective temperatures Teff < 23 300 K, which can be achieved in between pulses due to
the expansion of the star, we employ the maximum between the Vink et al. (2000, 2001) and
Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager (1990) wind mass loss rates. We turn off wind mass loss during
the (physically brief) dynamical phases of evolution: PPI-driven dynamical mass ejections
are the only source of mass loss in these phases. Uncertainties in the wind mass loss rate can
have an impact on the core structure (Renzo et al. 2017), possibly influencing the CSM struc-
ture produced in PPI-driven mass loss events. However, Farmer et al. (submitted) showed
that uncertainties in the wind mass loss do not significantly influence the range of possible
BH remnant masses.

To follow the dynamical evolution of the pulses when they occur, we use MESA’s Riemann
HLLC solver (Toro et al. 1994; Paxton et al. 2018; Marchant et al. 2018). We determine
the dynamical stability of the star based on the adiabatic index Γ1 = ∂ log(P)/∂ log(ρ)|s,
(e.g., Kippenhahn et al. 2013). This is however a local quantity. To create a global metric
descriptive of the entire star, we follow Stothers 1999 in defining a volumetric pressure-
weighted average adiabatic index

〈Γ1〉
def
=

∫
Γ1P d3r∫

P d3r
≡

∫
Γ1

P
ρ

dm∫
P
ρ

dm
, (7.1)

where P, ρ are the local pressure and density, and we used the continuity equation to trans-
form the volumetric integral into and integral over the mass domain. Weighting the local Γ1

with P makes the average 〈Γ1〉 a dynamically relevant quantity, and guarantees that the inner
regions contribute more to the average. Whenever 〈Γ1〉 = 4/3 + 0.01, i.e. slightly before the
stellar structure becomes formally unstable, we switch to a hydrodynamical treatment of the
evolution and turn off the stellar winds (see also Marchant et al. 2018).

After a pulse, if the internal structure of the star meets the set of criteria specified in
Marchant et al. (2018) to conservatively ensure hydrostatic equilibrium has been recovered,
we excise the material moving faster than the local escape velocity and create a new star with
the entropy, chemical composition, and mass of the layers remaining bound. Even for non-
pulsating models, we turn on the hydrodynamics to follow the onset of core-collapse, when
the core temperature rises above Tc & 109.6 K.

We adopt a 22-isotope nuclear reaction network (approx21_plus_co56.net), which is
sufficient to trace the energy output during the relevant burning phases but not the detailed
nucleosynthesis (e.g., Farmer et al. 2016, submitted).

We assess convective stability using the Ledoux criterion, and adopt a mixing length
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parameter of αMLT = 2.0. We consider semi-convective mixing with an efficiency αs =

1.0, whilst neglecting thermohaline mixing. We assume an exponential under/overshooting
with parameters2 (f,f0)=(0.01, 0.005) for all convective regions. We follow the approach
of Marchant et al. (2018) based on Arnett (1969); Wood (1974) for the time-dependence of
the convective velocity. This is required to compute dynamical phases of the evolution with
timesteps shorter than the convective turnover timescale (Renzo et al. submitted).

We refer the reader to Appendix E.1 for the description of the numerical resolution and a
quantitative assessment of its impact on our results.

We stop our evolution either at the onset of CC or at the onset of a PISN. We define
the former as when the infall velocity anywhere in the model exceeds 1000 km s−1 (Woosley
et al. 2002). For the latter we check that the total energy (including the kinetic term) of the
star is positive, that the minimum radial velocity is non-negative, and that the total energy
is positive. These conditions guarantee that the star is unbound and there is an outflow of
matter.

The input files (inlists) and customized routines added to the code (run_star_
extras.f) needed to reproduce our results are available at http://10.5281/zenodo.3406357.
We also provide our numerical results for the evolution and final structure of each of our
models, including a customized output file storing averaged information for each layer mov-
ing beyond its local escape velocity during PPI-driven mass loss episodes3. Such files can
be used as inputs for hydrodynamic studies of the CSM structure produced by these stellar
models.

7.3 Overview of progenitors evolution
Fig. 7.1 shows the BH masses resulting from our grid as a function of the initial He core mass
(MHe,init, bottom axis) and approximate maximum CO core mass reached during the evolution
(MCO, top axis). Both can decrease because of PPI mass loss episodes towards the end of the
evolution. We estimate the BH mass as the mass coordinate where the binding energy of the
collapsing star reaches 1048 ergs, to allow for the possibility of mass loss during the CC from,
either a weak explosion (Ott et al. 2018; Kuroda et al. 2018), or ejection of a fraction of the
envelope (Nadezhin 1980; Lovegrove & Woosley 2013). This estimate is extremely close to
the total final mass of the He star. We do not account for other energy loss terms during the
core collapse, such as neutrinos which might carry away (part of) the core binding energy.
This effect is typically estimated to be of the order of ∼10% of the pre-collapse core rest mass
energy (e.g., O’Connor & Ott 2011; Belczynski et al. 2016b; Spera & Mapelli 2017), and can
shift our BH mass estimates further downwards.

The colored background in the left panel of Fig. 7.1 indicates approximately the evo-
lutionary path for the corresponding mass range. The four possibilities are summarized as
follows, in order of increasing initial He core mass:

2cf. Equation 2 in Paxton et al. 2011 and the MESA documentation for the definition of f and f0.
3The possibility of fallback is neglected in these files, even though our MESA models allow for it.
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CC: relatively low mass He cores end their lives in a core collapse (CC, blue on the left
of Fig. 7.1) event without losing mass to pair-production driven pulses. For these models,
the layers which are unstable to pair prodution (if any) are not massive enough to cause an
episode of mass ejection. In this mass range, the outcome of core-collapse is most likely BH
formation, possibly associated to a weak SN with large fallback (Ott et al. 2018; Kuroda et al.
2018). We return on the “explodability” of our grid of models in Sec. 7.7.

PPI+CC: with increasing MHe,init, the pair instability becomes progressively more violent.
Thermonuclear explosions (of oxygen and silicon) deep inside cause significant radial expan-
sion. Increasing further in mass, models experience one or more mass loss episodes, before
the core is stabilized by the consumption of fuel and entropy losses to neutrinos, and the stars
finally collapse (PPI+CC, green in Fig. 7.1).

PISN: for 80 M� . MHe,init . 200 M�, our models are completely disrupted in a PISN, and
produce no remnant (yellow vertical area in Fig. 7.1). Our lowest mass model going PISN
and leaving no remnant has MHe,init = 80.75 M�, corresponding to a maximum CO core mass
of ∼ 57 M�, in good agreement with the threshold value found by Farmer et al. (submitted).
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Fig. 7.1: Final BH masses as a function of the initial He core mass. The scale in the horizontal direction is loga-
rithmic. The colors in the background indicate the approximate range for each evolutionary path, see also Sec. 7.3.
The right panel shows the masses inferred from the binary BH mergers detected by LIGO/Virgo, with a red shade
to emphasize the overlap between PPI and CC, and green and blue hatches to indicate the fate of the progenitor in
different BH mass ranges.
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CC: for extremely massive cores, MHe,init & 200 M�, the energy release by the explosive
thermonuclear burning triggered by the pair instability is insufficient to fully disrupt the star.
This happens because most of that energy is used to photodisintegrate the nuclear ashes and
lost to neutrinos, instead of becoming kinetic energy of the stellar gas (Bond et al. 1984; Fryer
et al. 2001). Therefore, models above a certain threshold reach CC without any PPI-driven
mass loss (blue area on the right of the panel of Fig. 7.1).

In Fig. 7.1 the transition between the CC and PPI+CC is smooth, and we have avoided
quantifying the boundary between the low mass CC and PPI+CC because of the subtleties in
the definition of “pulse”. We outline three physically motivated definitions, each one shifting
the CC/PPI+CC boundary, in Sec. 7.5.

7.4 Resulting BH masses

The PISN BH mass gap is denoted by the hatched region in the left panel of Fig. 7.1. The
lower and upper edge of the gap can be read from the y-axis. With our numerical setup, we
find a maximum BH mass below the PISN gap of max{MBH} ' 45 M�, in good agreement
with the lower boundary of the gap from previous studies Woosley (2017); Marchant et al.
(2018); Leung et al. (2019); Woosley (2019); Farmer et al. (submitted). At the upper-end, the
PISN BH mass gap is closed by the photodisintegration instability causing the direct collapse
of an initially ∼ 200 M� He core to a BH of 125 M� (the difference is caused mainly by wind
mass loss). This upper boundary too is in good agreement with the results from Woosley
et al. (2002); Woosley (2017), although it is sensitive to the metallicity and uncertainties in
the wind mass loss rate.

We do not expect these boundaries would have varied if our models had a hydrogen-
rich envelope (e.g., Woosley 2017). The combination of the mass loss (Ott et al. 2018;
Kuroda et al. 2018; Chan et al. 2018) and energy loss to neutrinos at BH formation (e.g.,
Coughlin et al. 2018) should be sufficient to unbind the residual hydrogen envelope, unless
the progenitor is a blue super giant with a large binding energy of the envelope (exceeding
∼ 1048 erg, Lovegrove & Woosley 2013). Such blue supergiant pre-PPI structures might arise
from binary mergers (e.g., Spera et al. 2019, for a population synthesis study), however stel-
lar structure calculations of post-primary-main-sequence mergers from Vigna-Gómez et al.
(2019) show extended convective envelopes at the onset of the instability, which support our
expectation that the envelope would easily be shed at the onset of the instability (see also
Appendix E.2). Whether the H-rich envelope can contribute to the BH mass or not deserves
further investigation.

The right panel of Fig. 7.1 shows for comparison the individual BH masses of the binary
BH mergers detected to date by LIGO/Virgo4, with the 90% confidence level uncertainty

4Other events have since been reported by an independent analysis of the first two observing runs, see Zackay
et al. (2019) and references therein.
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ranges. The masses of the two BHs in a merger event are not direct observables, they are
instead inferred from the chirp mass and total mass of the binary. Hatched regions denote
possible progenitor evolution (see also Sec. 7.3): the red area emphasize the range of BH
masses that can be obtained by CC of a lower mass model, or by severe PPI mass loss of
the most massive PPI+CC models. Most BH progenitors for the gravitational wave mergers
events detected to date could be compatible with encountering the PPI, although we do not
expect most of them to have gone through this evolution because progenitors with sufficient
mass are disfavored by the initial mass function.

7.5 The physics of pulses: cores, radii, and mass ejections
While the nuclear and thermal processes governing the evolution of a star through pair in-
stability are well understood, the characterization of the observable properties of such events
are not yet as clear. The main reason for this is that stars do not react “elastically” to the pair-
instability: instead the nuclear binding energy released by burning episodes at each pulse is
stored and re-distributed throughout the stellar structure, and there is not a one-to-one corre-
spondence between what happens in the core and what can be observed at the surface.

To clarify the distinction between core behavior and observable properties from the out-
ermost layers of the star, in this section we describe the physical processes that can be used
to give three different physically motivated definition of “pulse”, and illustrate them with
an example MHe,init = 50 M� He core (for which we also present a resolution study in Ap-
pendix E.1). These definitions do not cover all the possible ways in which pulses can be
defined and counted. For example, Woosley 2017 uses the core temperature Tc while in
Marchant et al. 2018 we adopted a criterion based on the maximum velocity in the stellar
interior.

7.5.1 Thermonuclear ignition

Historically, studies on pair-instability evolution have focused on the core of stars. Indeed,
the region that becomes unstable because of the runaway production of e± is typically deep
in the star, and the subsequent evolution is driven by the explosive burning of oxygen and
heavier fuel (e.g., Barkat et al. 1967; Rakavy & Shaviv 1967; Fraley 1968; Woosley 2017;
Marchant et al. 2018; Leung et al. 2019). This allows for a definition of a pulse based on the
behavior of the deep interior of the star.

Fig. 7.2 shows the evolution of the central temperature (bottom panel) and nuclear and
neutrino luminosity (top panel) for a MHe,init = 50 M� He core. The horizontal axis shows
the time to the onset of CC on a reversed logarithmic scale to magnify the late evolutionary
phases, during which the PPI is encountered.

Initially, during the hydrostatic phase of evolution, the core temperature Tc grows steadily
following the contraction of the core. As the instability is encountered the core becomes ther-
mally unstable, because of the softening of the equation of state (EOS), causing the collapse
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7 Circumstellar material from pulsational pair-instability

and rise in Tc allowing for the explosive ignition of fuel. The latter can be seen as spikes in
the nuclear luminosity Lnuc. The thermonuclear release of energy expands the core, cooling
it adiabatically and causing a temperature drop. Eventually, the core is stabilized by the loss
of entropy to neutrinos and the burning of nuclear fuel, and it ends its life steadily increasing
its core temperature until the onset of CC.
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Fig. 7.2: Evolution of the central temperature (blue, bottom panel),
nuclear (red) and neutrino (orange) luminosity (top panel) for a 50 M�
He core. The inset in the bottom panel shows the readjustment of the
core to hydrostatic equilibrium after the first pulse, which we resolve
even if this behavior is likely to be strongly influenced by the imposed
spherical geometry.

If we define PPI pulses based
on core temperature spikes, or
equivalently spikes in nuclear and
neutrino luminosity, then the low-
est mass He core showing hints of
pulsational behavior is MHe,init '

37.5 M� corresponding to a final
MCO ' 28 M�. Even if the local
adiabatic index Γ1 < 4/3 some-
where in this model, however the
volumetric pressure-weighted av-
eraged adiabatic index is always
〈Γ1〉 > 4/3 for the entire evolution.
The thermonuclear ignition in the
core never results in a global in-
stability of the star. We find that
〈Γ1〉 crosses the stability threshold
of 4/3 at some point in the evolu-
tion only for MHe,init > 40.5 M�.

The inset plot of Fig. 7.2 shows
that in a one-dimensional spherical
MESAmodel the core “bounces” off

itself, which was already noted in
Paxton et al. (2018). These readjustments of the core cause secondary burning episodes
(Renzo et al. submitted) which can release further energy and introduce some complications
in counting the Tc spikes (see also Marchant et al. 2018). While we resolve in time these
bounces by taking timesteps shorter than the dynamical timescale of the core, it is likely that
multi-dimensional effects would affect them significantly. Even counting the core oscillations
as one individual pulse, our 50 M� model exhibits tens of thermonuclear-ignition pulses.

This behavior of the core of very massive stars encountering the pair instability is well
established (e.g., Barkat et al. 1967; Woosley 2017; Marchant et al. 2018; Leung et al. 2019).
However, since these processes happens deep inside the optically thick layers of the star, their
only direct observable is the rapid variation of orders of magnitude of the neutrino luminosity
during each pulse (Fryer et al. 2001, and possibly during the post-pulse bounces). However,
because of the rarity of such massive stars in the local Universe, such variations in the neutrino
luminosity are unlikely to be easily observed.
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7.5 The physics of pulses: cores, radii, and mass ejections

7.5.2 Radial expansion

In Sec. 7.5.1 we have discussed a definition of a PPI pulse based on the thermonuclear behav-
ior deep inside the core. However, for MHe,init > 41 M�, the nuclear binding energy released
by the thermonuclear explosions deep down can have an observable impact on the surface of
the star. Note that either because of other evolutionary processes, or because of a previous
PPI mass-loss episode, the surface can be a He rich layer for these stars, and we can use our
He core models to define a PPI pulse based on surface properties, assuming the hydrogen-rich
layers have been lost before.

Fig. 7.3: Radial evolution of a Minit = 50 M� He core through PPI
pulses. The radius of the bound material (red, plotted only during dy-
namical phases) oscillates because of the PPI. The photospheric radius
(orange) reaches 104 R� (dashed line) during the dynamical phase of
evolution, i.e. the location at optical depth 2/3 is in the material al-
ready ejected.

The thermonuclear burning in-
jects energy into the core and
drives a pulse wave, which propa-
gates down the decreasing density
profile of the star and eventually
steepens into a shock. The core,
post-explosion, readjusts and can
contribute to driving secondary
shocks. There is a small range in
mass, 41 M� . MHe,init . 42 M�
in which these shocks, which can
often catch up with each other be-
low the stellar surface, are not
energetic enough to dynamically
unbind any significant amount of
matter (see also Sec. 7.5.3). Nev-
ertheless, even in this mass range,
they produce a potentially observ-
able extreme radial expansion of
the star. For models more massive
than MHe,init & 42 M�, the energy
released in the thermonuclear explosion also cause the ejection of material (see Sec. 7.5.3).

Fig. 7.3 shows the radial evolution of our 50 M� example. The orange line shows the
photospheric radius (defined as the location where the optical depth is 2/3). Initially, at tCC −

t ' 105.5 years, the core contracts in a phase of “pseudo-evolution” in which the model is
relaxed to the desired initial conditions. Afterwards, for most of the evolution in hydrostatic
equilibrium (until tCC − t ' 10−2 years), the stellar radius is of the order of the solar radius
(R� ' 6.9 · 1010 cm) or less. As the star contracts and approaches the instability, we switch
to the HLLC solver at around tCC − t . 1 year, when the thicker red line appears in Fig. 7.3.
This line shows the radius of the bound material R(v < vesc) and is plotted only when the
hydrodynamics is on.

We follow the thermal contraction of the star due to the pair-instability, and at tCC − t '
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7 Circumstellar material from pulsational pair-instability

10−2 years a shock wave propagating from the core causes a huge radial expansion by two
orders of magnitude on a dynamical timescale. The material remaining bound to the star
extends to ∼ 1013 cm. For our 50 M� model, the pulse also ejects matter and the ejected
layer extends beyond 1014 cm. For numerical stability reasons we cap the radii at 104 R� '
6.9 · 1014 cm (horizontal dashed line in Fig. 7.3), and treat such limit as an open boundary5.
We discuss the ejected matter more extensively in Sec. 7.5.3.

The ejected layer can obscure the bound surface of the star: the location where the optical
depth is 2/3 extends all the way to the outermost layers of our Lagrangian mesh, although
the structure of the material moving faster than the escape velocity should be recomputed
accounting for radiative losses for a better determination of the photosphere. It is possible
that such stars would exhibit large radius differences at different wavelengths, with some
that might even appear red during their maximal radial expansion. For this particular model,
the photospheric radius does not have time to recover its pre-pulse value, since the radial
expansion only started days before the final core-collapse. More massive models have more
violent pulses that drive the inner core farther out of thermal equilibrium and for which it
takes longer to recover the condition for further (explosive or stable) nuclear burning (see
also Sec. 7.6): this can give time to the photospheric radius to decrease again.

The bound radius instead experiences large oscillations between 1011 cm and 1013 cm
(the maximal expansion reached initially). In this case, these might not be directly obervable
since they are embedded within the pseudo photosphere of the ejecta. Models more massive
than our example might have rather long lived phases with large radii, which might have
implications for binary interactions (e.g., Marchant et al. 2018) and wind mass loss physics.

7.5.3 Ejection of material

Although the two definitions of a pulse we introduced in the previous sections (based on the
core explosive behavior and on the radial expansion, respectively) might possibly give ob-
servable “pulses”, the processes they are based on do not leave a direct imprint neither on the
CSM structure, nor on the remnant BH mass. Observational confirmation of the occurrence
in nature of PPI+CC evolution (and possibly PISN) is most likely to come from observa-
tions of transients which can probe the CSM around the exploding star (e.g., Tolstov et al.
2017; Lunnan et al. 2018; Gomez et al. 2019; Wang & Li 2019) and/or the distribution of BH
masses probed through gravitational waves (Fishbach & Holz 2017; Talbot & Thrane 2018;
Stevenson et al. 2019; Mangiagli et al. 2019). It is therefore worth giving a definition of pulse
based on the ejection of material from the stars: the ejecta carry away mass, decreasing the
final BH mass and shaping the CSM structure.

Our simulations produce output for the ejecta at each timestep. The top panel of Fig. 7.4
shows the cumulative mass lost to PPI-driven pulses for our example MHe,init = 50 M� He
core. In this specific model, the total (H-free) ejecta mass is about 1.2 M� by the end of
the evolution. Had our star retained an H-rich envelope until the onset of the first pulse, the

5In none of our models is such an upper limit in radius reached by the bound material
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7.5 The physics of pulses: cores, radii, and mass ejections

remaining H-rich envelope at the onset of the instability would likely add to the amount of
mass in the CSM (see also Appendix E.2).
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Fig. 7.4: Space-time diagram for propagation of the PPI ejecta of
a 50 M� He core. The color indicates the density, assuming radial
expansion at constant velocity. The top panel indicates the cumulative
amout of mass lost through pulses only (i.e., excluding the wind mass
loss). The cyan curve shows the radius of the material instantaneously
bound (cf. the red curve in Fig. 7.3).

The bottom panel of Fig. 7.4
shows the density distribution
around the star as a function of
distance from the star (y-axis) and
time until the final CC (x-axis).
The cyan line shows the radius
of the bound material (cf. the red
curve in Fig. 7.3), which we as-
sume to be the initial radius from
which the ejecta are launched. To
compute the CSM density we as-
sume propagation of the ejecta at
constant velocity. We use the ve-
locity at the time the material first
exceeds the local escape velocity
as computed by MESA, and it is typ-
ically of a few thousand km s−1.
We return to the ejecta velocity in
Sec. 7.6. Assuming a constant ve-
locity for the propagation of the
ejecta corresponds to neglecting
radiative cooling, internal collisions of the ejecta, and multi-dimensional effects (e.g., Chen
& Woosley 2019), and we discuss it here only for illustration purposes. Our output files6

contain the amount of mass ejected, its center of mass velocity, chemical composition and
thermal state (averaged by mass over all the mesh points that exceed the local escape velocity
in the current timestep), which could be used as input for more sophisticated simulations to
predict the details of the CSM structure around PPI+CC models. This ejecta output neglects
the possibility of fallback, which however could be implemented when using these files as
input for hydrodynamical simulations of the CSM.

The CSM structure shown in Fig. 7.4 for our example model shows H-poor/He-rich CSM
starting from ∼ 1013 cm and extending out to ∼ 1014 cm. The CSM densities reach 10−5 −

10−4 g cm−3. These value are typical for the models in our grid, and fall in the range of CSM
distances and densities inferred from transient observations (e.g., Gomez et al. 2019).

However, mass ejections that happen in subsequent timesteps (possibly with no mass
ejected in between) in MESA might not be physically distinct events. To count the mass ejec-
tion events, we need to group mass ejections in timesteps separated by less than a dynamical
timescale in one individual event. Moreover, one mass ejection event can last several dynam-

6Publicly available at http://10.5281/zenodo.3406357.
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7 Circumstellar material from pulsational pair-instability

ical timescales, for example the final mass ejection and full disruption of a PISN is expected
to produce a long transient (e.g., Gal-Yam et al. 2009). We estimate the dynamical timescale

as the free-fall timescale τff = 2π
√

GR3
photo/Mbound where G is Newton’s constant, and Rphoto

and Mbound are the (time-dependent) photospheric radius and mass gravitationally bound to
the star. We define the beginning of a mass loss event as the timestep during which at least
10−6 M� has been removed from the star since the last mass loss event (either in one timestep,
or cumulatively). We require each mass ejection event to last at least one free fall timescale
(calculated at the beginning of the pulse), and define its end as soon as the amount of mass
to be ejected in the following 100 tff (now calculated at the end of the pulse) is less than
10−7 M�. This last condition allows us to count as a single event mass ejection episodes that
last longer than a dynamical timescale. All together, these requirements enforce that ejections
which numerically happen in different timesteps separated by less than a free fall timescale
are not counted as separate events. Adopting this criterion to count the mass ejection events,
our MHe,init = 50 M� model only has one mass-ejection episode (cf. tens of core ignitions, see
Sec. 7.5.1), which starts roughly ∼ 0.015 years ' 130 hours before CC. The duration of the
PISN events in our grid, assuming these threshold to define the beginning of the explosion,
exceeds months even for the least massive PISN model with MHe,init = 80.75 M� in agree-
ment with previous studies. Note that our stopping conditions do not allow models to reach
what would look as the observational end of a PISN.

7.6 Pulsational Pair-Instability-generated CSM

We turn now to discussing the CSM that can be created by PPI evolution across our grid
of models. In principle, this CSM can be probed by time-domain observations. Most of its
properties do not depend on what criterion is used to define the beginning or end of the pulses,
except the number of pulses and their duration. For these quantities, we adopt the definition
of Sec. 7.5.3 based on the ejection of matter, which is the most relevant for discussing the
CSM structure.

Tab. E.1 summarizes the time, duration, and amount of mass loss in each event for all the
PPI+CC models in our grid, and Fig. 7.5 shows the number of pulses as mass-ejection events
contributing to the CSM. Models evolving to CC without any mass ejection have zero pulses.
We define full disruption in a PISN as a one-pulse event, although these would not contribute
to the CSM itself. The color in the background emphasizes again the various evolutionary
behaviors, but the mass threshold separating CC (blue) from PPI+CC (green) evolution is
well defined at MHe,init = 40.5 M� with the definition from Sec. 7.5.3.

The number of pulses is zero at the lower end, and increases up to three distinct mass
ejection events for the central part of the PPI+CC mass range. At even higher masses, ap-
proaching the PPI+CC/PISN boundary, the number of pulses decreases again, although the
amount of mass ejected increases (see also Fig. 7.7): this is because pulses become more
energetic and consume more nuclear fuel at once.
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Fig. 7.5: Number of mass-ejection events caused by pair instability as a function of the initial He core mass. The
color shading indicates the approximate range for each behavior: core collapse without experiencing PPI-driven
mass loss (CC, blue), PPI-driven mass loss (PPI+CC, green), or full disruption in a PISN (yellow), which we define
as one mass loss event. The noisiness is caused by the occurrence of mass loss event right at the time of the final
core collapse.

Fig. 7.6: Velocity profile at the onset of core-collapse for
a 50 M� He core, which undergoes a PPI mass loss event
while collapsing. The dashed red line shows the escape
velocity profile, the thick blue line indicates the profile of
the bound material, while the thinner line represents mate-
rial still on the Lagrangian mass grid, but already beyond
the escape velocity (red). The gray area indicates mass
already lost to stellar winds.

The green region shows some noise in
the number of pulses: the reason for this is
illustrated in Fig. 7.6, which shows the ve-
locity as a function of Lagrangian mass co-
ordinate for our MHe,init = 50 M� core at the
onset of core collapse. Many models exhibit
a similar behavior, with an outgoing pulse
wave at the onset of CC: this means that the
PPI mass ejection is still going on while the
Fe core starts collapsing.

Fig. 7.7 summarizes the amount of mass
lost to PPI-driven pulses across our model
grid. The bottom panel shows the amount
of mass lost per individual pulse, the pulse
number is represented by the color of the
dots. The typical amount of mass lost varies
from . 10−3 M� for the lowest-mass models
ejecting some mass, up to ' 20 M� (of He-
rich material) at the upper mass end, just be-
low the minimum mass for PISN. For mod-
els producing more than one mass ejection
event (i.e., the models for which also a pur-
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ple and possibly a red dot are shown), the amount of mass lost per pulse does not behave
monotonically with the pulse number. For 50 M� . MHe,init . 62 M� the second pulse (pur-
ple) ejects more mass than the first (blue), while for higher masses the first pulse removes
more mass than the second.

The top panel of Fig. 7.7 shows the total amount of mass lost to PPI ejecta, i.e., the sum of
the mass ejected in each individual pulse. A trend of more massive models producing more
energetic pulses and driving more mass loss is evident. We provide a simple fitting formula
for the total amount of He-rich mass lost in PPI-driven events for 45 M� ≤ MHe,init ≤ 80 M�
which produce a CSM mass larger than ∼ 0.2 M�, shown as a dashed gray line in the top
panel of Fig. 7.7:

∆Mtot = 0.00037 · 100.06234×MHe,init for 45 M� ≤ MHe,init ≤ 80 M� , (7.2)

where ∆Mtot and MHe,init are in solar units. The total mass lost to pulses should be added
to the amount of mass lost due to winds to calculate the total mass in the CSM. The density
distribution of the CSM generated by PPI-driven pulses and wind mass loss rate are likely to
be very different. In cases where stars retain a (loosely bound) H-rich envelope at the onset
of the first pulse, the mass of such envelope at the start of the pulses should also be added to
the total mass lost in the first mass loss event.
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Fig. 7.7: PPI-driven mass loss as a function of the ini-
tial He core mass. The top panel shows the total mass
ejected in pulses, the bottom panel shows the mass lost
in individual pulses. The amount of mass lost does
not have a monotonic behavior with pulse number, and
spans a wide range of values. The first pulse is shown in
blue, and the second and third, if they occur, are shown
in purple and red, respectively. Thin vertical lines con-
nect multiple pulses for the same MHe,init.
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Fig. 7.8: Top panel. Delay time between mass ejection
episodes. Bottom panel. Delay time between each mass
ejection episode and the final core-collapse. Typical de-
lays are of the order of few months, but they increase
steeply with the initial He core mass of the PPI progen-
itor, which produce fewer but more energetic pulses, up
to 104 years.
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Fig. 7.9: Center of mass velocity of the layers ejected at each pulse. The
first pulse (blue) produces typically higher ejection velocities, and the ejecta
move at ∼ few thousand km s−1 which suggests a connection with (some
subclasses) of SN Ibn.

Fig. 7.8 shows the de-
lay time between the end
times of two subsequent mass
ejections (top panel) and be-
tween each pulse and the fi-
nal CC, as a function of the
initial He core mass of our
models. The timing of the
mass-loss events also spans a
large range, from zero (see
also Fig. 7.6 for example)
to ∼ 104 years, correspond-
ing roughly to the Kelvin-
Helmholtz timescale of the most massive PPI+CC. We emphasize that many models in our
grid show sub-month delays between the last pulse and the final CC, which makes them
potential candidates to detect CSM interactions in early observations of the explosions.

The delay (in between pulses and between each pulse and CC) increases with the He core
mass, because more massive models produce more energetic pulses that drive the star farther
from gravo-thermal equilibrium, increasing the amount of time needed to return to equilib-
rium after a pulse and resume the final evolution. While typically for very massive stars
the neutrino luminosity greatly exceeds their photon luminosity Lν � L (they are “neutrino
stars”, Fraley 1968), this is not always true for the most massive PPI+CC models. For these,
the adiabatic expansion of the core can leads to central temperature and densities too low
for significant neutrino cooling to occur. Thus, after a pulse begins, these models transition
from evolving on a neutrino-mediated thermal timescale (∝ GM2/RLν) to a photon-mediated
thermal timescale (∝ GM2/RL) in between pulses, which increases their interpulse time.

Figure 7.9 shows the center of mass velocity of the layers ejected (which is calculated as
the mass-weighted average of the center of mass velocity of the layers ejected at each timestep
over the duration of the mass ejection event). Unlike the other quantities characterizing a
pulse, the ejecta velocities we find do not span orders of magnitude, and are typically a
few ∼ 1000 km s−1. This suggest that mass ejection during a PPI might explain the He-rich
circumstellar material required to explain at least some of the spectra of SN Ibn showing
narrow He lines (e.g. Pastorello et al. 2008), provided that the final CC results in a successful
explosion (see also Sec. 7.7).

The first pulse (blue dots) are almost always faster than the later pulses, likely because af-
ter the first thermonuclear burning in the core, the nuclear fuel burned becomes progressively
heavier, corresponding to a smaller energy release per nucleon. Nevertheless, assuming prop-
agation at constant velocity, many models result in collisions in between the ejecta which can
appear as SN impostors, as noted by Woosley (2017).
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7 Circumstellar material from pulsational pair-instability

7.7 Explodability of CC and PPI+CC models

MHe,init [M�] MFe [M�] M4 [M�] µ4

C
C

35.00 1.82 2.22 0.16
36.00 1.92 2.30 0.18
37.00 1.75 2.33 0.18
38.00 1.59 2.34 0.19
39.00 1.65 2.39 0.21
40.00 2.07 2.44 0.25
41.00 1.96 2.48 0.28

PP
I+

C
C

42.00 1.60 2.53 0.32
44.00 2.17 2.62 0.11
45.00 2.18 2.68 0.26
46.00 1.76 2.72 0.19
47.00 1.92 2.77 0.20
48.00 1.92 2.82 0.28
50.00 2.33 2.90 0.28
52.00 2.09 2.77 0.39
54.00 1.95 2.56 0.24
55.00 1.80 2.42 0.30
56.00 2.20 2.25 0.52
57.00 2.18 1.90 0.45
58.00 2.21 2.56 0.45
59.00 2.25 2.26 0.49
60.25 2.18 2.31 0.48
63.75 2.03 2.28 0.32
67.25 1.94 2.25 0.29
69.25 2.04 2.21 0.31
70.25 2.02 2.17 0.27
71.00 2.03 2.25 0.32
72.00 2.31 2.16 0.23
73.00 2.16 2.19 0.42
74.75 1.76 2.02 0.73
75.00 2.02 2.12 0.25
80.00 2.09 2.31 0.53

PISN

C
C

200.00 31.50 0.00 –
220.00 10.78 0.00 –
250.00 5.77 0.00 –

Table 7.1: Iron core mass (MFe), mass location M4

where the specific entropy decreases below 4kBNA, and
mass gradient µ4 ≡ dM/dr|s=4kBNA for a representa-
tive subset of our models eventually forming a BH at
Z = 0.001. All the models we computed are available at
http://doi:10.5281/zenodo.3406357.

Does the final CC of a post-PPI star result in
a successful explosion? This question is rel-
evant in the context of SNe potentially pow-
ered by the interaction of the SN ejecta with
previously-ejected shells. Tab. 7.1 lists, for
a representative subset of models, quantities
commonly used to determine the “explodabil-
ity” of a stellar model. Specifically, we re-
port the final iron core mass, defined as the
outermost location where the mass fraction
of 28Si ≤ 0.01 and the mass fraction of Fe-
group elements, i.e. with more than 46 nu-
cleons, exceeds 0.1; and the two parameters
proposed by Ertl et al. (2016). These are
the mass coordinate M4 at which the spe-
cific entropy decreases below 4kBNA, where
kB is Boltzmann’s constant and NA is Avo-
gadro’s number, and the mass gradient at
this location µ4 (Eq. 5 in Ertl et al. 2016).
Since the nuclear reaction network we em-
ploy does not allow for detailed treatment of
the electron captures and β decays which de-
termine the final electron-to-baryon ratio, we
avoid listing the compactness parameter (e.g.
O’Connor & Ott 2011), which is sensitive
to these modeling assumptions (Farmer et al.
2016; Renzo et al. 2017). We caution that
three-dimensional simulations (e.g. Ott et al.
2018; Kuroda et al. 2018) might give a differ-
ent outcome than 1D parametric simulations
used to assess the explodability of grids of
models (e.g., O’Connor & Ott 2011; Ugliano
et al. 2012; Müller 2019b; Couch et al. 2019).

The iron core mass is typically below
∼ 2.5 M� below the PISN BH mass gap. The
values for models above the PISN BH mass
gap are sensitive to how much nuclear burning
goes on before the stopping criterion based on
the infall velocity is reached, and because of
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their large mass, the entropy is larger than 4kBNA throughout these stars.
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Fig. 7.10: Surface composition at the onset of core-collapse for the
PPI+CC and CC models. 4He, 12C, 16O are shown as red dots, cyan
triangles, and blue crosses, respectively. The dot-dashed horizontal
lines of the same color mark the initial mass fraction for these ele-
ments. The colored background indicates the approximate evolution
of the star (cf. Fig. 7.1 and Sec. 7.3).

Because of the as-yet insuffi-
cient understanding of BH forma-
tion, it is hard to predict whether
these models would give a suc-
cessful, albeit possibly weak, ex-
plosion. However, the iron cores
we find (cf. Tab. 7.1) might suc-
cessfully explode even if forming
a BH (e.g. Ott et al. 2018; Kuroda
et al. 2018).

Fig. 7.10 shows the surface
mass fractions of 4He, 12C, 16O at
the onset of core collapse for our
CC and PPI+CC models. Should
the CSM evolve to be (partially)
optically thin at the time of the fi-
nal explosion, the surface compo-
sition of the star would determine
the spectral type

of the SN. Most PPI+CC
models experiencing a significant
amount of mass loss show He-
poor surfaces, and enhanced car-
bon (and to a smaller extent) oxy-
gen mass fractions, corresponding to type Ic SNe. Because of the radial expansion caused
by the pulses, some of these progenitors might look like extended and cool objects at the
onset of collapse, rather than compact and hot progenitors. Conversely, if the He-rich CSM
is optically thick, it might obscure the progenitor star and the embedded explosion, and we
would expect that re-processing of the photons by the shell would produce He lines (possibly
narrow and in emission) corresponding to a type Ib(n) SN.

We omit from Fig. 7.10 the PISN models because our stopping condition for these con-
servatively ensures the full star is unbound, but it might not correspond to the “beginning”
of the explosion. Nevertheless, most PISN models start exploding while still retaining some
He at their surface (corresponding again to type Ib SNe) with the wind mass-loss rate and
metallicity adopted here.

Fig. 7.10 also shows a trend with the initial He core mass: the larger the initial MHe,init,
the more mass is lost to winds and PPI, the lower the surface He mass fraction and the
higher the carbon and oxygen mass fractions. In the mass range 50 M� . MHe,init . 75 M�,
corresponding roughly to the region where we find three distinct PPI driven mass loss events,
the predicted surface abundances appear more noisy.
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Fig. 7.11: 56Ni mass present in the star at the onset of CC
or PISN. The color background is the same as Fig. 7.5 and
indicates the approximate evolution (CC for blue, PPI+CC
for green, and PISN for yellow). We computed these mod-
els using a 22-isotope nuclear reaction network.

Finally, during the PPI evolution some
56Ni can be produced. We expect that a sig-
nificant fraction of this 56Ni will fall back
intro the final BH. The energy release from
its decay might pre-expand the innermost
layers of the core, which could potentially
help successful explosion of these stars at
the final CC. Fig. 7.11 shows the amount of
56Ni present in our PPI+CC and PISN mod-
els at the end of the evolution: for PPI+CC
models the total mass of 56Ni is typically
MNi ' 0.2 − 0.4 M�, i.e. about one or-
der of magnitude more than what is pro-
duced in typical core-collapse SNe (e.g.,
Wongwathanarat et al. 2013). This value
increases steeply in the PISN range, reach-
ing about ∼ 60 M� at the upper end, in good
agreement with Woosley et al. (2002) re-
sults. Note however that our calculations are

based on a 22-isotope nuclear reaction network which is known to produce MNi deviating by
up to a factor of ∼ 1.5× in either directions from the results computed with larger nuclear
reaction networks (regardless of the final fate of the models between CC, PPI+CC, or PISN).

7.8 Comparison to selected supernovae

Stars experiencing the PPI+CC evolution should intrinsically be rare because of the large
initial mass necessary to build up a sufficiently massive core. To produce a significant amount
of CSM via PPI-driven pulses, our results suggest that the He core mass needs to initially
exceed MHe,init & 42 M�. Therefore, the rate of observed transients that can be interpreted
as signatures of PPI evolution should be small. Possibly for this reason an unambiguous
detection of PPI+CC/PISN in time-domain surveys is not yet available, although the physical
mechanism underlying this phenomenon is well understood. We consider here a few notable
and recent hydrogen-less type I SNe that have been proposed as PPI+CC candidates.

PTF12dam: Tolstov et al. (2017) modelled the H-less (type I) superluminous supernova
PTF12dam as powered by the combination of 56Ni decay and CSM interaction. They pro-
posed such a combination of energy sources invoking the following scenario: first the H-rich
envelope is removed by stellar winds, then the PPI pulses produce ∼ 20 − 40 M� of CSM
before the final CC synthesizes and ejects M56Ni ' 6 M� of radioactive material. Our re-
sults, albeit computed with a small nuclear reaction network, never produce this combination
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of CSM mass and M56Ni: PPI ejecta exceeding 20 M� are found only for MHe,init & 75 M�
(cf. Fig. 7.7), but only about ∼ 0.2 M� of 56Ni is synthesized for PPI+CC models. Assuming
that the final CC proceeds similarly as for lower mass stars, we expect it would add ∼ 0.03-
0.05 M� of 56Ni (e.g., Wongwathanarat et al. 2013), which does not help to reach the high
M56Ni claimed. An initial He core mass exceeding MHe,init & 140 M� is required to reach the
amount of radioactive material required by Tolstov et al. (2017), which would put the model
in the PISN range where we do not expect CSM from PPI.

iPTF16eh: Lunnan et al. (2018) detected a time and frequency varying MgII line in the
spectrum of the type I superluminous supernova iPTF16eh. They interpreted it as a light-echo
of the explosion bouncing off a layer of CSM at r ' 3.5 · 1017 cm moving at ∼ 3 300 km s−1,
implying an ejection ∼ 30 years before the final CC. Based on these CSM properties and
the models from Woosley (2017), they inferred a progenitor with MHe,init ' 50 − 55 M� (or
equivalently an initial total mass ∼ 115 M�). Our models are in overall agreement with the
results from Woosley (2017) used by Lunnan et al. (2018) to interpret iPTF16eh, although
the delay time and ejecta velocity would agree better with slightly a more massive progenitor,
with MHe,init ' 60 − 65 M�.

SN2016iet: Gomez et al. (2019) analyzed the double-peaked peculiar type I SN 2016iet.
They explored several scenarios (PISN, CSM interaction, and central engine) to power its
light curve. This event showed an unusually high Ca/O ratio, and extreme offset from the
nearest galaxy of ∼ 16 kpc, however Hα lines appear in the spectra beyond 400 days, possi-
bly indicating local star formation activity. They also detected a possible light-echo from
a H- and He-poor shell moving at few thousand km s−1. Regardless of the scenario as-
sumed, they inferred a large progenitor mass with a CO core 55 M� . MCO . 120 M�.
The model they favor to explain the light curve combines the signal from the shock cool-
ing of the prompt explosion (first peak) and CSM interactions (second peak), but requires
∼ 35 M� of CSM. Both the possible presence of a shell of H- and He-poor material and
the claimed progenitor and CSM masses suggest PPI+CC as a viable scenario for the pro-
genitor of SN2016iet. Several models with initial He core mass MHe,init & 50 M� produce
PPI-driven pulses with mass, timing, and velocity within a factor of about two from the val-
ues inferred by Gomez et al. (2019). However, reaching that total amount of CSM would
either require the progenitor to be at the very edge of the PISN regime, for which we find
long interpulse delays (cf. Fig. 7.8) and also the last pulse tends to produce little mass loss
(cf. Fig. 7.7). Alternatively, allowing for a contribution of the stellar wind to the CSM mass
budget (e.g., because of the wind in between pulses running into a slower moving previ-
ously ejected shell), models with 60 M� . MHe,init . 70 M� produce pulses removing larger
amounts of mass in the final few years of the progenitor’s life. This might produce a better
agreement with the observed features of SN2016iet. If that were the case, this event might
be the birth of one of the most massive BHs predicted below the PISN mass gap, cf. Fig. 7.1.
At http://10.5281/zenodo.3406357, we provide models computed at our fiducial metallicity
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value and at the metallicity of the galaxy at 16 kpc from SN2016iet (Z = 0.00198 ' 0.14Z�).
These can provide input for more detailed calculations of the CSM structure needed to com-
pare with SN2016iet.

PS15dpn and other narrow line SNe: Two out of the three SNe we considered above are
super-luminous, however the final collapse of a PPI+CC progenitor or PISNe does not need
to be superluminous (Woosley 2017). The PPI is just one possible mechanism to create CSM,
which can produce extreme luminosities by tapping into the kinetic energy of the ejecta and/or
narrow emission lines (even if the luminosity does not reach extreme values). The detection
of narrow H lines determines the classification of a SN as a type IIn, while the detection
of He emission lines determines the classification as type Ibn. Both kinds of event are too
common to explain all of them with PPI+CC progenitors, and it is likely that both classes
contain events with a diversity of physical mechanisms (e.g., Pastorello et al. 2008 but see
also Hosseinzadeh et al. 2017). Nevertheless, it is possible that at least some of these events
might correspond to the observational counterpart of the death of PPI+CC progenitors. In
particular, our simulations can produce several solar masses of H-free CSM moving at a few
thousand km s−1, which correspond to the width of the He lines detected in some SN Ibn
without any ad hoc fine-tuning required. A possible example of a SN Ibn light curve which
can be fitted by combining CSM interaction and radioactive decay is PS15dpn, for which
Wang & Li (2019) inferred CSM and 56Ni masses of ∼0.8 M� and ∼ 0.1 M�, respectively.

7.9 Limitations and caveats

The stellar evolution simulations presented here require a large number of assumptions. Work
to assess the robustness of these calculations has been carried out by Marchant et al. (2018);
Farmer et al. (submitted); Renzo et al. (submitted) (see also Appendix E.1), to which we refer
the readers for more details.

Ignition location and spherical symmetry

One of the key assumptions is that spherical symmetry is maintained during the evolution.
Chen et al. (2014); Chen & Woosley (2019) showed that if a pulse starts symmetrically,
hydrodynamic instabilities only weakly deform the pulse. However, the first stellar layers to
become unstable due to pair-production in a pulsating model is not necessarily at the very
center, especially at the lower mass end of the PPI+CC regime. The top panel of Fig. 7.12
shows the temperature and density profile of three examples with MHe,init = 50, 81, 250 M�
representative for PPI+CC, PISN, and CC above the mass gap, respectively. The stellar tracks
are plotted at the time when the volumetric pressure-weighted average 〈Γ1〉 first approaches
the instability value 4/3, i.e., 〈Γ1〉 − 4/3 = 0.01. The red shade emphasizes the instability
region (neglecting its weak dependence on the details of the chemical composition), and the
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text annotations indicate the physical ingredients that stabilize the structure outside of this
region (Zeldovich & Novikov 1999; Kippenhahn et al. 2013).

The bottom panel of Fig. 7.12 shows the local value of the adiabatic index in the center
Γ1,c across the mass range we explore, also plotted when each model first reaches 〈Γ1〉−4/3 =

0.01. The colors in the bottom panel have the same meaning as in Fig. 7.1.
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Fig. 7.12: Top panel. Temperature and density profiles for
example models approaching the instability, i.e. the first
time 〈Γ1〉 − 4/3 = 0.01. The dots emphasize the central
conditions at this stage. The green, yellow, and blue lines
show examples of PPI+CC, PISN, and CC above the mass
gap, respectively. All three examples are labelled accord-
ing to their MHe,init. The red area marks the region of the
EOS where pair-production results in an (local) instability.
Bottom panel. Values of the adiabatic index in the center
when approaching the instability for the entire grid.

Two example models that ultimately re-
sult in a core-collapse are shown in the top
panel of Fig. 7.12. The green line cor-
responds to our MHe,init = 50 M� exam-
ple for PPI+CC, which shows more fea-
tures compared to the other models, because
the chemical stratification is more impor-
tant in lower mass models. The most cen-
tral region of the 50 M� model has a local
value of the adiabatic index in the center
Γ1,c − 4/3 > 0.01 when 〈Γ1〉 ' 4/3, i.e.,
the center is stable when the averaged 〈Γ1〉

approaches instability. The deepest interior
is too dense to become unstable: e± pairs
fill the available continuum energy levels,
raising the Fermi energy Ee±

Fermi and conse-
quently the minimum energy photons need
to produce a pair, preventing layers from un-
dergoing the runaway instability (e.g., Zel-
dovich & Novikov 1999).

Therefore, the instability starts off-
center in our 50 M� example, and this is true
for all our PPI+CC models: in the bottom
panel of Fig. 7.12, all the green points cor-
responding to PPI+CC have central values Γ1,c − 4/3 > 0.01 when 〈Γ1〉 − 4/3 = 0.01. In
these cases, because of the assumption of spherical symmetry, the off-center ignition of the
unstable layers happens in a spherical shell, and the heat released by the burning typically
triggers the ignition of all the stellar plasma below the unstable location. However, in na-
ture the ignition might not happen simultaneously across the entire spherical shell, and this
could possibly seed an asymmetric explosion. If asymmetries can build up rapidly during the
pair-instability driven explosion (possibly aided by rotation), this could also lead to orbital
“kicks” when PPI happens in a binary (Marchant et al. 2018).

The location of the unstable layer at the onset of the instability moves inward towards the
center as MHe,init increases. The least massive models to go PISN is characterize by having
even its center close to the instability, i.e., Γ1,c − 4/3 ≤ 0.01, when 〈Γ1〉 − 4/3 = 0.01 for
the first time, as shown by the yellow dots in the bottom panel and the yellow solid line
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corresponding to (MHe,init = 81 M�) in the top panel of Fig. 7.12. Our least massive PISN
model has MHe,init = 80.75 M� and Γ1,c − 4/3 = 0.01 at this evolutionary stage.

Models forming a BH above the PISN mass gap (cf. blue line in the top panel of Fig. 7.12
for a MHe,init = 250 M� He core) are also unstable in their very center when 〈Γ1〉 reaches 4/3,
but the ensuing thermonuclear explosion does not cause either pulses or full disruption. The
different outcome is not caused by lack of energy released in the explosions, but rather by the
inefficient use of that energy (Bond et al. 1984).

To summarize, the temperature, composition, and density profile of the star when it ap-
proaches the instability (i.e., 〈Γ1〉 − 4/3 = 0.01 for the first time) are indicative of its fu-
ture evolution. In particular, the local value of the adiabatic index in the center Γ1,c at this
point can be used to approximately distinguish PISN evolution with no BH remnant (if also
Γ1,c − 4/3 ≤ 0.01) or PPI+CC evolution with a BH remnant (if instead the center is safely
stable with Γ1,c − 4/3 > 0.01 when the star as a whole is becoming unstable). This provides
a criterion to decide the final fate of a star without having to compute the hydrodynamical
phase.

7.9.1 CSM structure and composition

We have described in Sec. 7.6 the amount of mass ejected, its initial velocity, and the ejection
timing resulting from our simulations. We typically keep the ejecta on our Lagrangian grid
for several timesteps after ejection (until either the bound layers have recovered hydrostatic
equilibrium or the onset of CC is reached). These ejected layers are moving significantly
faster than the escape velocity and the sound speed, and our PPI+CC models exhibit an
overall velocity gradient increasing outwards¸ so the ejecta do not cause any back-reaction
on the inner layers that remain bound. Based on the initial mass, velocity, and time of the
ejections, Sec. 7.6 illustrates the main features we expect in the CSM structure surrounding
these stars with a toy-model assuming propagation at constant velocity of the ejecta. This
is an oversimplification, since the low density ejecta are likely to be optically thin and thus
can lose energy radiatively. Moreover, as previously noted by Woosley (2017), the ejected
shells can in many cases collide with each other, and this could also significantly change the
CSM structure at the end. Multidimensional radiation hydrodynamics calculations using our
results as input for the mass, chemical composition, and thermal state of the ejecta could
be used to predict more robustly the CSM structure around PPI+CC models for comparison
with observed transients, and to address the question of how many progenitors might reach
the final CC embedded in a optically-thick layer of previously ejected material.

Another assumption in our calculations is that the presence of a hydrogen-rich envelope
can be neglected to study the dynamics of PPI (Woosley 2017, 2019) and that, even if present,
such a envelope would be removed early in the evolution by winds or binary interactions.
Should a star retain some hydrogen-rich material until the onset of the first pulse, we can
estimate if it would be detectable in the CSM surrounding these stars assuming that (i) the
PPI-driven mass loss timing is unaffected by the presence of the hydrogen-rich envelope and
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(ii) the entire envelope is ejected in the first pulse (Woosley 2017). However, the presence
of a hydrogen-rich envelope can significantly affect the interpulse time because of its impact
on the evolution of the He core (e.g., Woosley 2019). In particular, the presence of a H-rich
envelope makes the He core grow by mass between the end of the main sequence and the
onset of the pair-instability, while naked He cores lose mass to winds, which can influence
the interpulse time (see also Appendix E.2).

To estimate the ejection velocities and radii of the hydrogen-rich material, we ran a
150 M� model with initial He abundance Y = 0.27 and metallicity Z = 0.001 with the
same setup as in our grids. We compare this model to a He core of initial mass similar to
the He core mass at the end of the main sequence of the hydrogen-rich star in Appendix E.2.
This model reaches the onset of the PPI (〈Γ1〉 − 4/3 = 0.01) with Γ1,c − 4/3 = 0.04, so
we expect it to follow the PPI+CC evolutionary path based on Sec. 7.9. This expectation
is confirmed by our results presented in Appendix E.2. At the onset of the instability and
with our assumed wind mass loss, this model has a total mass of Mtot = 89 M�, a He core
of MHe ' 63 M�, and a CO core of MCO ' 56 M�. The remaining envelope has a mass of
Menv ≡ Mtot − MHe ' 26 M�, however, the composition of this envelope is dominated by He,
with a hydrogen mass fraction of X ' 0.15, since the winds have carved out material down
to the initial location of the main sequence core of the star. At this stage, the envelope spans
from the He core edge at RHe core = 0.61 R� to R∗ = 2453 R�, so it is significantly extended.

If we assume propagation at constant velocity of this envelope, we can estimate the min-
imum and maximum radii (Rmin and Rmax, respectively) of this hydrogen-rich material at the
time of the final CC and its average density (〈ρ〉) with

Rmin = RHe core + vesc,in × (tCC − tpulse end)

Rmax = R∗ + vesc,out × (tCC − tpulse end)

〈ρ〉 =
3Menv

4π(|R3
max − R3

min|)
,

(7.3)

where tCC − tpulse end ' 100 years based on the MHe and MCO of this model and Fig. 7.8.
If we assume both escape velocities to be the stellar surface escape velocity, i.e. vesc,out =

vesc,in =
√

2GMtot/R∗, than the CSM layer containing hydrogen would be at r & Rmin '

1016 cm and have an average density of 〈ρ〉 ' 10−13 g cm−3.
Instead, if we assume, vesc,in =

√
2GMHe/RHe core is the velocity from the He core edge,

while keeping the same vesc,out, then we obtain Rmax < Rmin (meaning there would necessarily
be collisions internal to the ejecta that our simplistic toy model ignores). Nevertheless, the
minimum radius at which we would expect CSM with hydrogen in it form the PPI mass ejec-
tion is Rmax ' 4·1016 cm and such layer would have an average density of 〈ρ〉 ' 10−18 g cm−3.
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7.10 Conclusions
The theoretical understanding of the predicted pair-instability driven transients has been well
established for several decades, however they remain somewhat elusive from an observational
perspective. Recent developments in stellar evolution calculations allow for the exploration
of synergies between gravitational waves and time-domain observations to better understand
the formation process of the most massive stellar BHs.

We have computed a grid of naked He star models in the mass range 35 M� ≤ MHe,init .

250 M� to investigate whether these would experience phases of global dynamical instability
and pulsational mass loss due to the pair-production instability. We have computed grids
at two different metallicities, Z = 0.001 and Z = 0.00198 = 14% Z�, although the main
features we discuss are not significantly dependent on Z (except for the wind mass loss rate,
see also Farmer et al. submitted). All our input files and numerical results are available at
http://10.5281/zenodo.3406357.

Fig. 7.13 summarizes our main results across the mass range considered. We find, in
agreement with previous studies, that stars enter into the PPI regime progressively. The
production of e± initially causes “oscillations” of the core temperature and nuclear luminosity
at the lowest mass end. The least massive models experiencing an explosive thermonuclear
ignition (MHe,init & 37.5 M�) do not suffer significant global consequences (“weak pulses”).
Increasing further the initial He core mass, the pulses become progressively stronger, causing
at first large radial expansions (for initial 41 . MHe,init . 42 M�), and finally (for initial
MHe,init & 42 M�) also the ejection of matter. The values quoted here are for the initial He
core mass of our models, which can be interpreted as the core mass at the end of the main
sequence of the star. The mapping of these values to the final (pre-instability) He core mass
is mass loss and metallicity dependent (see also Farmer et al. submitted).

The different effects of a pulsational pair instability event on the star allow for (at least)
three different physically-motivated definitions of a “pulse”, depending on which observable
is considered (Sec. 7.5). Depending which is adopted, the mass range where pulsations are
observable, and the number of pulses, might shift significantly.

The first definition of pulse we consider (Sec. 7.5.1) is based on the core thermonuclear
ignition, following the historical development of studies of pair-instability evolution. We find
that in the lowest mass models the core ignition does not produce an observable electromag-
netic signal or a significant impact on the final BH mass: the nuclear energy released in the
burning is redistributed and stored in the star without affecting significantly the outermost
layers. The most promising way to detect directly these core-ignition events is through the
variations in the neutrino luminosity.
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7 Circumstellar material from pulsational pair-instability

The second definition is based on the radial expansion of the models in response to the
core ignition (Sec. 7.5.2): this definition shifts upwards in mass the lower edge of the pul-
sating regime. We note that for the most massive pulsating models (which also eject mass),
the radial expansion itself might be hidden behind a pseudo-photosphere in the ejected lay-
ers. Because of the rarity of these stars in the local Universe, the most promising way to
detect these radius variations is probably through their enhancement of the rate of binary
interactions (e.g., Marchant et al. 2018).

The third definition is based on the ejection of mass (Sec. 7.5.3), which impacts both the
circumstellar material around these stars and the final BH mass they produce. The ejected
matter creates shells of ejecta surrounding the star. If the final collapse results in a successful
(even if weak) explosion, the final SN ejecta can hit this PPI-produced CSM and convert
kinetic energy into radiation.

The signature on the final BH masses is potentially detectable with a population of gravi-
tational wave sources (Fishbach & Holz 2017; Talbot & Thrane 2018; Stevenson et al. 2019;
Mangiagli et al. 2019). Only for MHe,init & 42 M� is the stellar core mass significantly reduced
and the circumstellar material significantly affected, as shown in Fig. 7.13.

The maximum BH mass below the PISN mass gap that we find is ∼ 45 M� and it is formed
by the collapse of an initially MHe,init ' 60 M� He core that went through pulsational mass
loss. More massive He cores also produce BHs, but because of the stronger mass loss due to
winds and pair-instability driven pulses, the resulting BH masses are smaller.

In our grid, we find full disruption in a PISN for an initial He core mass of MHe,init '

80 M� corresponding to a final He core mass of MHe ' 60 M� and MCO = 57 M� after
the wind mass loss. With our assumptions for the wind mass loss and metallicity, most
PISN models would still retain He-rich material at their surface at the onset of the explosion.
We propose a simplified criterion to distinguish full disruption in a PISN from pulsational
behavior producing a final BH based on the adiabatic index at the center of the star Γ1,c . 0.01
at the onset of the instability, defined as the first moment when the volumetric pressure-
weighted average of the adiabatic index 〈Γ1〉 − 4/3 = 0.01 (Sec. 7.9). While this threshold is
arbitrarily chosen, it allows to approximately estimate the fate of a stellar model without the
need to compute the hydrodynamical evolution.

Pair instability does not result in full disruption of the star for an initial He core mass of
MHe,init ' 200 M�, which forms a BH of mass MBH = 125 M� after wind mass loss. Above
this He core mass, the photodisintegration of newly synthesized heavy elements during the
thermonuclear explosion prevents the disruption of the entire star (e.g., Bond et al. 1984).
The boundaries between PISN and BH formation we find are in very good agreement with
previously published results.

We have characterized the CSM properties around the pulsating models resulting in mass
ejections by assuming unperturbed propagation at constant velocity of the ejecta. Under this
simplifying assumption, we find that the CSM mass grows almost monotonically with the
initial MHe,init from ∼ 10−6 M� (for MHe,init ' 42 M�) to ∼ 20 M� at the edge of the PISN
range. For initial MHe,init & 50 M�, the combined ejection of matter and mixing during a
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pulse propagation make He less abundant than C and O at the stellar surface at the onset of
the final core-collapse. The stellar surface at the onset of core collapse might be obscured by
the previously ejected layers.

The velocity of the ejecta is a few thousand km s−1, with the first mass-loss event often
resulting in larger velocities. Nevertheless, with our assumptions, we find numerous self-
collisions of the ejecta with previously ejected layers in agreement with the predictions of
Woosley (2017). This velocity range is close to the width of narrow He lines detected in
some SN Ibn.

The timing of pair-instability driven mass ejections also spans a large range of values,
with a systematic trend of longer delays between pulses for the more massive models. This is
because more massive models produce more energetic pulses that require a longer time (up
to ∼ 104 years) for the star to recover its equilibrium.

With the velocity and timing of the ejecta produced by our models, we expect the PPI-
produced circumstellar material to be at ∼ 1012 −1016 cm away from the collapsing star at the
end of its evolution. This range covers the distances inferred in observational candidates for
pulsational pair instability evolution.

Upcoming gravitational and transient observations will soon shed light on the pair-instability
evolution of the most massive stars and the BHs these produce.
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Abstract

Gravitational-wave detections are now probing the black hole (BH) mass distribution including the predicted pair-
instability mass gap. These data require robust quantitative predictions, which are challenging to obtain. The BH
progenitors experience episodic mass ejections on timescales shorter than the convective turn-over timescale. This
invalidates the steady-state assumption on which the classic mixing-length theory for convection relies.

We compare the final BH masses computed with two different versions of the stellar evolutionary code MESA:
(1) using the default by Paxton et al. (2018) and (2) solving an additional equation accounting for the timescale for
convective deceleration. We find weaker pulses in the second grid, where stronger convection develops during the
pulses and carries part of the energy. This leads to lower amounts of mass being ejected and thus higher final BH
masses of up to ∼ 5 M�. The differences are much smaller for the progenitors which determine the maximum mass
for BHs below the gap. This prediction is robust at MBH,max ' 48 M�, at least within the context of this study.

This is an encouragement that current models are robust enough for comparison with the early gravitational-
wave detections. However, the large differences between individual models emphasize the importance of improving
the treatment of convection in stellar models, especially in the light of the data anticipated from the third generation
of detectors.
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8 Sensitivity of the PISN BH mass gap to time dependent convection

8.1 Introduction

One of the most challenging aspects of simulating the interior evolution of stars is the treat-
ment of convection (e.g., Renzini 1987; Arnett et al. 2018a; Buldgen 2019). The development
of convective motion in highly stratified media is an inherently multidimensional problem,
which involves turbulence. Spherically symmetric stellar models typically rely on the Mix-
ing Length Theory (MLT, Böhm-Vitense 1958), which provides an averaged description of
subsonic, steady-state convection. Albeit with many well-known caveats, MLT is often a suf-
ficient description for the energy transportation and chemical mixing provided by convection.
This is because the evolutionary timescale of a star is typically much longer than the convec-
tive turnover timescale: within a single timestep it is typically reasonable to assume that the
steady state described by MLT can be achieved in the convective layers of the model. How-
ever, stars can experience dynamical phases of evolution which are too short for convection
to achieve the steady state described by MLT. In this situation, the time-dependence of con-
vection can become important, and stellar evolution models typically lack a first principles
model for the convective acceleration. Sometimes, the convective acceleration due to buoy-
ancy is limited to a fraction of the local gravitational acceleration to prevent unphysically
large accelerations (e.g., Arnett 1969; Wood 1974).

Here, we focus on a timely example of a situation in which the time dependence of con-
vection can be important: the evolution of very massive stars experiencing pulsational-pair
instability (PPI, Fowler & Hoyle 1964;Barkat et al. 1967). Because of the large mass required
to encounter this instability, it is a rare phenomenon in nature, but the recent detection of black
holes (BH) with masses 30 M� . MBH . 50 M� (LVC 2018b) has driven the interest in un-
derstanding the evolution of the most massive (stellar) BH progenitors. To fully harvest the
information carried by gravitational waves (GW) and use it to constrain stellar evolution, we
need to have robust stellar models and characterize their sensitivity to uncertain ingredients
(e.g., Farmer et al. 2016; Renzo et al. 2017; Davis et al. 2019).

Stars that develop helium (He) core masses exceeding MHe & 30 M� are predicted to
encounter the PPI and shed significant amounts of mass in subsequent pulsation episodes
(e.g., Yoshida et al. 2016; Woosley 2017; Takahashi 2018; Marchant et al. 2018; Leung et al.
2019; Woosley 2019). The amount of mass lost in these pulses, together with the previ-
ous wind mass loss, determines the mass distribution of BHs formed. Increasing further to
MHe & 60 M�, the instability becomes so violent that the entire star is disrupted in a pair-
instability supernova (PISN, Barkat et al. 1967; Fraley 1968), without leaving any compact
remnant. For MHe & 135 M�, all the energy released by the thermonuclear explosion is used
to photodisintegrate the newly formed nuclei, instead to accelerate the stellar gas, and BH
formation resumes (e.g., Bond et al. 1984). Thus, PISNe are expected to carve a gap in the
BH mass distribution.

Numerical simulations of the PPI evolution require following hydrodynamical phases in
between phases of hydrostatic equilibrium. This can be done alternating the use of two dif-
ferent codes (e.g., Chatzopoulos & Wheeler 2012a; Chatzopoulos et al. 2013; Yoshida et al.
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2016; Takahashi 2018), which however limits the number of pulsational event that can be fol-
lowed. To the best of our knowledge, two hydrodynamic Lagrangian stellar evolution codes
can now follow the evolution of such massive stars. Woosley (2017, 2019) presented the first
grids of stellar models computed with the KEPLER code (Weaver et al. 1978), building upon
pre-existing models computed with the same code (Woosley et al. 2002, 2007). Recently,
Marchant et al. (2018) and Leung et al. (2019) used two different implementations of hy-
drodynamics in the open-source code MESA (Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015, 2018, 2019) to
simulate the evolution of PPI.

Several authors have noted that the amount of mass lost is sensitive to the treatment of
convection, both before and during the pulses (e.g., Woosley 2017; Marchant et al. 2018;
Leung et al. 2019). In this letter, we compare two grids of massive bare He core models to
highlight the differences resulting from variations in the treatment of time-dependent convec-
tion. In one of our grids, convection is treated similarly to Paxton et al. 2018 and Leung et al.
(2019), while the other grid follows the approach used in Marchant et al. (2018) (hereafter,
M18). In Sec. 8.3.1, we present the BH masses from both grids. In Sec. 8.3.2, we illustrate the
differences in internal structure using two pairs of example stellar models, before discussing
the implications of our results in Sec. 8.4.

We do not aim at solving a problem that has remained in stellar astrophysics for several
decades, but hope to stimulate improvements in stellar evolution models that also account for
the time-dependent behavior of convective motion.

8.2 Methods

We use the open-source stellar evolution code MESA to simulate the evolution of bare He cores
at metallicity Z = 0.001 with masses in the range 25 M� ≤ MHe ≤ 70 M�. All our input files
are available at http://cococubed.asu.edu/mesa_market/inlists.html, and our models are avail-
able at doi:10.5281/zenodo.3406320. We track the energy generation with the 22-isotope
nuclear reaction network approx21_plus_co56.net. When the star becomes dynamically
unstable (i.e., the pressure weighted volumetric averaged adiabatic index throughout the star
drops below 4/3, Stothers 1999), we employ the HLLC Riemann solver in MESA1 (Toro et al.
1994), without relying on artificial viscosity to capture shocks. After a dynamical pulse,
if/once the core has recovered hydrostatic equilibrium, we create a new stellar model of re-
duced mass with the entropy and chemical profile of the bound material. We do not include
any wind mass loss, although the treatment of winds is known to influence the core struc-
ture of massive stars (Renzo et al. 2017). Preliminary tests including wind mass loss showed
the same trends discussed here. The impact of uncertainties related to winds and other in-
put physics on our PPI models are studied in Farmer et al. (submitted). Tests to ensure the
robustness of our models against spatial and temporal discretization are discussed in (M18,
Farmer et al. submitted, Renzo et al. in prep.). We refer the interested readers to M18 for a

1Conversely, Leung et al. (2019) used the MESA implementation of artificial viscosity (see also Paxton et al. 2015).
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8 Sensitivity of the PISN BH mass gap to time dependent convection

full description of our setup. Here, we focus only on the treatment of convection.
We adopt the Ledoux criterion for convective stability with a mixing length parameter

αMLT = 2.0 and an exponential under/overshooting with (f,f_0) = (0.01,0.005) (cf. Eq. 2 in
Paxton et al. 2011).

To test the sensitivity of our results to the treatment of time-dependent convection, we
compute two grids of models using two different MESA versions. Other differences between
the two code versions might contribute to the variations described here. Our first grid of mod-
els, which we refer to as the “classical MLT” grid, is computed using MESA release 10108.
For this grid, the convective velocity vc is obtained from MLT under the steady-state assump-
tion, similarly to Paxton et al. (2018) and Leung et al. (2019), although the latter authors turn
off convection during hydrodynamical phases of evolution. For this grid we employ MLT++,
which is an enhancement of the convective flux in superadiabatic radiation pressure domi-
nated regions prone to developing density inversions (Paxton et al. 2013; Jiang et al. 2018).
After the onset of the hydrodynamic phase of evolution we enforce short timesteps, therefore
we apply a limit to the convective acceleration based on Wood (1974) to avoid unphysical in-
finite convective acceleration. This approach still allows for infinite convective deceleration:
if a stellar layer becomes radiatively stable, the convective velocity is instantaneously set to
zero.

We compute our second grid, which we refer to as the “time dependent deceleration”
grid, using MESA version 11123. In this case, we obtain vc solving, together with the stellar
structure and composition equations, an equation designed to asymptotically give the MLT
value of vc over long timescales, and to damp vc in radiative regions over a characteristic
buoyancy timescale. The equation we solve reads (cf. Eq. A1 and A2 in M18 and Eq. 11 in
Arnett 1969):

∂vc

∂t
=

(v2
MLT − v

2
c)/λ for convectively unstable regions ,

−v2
c/λ − Nvc for convectively stable regions ,

(8.1)

where λ = αMLTHp is the mixing length, assumed to be proportional through a free parameter
αMLT to the local pressure scale height Hp, N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, and vMLT is the
MLT steady state convective velocity.

Our main parameter of interest is the resulting BH mass, which we estimate using the
mass coordinate where the binding energy reaches 1048 ergs. This allows for the possibility
of mass loss during the final core-collapse from either a weak explosion (Ott et al. 2018;
Kuroda et al. 2018), ejection of a fraction of the envelope (e.g., Lovegrove & Woosley 2013),
or energy loss to neutrinos. This typically gives estimated BH masses within a few 0.01 M�
of the total baryonic mass slower than the escape velocity at the onset of core collapse.
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8.3 Results

8.3.1 Impact on the BH masses

Figure 8.1 shows the BH masses resulting from our numerical experiment. Dots show models
from our “classical MLT” grid, where increases in vc are limited following Wood (1974) and
the decreases in vc are unlimited, while crosses mark the BH masses for models in our “time
dependent deceleration” grid. The two inset panels emphasize the main differences found,
which could affect both the the BH mass function and their detection rate in GW events.

The colors in Fig. 8.1 emphasize in blue the range of MHe that collapse without any PPI-
driven mass ejection (CC) and in green the PPI range, which we define here requiring that
PPI remove at least2 1 M�. The yellow region shows models fully disrupted in a PISN. The
boundary mass between PPI+CC behavior and full disruption only shifs by ∼ 2 M� between
our two grids. This is smaller than variations induced by other uncertainties (e.g., nuclear
reaction rates, metallicity, Farmer et al. submitted).

The inset (a) of Fig. 8.1 magnifies the range at which PPI starts, around MHe ' 32 M�.
This mass threshold for the occurrence of thermonuclear explosions driven by the pair in-
stability is in very good agreement with Woosley (2017, 2019). The models from our “time
dependent convective deceleration” grid show, in this mass range, a one-to-one linear corre-
spondence between MHe and the BH mass. The occurrence of weak pulses does not drive
significant mass loss, blurring the boundary between CC and PPI+CC evolution. Instead,
the approach used in our “classical MLT” grid produces stronger pulses at the low mass end,
resulting in a turn-over in MBH ≡ MBH(MHe). Since lower mass He cores are expected to be
more common, if the pulses of the least massive stars experiencing PPI can remove a signif-
icant amount of mass, then it might be possible to detect an overabundance of BHs of mass
corresponding roughly to the minimum MHe for PPI.

The different amount of PPI mass loss for MHe . 45 M� results in a systematic offset in
the final BH masses of ∼ 5 M�, shown in the inset (b) of Fig. 8.1, and highlighted by the gray
background in both inset panels. Models in the “time dependent convective deceleration”
grid generally produce more massive BHs, i.e., weaker pulses. This offset might affect the
mass-dependent binary BH merger rate by changing which stars make BHs of a given mass.
At MHe ' 45 M�, this grid shows hints of a turn-over qualitatively similar to the one at 32 M�
for our “classical MLT” grid, cf. inset (a). This feature might produce a concentration of BHs
at the corresponding mass MBH ' 43 M�.

The PISN BH mass gap (the first part of which is shown by the hatched region in Fig. 8.1)
starts above MBH ' 48 M� for both our grids, also in agreement with Woosley (2017, 2019).
The different treatment of time-dependent convection in our two grids does not change the
maximum BH mass below the PISN BH mass gap significantly (red dashed line in Fig. 8.1),
corroborating the results of Farmer et al. (submitted). For MHe & 45 M� the scatter in BH

2Since we are concerned here with the features of the BH mass distribution, rather than all the potential observable
signatures of a PPI, see also Renzo et al. (in prep.).
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Fig. 8.1: BH mass as a function of the He core mass for our two grids. The color shading indicates the approximate
boundaries between evolution to core-collapse (CC, blue), pulsational pair-instability mass loss & 1 M� or radial
expansion beyond R & 2500 R� (PPI+CC, green), and full disruption in a PISN (yellow). The gray area in the inset
panels shows the systematic offset we find in the final BH masses from our two grids. The dashed red line indicates
the maximum BH mass we find below the PISN BH mass gap (hatched area), which is not sensitive to the variations
between our two grids of models.

masses increases, owing to the combination of more energetic pulses and the lack of wind
mass loss in both our grids. The lack of winds produces structures with sharp density drops:
these influence the propagation of shocks in the star and the amount of mass they remove.
From a computational perspective they result in numerically less stable models. Wind mass
loss (indirectly) and multi-dimensional effects are likely to smooth these boundaries in nature.

8.3.2 Illustrative examples

To illustrate the different internal evolution of the stars in our grids, we focus here on two
pairs of models of 35 M� and 54 M�. The former pair is representative of models in the inset
panels of Fig. 8.1, while the latter pair is representative for the models producing the most
massive BH below the PISN gap.

Figure 8.2 shows the specific entropy as a function of mass coordinate for these models
in the conventional units of Boltzmann’s constant kB times Avogadro’s number NA. The
specific entropy characterizes the thermodynamic state of the gas, and it is therefore useful
when discussing thermal instabilities such as convection. Flat entropy profiles are a signature
of efficient convection.

The left panels in Fig. 8.2 show that the entropy profiles differ even at the onset of the
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first pulse, which we define as the moment when we turn the HLLC solver on. The 35 M�
model from our “time dependent deceleration” grid (blue) shows a large convective shell
(from M ' 16 M� to M ' 32 M�) where helium, carbon, and neon are consumed. We find
no clear trends in what determines whether the burning shell penetrates downwards (dashed
blue, “time dependent deceleration”) or not (solid red, “classical MLT”). It is likely that this
behavior depends on the sharp density drops due to the lack of wind. We have also found that
turning off convective undershooting in the “time dependent deceleration” model produces a
pre-pulse entropy profile which is closer to the red curve on the top left panel of Fig. 8.2, and
ultimately results in BH masses in between the values shown in Fig. 8.1.
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Fig. 8.2: Specific entropy as a function of mass when the average adiabatic index
approaches 4/3 (top row) and at the onset of the final core-collapse (bottom row)
for two 35 M� (left column) and 54 M� (right column) pulsating models. Red
solid lines are models from our “classical MLT” grid, while thick blue dashed
lines are models from our “time dependent deceleration” grid.

While the occurrence
of off-center convective
shells appears not to be
robust in our two grids,
the impact on the en-
tropy profile shows a sys-
tematic trend with mass.
At the lower mass end,
the occurrence of such
a mixing episode ef-
fectively decreases the
amount of mass at low
specific entropy, and re-
sults in weaker pulses
later on. These weak
pulses do not eject any
significant amount of mass
resulting in the systematic offset shown in inset (b) of Fig. 8.1.

Conversely, the right column of Fig. 8.2 shows why the qualitative behavior of both grids
is similar for large MHe & 45 M� in Fig. 8.1, and why the resulting BH masses are roughly
the same: we find only minor differences in the entropy profiles for the two 54 M� models
at the beginning of the hydrodynamic phase of evolution (top right). Such differences are
smaller than the ones introduced by other physical uncertainties (e.g., nuclear reaction rates
and overshooting, Farmer et al. submitted). The bottom right panel shows that, even after
going through PPI, the entropy profiles at the onset of CC are very similar. Only in the
outermost layers are there some differences, owing to a pulse wave still propagating outwards
when the iron core becomes unstable.

Figure 8.3 shows the convective behavior during a pulse for the two MHe = 54 M� models
in the right column of Fig. 8.2. These illustrate the differences in convective patterns between
our two model grids, and are representative also for the convective behavior of lower mass
models. The top axis of each panel gives the approximate time and duration of each pulse.
The beginning time of the pulses differ by ∼ 3000 years. The time range shown is larger
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Fig. 8.3: Kippenhahn diagrams for the 54 M� helium cores in the right column of Fig. 8.2 around the first pulse.
The left panel shows the evolution for our “classical MLT” approach, while the right panel shows the corresponding
evolution for the “time dependent deceleration”. The red colors indicate net energy generation, the purple colors
indicate net energy loss via neutrinos. The green hatching indicates convective layers. The solid black line indicates
the total mass of the models. A fraction of it becomes unbound earlier than it is removed from the computational
domain.

by a factor of ∼ 30 in the model from the “time dependent deceleration” (right panel). This
is because we can run with the hydrodynamics on for much longer thanks to the improved
numerical stability obtained when solving Eq. 8.1.

The oxygen thermonuclear explosions (roughly between model number ∼ 4 000 − 6 000)
proceeds very differently in the two models. In the “time dependent deceleration” model
(right), the oxygen ignition triggers convective mixing (green hatched areas) outwards of
mass coordinate ∼ 10 M�. Convection remains in the intermediate layers of the star until and
beyond the ejection of mass. We think that the presence of stronger convection during the
pulse in the “time dependent deceleration” models results in the weaker pulses at the low
mass end: convection carries out energy, so preventing it becoming kinetic energy of the
stellar gas.

Conversely, the “classical MLT” model (left panel of Fig. 8.3) burns oxygen in a radiative
layer, and convection turns on only at model number ∼ 7 000, after the main burning event is
over. The absence of convection during the thermonuclear explosions in the “classical MLT”
lower mass models might result in stronger pulses with more significant mass loss.

During the outward propagation of the pulse, both models show large convective regions,
which are more extended in the “time dependent deceleration” model (right). This leads to the
injection of helium into the hotter and deeper regions, and consequently to a large increase
in nuclear energy generation rate within the convective region. However the evolutionary
timescale is set by the dynamical propagation of the pulse, and it is much shorter than the
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nuclear timescale. Therefore, while this burning changes the chemical profile inside the star,
it does not release an amount of energy sufficient to modify significantly the dynamics of the
pulse propagation. Indeed, the amount of mass lost by both these models in the first pulse is
comparable, at about 4 M�.

8.4 Summary & Discussion

The ongoing search for GWs is starting to provide direct constraints on the BH mass function
and probe the theoretically predicted PISN BH mass gap (LVC 2018a; Fishbach & Holz 2017;
Stevenson et al. 2019). This offers an unprecedented tool to understand the physics of their
massive star progenitors. This requires quantitative predictions from stellar models robust
enough for a sensible confrontation with the data. The variations in the model predictions
resulting from algorithmic choices or simplifying assumptions should be small compared to
the input physics that we wish to test and the observational uncertainties.

We have compared the predictions for the final BH masses at the lower edge of the pre-
dicted mass gap computed with two different versions and setups of the stellar evolutionary
code MESA, which differ primarily in the treatment of convection. Our “classical MLT” grid
adopts the defaults of Paxton et al. (2018), while in our “time dependent deceleration” grid
we solve an additional equation incorporating the timescale for the damping of convection.
Different groups have recently used setups very similar to the two options we compare here
(M18, Leung et al. 2019, Farmer et al. submitted).

We find systematic differences when comparing individual models for the same initial
mass. The final BH masses computed with our time-dependent treatment of convective de-
celeration are lower by up to ∼ 5 M� than those in our grid computed adopting the clas-
sic mixing length theory. After inspection of the evolution of the internal structure, this
seems to be a consequence of stronger convection during the propagation of a pulse. The
convection carries out part of the energy, preventing it from being converted into bulk ki-
netic energy of ejecta. This results in weaker pulses and a lower amount of mass ejected.
The differences are largest for models near the lower end of the mass range for pair pulsa-
tions to occur (32 M� . MHe . 45 M�), but are less important for the higher mass range
(45 M� . MHe . 64 M�). Because of this, we find that the predicted maximum BH mass for
BHs below the gap is robust at ∼ 48 M�.

We expect that the improvements in the treatment of convection are the main reason for
the differences, but we caution that we cannot exclude that other minor differences contribute.
We also stress that our calculations do not account for possible consequences of binary inter-
actions.

For now, the robustness of the prediction for the location of the edge of the gap is en-
couraging. Even the variations we find for individual models are smaller than the typical
uncertainties on the individual BH masses inferred from GW detections.

For the future, our results should be taken as a warning. The variations we find between
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individual models are substantial. The constraints from GW events will become increasingly
precise with more detections. Moreover, we can anticipate an increasing number of events de-
tected with high signal-to-noise ratio and thus more accurately-determined parameters for the
individual BHs. This will increase the robustness needed from the stellar model predictions.

The treatment of convection will likely remain a multifaceted challenge, of which the
time-dependence is only one aspect, complimentary to other well known issues, but there are
several ways forward. Multi-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations applicable to the stellar
regime can be used to derive a more realistic expressions that can be included in stellar evo-
lutionary codes (e.g., Meakin & Arnett 2007b; Couch & Ott 2013; Couch & O’Connor 2014;
Arnett et al. 2018a,b; Yoshida et al. 2019). As a first step, a physically-motivated expression
for the convective acceleration could be derived from the flow observed in multi-dimensional
hydrodynamic simulations, instead of the ad hoc parametrizations presently used.

The increasing number gravitational-wave events detected will provide a major moti-
vation for further improving the progenitor models. The anticipated capabilities of third-
generation detectors are particularly promising. These should be able to detect massive bi-
nary BHs across all redshifts where significant star formation occured in the Universe. They
would enable us to probe the evolution of the BH mass distribution as a function of redshift
and uncover possible detailed features in the shape of the mass distribution, which bears the
imprints of the physical processes that govern the lives of their massive star progenitors.
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Appendix

ASystematic survey of the
effects of wind mass loss

algorithms on the evolution of

single massive stars

A.1 Parametric Wind Algorithms
Here, we give a brief review of the physical assumptions entering in each mass loss algorithm
and the corresponding prescribed rate. We summarize in Tab. A.1 the scaling of the mass loss
rate with physical parameters of the stellar model for each mass loss algorithm considered in
this study.

A.1.1 Vink et al. (V)

The wind mass loss algorithm proposed by Vink et al. (2000, 2001) is based on Monte Carlo
simulations of the photon transport in the stellar atmosphere to evaluate the radiative ac-
celeration. Their algorithm is explicitly metallicity dependent and is supposed to be ap-
plied only to single OB stars with metallicity 1/30 ≤ Z/Z� ≤ 3 and effective temperature
12 500 K < Teff < 50 000 K, so during the hot, blue evolutionary phase. In this tempera-
ture range, a non-monotonic behavior of Ṁ as a function of Teff is expected (the so-called
“bi-stability jumps”): normally the lower the temperature, the lower the mass loss rate (be-
cause the radiation pressure is proportional to T 4). However, when the temperature drops
below ∼ 25 000 K, the recombination of Fe IV→ Fe III provides a new ion with an increased
number of lines to drive the wind, resulting in an increased mass loss rate at lower temper-
atures around Teff ∼ 25 000 K. This happens with different iron ion recombinations also at
Teff ∼ 12 000 K. Vink et al. (2000, 2001) provide two different formulae for above and below
Teff ∼ 25 000 K,

log10(−Ṁ) = −6.697(61) + 2.194(21) log10

(
L

105L�

)
+

−1.313(46) log10

(
M

30M�

)
− 1.226(37) log10

(
v∞

2vesc

)
+

+0.933(64) log10

( Teff

40 000 K

)
− 10.92(90) log2

10

( Teff

40 000 K

)
+

+0.85(10) log10

(
Z
Z�

)
,

(A.1)
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A Systematic survey of wind mass loss algorithms

Table A.1: Functional dependence of the mass loss rate Ṁ on stellar and wind parameters for each algorithm
combination and mass loss phase. L is the luminosity, M is the mass, vesc is the escape velocity, v∞ is the final velocity
of the wind, vth is the thermal velocity, Teff is the effective temperature, R the radius, ΓE = L/LEdd the Eddington
ratio, and Xs, Ys, and Zs are the surface hydrogen abundance, helium abundance, and metallicity, respectively. The
scalings are obtained from the algorithms described in Appendix A.1, and errors and overall multiplying factors are
omitted for the sake of brevity. See Tab. 2.2 for the naming convention for mass loss algorithm combinations.

ID V-dJ-NL V-NJ-NL V-vL-NL V-dJ-H V-NJ-H V-vL-H

Hot
L2.210M−1.339

(
v∞

2vesc

)−1.601
T 1.07

eff
Z0.85 if Teff < 22.5 kK

L2.194M−1.313
(
v∞

2vesc

)−1.226
Z0.85T (0.933−10.92 log10(Teff/40kK))

eff
if Teff > 27.5 kK

Cool L1.769T−1.676
eff

L1.24M0.16R0.81 L1.05T−6.3
eff

L1.769T−1.676
eff

L1.24M0.16R0.81 L1.05T−6.3
eff

WR L1.29Y1.73
s Z0.47

s

L1.510−2.85Xs if log10(L/L�) > 4.5

L6.8 if log10(L/L�) ≤ 4.5

ID K-dJ-NL K-NJ-NL K-vL-NL K-dJ-H K-NJ-H K-vL-H

Hot L1.779v−1.169
th [GM(1 − ΓE)]0.610

Cool L1.769T−1.676
eff

L1.24M0.16R0.81 L1.05T−6.3
eff

L1.769T−1.676
eff

L1.24M0.16R0.81 L1.05T−6.3
eff

WR L1.29Y1.73
s Z0.47

s

L1.510−2.85Xs if log10(L/L�) > 4.5

L6.8 if log10(L/L�) ≤ 4.5

for 27 500 K < Teff ≤ 50 000 K, and

log10(−Ṁ) = −6.668(80) + 2.210(31) log10

(
L

105L�

)
+

−1.339(68) log10

(
M

30M�

)
− 1.601(55) log10

(
v∞

2vesc

)
+

+1.07(10) log10

( Teff

40 000 K

)
+ 0.85(10) log10

(
Z
Z�

)
,

(A.2)
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for 12500 K < Teff ≤ 22500 K. In between these two temperature ranges, it is common
practice to simply interpolate between the two formulae (cf. Appendix A.2). The numbers in
parenthesis are the estimates of the error on the last digit reported, according to Vink et al.
(2001). These error estimates are usually neglected in stellar evolutionary calculations.

A.1.2 Kudritzki et al. (K)

The mass loss algorithm proposed by Kudritzki et al. (1989) is based on an analytic solution
of the equations for a stationary, isothermal, spherically-symmetric, ideal (neither viscosity
nor heat conduction) gas flow with no magnetic fields and no rotation. They include the
radiative acceleration gph in the momentum equation using the standard parametrization of
Castor et al. (1975) (see also Eq. 16 in Pauldrach et al. 1986),

gph = gTh
rad

1 + k
(
σThcs

dv/dr

)−α  2ne√
1 − (1 − (R/r)2

δ CF
(
r, v,

dv
dr
, α

) , (A.3)

where gTh
rad is the radiative acceleration due to Thomson scattering, and the second term in

the brackets is the so-called “force multiplier”, that is the line acceleration in units of gTh
rad.

It depends on the Thomson cross section σTh, the speed of sound cs, the electron number
density ne, and three free parameters k, α, and δ. k can be interpreted roughly as the number
of lines strong enough to have an effect, and α as the slope of the distribution of the number
of lines as a function of their strength. The parameter δ and the correction factor CF, which is
the ratio between the opacity as a function of the incoming angle and the opacity in the radial
direction, are used to include the “finite cone-angle effect” to account for photons travelling
in non-radial directions (e.g., Castor et al. 1975). If δ and CF were both equal to one, the
parametrization would be valid only in the “radial streaming” limit (Abbott 1982; Pauldrach
et al. 1986), that is considering only incoming photons from the radial direction. While this
is a good approximation in the outer portion of the wind, where r � R and R is the stellar
radius, it is quite poor in the inner portion, where the mass loss rate is determined and photons
traveling in non-radial directions can have a relevant effect. For completeness, we report the
expression for the correction factor CF as a function of the dimensionless radial coordinate
x def

= r/R and h def
= d log10(x)/d log10(v), cf. Eq. (4) in Kudritzki et al. (1989),

CF
(
r, v,

dv
dr
, α

)
=

1
α + 1

x2

1 − h

1 − (
1 −

1
x2 +

h
x2

)α+1 . (A.4)

We refer the reader to Castor et al. (1975); Pauldrach et al. (1986); Vink (2015) and
references therein for more details on this parametrization.

To find an analytic solution to their model, further assumptions are needed. Kudritzki
et al. (1989) impose a “β-law” velocity field (a common assumption found to be close to
numerical solutions, see Lamers 2013),

v(r) = v∞

(
1 −

R
r

)β
, (A.5)
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where β is a free parameter assumed to be β = 1, v∞ is the asymptotic velocity of the wind
and R is the stellar radius. This assumption means Kudritzki et al. (1989) do not solve for the
dynamics of the system, but rather assume the velocity structure and solve self-consistently
for the density and the acceleration. In the limit where v � cs (reasonable in the outer portion
of the wind), Kudritzki et al. (1989) find a solution of the form

Ṁ ≡ Ṁ(α, δ, k,M, L, vth) = D̃(α, δ, v)
(
σThkL

4πc

)1/(α−δ)

×

×

(
4πα
σThvth

)α/(α−δ) ( 1 − α
GM(1 − Γ)

)(1−α)/(α−δ)

,

(A.6)

where vth is the thermal velocity of protons, k, α, and δ are the free parameters, L is the
luminosity, vth is the thermal velocity, Γ = L/LEdd is the Eddington ratio, and D̃ is a function
of the free parameters and the velocity (cf. Eqs. 47, 62, 65 in Kudritzki et al. 1989).

The main limitation of Eq. A.6 is that the parameters k, α and δ are not constants, but
rather depend on the optical depth. The numerical values commonly adopted are α = 0.657,
β = 1, δ = 0.095, and k = 0.085 and they are calibrated on ζ Puppis by Pauldrach et al.
(1994). These should be interpreted as values averaged over the optical depth.

A.1.3 de Jager et al. (dJ)

The wind algorithm proposed by de Jager et al. (1988) is an empirical relationship of the
form Ṁ ≡ Ṁ(Teff , L). This choice of variables uses only observable quantities, making it
easy to track the mass loss rate while the star moves on the HR diagram. This allows a better
understanding of how mass loss changes during stellar evolution. The drawback is that no
information about the physical mechanism driving the wind is considered.

To formulate a reliable mass loss algorithm, de Jager et al. (1988) collect from the liter-
ature mass loss rates observed with different techniques for a sample of galactic stars with
spectral types from O to M. They determine the “average” measured mass loss rate for stars
observed with multiple techniques and the deviation from this average for each available mea-
surement and for each star. Then, they define the “average intrinsic error per determination”
as the one-sigma value of the distribution of these deviations. They fit their entire data sample
with a sum of Chebychev polynomials of the first kind Tn(x) = cos(n arccos(x)):

log10(−Ṁ) =

N∑
n=0

i=n∑
i=0

j=n−i

ai jTi(log10(Teff)) · T j(log10(L)) . (A.7)

What is commonly used in stellar evolution codes is the first-order approximation to
Eq. A.7,

log10(−Ṁ) = 1.769 log10(L/L�) − 1.676 log10(Teff/[K]) − 8.158 . (A.8)
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To asses the quality of this fit, they derive the distribution of the differences between
the observed values of log10(−Ṁ) with the result of Eq. A.8. The standard deviation of this
distribution is ∼ 0.45, slightly larger than the "averaged intrinsic error per determination"
previously determined. This indicates that quantities other than Teff and L must physically
enter in the determination of Ṁ, and the parametrization in Eq. A.8 is incomplete. The
main limitation of the dJ algorithm is that it is representative of the “averaged statistical
behavior” of stellar winds in the entire HR diagram, which might average over different
physical regimes. It is important to note that WR and Be stars are intentionally excluded
from the data sample used to derive Eq. A.8.

A.1.4 Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager (NJ)

The algorithm of Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager (1990) is intended as an improvement over the
de Jager et al. (1988) algorithm of Eq. A.8, since it is derived from the same data sample
with a similar method but includes the dependence of mass loss on the total stellar mass.
The goal of this is to capture one of the missing stellar parameters entering in the mass loss
determination indicated by the large standard deviation of Eq. A.8. The Nieuwenhuijzen & de
Jager (1990) algorithm also translates the temperature dependence into a radius dependence.

Since the total mass is not a directly observable quantity for single stars, the authors’
mass determination is based on stellar model calculations. The theoretical models used are
from Maeder & Meynet (1988, 1989). However, different stellar evolution codes consider
a large variety of physical processes (e.g., for mixing, mass loss, etc.), or just use different
implementations of them. Hence, there is spread in the stellar masses found at the same point
of an evolutionary track. This implies that the Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager (1990) mass loss
algorithm depends on the set of stellar models used to derive it. This drawback applies to
all mass loss algorithms involving a functional dependence of the form Ṁ ≡ Ṁ(M) derived
from stellar evolution calculations. However, Mauron & Josselin (2011) suggests that the
dependence on the total mass of the Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager (1990) mass loss rate is
so weak (see Eq. A.11) that it can be averaged (by substituting M, which changes during
the evolution, with a constant value) without dramatic consequences on the evolved stellar
model.

Stars with different masses pass through the same point on the HR diagram at different
stages of their evolution. Therefore, in order to include the total mass as a variable for the
mass loss rate, Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager (1990) determine an “average expected mass”
M̄ of a star at a given (Teff , L) point. This value is derived as follows. The authors define
a “dwell time” representing the time for a star to travel over a unit length track on the HR
diagram,

t(d) def
=

δt√
[δ log10(Teff/[K])]2 + [δ log10(L/L�)]2

, (A.9)

where δt is the time spent to travel over the (δ log10(Teff/[K]), δ log10(L/L�)) distance.
For every point on the HR diagram, there are N left-ward or right-ward subtracks of the
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stellar evolutionary tracks crossing it. Let t(d)
n be the dwell time for the n-th subtrack. The

average expected mass M̄ is obtained as:

M̄ =

∑N
n=1 Ψ(Mn) dMn

d log10(L/L�) t
(d)
n Mn∑N

n=1 Ψ(Mn) dMn
d log10(L/L�) t

(d)
n

, (A.10)

where Ψ is the initial mass function for stars on the subtrack considered, and
dMn/d log10(L/L�) is the density of tracks over a unit log10(L/L�) interval.

The authors perform a fit of the data set1 used in de Jager et al. (1988), adding the value of
M̄ from Eq. A.10 to the set, and they find the interpolation formula2 (where M̄ is substitued
by the total mass M to use the formula in a stellar evolution simulation)

log10(−Ṁ) = −14.02 + 1.24 log10(L/L�)+

+0.16 log10(M/M�) + 0.81 log10(R/R�) .
(A.11)

With the inclusion of M among the parameters determining Ṁ, Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager
(1990) obtain a standard deviation of ∼ 0.37 for the distribution of the differences between
the prediction of Eq. A.11 and the observed values, comparable to the standard deviation of
the distribution of the differences between individual mass loss determination used as input
data. The main limitations of this algorithm are its dependence on the input stellar models,
and its statistical-average nature (in the same sense as de Jager et al. 1988).

A.1.5 Van Loon et al. (vL)

The mass loss rate of van Loon et al. (2005) is empirically determined on the basis of observa-
tions of a sample of oxygen-rich AGB and RSG stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC).
The van Loon et al. (2005) analysis is based on a dust-driven wind model: AGB and RSG
stars have very extended and cool envelopes where dust grains might form through sublima-
tion. The photons from the radiation field transfer momentum to these grains, pushing them
away. The dust grains drag the gas with them through collisional coupling. To obtain their
mass loss algorithm, van Loon et al. (2005) fit the observed IR spectra to synthetic spectra
obtained with a simple model of the gas/dust mixture (identical grains and dust-to-gas ratio
set to the value observed at Z� rescaled to ZLMC), using Teff and L as variables. They obtain
the relationship

log10(−Ṁ) = −5.65(15) + 1.05(14) log10(L/104L�)+

−6.3(1.2) log10(Teff/3 500 K) ,
(A.12)

where the numbers in parentheses indicate the estimated errors on the last digits. These errors
are typically neglected in stellar evolution codes. The main limitation of this algorithm is the

1Which excludes WR and Be stars.
2The formula in the abstract of Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager (1990) has a typo, see their Eq. 2.
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high uncertainty of the dust grain properties (mass fraction, opacity, when they form, etc.).
Since it gives such a high mass loss rate, the van Loon et al. (2005) algorithm is sometimes
combined with a high efficiency factor to ad hoc mimic non-wind mass loss phenomena (e.g.,
Meynet et al. 2015).

A.1.6 Nugis & Lamers (NL)

The mass loss algorithm derived by Nugis & Lamers (2000) applies only to WR stars. The
wind mass loss rate of these stars depends strongly on their chemical composition: not only
the metallicity has an important role, but also the helium mass fraction Y . This is because
the amount of helium in the stellar atmosphere influences its temperature and therefore the
ionization fraction and the level populations of all other atoms and ions. Nugis & Lamers
(2000) derive a mass loss rate algorithm as a function of the luminosity and the chemical
composition starting from a relevant sample of observed galactic WR stars. Their sample
is made of two subsets of stars: one in which both mass and distance (i.e., luminosity) are
known, thanks to binarity and membership association in open clusters; and another subset
for which the intrinsic luminosity is not known. They use stars from the first subset to derive
an empirical bolometric correction3. They then use a theoretical mass-luminosity relation to
infer the luminosity of stars in the second subset, and correct it with the previously derived
bolometric correction. We note that the mass-luminosity relation is determined using as input
the age of the star and its spectral type, not its luminosity, therefore this relation can be
consistently used to estimate the luminosity of stars in the second subset (Nugis & Lamers
2000).

The mass loss rate observed for the stars in the sample are then fitted as follows. The
authors make two independent fits for stars of different composition and then merge them
together in a single formula, valid for all WR stars:

log10(−Ṁ) = −11.0 + 1.29(14) log10(L/L�)+

1.73(42) log10(Y) + 0.47(09) log10(Z) ,
(A.13)

where the numbers in parentheses are the estimates of the error on the last digits reported.
According to Nugis & Lamers (2000), the mass loss algorithm for WR stars cannot be ex-
pressed as a function of Teff and/or the radius of the star R. This is because WR winds are
so strong (i.e., dense) that they are optically thick, and thus the observed radius is a function
of the wavelength: the black body relation L = 4πR2σT 4

eff
, where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann

constant, loses its meaning.

3The bolometric correction is the difference between the bolometric magnitude and the observed (visual) magni-

tude, influenced by the instrumental intrinsic band pass, BC def
= M − Mobs
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A.1.7 Hamann et al. (H)

This wind scheme, which applies only to WR stars, is a combination of the algorithms from
Hamann et al. (1982), Hamann et al. (1995), and Hamann & Koesterke (1998). It is derived
from a spherically-symmetric, homogeneous, and stationary (but not static, i.e., ∂t = 0 but
v , 0) expanding WR atmosphere model. The authors assume an ad-hoc velocity structure
v ≡ v(r) as follows. For the supersonic part of the wind, they assume a β-law of the form of
Eq. A.5 with β = 1, while for the subsonic part, v(r) is chosen in such way that the density
approaches the hydrostatic limit. These assumptions are in reasonable agreement with the
numerical solutions. Since the velocity field is imposed, the acceleration is not computed.
This allows the authors to adopt a very simple chemical composition, since they do not need to
evaluate the line-driven acceleration and do not need to keep track of all atomic/ionic species
and their level populations. The authors include only ions of H and He, and the radiation
field is considered only to determine non-LTE populations of these species. The temperature
stratification is derived with the assumption of a gray LTE model, assuming a value of Teff at
the base of the atmosphere determined by the stellar luminosity L and the radius R via a black
body relation L = 4πR2σT 4

eff
, in contrast to the suggestion of Nugis & Lamers (2000). A

synthetic spectrum is derived from the simulations and a best fit to the observed line profiles
for the ions of H and He is obtained via variation of the stellar parameters (i.e., the radius
of the inner boundary of the atmosphere R and the luminosity L, the surface hydrogen mass
fraction Xs and Ṁ, Hamann et al. 1995). Once the stellar parameters are known from this fit,
a mass loss formula is derived for high luminosity WR stars, i.e., log10(L/L�) > 4.5. The
algorithm for the low luminosity WR stars, i.e., log10(L/L�) < 4.5, is derived with a similar
technique in Hamann et al. (1982), but the spectra fitted are from a small sample of Helium
stars (i.e., stars undergoing He shell burning with most of the mass in a CO core, without H
lines in their spectra). The resulting formula is

log10(−Ṁ) =

−12.25 + 1.5 log10

(
L

L�

)
− 2.85Xs if L > 4.5L�,

−35.8 + 6.8 log10

(
L

L�

)
if L ≤ 4.5L�.

(A.14)

Improvements that take into account inhomogeneities in the wind are suggested in Hamann &
Koesterke (1998). Specifically, the authors suggest to reduce the wind efficiency by a factor
between 2 and 3 to account for the wind clumpiness, which strongly affects the fitted spectral
lines.

A.2 Input physics, customization, and resolution study
Here, we provide and discuss the MESA parameters not directly related to the physics of mass
loss that we omit in Sec. 2.2 for brevity.

We employ the Ledoux criterion (Ledoux 1947) to determine convective stability. This
means that we consider the effects of the temperature and chemical composition gradients
on the stability of a region, and allow for semiconvective mixing driven by compositional
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Fig. A.1: Time evolution of the mass loss rate around the bistability jump of the Vink et al. (2000, 2001) (V)
mass loss rate (Sec. A.1.1) in a M = 15M�, η = 1.0 model at Z = Z�. The black dashed line is the effective
temperature Teff , reached near the terminal age main sequence (TAMS, Xc < 0.01) in these simulations. The blue
curve corresponds to the mass loss rate from the default MESA routine, which uses a linear interpolation between
Eq. A.1 and Eq. A.2. The red curve is the mass loss rate from our customized routine, where we interpolate using a
hyperbolic tangent.

gradients. We follow the suggestions of Sukhbold & Woosley (2014) for the treatment of
convective mixing (relying on mixing length theory; Böhm-Vitense 1958) and overshooting,
but we also include thermohaline mixing using the default MESA treatment of this process
(Kippenhahn et al. 1980). Our specific MESA parameter choices are as follows: mixing length
parameter αmlt = 2, exponential overshooting/undershooting parameters fov = 0.025 and
f0 = 0.05 for all regions (see Moravveji et al. 2016; Paxton et al. 2011), semiconvection
efficiency of 0.2, and thermohaline mixing with coefficient 2 according to Kippenhahn et al.
(1980).

We employ the 45-isotope nuclear reaction network mesa_45.net (in $MESA_DIR/data/
net_data/nets/) for all models until oxygen depletion. We switch to a customized 203-
isotope network for models evolved further, and initialize to zero the abundances of all the
new isotopes introduced (i.e., adjust_ abundances_for_new_isos = .false.). We ob-
tain the 203-isotope network by taking the union of the isotope sets of mesa_45.net and
mesa_201.net.
The list of isotopes included in the network is available at https://stellarcollapse.org/renzo2017.

Stars more massive than∼ 20 M� can develop a radiation-dominated, near super-Eddington
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convective envelope (e.g., because of the iron opacity bump) in which the convective flux is
not sufficient to transport energy outward. This can lead to numerical (and possibly physical,
e.g., Langer 1997) density and pressure inversions and consequently dynamical instabilities
(see, e.g., Joss et al. 1973; Paxton et al. 2013, and references therein). To handle these enve-
lope issues, MESA introduces the so-called MLT++ scheme (see Paxton et al. 2013). MLT++

arbitrarily decreases the superadiabaticity in near-to-Eddington (L ≥ 0.5LEdd) radiation dom-
inated (Pgas/Ptot ≤ 0.35) convective envelopes in order to prevent numerical issues. We note
that MLT++ can modify the radius and luminosity of the star by artificially enhancing the
energy flux carried by convection, and thus indirectly, it can also change the mass loss rate.
Furthermore, we find that MLT++ combined with the simple_atmosphere option for the
outer boundary condition causes an unphysical oscillation of the mass loss rate and surface
characteristics (e.g., luminosity L, effective temperature Teff , and radius R; Renzo 2015). To
avoid this issue, we employ the more realistic atmosphere boundary condition provided by
the Eddington_grey option in all our models. This uses the Eddington gray T (τ) relation,

T 4 =
3
4

T 4
eff

(
τ +

2
3

)
, (A.15)

to find the boundary pressure on the photosphere, instead of guessing the approximate pho-
tosphere location.

At the beginning of each evolutionary step, MESA evaluates the mass loss rate Ṁ accord-
ing to the algorithm specified by the user, and then removes from the surface the amount
of mass Ṁ × ∆t, where ∆t is the timestep. The mass loss algorithm to evaluate Ṁ can be
chosen from the many built-in algorithms, or it can be implemented by the user using the
run_star_extras.f hooks to override the default MESA routines4. We use the latter op-
tion to combine three different algorithms (one for the hot phase of the evolution, one for
the cool phase, and one for the WR phase, see Sec. 2.2.2). When possible, we call the built-
in MESA mass loss routines from our run_star_extras.f, except for the V algorithm.
The default implementation of the V mass loss algorithm in MESA uses a linear interpolation
between Eq. A.1 and Eq. A.2. This results in a jump of Ṁ (as a function of time t) with dis-
continuous derivative (i.e., M(t) is not C2) as Teff drops below 25 000 K during the evolution.
For a physically more realistic, smoother time dependence of Ṁ, we implement a hyperbolic
tangent interpolation between the two formulae. This is depicted in Fig. A.1.

To save MESA “photos”5 and to call the built-in implementation of the K algorithm from
run_star_extras.f, we copy the Fortran modules write_model.mod and kuma.mod from
$MESA_DIR/ star/make into $MESA_DIR/include in our standard MESA installation. This
is necessary since these two modules do not have a “public” interface (Paxton et al. 2011) in
MESA release version 7624.

We describe the settings for spatial and temporal resultion in the next Sec. A.2.1. We

4See also http://mesa.sourceforge.net/run_star_extras.html
5These are binary files that allow one to restart a run and obtain bit-to-bit identical results (provided that the

parameter set does not change). See also http://mesa.sourceforge.net/.
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use the default MESA settings for massive stars for anything else not explicitly mentioned (see
$MESA_DIR/star/ inlist_massive_defaults).

A.2.1 Resolution Dependence

Any computational study in astrophysics must carefully assess the effects of numerical resolu-
tion (in both space and time) on its results. To study the sensitivity of our results to variations
in temporal and spatial resolution, we carry out a resolution study using a 30M� star since
stars of this MZAMS appeared to be the most sensitive to the resolution in our preliminary
calculations using the default MESA parameters. The post core carbon depletion evolutionary
tracks produced by the default MESA parameters show large amplitude oscillations (e.g., in
the central temperature–central density plane) when varying the spatial discretization. It is
unlikely that nature would do this. Thus, such oscillations are most likely artificial, and they
are generally worse at higher initial mass. The aim of this section is to find a set of parameters
that reduces and possibly eliminates these oscillations.

For each set of resolution parameters, we run our test model to oxygen depletion with two
different mesh refinement parameters (mesh_delta_coeff=1.0 and mesh_delta_coeff =

0.5), and two different wind mass loss algorithm combinations (V-dJ and K-NJ; both with
η = 1.0). The use of two different mass loss algorithm combinations allows us to check that
our settings are not cherry-picked for a particular model in our grid. However, the results
of our study indicate that the resolution dependence is insensitive to the mass loss algorithm
combination.

To obtain numerically converged results, we use both the available MESA controls (speci-
fied in the inlists) and customized routines in run_star_extras.f.
Both are available at https://stellarcollapse.org/renzo2017.

Timestep selection throughout the evolution

To avoid overstepping relevant physical processes6, we enforce a customized timestep control
for the evolution of our models (see the routine extras_finish_step in our
run_star_extras.f). In particular, we tighten the default MESA (release version 7624)
timestep controls by manually enforcing

∆tn+1 ≤ min{tKH, tṀ} , (A.16)

where ∆tn+1 is the timestep proposed at the end of the n − th step for the next ((n + 1) − th)
step, and all the timescales on the right hand side refer to the n − th step. On the right hand
side of condition A.16,

tKH
def
=

3
4

GM2

RL
, tṀ

def
=

M
|Ṁ|

, (A.17)

6Preliminary calculations with low resolution showed that in some rare cases, e.g., during the Herzsprung gap,
MESA would try to overstep the Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale.
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are the Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale and the mass change timescale, respectively.
The right-hand side of condition A.16 is evaluated with the quantities of the n − th step,

but it limits the (n + 1) − th step. Moreover, until oxygen depletion, we limit the timestep
by setting varcontrol_target = 1.0d-4 as the maximum relative variation for quantities
in each computational cell. We also limit the amount of matter nuclearly processed in one
single timestep by setting the maximum variation of the mass fraction of each element due to
nuclear buring in each time step to dX_nuc_drop_limit = 1.0d-4.

Spatial meshing until oxygen depletion

Until oxygen depletion, we impose a maximum value for the fraction of the total mass in
each computational cell by setting max_dq = 0.5d-4 in the inlist. This means that each
of our models has at least 1/max_dq = 2 × 104 computational cells. Moreover, we refine the
mesh around some specific regions of the star to focus resolution there:

• Regions with steep temperature gradients: to better resolve the deep interior of the
star, we limit the maximum variation of d log10(T )/dm across adjacent cells, where T
is the temperature and m is the mass coordinate. Specifically, we impose a maximum
variation of mesh_delta_coeff/10 for log10

(
d log10(T )/dm + 1

)
. This is is achieved

using the other_mesh_fcns_data routine in run_star_extras.f;

• Stellar surface: to properly resolve the amount of mass lost at each timestep, we
impose that the outermost 0.5 M� of the star is sampled by at least 500× (mesh_delta
_coeff)−1 cells (see other_mesh_fcns_data routine in run_star_extras.f for
the implementation). We note that for each timestep ∆t, Ṁ × ∆t � 0.5M�;

• Edges of burning regions: to resolve the edges of burning regions, we constrain the
spatial variation of d log10(εnuc)/d log10(P) by multiplying its maximum allowed vari-
ation (regulated by mesh_delta_ coeff) by 0.015 (as in Dessart et al. 2013, pri-
vate communication). This is done separately for each nuclear burning process, see
mesh_dlog_*_dlogP_extra in the inlists;

• Edges of the cores of different composition: to resolve sharp variations in the chemi-
cal composition, we impose mesh_delta_coeff/20 as the maximum spatial variation
allowed for the mass fractions of several isotopes (1H, 4He, 12C, 16O, 20Ne, 28Si,24Mg,
32S, 54Fe, 56Fe). These are specified via xa_function_* in the inlists.

Our models with these settings and mesh_delta_coeff = 1.0 have typically between
∼ 50 000 and ∼ 100 000 mesh points. Figure A.2 illustrates for the model using the V-dJ-NL
mass loss algorithm combination and η = 1.0 that our setup does not produce any appreciable
variations when changing mesh_delta_ coeff by a factor of 2 (corresponding to an increase
of the number of spatial mesh points from 54 814 to 77 400 at oxygen depletion). We note
the linear scale for the central temperature – central density evolutionary tracks.
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A.2 Input physics, customization, and resolution study

Fig. A.2: Mass fractions, temperature, and density profiles (top three panels) at oxygen depletion and central
temperature – central density evolutionary track (bottom panel) from ZAMS to core oxygen depletion for the
MZAMS = 30M� test case with the V-dJ algorithm and η = 1.0. We run the test case at the standard spatial res-
olution (∆ ≡ mesh_delta_coeff=1.0, dashed lines) and twice that resolution (∆ ≡ mesh_delta_coeff=0.5, solid
lines).
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Re-meshing after Oxygen Depletion

After oxygen depletion, we switch from a 45-isotope to a 203-isotope nuclear reaction net-
work (cf. Sec. A.2). This switch forces us to decrease the number of spatial mesh points for
the following reason: MESA solves the fully coupled set of equations for stellar structure and
evolution Paxton et al. (2011). This results in the use of a work array of length L which scales
as

L ∼ ((Niso + 5) · Nz) · (3Niso + 9) , (A.18)

where Niso is number of isotopes in the nuclear reaction network and Nz is the number of
mesh points (see the routine get_newton_work_sizes in $MESA_DIR/star/private/
star_newton.f90). L is stored as a 4-byte integer in MESA, which sets the maximum
adressable memory to ∼ 17 GB (R. Farmer, private communication). Therefore, for a nuclear
reaction network including ∼ 200 isotopes, the maximum number of mesh points cannot ex-
ceed ∼ 17 000. Changing the relevant variables to an 8-byte integer data type would require
substantial changes throughout MESA, which we have opted to defer to future work.

Another significant limitation on the resolution that can be achieved in the very late evolu-
tionary phases is the stability of stellar evolution codes: many highly uncertain and/or poorly
understood physical phenomena take place in the cores of evolved massive stars, and the evo-
lutionary timescale gets progressively closer to the (neutrino-)thermal timescale and, finally,
the dynamical timescale.

Experiments with the highest achievable resolution resulted in frequent failures of the
code to find solutions to the stellar structure equations. However, note that by the time core
oxygen burning is complete, the variations in core structure caused by different mass loss
algorithm combinations are already largely developed and will be amplified by the subsequent
evolution.

We reduce the number of mesh points in our models down to a few thousand (the precise
value varies from model to model). We do this by restarting from oxygen depletion and run-
ning MESA’s re-meshing algorithm for 100 timesteps of ∆t < 10−9 s with nuclear burning and
neutrino cooling turned off (see inlist_remesh). At the same time, we shut down thermo-
haline mixing, which is a secular process that does not have time to produce any physically
relevant change in the star after core oxygen burning. We also drop the spatial mesh refine-
ment criteria described above for the remaining evolution. After the 100 re-meshing timesteps
during which the star is de facto frozen in its state, we resume the evolution by again turning
on nuclear burning and neutrino cooling and not imposing a maximum timestep, but we do
not re-enable thermohaline mixing. We compare pre-re-meshing and post-re-meshing core
structure, thermodynamics, and compactness parameter and ensure that the post-re-meshing
core is still very well resolved with the reduced resolution as we proceed in the evolution
toward core collapse.

As the temperature in the core increases, the nuclear burning rate accelerates. When
the central temperature rises above 3 × 109 K, we progressively relax the constraints on
the timestep from nuclear burning. We do this by modifying, at the beginning of each
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timestep, the parameters loaded in our inlist using the routine extras_startup of our
run_star_extras.f. Specifically, for 3.0 ≤ Tc/[109K] ≤ 3.5 we impose dX_nuc_drop =
5d-3, and for even higher Tc we only require dX_nuc_drop = 5d-2 (cf. Sec. A.2.1). Af-
ter silicon core depletion (Xc(28Si) ≤ 0.001), we also decrease the spatial resolution of the
innermost infalling core by increasing mesh_delta_coeff_for_highT=3.0 (used where
log10(T/[K]) ≥ 9.3, the value used during the previous evolution is 1.0).

-10-8-6-4-20
log10({tpre−SN− t}/[yr])

0.16

0.18

0.20

0.22

0.24

0.26

ξ 2
.5 25M� V-vL η = 0.33

∆ = 2, ∆high T = 3

∆ = 1.75, ∆high T = 2.75

∆ = 1, ∆high T = 1

Fig. A.3: Variations in the late-time evolution of the compact-
ness parameter with spatial resolution. The magnitude of these
variations is smaller than the variations caused by uncertainties in
the wind mass loss. The curves start at oxygen depletion (after
the re-meshing described in Appendix A.2.1) and end at the on-
set of core collapse. They correspond to 25 M� models computed
with a 203-isotope nuclear reaction network, using the V-vL algo-
rithm and η = 0.33 and varying ∆ ≡ mesh_delta_coeff, and
∆high T ≡ mesh_delta_coeff_for_highT (higher numbers corre-
spond to lower resolution, see text). The highest resolution model
(cyan curve) is the model described in Sec. 2.3.7.

Finally, an important ques-
tion to address is the sensitiv-
ity to numerical resolution of the
subsequent evolution toward core
collapse and of the final pre-
collapse structure and compact-
ness parameter. Due to the
memory limitations and computa-
tional difficulties described in the
above, we are unable to carry
out a rigorous convergence test
with MESA at this time. How-
ever, in order to gain some in-
sight into the effects of resolu-
tion, we choose the 25 M� V-vL
η = 0.33 model and carry out
two additional simulations at re-
duced resolution from oxygen de-
pletion to the onset of core col-
lapse using our 203-isotope nuclear
reaction network. Specifically,
we choose (mesh_delta_coeff,
mesh_delta_coeff_for_highT)
= (1.75, 2.75) and (2, 3), whereas
the standard setting for our mod-
els discussed in Sec. 2.3.7 is (1, 1).
Figure A.3 shows the evolution of

the compactness parameter from oxygen depletion (after re-meshing) to the onset of core
collapse for these models. We find that these lower-resolution models evolve qualitatively
very similar to our standard model, but produce variations in the pre-SN compactness param-
eter of about ∼ 9%, which is smaller than the variations of ∼ 30% caused by different wind
mass loss algorithm combinations.
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Appendix

BMassive runaway and
walkaway stars

B.1 Comparison to selected previous population studies
Various earlier studies have simulated the production of binaries containing a compact object
and/or ejecting runaway stars. We briefly discuss a selection that focuses on estimates for
unbound companions and comment briefly on how our findings compare.

De Donder et al. (1997) presented an extensive binary evolution study discussing predic-
tions for the O-type runaways as well as the systems that remain bound. They consider a
variety of assumptions for the initial distributions and the uncertain physical parameters con-
cerning the efficiency of mass transfer, angular momentum loss and the common envelope
ejection. Generally, we find that our results agree well. They find that 16–23% of systems
remain bound after the SN explosion of the primary, which is consistent with our findings
1 − D = 14+22

−10%. They find that between 6% and 27% of the O-type are unbound former
companions that are now single, which is also agreement with our walkaway fraction (one
but last column in their table 1).

The find that 2–7% of the O-type stars have velocities large than 30 km s−1 (final column
in their Table 1), which is slightly larger but still consistent with what we find. We expect
that this difference may be in part the result of a difference the treatment of mass transfer
and angular momentum loss, although the combined effect of further differences in our as-
sumptions will also contribute. Their default assumption is that a fixed fraction βRLOF = 0.5
of the material transferred during Roche-lobe overflow leaves the system through the outer
L2 Lagrangian point forming a ring around the binary system, which leads to larger angular
momentum loss, shrinking the orbit further. This is somewhat similar to our model variation
where we assumed γRLOF = γdisk although our results cannot be compared one to one, since
we adopt a different, physically motivate, assumption for the mass transfer efficiency. In
our simulations, we find that this assumption is not increasing the number of runaway stars,
because the fraction of system that merges increases too.

Eldridge et al. (2011) perform population synthesis simulations with a detailed stellar
evolutionary evolutionary code to investigate O and early B type runaway stars. Their primary
aim is the predict the spatial distribution of different types of CCSN and gamma-ray bursts.
They find a disruption fraction, D = 80%, in good agreement with our results, D = 86+10

−22%.
In their study, they use the term runaway to refer to all unbound companions with velocities
larger than 5km s−1, which encloses the large majority of what we refer to as walkaway
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stars, but they also quote estimates for stars faster than 30km s−1 which corresponds to our
definition of runaway stars. They predict a walkaway (runaway) fraction of 2.2% (0.5%)
for O type stars in their simulations for Z = 0.02. For comparison, for stars more massive
than 15 M�, which roughly corresponds to O type stars, we estimate a walkaway (runaway)
fraction of 10+4.7

−8.5% (0.5+1.0
−0.3%). Our runaway fraction agrees very well. We find a somewhat

larger walkaway fraction, but we consider this a fairly good agreement, given the uncertainties
and differences in definitions that we have adopted. Also the distance they estimate that
ejected stars can reach is in good agreement with our predictions and they also note that
the majority unbound companions accrete mass from their companions before the first core-
collapse. Our predictions for the velocities of bound systems are slightly lower compared to
Eldridge et al. (2011): the vast majority of our bound post-core-collapse systems are slower
than 30 km s−1, and there is a high-velocity tail barely extending beyond about 100 km s−1.

Very recently, Boubert & Evans (2018) published a study investigating the hypothesis
that Be stars are products of mass transfer in binary systems (e.g., Pols et al. 1991; de Mink
et al. 2013). They compare the kinematics of a flux-limited sample of Galactic Be stars with
binary population synthesis simulations. These simulations were obtained with a different
version of the binary evolutionary code that we use. Generally, our findings are in agreement,
despite the minor differences in the model assumptions. They also find a large fraction of
unbound companions, many of which are rapidly rotating and moving at velocities slower
than 30 km s−1 (e.g., their Fig. 6 and 7b), in good agreement with our Fig. 3.7. They also find
that the natal kick distribution does not greatly affect the resulting velocity distribution and/or
the runaway fraction and that the maximum distance traveled by ejected Be stars is likely to
be smaller than the vertical scale height of the thin disk, in agreement with our findings.

We find some disagreement in the provided explanations of the theoretical results. For
example, the authors state in their section 3.2 that that mass transfer shrinks the orbit and
accelerates the secondary star. While this the case initially, upon the onset of mass transfer,
we find that the orbit generally widens after the reversal of the mass ratio. The widening and
the inversion of the mass ratio both slow down the orbital velocity as we verified both analyt-
ically Sec. 3.4 and by detailed inspection of representative example systems, e.g.,Sec. 3.3. In
their Section 3.3, they state that “whether a binary is disrupted by a supernova is principally
determined by whether the primary loses more than half its mass (Blaauw 1961), and the kick
on the compact object is only a second order effect”. We find instead that mass loss during the
explosion is rarely responsible for unbinding of a binary system that can produce a runaway
star. The amount of mass lost needs to exceed half of the total mass of the system (and not
half of the primary star), which is rarely achieved in our simulations. This is because the CC
progenitor loses most of its mass during the preceding mass transfer phase. We find that the
Blaauw kick due to rapid mass loss is only important of initially very wide binaries, in which
the two stars have not exchanged mass prior to CC. This difference may be in part due to the
differences in the assumptions for the range of initial orbital periods. The authors consider
systems with initial orbital periods up to 1010 days in their simulations, which means that the
majority of their progenitors should effectively evolve as single stars. We consider instead
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systems up to 105.5 days, which is more appropriate for the more massive progenitors that we
are interested in.

Many further studies investigated the populations of binaries in the context of the for-
mation of X-ray binaries and binary neutron stars and black holes. Providing a complete
overview and detailed comparison is beyond our present scope. We discuss below a compar-
ison to a limited set of studies.

Brandt & Podsiadlowski (1995) focus on binary systems remaining bound at the first CC,
with the aim of understanding the effects of natal kicks on X-ray binaries. They estimate
a disruption fraction in their calculations of D ' 73 − 81% (depending on the companion
mass), in good agreement with our results.

Kalogera (1996) presented a similar analytic study of the effects of natal kicks on the
systemic velocities of X-ray binaries. Our population synthesis results agree in predicting
systemic velocities of bound post-CC systems generally lower than the pre-explosion or-
bital velocity, except with σkick � v

pre−CC
orb (corresponding to large ξ in the notation used by

Kalogera 1996).
Fryer et al. (1998) investigated the impact of NS natal kicks on the formation of NS

X-ray binaries and NS-NS binaries, but also present results for the unbound companions.
Assuming a bimodal kick distribution, they find that most O/B-type ejected companion move
slower than about 50km s−1, consistent with our findings.

Dray et al. (2005) focus on high-mass runaways, which become Wolf-Rayet stars during
or before their post-disruption evolution. They argue in favor of significant BH kick ampli-
tudes to explain the rarity of BH-WR binaries and the observed velocity distribution of WR
runaways. We reach similar conclusions based on our simulations for different assumptions
for the BH kicks. The systemic velocities we find for bound systems are also in reasonable
agreement with those found by Dray et al. (2005)

Recently, Tauris et al. (2017) presented a detailed study of the evolutionary processes
leading to the formation of NS NS binary systems. They also find that the majority of binaries
hosting a NS after the first CC have systemic velocities smaller than ∼ 30 km s−1, in good
agreement with the results shown in the left panel of Fig. 3.11.

B.2 Output files

The outcome of our population synthesis calculations will be made available upon publica-
tion. For early inquiries, please contact the lead author. Each file corresponds to one param-
eter variation (see Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.6), and logs the following information for each binary
system where a star goes CC1.

• primary ZAMS, pre-CC, and post-CC (corresponding to the NS or BH mass if the
primary is the star collapsing) masses in M� units: M1zams, M1preCC, M1postCC;

1We stop our computations at the first CC event.
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• secondary ZAMS, pre-CC, and post-CC masses in M� units: M2zams, M2preCC,
M2postCC;

• fallback fraction fb for each star (set to zero for the star that is not collapsing): fb1,
fb2

• evolutionary stage before and after CC (stellar types listed according to Hurley et al.
2000): type1preCC, type1postCC, type2preCC, type2postCC

• post-CC velocities of the 2 stars in the original frame, in km s−1: v1postCC, v2postCC;

• pre-CC and post-CC eccentricity (the latter is -1 for mergers and disrupted systems):
e_preCC, e_postCC;

• pre-CC and post-CC separation in R� units (the latter is set to 0 for mergers and dis-
rupted systems): a_preCC, a_postCC;

• ZAMS, pre-CC, and post-CC periods in days: Pzams, PpreCC, PpostCC;

• kick amplitude in km s−1: v_kick;

• kick direction, with θ angle between the collapsing star orbital velocity and the kick
(see also TT98 for notation): theta, phi;

• systemic velocity in km s−1: v_sys;

• age of the system at the time of CC in Myr: t_explosion;

• time left in the current evolutionary stage in Myr: t_remaining;

• time spent by the system with at least one star more massive than 15 M�: duration_*;

• system probability (see below): Prob.

The system probability corresponds to the hyper-volume of the initial parameter space
(MZAMS

1 , qZAMS, PZAMS) represented by each binary system in our model grid. In other
words, the probability of each system is the statistical weight of the system seen as sam-
pling point for the initial distributions. To construct distributions of the output quantities
(e.g. those presented in Fig. 3.5-3.11), the properties of each system should be weigh with
the corresponding probability. Similarly, the mean value of a quantity 〈x〉 (e.g. 〈v〉 in Tab. 3.1)
should be calculated using:

〈x〉 =

∫
xP(x) dx∫
P(x) dx

≡

∑
i xiPi∑

i Pi
, (B.1)

where P is the probability, and the index i runs over all the binary systems in a population.
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To calculate the average distance traveled by stars ejected by the binary disruption, we
use:

〈L〉 ≡ 〈v × ∆t〉 =∑
i v2postCC × [t_remaining + 0.1 × τMS(M2)] × Pi∑

i Pi
,

(B.2)

where the second term in squared brackets accounts, albeit in a simplified way, for the
helium core burning duration of the rejuvenated star.

B.3 Observable velocity distribution
Figure B.1 shows the velocity distribution of MS stars ejected by the disruption of binaries
that can be directly compared to observations provided that (i) the contribution of dynamical
ejection can be separated in the observed sample and (ii) the effects of the Galactic potential
can be neglected, i.e. effectively each ejected star moves in a straight line at constant velocity
for the remaining duration of its MS. This is the same information of Fig. 3.5, but each bin is
populated considering also the remaining MS lifetime of the ejected star (τMS).
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Fig. B.1: Velocity distribution of ejected stars, including the finite MS lifetime to populate the bins (see also Fig. 3.5).
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B.4 Pre-collapse distributions

B.4 Pre-collapse distributions
We present in this appendix the pre-CC distribution in separation, mass of the collapsing star,
and mass of the companions for all the binaries with a MS companion to the collapsing star in
our fiducial simulation. Similar distributions can be derived for all our parameter variations
from the data files that will be made available.These distributions can inform studies of the
interaction of the SN shock with the companion star (e.g., Wheeler et al. 1975; Liu et al.
2015; Rimoldi et al. 2016; Hirai et al. 2018).

We show in Fig. B.3 the pre-CC separation distribution. The colors indicate indicate the
minimum mass of the MS companion (i.e., not of the collapsing star). Roughly speaking, the
two peaks shown in Fig. B.3 correspond to the orbital widening due to conservative (case A
and early case B) and non-conservative (late case B and case C) mass transfer phase. For all
pre-CC separations shorter than 103 R�, the dashed and solid histograms coincide, indicating
that all these binaries have experienced a direct interaction previously during the evolution.

Figure B.4 shows the mass distribution for the exploding star and the MS companion
(MCC, and M2, respectively), at the pre-CC stage. The combination of the distributions shown
in Fig. B.4 and Fig. B.3, together with the effects of the natal kick distribution results in the
ejection velocities in Fig. 3.5 which is our main result.
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Fig. B.3: Pre-CC separation distribution for binaries
with a collapsing star and a main sequence companion.
Colors indicate the pre-CC mass of the MS compan-
ion according to the legend. Dashed histograms indicate
post-interaction (RLOF or common envelope) binaries.
The top panel shows the corresponding cumulative dis-
tributions.
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Fig. B.4: Pre-CC mass distribution for the exploding
star (MCC) and the companion (M2). We plot all sys-
tems where the companion is a MS star at the time of the
explosion, regardless of whether the binary is disrupted
or not. Dashed histograms indicate post-interaction
(RLOF or common envelope) binaries. The top panel
shows the corresponding cumulative distributions.
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Appendix

CPulsational pair-instability
supernovae in very close

binaries

C.1 Time dependent convection
During phases of dynamical instability large regions in the star can switch back and forth
between being stable or unstable to convection on timescales comparable to or shorter than
a convective turnover timescale. To properly treat energy transport under these conditions,
a model for time-dependent convection is required. Here we describe a simple model that
captures the relevant timescales and reduces to standard mixing-length theory (MLT, Böhm-
Vitense 1958) in long timescales. We follow the work of Arnett (1969) and consider the
average convective velocity vc in MLT to be an independent variable which satisfies the equa-
tion

∂vc

∂t
=
v2

MLT − v
2
c

λ
, for convectively unstable regions (C.1)

where vMLT is the steady state value predicted by MLT. λ is the mixing length, which we define
as αMLTHP where αMLT is a free parameter of order unity and HP is the local pressure scale
height. In particular for our simulations we use αMLT = 2. On timescales much longer than a
convective turnover timescale (τto = λ/vMLT) convective velocities asymptotically approach
the steady state value vMLT, recovering standard MLT. In regions that are convectively stable
vMLT = 0 and simply using Equation (C.1) would result in convective velocities decaying on
a timescale τ = λ/vc which becomes infinetely large as convective velocities are reduced.
This ignores the actual timescale in which fluid parcels would be slowed down in a stratified
medium. To provide an order of magnitude correction to this, we construct a timescale τN =

1/N where N is the Brunt-Väisällä frequency and use

∂vc

∂t
= −

v2
c

λ
−
vc

τN
, for convectively stable regions (C.2)

to model the shutoff of convection. Mixing from convection is modeled as a diffusive process
with a diffusion coefficient D = vcλ/3.

In its standard form, MLT solves an algebraic system of three equations to compute the
steady state convective velocity vMLT, the temperature gradient of the star ∇, and the temper-
ature gradient of displaced blobs of material ∇′, which differs from the adiabatic gradient ∇a

due to radiative energy losses. In our case, we require a derivation of MLT for a given value
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C Pulsational pair instability supernovae in very close binaries

of vc rather than the steady state one. Following Cox & Giuli (1968), if convective velocities
are given then the convective efficiency Γ (which is the ratio of energy radiated by a moving
parcel, to the energy released when it dissolves after crossing a mixing length) can be directly
computed as

Γ =
cP

6ac
κρ2vcλ

T 3 . (C.3)

Using this, the values of ∇ and ∇′ can be determined from

∇r = ∇ −
9
4

Γ(∇ − ∇′),
∇r − ∇

∇r − ∇a
=

9Γ2/4
1 + Γ(1 + 9Γ/4)

, (C.4)

where ∇r is the radiative temperature gradient. All of these are standard results of MLT (cf.
Cox & Giuli 1968), but we have taken care here to only use expressions that do not assume
a steady state value for vc in order to have a self-consistent model. Although this model
incorporates the timescales relevant to the process, it does not intend to solve some of the
long-standing problems with MLT (see Arnett et al. 2018a for a recent discussion). For
instance, our model does not incorporate overshooting directly but instead uses an exponen-
tially decaying mixing coefficient beyond convective regions (see Section 5.2) which does not
account for energy transport. Also, sharp composition gradients near convective boundaries
can lead to discontinuities in the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, producing a discontinuous ∂vc/∂t
and vc at a convective boundary. Under these circumstances we would expect turbulent energy
to be transported through the boundary, but our model does not include this effect.

C.2 Resolution and nuclear reaction network convergence
test

In order to test if our results are converged, we have performed a test using the first pulse of
our 84M� model. Using our default setup, at the onset of the pulse this star has 58.1M� and
after the first mass ejection ends up with a mass of 41.49M�. During this phase, the model is
resolved using between ∼ 2500 − 3500 cells and ∼ 6000 timesteps. To test the convergence
of our model to changes in spatial and temporal resolution, we have computed a model that
after helium depletion approximately doubles both.

During the pulsational phase we use the approx21 reaction network for which the iso-
topes and linkages are shown in Figure C.1. The backbone is a strict α-chain composed
of (α,γ) and (γ,α) links among the 13 isotopes 4He, 12C, 16O, 20Ne, 24Mg, 28Si, 32S, 36Ar,
40Ca, 44Ti, 48Cr, 52Fe, and 56Ni. Above ' 2.5×109 K is it essential to include (α,p)(p,γ) and
(γ,p)(p,α) links in order to obtain reasonably accurate energy generation rates and abundances
(Timmes & Swesty 2000). At these elevated temperatures the flows through the (α,p)(p,γ)
sequences are faster than the flows through the (α,γ) channels. An (α,p)(p,γ) sequence is, ef-
fectively, an (α,γ) reaction through an intermediate isotope. Approx21 includes 8 (α,p)(p,γ)
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Fig. C.1: List of isotopes and linkages in the approx21 network used during late burning stages in our calculations.

sequences and their inverses by assuming steady-state proton flows through the intermediate
isotopes 27Al, 31P, 35Cl, 39K, 43Sc, 47V, 51Mn, and 55Co . The assumed steady-state proton
flows allows inclusion of the (α,p)(p,γ) sequences without explicitly evolving the proton or
intermediate isotope abundances. In addition to this α-chain backbone, approx21 includes
approximations for steady-state hydrogen burning (PP chain and CNO cycle), carbon and
oxygen burning (12C+12C, 12C+16O, 16O+16O), and aspects of photodisintegration with 54Fe.
These additions are briefly described in Weaver et al. (1978). Finally, approx21 adds the 56Cr
and 56Fe isotopes and tuned steady-state reaction sequences to attain a reasonably accurate
lower electron fraction Ye (as compared to much larger reaction networks) for presupernova
models (Paxton et al. 2015). To test the accuracy of this few-isotope network during a pulse
we have also computed the first pulse of our 84M� model using the 203 isotope network of
Renzo et al. (2017) which is tuned to properly capture silicon burning.

Figure C.2 shows the results of our convergence tests. For ease of comparison between
the simulations, we have matched all tracks in time to the point where the first pulsation
reaches its maximum central temperature, and we compare values 100000 seconds after this
point. Overall the three simulations are quantitatively consistent, with relative differences in
the kinetic energy of ejected layers and final masses of around 6%. Final central temperatures
digress by around 15%, but considering that during the pulse it is lowered by a factor of ∼ 30,
this is a small error. Given these results, and that we do not study detailed nucleosynthetic
yields of PPISN or PISN in this work, we consider our choice of resolution and nuclear
reaction network appropriate. In particular, the use of approx21 instead of the 203 isotope
network reduces the runtime of each model by more than a factor of 10, significantly lowering
the cost of our simulations.

As a more extreme example, we repeat this exercise for a PISN model with an initial mass
of Mi = 200M�, which is shown in Figure C.3. This model is near the upper end of the mass
range of PISN, with Mpre SN = 108.4, and during the explosion reaches a central temperature
of 5.2 × 109 K, significantly higher than the first pulse of the PPISN model shown before,
which reaches a maximum temperature of 3.2×109 K. The model with the approx21 network
produces a total of 25.9M� of 56Ni, which is ∼ 13% lower than that produced by the model
with the 203 isotope network. The error on the kinetic energy of the ejecta is similar to that
of the PPISN model, with the 203 isotope network predicting an ejecta energy ∼ 4% larger
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Fig. C.2: (left) Evolution of the kinetic energy of ejected layers, the mass at velocities below the escape velocity
and central temperature for the first pulse of an Mi = 84M� progenitor. Results are shown for the default set of
parameters used in this paper, a simulation with double the resolution in time and space, and one with a 203 isotope
network rather than the default 21 isotope network we use for all other models. (right) For the simulations with
higher resolution and a bigger network, each line shows how the difference with respect to the simulation with our
default choice of parameters evolves with time.

than that of the approx21 model. We see that the dynamics of the explosion are consistently
reproduced, although the difference in Nickel mass would produce non-negligible differences
on the resulting lightcurves. Our focus however is on the evolution of PPISN, which do not
produce significant amounts of Nickel, so we still consider the use of approx21 to be justified.

C.3 Precision of the relaxation procedure
To model the long-lived phases between pulses in our more massive progenitors, we use a
relaxation procedure that creates a hydrostatic model from scratch that matches the mass,
entropy and composition profile after the pulse. This method has been described in Appendix
B of Paxton et al. (2018) and here we show how well it reproduces the pre-relaxation model.
In order to perform a relaxation after a pulse, we require that velocities are below 20 km s−1

and no layers are moving at more than 50% their local sound speed within the inner 99%
of mass that remains bound. To prevent the relaxation happening when these thresholds are
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Fig. C.3: Same as Figure C.2, but for a PISN model with Mi = 200M� (Mpre SN = 108.4M�), and showing the
evolution of the total mass of 56Ni instead of the ejected mass.

satisfied during minima and maxima of oscillations, we require these to be satisfied for at least
100 continuous timesteps. We also require the neutrino and nuclear burning luminosities to
be below 1011L� and 1010L� respectively, in order to avoid relaxing the model when the core
is evolving on a timescale of ∼days.

Figure C.4 shows the outcome of two relaxation procedures done for the 76M� model
shown in Figure 5.2 after the first and fourth pulses. For all other three pulses shown, the
conditions on the luminosities are not satisfied, so the model is evolved further without re-
moving the outer layers. As it can be seen, except for the very outermost layers temperatures
are matched very accurately in the relaxed model, with the central temperature differing by
0.0002 and 0.0005 dex for the first and fourth pulse respectively. As expected, the very out-
ermost layers show more noticeable differences, with clear digressions being visible at the
outer ∼ 0.2M� and ∼ 0.05M� after the first and fourth pulse respectively. Although a differ-
ence is expected, since the very outermost layers are still falling back when the relaxation is
made, we do care about accurately characterizing observable properties of the star in between
pulses. However, the discrepancy turns out to be not very important. After the first pulse, the
thermal timescale of the outer 0.2M� is just of 1.4 years, a very small time compared to the
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almost 3 millennia between the first and second pulse. This means that although we do not
trust the effective temperature and luminosity of our models immediately after a pulse, after
∼ 1 year any anomalies from relaxation in the outermost layers will be removed.
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Appendix

DMind the gap:
The location of the pair instability
supernovae black hole mass gap

D.1 Analytic fits for population synthesis
Population synthesis studies of the impact of PPI on the gravitational wave mergers distribu-
tions have relied on numerical fits to the results of Woosley (2017) expressed as a function of
the helium core mass (e.g., Belczynski et al. 2016b; Spera & Mapelli 2017; Stevenson et al.
2019). However, at high metallicites we find the stars are stripped of all helium, leaving a
bare CO core. As the CO core mass at the time of core-collapse is a quantity that is available
in population synthesis calculations (although possibly defined differently compared to here,
Hurley et al. 2000), we recommend to use MCO as the independent variable to determine
the final BH mass of stars. Though this only applies to stars that have lost their hydrogen
envelopes either in binary interactions or due to wind mass loss.

For any given choice of physics and numerics, the second most important parameter,
after MCO, determining the final BH mass is the initial metallicity of the star Z. We provide
an approximate fit to the BH masses in figure 6.2 in terms of these two parameters:

MBH =


MCO MCO < 38 ,

a1M2
CO + a2MCO + a3 log10(Z) + a4 38 ≤ MCO ≤ 60 ,

0.0 60 < MCO ,

(D.1)
where a1 = −0.1027, a2 = 9.1355, a3 = −2.1588, and a4 = −166.1884, where all masses are
in M� and is accurate to ≈ 20%.

We note that for MCO < 38 M� weak pulses that do not result in significant mass ejection
are still possible, and might have an effect on the orbital properties of a binary system (e.g.,
Marchant et al. 2018). Moreover, the fit of D.1 does not contain information on the mass lost
per each individual pulse, and on the timing of the pulses, which might both influence the
evolution in a binary.

Another important result of this study is the small sensitivity of the maximum BH mass
below the pair instability gap to metallicity, with only a ≈ 15% variation over a range in Z
spanning 2.5 orders of magnitude. Therefore, the maximum BH mass might be used as a stan-
dard siren for cosmological applications once sufficiently large samples of BHs are detected.
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We also provide an approximate fit to the maximum BH mass below the pair instability gap
as a function of the metallicity which expresses this weak dependence:

MBH,max = b1 + b2 log10(Z) + b3
[
log10(Z)

]2 , (D.2)

where b1 = 25.13, b2 = −9, and b3 = −0.96, where the resulting MBH,max is in solar units and
is accurate to ≈ 3%. This can be applied also to metallicities Z < 10−5, lower than considered
here, since we do not expect significant (line driven) wind mass loss in this regime. However
it is unlikely to be valid for stars with Z > 4 × 10−3, due to their stronger winds that prevents
the formation of sufficiently massive CO cores to experience PPI-driven mass loss.

D.2 Mass loss from progenitors
Table D.1 shows the amount of mass loss and final fate for our fiducial set of stellar param-
eters. A full version of the table for all models, is available online, for the other parameters
considered here. Table D.1 shows: the initial (helium) mass; the helium and carbon/oxygen
core masses, measured before the pulsations begin; the final BH mass; the mass lost in pulses;
mass loss in winds; mass lost at the final supernovae; and the final fate of the star. The mass
lost at supernovae is a combination of the mass loss due to material having a binding energy
< 1048erg s−1 and material that is in the process of being ejected (i.e., it is moving faster
than the local escape velocity) but has not been removed from the model at the time of core
collapse.
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D.2 Mass loss from progenitors

Table D.1: Fate of the mass of the progenitors, for our fiducial model with Z = 10−3. A full table for all models, is
available online

Minit MHe MCO MBH ∆Mpulse ∆Mwind ∆MSN Fate

30 26.12 22.55 26.05 0.00 3.88 0.08 CC
35 29.94 26.09 29.85 0.00 5.06 0.10 CC
40 33.66 29.57 33.60 0.00 6.34 0.06 CC
42 35.12 30.98 34.97 0.00 6.88 0.15 CC
44 36.57 32.32 36.43 0.00 7.43 0.14 CC
46 38.00 33.64 37.78 0.00 8.00 0.22 CC
48 39.42 34.95 38.38 0.00 8.58 1.04 CC
50 40.83 36.30 40.76 0.00 9.17 0.08 CC
52 42.23 37.55 41.97 0.00 9.77 0.26 CC
54 43.62 38.86 42.10 0.00 10.38 1.52 CC
56 44.99 40.16 43.60 0.00 11.01 1.39 CC
58 46.36 41.45 42.61 3.55 11.64 0.20 PPISN
60 47.71 42.73 43.08 4.33 12.29 0.30 PPISN
62 49.06 44.00 43.39 4.66 12.94 1.01 PPISN
64 50.39 45.40 42.62 6.63 13.61 1.14 PPISN
66 51.73 46.88 43.40 7.83 14.27 0.50 PPISN
68 53.04 48.19 42.00 10.27 14.96 0.78 PPISN
70 54.36 49.63 40.54 12.87 15.64 0.94 PPISN
72 55.70 51.00 39.49 15.24 16.30 0.97 PPISN
74 56.96 52.37 36.14 19.22 17.04 1.59 PPISN
76 58.25 53.82 34.21 23.26 17.75 0.78 PPISN
78 59.55 55.13 30.05 26.74 18.45 2.76 PPISN
80 60.83 56.51 14.85 45.88 19.17 0.11 PPISN
85 64.02 59.98 0.00 64.02 20.98 0.00 PISN
90 67.09 63.24 0.00 67.09 22.91 0.00 PISN
95 70.12 66.51 0.00 70.12 24.88 0.00 PISN

100 73.10 69.66 0.00 73.10 26.90 0.00 PISN
105 76.05 72.80 0.00 76.05 28.95 0.00 PISN
110 78.95 75.88 0.00 78.95 31.05 0.00 PISN
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Appendix

ECircumstellar material
from pulsational pair instability

E.1 Resolution study
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Fig. E.1: Mass (blue, right axis) and central temperature
(red, left axis) evolution for our example 50 M� example
He core. The scale on the time axis emphasizes the short
lived final phases. The differences in the final mass due
to variations in the spatial and temporal mesh arise mostly
from the dynamical phase of evolution and are limited to
∆M . 0.5 M�.

We present here a study of the impact of the
numerical resolution in Lagrangian mass
coordinate and time on our results. We re-
fer the interested readers to Marchant et al.
(2018) for a study on the relaxation proce-
dure, to Farmer et al. (submitted) for a more
comprehensive study of the impact of the
numerical resolution and input physics vari-
ations on our PPI models, and Renzo et al.
(submitted) for a study of the impact of dif-
ferent treatments of time-dependent convec-
tion.

Fig. E.1 shows the evolution in time
of the amount of mass bound to the star
(blue) and its core temperature (red) for two
50.0 M� He core models computed with dif-
ferent resolutions. MESA offers many con-
trols to fine-tune the resolution (see also
inlists and run_star_extras.f), here
we vary only three parameters governing
the overall variations of averaged quantities across adjacent mesh points and across
timesteps. Our fiducial (higher) resolution uses mesh_delta_coeff=0.8 (0.6) and
split_merge_amr_nz_baseline= 8 000 (10 0000) for the spatial resolution during the
hydrostatic and hydrodynamical phases of evolution, respectively. The time discretization
is controlled through varcontrol_target=5d-5 (1d-5). The largest differences in the
evolution are found after the onset of the PPI pulses, during the dynamical phase after
log10{(tCC − t)/[yr]} . −2. These result in a ∆M = 0.43 M� difference in the mass re-
maining bound (and on the amount of mass ejected). We emphasize that even our fiducial
value provides a resolution significantly higher than the MESA defaults, with a number of
mesh points 1289 . N . 6311 and 87900 timesteps from the onset of He core burning to the
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onset of core-collapse. For comparison, the higher-resolution model shown in Fig. E.1 has
1583 . N . 7908, however it is able to finish the evolution using a slightly smaller number of
timesteps, 86165. This likely indicates that at the higher spatial resolution the most stringent
condition on the timesteps is not varcontrol_target, and that the higher spatial resolution
provides more numerical stability of the solution allowing for longer timesteps.

E.2 Comparison to H-rich model
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Fig. E.2: Comparison of the evolution of a hydrogen-rich
initially 150 M� star (solid lines) to a MHe,init = 63.75 M�
core (dashed lines). The He core model is chosen to match
the He core mass of the hydrogen-rich star at the end of the
main sequence. The top panel shows the total, He, and CO
core mass, while the bottom shows the modified thermal
timescale of the two models (see Appendix E.2).

A full characterization of PPI+CC evolution
for stars with a H-rich envelope is beyond
the scope of this study, but we present a
brief comparison here. We ran a MZAMS =

150 M� hydrogen rich star, assuming Z =

0.001 and Y = 0.27 for the initial abun-
dance of metals and He, respectively, start-
ing from pre-main sequence to the onset of
core collapse. Except for the hydrogen-rich
chemical composition, all other parameters
are chosen to be identical to those for our
naked He cores. This star develops a He
core of MHe,TAMS ' 63 M� by the end of the
main sequence. We compare its evolution to
our MHe,init = 63.75 M� model, which is the
closest for which we could compute the full
evolution in this mass range.

Fig. E.2 compares the evolution of these
two models. The top panel shows the evo-
lution of the total mass, the He core mass

(corresponding also to the total mass of the He core model), and the CO core mass. The
entire hydrogen-rich envelope is indeed ejected at the first pulse at tCC − t ' 104 years (the
total mass and the He core mass coincide afterwards), as we expected. Also the final total
mass of the stars agree very well, supporting that the evolution of naked He cores is adequate
for modeling also the BH masses resulting from hydrogen-rich stars.

However, the locations of the sharp drops in the masses do not correspond exactly, which
indicates that the initial presence of a hydrogen-rich envelope can modify the timescale of the
pulses. The total number of mass ejection events is two for both of these models, regardless
of this. The bottom panel of Fig. E.2 shows the relevant global thermal timescales of the the
two stars

τ∗KH =
GM2

tot

RL , (E.1)
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where L = max{L, Lν}. This timescale is sensitive to the stellar radius R, the luminosity L
and the neutrino luminosity Lν (so on the density and temperature structure of the cores),
and the total mass Mtot. The presence of a hydrogen envelope might influence the radial
expansion of the He core during a pulse, and thus affect the relevant timescale for relaxation.
We emphasize that, during core “bounces” (cf. Paxton et al. 2018 and Sec. 7.5.1), Lν can
vary significantly with a large effect on τ∗KH, however, at this point the evolution of the star is
dynamical and not governed by thermal processes. This sensitivity explains the spikes of the
dashed line in the bottom panel of Fig. E.2.

E.3 Mass loss per pulse
Table E.1: Number of pulses (pulse), pre-pulse total mass Mpre−pulse

tot , amount of mass lost in the pulse ∆Mpulse,
time beginning of the pulse tpulse start and its duration ∆tpulse (so that tpulse end = tpulse start + ∆tpulse, cf. Fig. 7.8),
and the velocity of the center of mass of the ejected layers 〈v〉. The times are defined in Sec. 7.5.3. We list only a
representative subset of PPI+CC models.

MHe,init pulse Mpre−pulse
tot ∆Mpulse tpulse start ∆tpulse 〈v〉

[M�] [M�] [M�] [yr] [hours] [103km s1]

42.50 1 35.51 9.60 × 10−3 3.20 × 105 1.26 1.97
43.50 1 36.23 1.52 3.18 × 105 1.05 × 102 3.87
44.50 1 36.95 5.35 × 10−2 3.16 × 105 3.78 1.72
45.50 1 37.67 8.64 × 10−2 3.14 × 105 8.51 1.57
46.50 1 38.39 2.65 × 10−2 3.13 × 105 9.71 1.40
47.50 1 39.10 4.40 × 10−1 3.11 × 105 3.00 × 101 1.64
48.00 1 39.45 6.11 × 10−1 3.11 × 105 5.07 × 101 1.78
49.00 1 40.17 1.08 3.09 × 105 1.52 × 102 1.63
50.00 1 40.88 1.24 3.07 × 105 1.27 × 102 1.67

51.00
1 41.58 3.98 × 10−1 3.06 × 105 3.02 × 101 2.21
2 41.18 1.61 3.06 × 105 1.58 × 101 1.45

53.50 1 43.33 1.41 3.02 × 105 2.80 × 102 1.99

55.25
1 44.55 3.17 × 10−1 3.00 × 105 2.86 2.19
2 44.23 7.80 × 10−1 3.00 × 105 2.82 × 102 1.85
3 43.45 2.53 × 10−1 3.00 × 105 4.85 × 101 1.49

56.50
1 45.42 6.42 × 10−1 2.98 × 105 6.19 2.14
2 44.77 7.50 × 10−1 2.98 × 105 9.11 × 101 1.48

58.50
1 46.79 1.08 2.96 × 105 3.36 × 101 2.15
2 45.71 1.70 2.96 × 105 1.50 × 102 1.63

59.50
1 47.48 1.31 2.94 × 105 3.63 × 101 2.18
2 46.17 1.04 2.94 × 105 1.47 × 102 1.71

Continued on next page
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MHe,init pulse Mpre−pulse
tot ∆Mpulse tpulse start ∆tpulse 〈v〉

[M�] [M�] [M�] [yr] [hours] [103km s1]

3 44.19 4.73 × 10−1 2.94 × 105 6.90 1.70

60.25
1 48.00 1.38 2.93 × 105 3.76 × 101 2.18
2 46.61 1.80 2.93 × 105 2.28 × 102 1.66
3 44.24 1.81 × 10−2 2.93 × 105 6.15 × 10−1 1.73

63.75
1 50.34 2.66 2.90 × 105 8.39 × 101 2.39
2 47.67 1.56 2.90 × 105 1.47 × 102 1.51

65.75
1 51.66 3.44 2.89 × 105 1.87 × 102 2.58
2 48.16 1.16 × 10−2 2.90 × 105 4.28 × 101 7.19 × 10−1

3 44.89 1.11 2.90 × 105 3.24 × 101 1.98

69.75
1 54.29 4.20 2.86 × 105 3.90 × 102 3.86
2 44.31 4.69 × 10−1 2.89 × 105 2.71 × 102 2.34
3 44.31 1.84 2.89 × 105 4.88 × 102 2.15

71.50
1 55.42 5.39 2.85 × 105 7.80 × 101 3.88
2 49.73 8.12 × 10−3 2.88 × 105 1.34 × 102 6.84 × 10−1

3 43.06 7.21 × 10−1 2.88 × 105 3.11 × 101 2.02

72.50
1 56.07 7.32 2.84 × 105 6.56 × 102 3.63
2 48.41 1.30 2.88 × 105 2.43 × 102 7.15 × 10−1

3 41.66 5.45 × 10−1 2.88 × 105 1.00 × 101 1.94

75.00
1 57.68 1.35 × 101 2.82 × 105 1.69 × 103 3.34
2 44.20 5.50 2.82 × 105 4.97 × 107 8.01 × 10−1

3 38.34 1.27 2.88 × 105 1.87 × 102 2.33

77.00
1 58.96 1.90 × 101 2.81 × 105 1.11 × 103 3.15
2 39.57 2.26 2.88 × 105 1.44 × 102 1.02

80.00
1 60.84 4.16 × 101 2.80 × 105 2.07 × 104 2.35
2 19.03 8.13 × 10−3 2.90 × 105 3.41 × 10−1 2.55
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Dit proefschrift betreft een studie naar verscheidende aspecten van de evolutie van dub-
belsterren en sterren met een hoge massa (zware sterren), met een nadruk op het uiteindelijke
lot van deze sterren, en het effect dat de dood van een dergelijke ster kan hebben op poten-
tiele partner. Het overkoepelende thema van de verschillende hoofdstukken is “de dingen
die zware sterren en ster clusters uitwerpen of verliezen tijdens hun evolutie”, i.e. opper-
vlakte lagen verloren door sterwinden (hoofdstuk 2), dubbelster componenten die verloren
raken tijdens de ineenstorting van de partner ster (hoofdstuk 3), de leden van clusters die
verstoten worden (hoofdstuk 4), en explosief massaverlies gedreven door “pair-instability”
(hoofdstuk 5, hoofdstuk 6, hoofdstuk 7, and hoofdstuk 8).

Hoofdstuk 2 presenteert de resultaten van een numeriek experiment met als doel de sys-
tematische onzekerheid in de modellen van massieve sterren ten gevolge van sterrenwinden
te kwantificeren. Door middel van de computatie van een grid van niet-roterende, massieve
enkelsterren met de metalliciteit van de zon waarbij het algoritmische recept voor de sterren-
winden werd gevarieerd, hebben wij gevonden dat de systematische onzekerheden ons ervan
weerhouden om de exacte eindmassa van een ster te bepalen. Het uiteindelijke uiterlijk van
de ster bleek niet zo veel te variëren als haar totale massa. Daarnaast leiden verschillende
functionele relaties tussen het massaverlies door de sterrenwind en de eigenschappen van een
ster Ṁ ≡ Ṁ(L,Teff ,Z, ...) tot significant verschillende “pre-collapse” structuren. Dit leidt tot
potentieel belangrijke implicaties voor studies naar supernovae (SN) explosie mechanismen,
die zich hierdoor mogelijk baseren op initiële condities met een bias.

Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft een suite aan dubbelster populatie synthese simulaties, gericht
op het karakteriseren van de populatie aan "weduwe sterren", gescheiden van hun partner
tijdens de eerste stellaire dood die plaatsvindt in de dubbelster. We vinden dat 86+11

−22% van
alle zware dubbelsterren gescheiden raken tijdens het voorval van de eerste ineenstorting van
een van de dubbelster componenten. De onzekerheid wordt gedomineerd door de aannames
voor de SN “natal-kick”. Echter, de meerderheid van de verbroken dubbelsterren verliezen
de overlevende partner ster met een lage snelheid in de orde van een paar km s−1. I.e. de SN
natal-kicks zijn bepalend voor de verstoring van dubbelsterren, maar hebben in de meeste ge-
vallen weinig effect op de snelheid van de overlevende partner ster, welke wordt uitgeworpen
met haar pre-explosie orbitale snelheid. Wij stellen voor om de massa verdeling van zware
“runaway” sterren (afkomstig van verstoorde dubbelsterren) te gebruiken om de grootte van
de geboorte snelheid van zwarte gaten statistisch te bepalen.

De resultaten van hoofdstuk 3 kunnen ook gebruikt worden om de oorsprong van de
waargenomen populatie van zware “runaway” sterren te onderzoeken, die ∼ 10% van de ge-
hele O type sterren populatie beslaat. Het wordt in het algemeen veelal aangenomen dat de
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meerderheid van deze runaways afkomstig zijn van een verstoord dubbelster paar (Hooger-
werf et al. 2001), echter, onder de aanname van een constante stervormingsgeschiedenis, kan
geen enkele van onze simulaties een dergelijke hoge fractie produceren. Dit suggereert dat
of (i) andere processen dan SNe in dubbelsterren de productie van runaways domineren, (ii)
observaties overschatten de fractie runaway sterren door een bias in de geobserveerde data
(iii) een essentieel element van de orbitale evolutie mist in state-of-the-art populatie synthese
simulaties, of een combinatie van het bovengenoemde.

De belangrijkste vervuiling van de set “geweduwde” sterren is veroorzaakt door sterren
die zijn uitgeworpen als gevolg van dynamische interacties in een cluster omgeving. In hoofd-
stuk 4 bestuderen wij de kinematica van VFTS682; een ster met een van de hoogst gemeten
massa’s bekend tot nu toe (M & 140 M�). Zijn "proper motion"(eigen beweging), afkomstig
van de tweede Gaia data release, suggereert dat deze ster weg beweegt van het nabije cluster
R136 (Fig. 1.3), zij het met grote foutmarges. Echter, onafhankelijke archief data van HST
bevestigen dit Gaia resultaat, en andere sterren met massa’s van meer dan 100 M� zijn com-
patibel met de hypothese dat zij zin uitgeworpen door het cluster (Lennon et al. 2018). Tot
slot ondersteunen numerieke N-body simulaties van verschillende groepen de mogelijkheid
dat een dergelijke extreem massieve ster wordt uitgeworpen (e.g., Fujii & Portegies Zwart
2011; Banerjee et al. 2012), vooral als er meer zware sterren aanwezig zijn in het cluster
(e.g., Crowther et al. 2010, 2016). De overeenstemming tussen verscheidende onafhankelijke
observaties en theoretisch werk leidt ons tot de voorzichtige suggestie dat VFTS682 inder-
daad uitgeworpen is door R136, met een snelheid relatief aan het cluster van ∼ 38±17 km s−1,
wat VFTS682 tot de hoogste massa runaway ster tot nu toe bekend zou maken.

Afhankelijk van de hoeveelheid massa die zij gedurende hun leven verliezen zouden ster-
ren met een massa zo hoog als VFTS682 aan het einde van hun leven te maken kunnen krijgen
met pair-instability. hoofdstuk 5-8 zijn gewijd aan de studie van pair-instability evolutie, in de
context van gravitatiegolven en elektromagnetische transiënte waarnemingen. Deze hoofd-
stukken zijn gebaseerd op de analyse van hydrodynamische simulaties van ster-structuren en
evolutie modellen van naakte helium kernen zonder partner ster.

In hoofdstuk 5 hebben we de radicale expansie van pulsatie pair-instability modellen,
de gevolgen van deze heftige massa ejectie voor de dubbelsterbaan en de impact hiervan
op de verdeling van BH (chirp) massa’s onderzocht. We hebben gevonden dat de pulsaties
kunnen leiden tot een significante groei in de straal van de ster, en hierdoor ook mogelijk een
verhoogd aantal dubbelster interacties teweeg brengen. We vinden ook dat het voorkomen
dan pulsaties leidt tot een dubbel gepiekte (chirp) massa verdeling van zwarte gaten, wanneer
een simpele verdelingsfunctie wordt aangenomen voor de sterren, Tot slot, de uitwerping
van massa kan ook leiden tot een significant excentrische baan van de dubbelster, maar deze
excentriciteit is compleet teniet gedaan door het uitzenden van gravitatie golven voordat zij
de band van toekomstige gravitationele golven detectoren betreden.

We hebben de robuustheid van onze pulsatie pair-instability modellen getest tegen fysi-
sche en computationele aannames in hoofdstuk 6. We vinden dat onze modellen een voor
de sterrenkundige astrofysica ongewoon voorspellende kracht hebben: de maximale massa
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van een zwart gat onderaan het pair-instability gat is s ∼ 45 M�, en dit is relatief ongevoelig
voor variaties in de metalliciteit en onzekerheden in algoritmische of fysische ingrediënten
(e.g. het recept voor winden, de neutrino koel snelheden en de numerieke resolutie). Dus
de maximum BH massa aan de onderkant van het PISN massa gat zou een “standard sirene”
kunnen vormen voor kosmologische applicaties, zelfs als het voorkomen van de zwarte gaten
met de hoogste massa’s wel zou variëren met bovengenoemde onzekerheden. De onzeker-
heid die de grootste impact heeft op de maximum massa van een zwart gat aan de onderkant
van het PISN gat is de reactiesnelheid van de 12C(α, γ)16O reactie. De maximale massa van
zwarte gaten geobserveerd door middel van zwaartekrachtsgolven kan een bovengrens stellen
op deze zeer onzekere reactiesnelheid.

Hoofdstuk 7 focust op de materie die uitgestoten wordt door deze sterren, in tegenstel-
ling tot de materie die gebonden blijft. We vinden dat pair-instability evolutie mild begint,
zonder echt effect te hebben op de oppervlakte eigenschappen van de ster of op de omgeving.
Deze zwakke pulsen zijn alleen detecteerbaar aan de hand van variaties in de neutrino flux
geproduceerd door deze sterren. Als de kernmassa wordt verhoogd expanderen de modellen
veel in de radiale richting, tot ze uiteindelijk massa uitstoten. Het aantal pulsen dat een ge-
geven model ervaart hangt af van welke waarneembare uitkomst van de pulse gezien wordt
als interessant. De hoeveelheid (He-rijke) massa die verloren gaat aan pair-instability pulsen
is een steile functie van de helium kernmassa 10−6 M� . MCSM . 20 M�, waarbij de hoogste
massa voor de zwaardere ster van de twee wordt gebruikt. De initiële snelheid van de uitge-
worpen materie is typisch ongeveer t ∼ 103 km s−1, wat een mogelijke connectie suggereert
met (sommige) SN Ibn als de uiteindelijke ineenstorting in deze modellen vergezeld wordt
door een (mogelijk zwakke) explosie.

Ten slotte, hoofdstuk 8 behandelt een specifiek lang bestaand probleem in de stellaire
astrofysica; de verwerking van convectie. De pulsatie pair-instability verloopt op korte tijd-
schalen waarvoor de aanname van de stabiele staat niet meer geldig is als convectie wordt
meegerekend. Wij vergelijken in hoofdstuk 8 twee verschillende ruwe modellen voor de con-
vectie versnelling, en vinden hierbij dat de hoeveelheid massa die verloren gaat aan pulsaties
aan het onderste eind van de verdeling van He-kernmassa’s die pulsaties ondervinden, gevoe-
lig is voor de behandeling van convectie zowel voor als tijdens de pulsen. Echter, dit maakt de
kernboodschap van hoofdstuk 6 niet ongeldig, aangezien de maximale massa voor het zwarte
gat in beide gevallen op dezelfde manier wordt verkregen.
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Non-identity is the core of our scream, but to say “we are not” is not just
a dark void. [...] We are not, we do not be, we become.

J. Holloway – Change the world without taking power
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